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Abstract

Provably Efficient Algorithms for Numerical Tensor Algebra
by
Edgar Solomonik
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
and the Designated Emphasis
in
Computational Science and Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Professor James Demmel, Chair
This thesis targets the design of parallelizable algorithms and communication-efficient parallel
schedules for numerical linear algebra as well as computations with higher-order tensors. Communication is a growing bottleneck in the execution of most algorithms on parallel computers, which
manifests itself as data movement both through the network connecting different processors and
through the memory hierarchy of each processor as well as synchronization between processors.
We provide a rigorous theoretical model of communication and derive lower bounds as well as
algorithms in this model. Our analysis concerns two broad areas of linear algebra and of tensor
contractions. We demonstrate the practical quality of the new theoretically-improved algorithms
by presenting results which show that our implementations outperform standard libraries and traditional algorithms.
We model the costs associated with local computation, interprocessor communication and synchronization, as well as memory to cache data transfers of a parallel schedule based on the most
expensive execution path in the schedule. We introduce a new technique for deriving lower bounds
on tradeoffs between these costs and apply them to algorithms in both dense and sparse linear algebra as well as graph algorithms. These lower bounds are attained by what we refer to as 2.5D
algorithms, which we give for matrix multiplication, Gaussian elimination, QR factorization, the
symmetric eigenvalue problem, and the Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest-paths algorithm. 2.5D
algorithms achieve lower interprocessor bandwidth cost by exploiting auxiliary memory. Algorithms employing this technique are well known for matrix multiplication, and have been derived
in the BSP model for LU and QR factorization, as well as the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. We
introduce alternate versions of LU and QR algorithms which have measurable performance improvements over their BSP counterparts, and we give the first evaluations of their performance.
We also explore network-topology-aware mapping on torus networks for matrix multiplication
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and LU, showing how 2.5D algorithms can efficiently exploit collective communication, as well
as introducing an adaptation of Cannon’s matrix multiplication algorithm that is better suited for
torus networks with dimension larger than two. For the symmetric eigenvalue problem, we give
the first 2.5D algorithms, additionally solving challenges with memory-bandwidth efficiency that
arise for this problem. We also give a new memory-bandwidth efficient algorithm for Krylov subspace methods (repeated multiplication of a vector by a sparse-matrix), which is motivated by the
application of our lower bound techniques to this problem.
The latter half of the thesis contains algorithms for higher-order tensors, in particular tensor
contractions. The motivating application for this work is the family of coupled-cluster methods,
which solve the many-body Schrödinger equation to provide a chemically-accurate model of the
electronic structure of molecules and chemical reactions where electron correlation plays a significant role. The numerical computation of these methods is dominated in cost by contraction
of antisymmetric tensors. We introduce Cyclops Tensor Framework, which provides an automated mechanism for network-topology-aware decomposition and redistribution of tensor data.
It leverages 2.5D matrix multiplication to perform tensor contractions communication-efficiently.
The framework is capable of exploiting symmetry and antisymmetry in tensors and utilizes a distributed packed-symmetric storage format. Finally, we consider a theoretically novel technique for
exploiting tensor symmetry to lower the number of multiplications necessary to perform a contraction via computing some redundant terms that allow preservation of symmetry and then cancelling
them out with low-order cost. We analyze the numerical stability and communication efficiency
of this technique and give adaptations to antisymmetric and Hermitian matrices. This technique
has promising potential for accelerating coupled-cluster methods both in terms of computation
and communication cost, and additionally provides a potential improvement for BLAS routines on
complex matrices.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A pervasive architectural evolutionary trend is the growth of parallelism and associated relative
growth of the cost of communication of data and synchronization among processors with respect
to the cost of execution of local operations on the data. This changing nature of architecture makes
the design of efficient numerical applications a moving target. Numerical linear algebra provides
a layer of abstraction, which is leveraged by optimized matrix libraries. Tensors raise the level of
abstraction and allow expression of more complex numerical methods on top of optimized library
primitives. Further, symmetries in the structure of data are expressible via the tensor representation and can be used to lower the algorithmic cost of tensor operations. This thesis analyzes
new algorithms for numerical linear algebra computations as well as symmetric tensor computations, deriving communication-optimal schedules and benchmarking implementations of them on
distributed-memory supercomputers.
Tensors, most commonly vectors and matrices, are the predominant data abstractions in numerical methods and computations. Non-numerical algorithms, such as shortest-paths computations
on graphs may also be formulated via algebras over other semirings as matrix (or, for hypergraphs,
tensor) operations. Frequently, the most computationally-expensive operations in numerical methods are expressible as algebraic operations on tensors. Such a high-level representation of data and
its operation allows for an interface between the numerical method developer and the algorithms
which perform the tensor algebra. This abstraction attracts the development of efficient algorithms
and computational frameworks for tensor algebra.
Chapter 2 formally defines the theoretical execution and cost model, which takes into account
not only the number of operations performed by any processor, but also the amount of data transferred between processors (interprocessor/horizontal communication), the amount of data transferred between main memory and cache (vertical communication), and the number of interprocessor synchronizations. The model is based on asynchronous messages whose progress must be
guaranteed by synchronizations of groups of processors. This algorithmic model has similarities
to the BSP model [162] and the LogP model [40], in fact we show that the algorithms from both
BSP and LogP may be efficiently simulated in our model (under some assumptions on the relative value of costs in the LogP model). We also specifically consider collective communication,
which is a key communication primitive in matrix and tensor parallel algorithm designs. We derive
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a LogP performance model for the communication costs of communication collectives tuned for
multidimensional torus networks [57] and compare them to topology-oblivious (binomial) collectives [57, 129, 155] at the end of Chapter 2. Figure 1.1 [143] motivates our network-topologyaware collective communication analysis by showing that the performance of a multicast varies
dramatically depending on whether it exploits the topology of the underlying interconnect network. The bandwidth of a 1 MB multicast drops by a factor of as much as 30x as the number of
processors grows from 2 to 4096 on a Cray XE6 (Hopper), but grows by a factor of 4.3x on the Intrepid Blue Gene/P (BG/P). This contrast demonstrates the advantage of topology-aware collective
communication over topology-oblivious binomial collectives.
1 MB multicast on BG/P, Cray XT5, and Cray XE6
8192

BG/P
XE6
XT5

Bandwidth (MB/sec)

4096
2048
1024
512
256
128

8

64
#nodes

512

4096

Figure 1.1: BG/P uses topology aware multicasts to utilize a high fraction of node bandwidth.
We express the parallelization or schedule of an algorithm as given by the sequence of communication, synchronization, or computation tasks performed on each processor and we measure
the execution time as the most expensive sequence of dependent tasks, which may not necessarily
all be done on one processor. This new critical path execution cost model (detailed in Chapter 2.1)
allows us to effectively analyze the parallelization potential of algorithms by considering their
dependency structure. Chapter 3 introduces techniques for dependency graph analysis that will
allow us to lower bound the communication and synchronization costs which are achievable by
any possible schedule for an algorithm, based on the dependency structure of the algorithm. The
process of determining lower bounds (limits on best achievable costs), will allow us to evaluate the
parallelization potential of algorithms and to certify whether a given schedule is optimal in its communication and synchronization costs. Figure 1.2 demonstrates the development flow which lower
bound analysis enables. While Figure 1.2 considers budget constrained algorithm and schedule
development, we will usually seek the algorithm with the lowest cost. So, we will seek to lower
bound the communication costs of all algorithms, for which we define schedules. In a number of
cases, we will present new or modified algorithms, which are able to attain a lower communication
cost than existing alternatives, which is something that lower bounds on the existing algorithm
allow us to prove. Chapter 3 will introduce techniques for deriving lower bounds on communication costs based on min-cut characterizations of hypergraphs, as well as techniques for deriving
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Figure 1.2: How do lower bounds facilitate the design of parallel algorithms?

tradeoff lower bounds between synchronization cost and computation as well as communication
costs. This general lower bound infrastructure will allow us to derive useful lower bounds for dense
matrix and tensor computations, graph algorithms, and sparse linear algebra algorithms. The infrastructure builds on previous lower bound techniques based on pebbling games [90], geometric
inequalities [12, 159, 156] (most notably the Loomis-Whitney inequality [111]), as well as graph
expansion [11]. Specifically, we will use our lower bound techniques to prove novel lower bounds
on tradeoffs between communication and synchronization for Cholesky factorization in Chapter 5
and for Krylov subspace methods in Chapter 8.
In Chapter 4, we start specific derivation and analysis of algorithms with dense matrix multiplication, which will be a building block for the analysis of many of the later algorithms. Our analysis
will be limited to classical (non-Strassen-like [152]) matrix multiplication algorithms (we will also
not use Strassen-like algorithms in our analysis of other dense linear algebra problems). We derive
a lower bound with tight constants on the bandwidth cost of matrix multiplication, and give parallel algorithms that attain the lower bounds for any amount of available memory. Previously, such
‘3D’ algorithms that use extra memory have been analyzed by [1, 2, 23, 43, 93, 113], and “2.5D
algorithms” (ones that use a tunable amount of extra memory) have been given by [113]. We also
study the effects of topology-aware mapping strategies for matrix multiplication which arrange the
interprocessor data transfers so as to use all available network links may be saturated in a torus
network topology. Combining topology-awareness with asymptotic reduction in communication
cost, our 2.5D matrix multiplication algorithm achieves up to a 12X speed-up over the standard
‘2D’ algorithm on a BlueGene/P supercomputer. We study how this network utilization is achievable using pipelined collective communication [57] and also present an adaptation of Cannon’s
algorithm, which can explicitly utilize all torus links without the use of pipelining, achieving a
1.5X speed-up over regular Cannon’s algorithm.
Chapter 5 considers the problem of solving dense linear systems of equations via dense LU or
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Cholesky factorization and a triangular solve. The triangular solve and Gaussian elimination algorithms have a more intertwined dependency structure then matrix multiplication, and our lower
bound analysis shows that their parallelization requires higher synchronization cost. We refer to
existing and give our own versions of schedules that achieve these costs. We specifically study the
potential of asymptotically reducing communication cost by utilizing additional available memory
in “2.5D LU and Cholesky algorithms”, which is not exploited by current ‘2D’ parallel numerical
linear algebra libraries. Such approaches have been previously been explored for LU by Irony
and Toledo [87] (who minimized communication volume rather than critical path communication
cost) and by Tiskin [158] for BSP. We present a more practical approach and study different pivoting algorithms for 2.5D LU factorization (partial pivoting necessitates a high synchronization
cost); in contrast to Tiskin [158] who uses pairwise pivoting [149], we employ tournament pivoting [69]. The applications of our lower bounds demonstrates the optimality of the communication
and synchronization cost of these parallelizations, answering an open question posted by [158].
Our method of utilizing auxiliary memory for these algorithms enables improved strong scaling
(faster time to solution of problems using more processors), which we highlight in Figure 1.3.
LU with tournament pivoting on BG/P (n=65,536)

Percentage of machine peak

100

ideal scaling
2.5D LU
2D LU
ScaLAPACK PDGETRF

80

60

40

20

0
256

512

1024

2048

#nodes

Figure 1.3: Performance of 2.5D LU (communication-avoiding algorithm) with respect to 2D LU
(standard approach) on BlueGene/P supercomputer.
We take the step from LU to QR factorization in Chapter 6, where we try to attain the same
communication costs in parallel algorithms for QR factorization as we did for LU factorization.
One challenge posed in formulating a 2.5D QR factorization algorithm is the desire to use aggregated trailing matrix updates to achieve good bandwidth efficiency, but to avoid using Householder
QR, which requires high synchronization cost. Previous work in BSP by Tiskin [158] relied on
Givens rotations. We give a technique for reconstructing the Householder vectors from an implicit
form given by block Givens rotations (TSQR [47]). This technique is based on a similar idea of
Yamamato [169]. Our approach involves forming a panel of the orthogonal matrix and computing
an LU factorization of this orthogonal matrix added to a diagonal sign matrix. We also improve the
alternative approach, by showing how the implicit form may be applied to the trailing matrix more
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communication-efficiently. We study the performance of our algorithms on a distributed memory
supercomputer. We end the chapter by providing a parallel QR algorithm that can efficiently exploit extra available memory and yields the standard Householder representation of the orthogonal
matrix. Our approach is simpler and has practical advantages with respect to [158]. Our approach
of doing two-level aggregation, which may be combined with TSQR via our Householder reconstruction technique, achieved a 1.4X speed-up on a Cray XE6 supercomputer.
QR factorization itself serves as a building block for algorithms for the symmetric eigenvalue
problem, which we study in Chapter 7. We focus on approaches that reduce the symmetric matrix to a tridiagonal matrix by an orthogonal transformation (so the tridiagonal matrix retains the
eigenvalues of the full symmetric matrix). Finding communication-efficient algorithms for this
tridiagonalization problem is more difficult as aggregating the trailing matrix update to achieve low
memory-bandwidth cost necessitates reducing the symmetric matrix to successively thinner intermediate band widths [13, 6]. We give an 2.5D symmetric eigensolve algorithm that uses a minimal
number of such successive reduction stages to achieve optimal memory bandwidth and interprocessor communication cost for any given cache size. We also give an alternative 2.5D successive
band-reduction approach, which uses only one intermediate matrix band width and achieves minimal interprocessor communication cost but not necessarily optimal memory-bandwidth cost.
We transition from dense to sparse numerical linear algebra in Chapter 8. We specifically consider Krylov subspace computations, which rely on repeated multiplication of a vector by a sparse
matrix (a ubiquitous kernel in sparse-matrix methods). The memory-bandwidth cost of multiplication of a sparse-matrix by a vector is often high, due to the necessity to read in the whole
matrix from main memory into cache and the fact that no data reuse is achieved for each matrix
entry. Further, the interprocessor synchronization cost incurred for each sparse-matrix vector multiplication may be a bottleneck. There are well known methods (s-step methods) which achieve
better cache reuse and perform fewer synchronizations for Krylov subspace methods via performing blocking across multiple sparse-matrix-by-vector multiplications [90, 109, 49, 154]. However,
the interprocessor communication cost (amount of data transferred) requirements of these methods
is higher for most sparse matrices, albeit by a low order term when the problem size per processor is large enough. By application of our lower bound methods, we demonstrate that there is a
tradeoff between synchronization cost and interprocessor communication cost, which is attained
by s-step methods. This lower bound motivates a new algorithm, which does not attempt to lower
synchronization cost, avoiding the tradeoff and keeping interprocessor communication low, but
still succeeds in lowering the memory-bandwidth cost. This algorithm promises the most potential
benefit, when executing problems that do not fit wholly into cache, but are also not many times
larger than the cache. One such scenario occurs in the context of heterogeneous architectures,
which have a local workspace that is smaller than the host-processors memory capacity and cannot
fit the whole problem at once. In this scenario, the theoretical memory-bandwidth improvements
achieved by the algorithm would translate to lowering the amount of communication between the
host-processor and accelerator.
Chapter 9 explores problems outside the domain of numerical linear algebra, namely shortestpaths algorithms for graphs. In fact, many shortest-paths algorithms have similar structure to
numerical linear algebra algorithms and can be formulated as matrix computations over the tropical
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semiring [117]. We show that our lower bound technique applies to the Bellman-Ford single-source
shortest paths algorithm [20, 62], which is similar in structure to Krylov subspace computations.
Further, the lower bounds apply to the Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest-paths algorithm [59, 167],
which is analogous to Gaussian elimination. We study communication-efficient algorithms and
their performance for Floyd-Warshall in detail. We demonstrate that using data replication in the
parallelization of Floyd-Warshall improves performance by a factor of up to 2X for large problems
and up to 6.2X for small problems on a Cray XE6 supercomputer.
The last two major chapters consider algorithms for tensors, extending algorithmic ideas from
matrix computations to higher-order tensors. We focus on tensor contractions, with the primary
motivation of accelerating applications in quantum chemistry, most notably coupled cluster [165,
17, 39], which employs tensors of order 4, 6, and 8. Chapter 10 studies the problem of mapping
and redistributing the data of a tensor on a distributed-memory parallel computer and introduces
Cyclops Tensor Framework, a library which solves this problem in a general fashion. The framework uses distributed packed symmetric data layouts to store symmetric tensors and is capable
of migrating the data between many decompositions, including mappings onto different processor grids and mappings where data is replicated. The framework performs tensor contractions by
selecting the best choice of parallel schedule and data mapping based on a performance model,
redistributing the data, then executing the schedule. The contractions done by the framework are
capable of exploiting symmetry that is preserved in the contraction equation and leverages matrix
multiplication to achieve high performance locally. We demonstrate the scalability of Cyclops
Tensor Framework on the BlueGene/Q and Cray XC30 architectures, where we benchmark two
methods for coupled-cluster: CCSD and CCSDT [165, 17, 39]. We highlight the weak scaling flop
rate results (largest water problem with cc-pVDZ basis set on each number of processors) achieved
by the framework in Figure 1.4 (see Chapter 10 for details). The performance of the framework is
generally faster than NWChem [31], the most widely-used distributed memory application solving
the same problem, which automates contraction equation derivation via the Tensor Contraction
Engine [79, 19, 64] and parallelization via Global Arrays [120].
Weak scaling on Edison
350

Aquarius-CTF CCSD
Aquarius-CTF CCSDT

Gigaflops/node

300
250
200
150
100
50
32

64

128

256
#nodes

512

1024

2048

Figure 1.4: CCSD and CCSDT weak scaling with on Edison (Cray XC30).
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The framework presented in Chapter 10 follows previous approaches in exploiting only tensor
symmetries that are preserved in the contraction to lower computation cost. Chapter 11 demonstrates that it is possible to exploit symmetry more effectively in cases where the contraction
‘breaks’ the symmetry. For instance, in symmetric-matrix-by-vector multiplication, the entries
of the symmetric matrix are multiplied by different vector entries, so typically n2 multiplications
are done if the matrix dimension is n. Our method is capable of performing symmetric-matrixby-vector multiplication with n2 /2 scalar multiplications to leading order, but a larger number of
additions. We give a general form of the approach, which can handle arbitrary order symmetric
contractions, and lowers the number of multiplications by a factor of up to ω! when ω is the number
of different tensor indices involved in the contraction. This method is similar to Gauss’s trick for
complex number multiplication, Strassen’s matrix multiplication algorithm [152], and the simultaneous matrix multiplication algorithm described by Victor Pan [123], as it computes redundant
terms and then subtracts them out, lowering the number of multiplications but increasing the relative number of additions. We show how the method can be adapted to handle antisymmetric and
Hermitian tensors. The applications of the approach range from lowering the leading order number
of total operations needed for some complex BLAS routines by a factor of 4/3 to achieving higher
speed-ups (we give examples with 2X, 4X, and 9X speed-ups) for coupled-cluster contractions,
where the algorithm is applied in a nested fashion over multiple antisymmetric index groups of
partially-antisymmetric tensors.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Performance Model
We model a parallel machine as a homogeneous network of p processors, each with a local main
memory of size M and a cache of size M̂ , which communicate via asynchronous point-to-point
messages and collective (though not necessarily global) synchronizations (collective communication algorithms are derived on top of the point-to-point messaging model). This model has four
basic architectural parameters,
• α = network latency, time for a synchronization between two or more processors,
• β = time to inject a word of data into (or extract it from) the network,
• γ = time to perform a floating point operation on local data,
• ν = time to perform a transfer of a word of data between cache and main memory.
which are associated with four algorithmic costs,
• S = number of synchronizations (network latency cost),
• W = number of words of data moved (interprocessor bandwidth cost / communication cost),
• F = number of local floating point operations performed (computational cost),
• Ŵ = number of words of data moved between main memory and cache (memory bandwidth
cost).
Each of these quantities is in our scheduling model accumulated along some path of dependent
tasks in the schedule. The longest path weighted by the given cost of each task in the schedule is
Parts of this chapter are based on joint work with Erin Carson and Nicholas Knight [145] and Abhinav
Bhatele [143].
In this chapter and later we denote a discrete integer interval {1, . . . , n} by [1, n] and let discrete and contiguous
intervals be disambiguated by context.
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the critical path cost. The sequence of execution tasks done locally by any processor corresponds
to one such path in the schedule, so our costs are at least as large as those incurred by any single
processor during the execution of the schedule. The parallel execution time of the schedule is
closely proportional to these four quantities, namely,
max(α · S, β · W, γ · F, ν · Ŵ ) ≤ execution time ≤ α · S + β · W + γ · F + ν · Ŵ .
We do not consider overlap between communication and computation and so are able to measure
the four quantities separately and add them, yielding the above upper bound on execution time,
which is at most 4X the lower bound. We detail our scheduling model and show how these costs
may be formally derived in Section 2.1. We demonstrate that if an algorithm has a certain LogP
cost, it can be done with similar cost in our scheduling model, assuming that the latency parameters in LogP are not very different. Similarly, we demonstrate that our scheduling model can
simulate BSP algorithms. These reductions imply that lower bounds for communication costs of
dependency graphs in our model hold as lower bounds on communication cost of any BSP/LogP
parallelization and that all algorithms in BSP and LogP are valid algorithms in our model with
similar upper bounds on costs.
In Section 2.2, we additionally derive more detailed performance models for collective communication, which employ the LogP messaging model. These collective communication models
will be instrumental for predicting and modelling the performance of parallel algorithms for dense
linear algebra and tensor computations. Techniques from efficient collective algorithms will also
later find their place in the design of communication-efficient numerical algorithms in Chapter 4
on matrix multiplication and Chapter 6 on QR factorization.
We analyze on binomial collectives, which are usually used in a network-oblivious manner,
and rectangular collectives, which are specially-designed for torus network architectures. We contrast the scalability between these two types of collectives on current computer architectures and
measure the precision of our performance models. We then give use our performance models to
predict relative performance of the collectives on a future supercomputer architecture based on
projected parameters. Our results suggest that on future architectures topology-aware collectives
will be many times (>10X) faster.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows,
• Section 2.1 gives our main scheduling and cost model,
• Section 2.2 derives our performance model of communication collectives.

2.1

Scheduling Cost Model

The dependency graph of an algorithm is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), G = (V, E). The
vertices V = I ∪ Z ∪ O correspond to either input values I (the vertices with indegree zero), or
the results of (distinct) operations, in which case they are either temporary (or intermediate) values
Z, or outputs O (including all vertices with outdegree zero). This dependency graph corresponds
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to an execution of an algorithm for a specific problem and is a static representation that is not
parameterized by the values assigned to the vertices I. There is an edge (u, v) ∈ E ⊂ V ×
(Z ∪ O) if v is computed from u (so a k-ary operation resulting in v would correspond to a vertex
with indegree k). These edges represent data dependencies, and impose limits on the parallelism
available within the computation. For instance, if the dependency graph G = (V, E) is a line
graph with V = {v1 , . . . , vn } and E = {(v1 , v2 ), . . . , (vn−1 , vn )}, the computation is entirely
sequential, and a lower bound on the execution time is the time it takes a single processor to
compute F = n − 1 operations. Using graph expansion and hypergraph analysis, we will derive
lower bounds on the computation and communication cost of any execution of dependency graphs
with certain properties. In the following subsections, we develop a formal model of a parallel
schedule in detail and show that our construction generalizes the BSP and the LogP models.

2.1.1

Parallel Execution Model

A parallelization of an algorithm corresponds to a coloring of its dependency
S graph G = (V, E),
i.e., a partition of the vertices into p disjoint sets C1 , . . . , Cp where V = pi=1 Ci and processor i
computes Ci ∩ (Z ∪ O). We require that in any parallel execution among p processors, at least two
processors compute at least b|Z ∪O|/pc elements; this assumption is necessary to avoid the case of
a single processor computing the whole problem sequentially (without parallel communication).
We will later make further problem-specific restrictions that require that no processor computes
more than some (problem-dependent) constant fraction of Z ∪ O. Any vertex v of color i (v ∈ Ci )
must be communicated to a different processor j if there is an edge from v to a vertex in Cj , though
there need not necessarily be a message going directly between processor i and j, as the data can
move through intermediate processors. We define each processor’s communicated set as
Ti = {u : (u, w) ∈ [(Ci × (V \ Ci )) ∪ ((V \ Ci ) × Ci )] ∩ E} .
We note that each Ti is a vertex separator in G between Ci \ Ti and V \ (Ci ∪ Ti ).
We define a (parallel) schedule of an algorithm with dependency graph G = (V, E) as a DAG
Ḡ = (V̄ , Ē), which consists of a set of p edge-disjoint paths, Π, where the vertices in each π ∈ Π
correspond to the tasks executed by a certain processor. The edges along each processor’s path
carry the state of the cache and main memory of that processor. In our notation, functions that
have domain V̄ will have hats and functions that have domain Ē will have tildes. Each vertex
v̄ ∈ V̄ corresponds to a unique type within the following types of tasks:
v̄ ∈ V̄comp the computation of fˆ(v̄) ⊂ V ,
v̄ ∈ V̄sync a synchronization point,
v̄ ∈ V̄send the sending of a message ŝ(v̄) ⊂ V
v̄ ∈ V̄recv the reception of a message r̂(v̄) ⊂ V
v̄ ∈ V̄trsf the transfer of a set of data ĥ(v̄) ⊂ V between cache and main memory
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Figure 2.1: DepictionP
of a sample 4-processor
execution schedule in our model for an all-reduction,
P
which computes a = i ai and b = i bi . Vertices for transfer of data between memory and cache
would also be needed between each send or receive task and a computation task.

We assign a unique color (processor number) i using function c̃ to the edges along each path π, so
that for every edge ē ∈ (π × π) ∩ Ē, c̃(ē) = i. Each vertex ū ∈ V̄comp ∪ V̄send ∪ V̄recv should be
adjacent to at most one incoming edge ēi and at most one outgoing edge ēo . We assign ū the same
color ĉ(ū) = c̃(ēi ) = c̃(ēo ) as the processor which executes it (the single path that goes through
it). Each vertex v̄ ∈ V̄sync corresponds to a synchronization of k ∈ [2, p] processors and should
have k incoming as well as k outgoing edges. With every edge ē ∈ Ē, we associate the data kept
by processor c̃(ē) in memory as m̃(ē) ⊂ V , the data a processor keeps in cache between tasks
as h̃(ē) ⊂ V , the data kept in the send buffer as a collection of sets s̃(ē) = {W1 , W2 , . . .} where
each Wi ⊂ V denotes the contents of a sent point-to-point message posted at some node ū with
ŝ(ū) = Wi , and the data kept in the receive buffer as a collection of sets r̃(ē) = {W10 , W20 , . . .}
where each Wi0 ⊂ V denotes the contents of a point-to-point message received at some node v̄ with
r̂(v̄) = Wi0 . The schedule has p indegree-zero vertices, corresponding to startup tasks I¯ ⊂ V̄comp ,
i.e., ‘no-op’ computations which we assume have no cost.
S The single outgoing edge of each startup
task is assigned a disjoint part of the input data, so that ē∈(I×
¯ V̄ )∩Ē m̃(ē) = I. We assume that the
cache starts out empty, so h̃(ē) = ∅ for any ē ∈ (I¯ × V̄ ) ∩ Ē.
In our model, each message is point-to-point in the sense that it has a single originating and
destination processor. However, multiple messages may be transferred via the same synchronization vertex. We say the schedule Ḡ is point-to-point if each synchronization vertex has no more
than two paths going through it. Each message is sent asynchronously, but a synchronization is
required before the communicated data may change control. We illustrate an example schedule,
which demonstrates the messaging behavior within our model in Figure 2.1. Transfers (reads and
writes) between memory must be done to move data into cache prior to computation tasks, and to
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read computed data from cache to memory prior to interprocessor communication.
We enforce the validity of the schedule via the following constraints. For every task v̄ executed
by processor i, with incoming edge ēin and outgoing edge ēout ,
• if v̄ ∈ V̄comp \ I¯ (for all computation tasks),
1. (∀f ∈ fˆ(v̄))(∀(g, f ) ∈ E), g ∈ fˆ(v̄) or g ∈ h̃(ēin ) (meaning the dependencies must be
in cache at the start of the computation or computed during the computation task),
2. h̃(ēout ) ⊂ fˆ(v̄) ∪ h̃(ēin ) (meaning the cache can carry newly computed data), and
3. m̃(ēout ) = m̃(ēin ) and h̃(ēout ) = h̃(ēin ) (meaning the contents of the memory and cache
stay the same);
• if v̄ ∈ V̄send (for all tasks which send messages),
1. ∃w̄ ∈ V̄recv with ŝ(v̄) = r̂(w̄) and a path from v̄ to w̄ in Ḡ (meaning the task that sends
the message is connected by a path to the task that receives the message),
2. ŝ(v̄) ⊂ m̃(ēin ) and s̃(ēout ) = s̃(ēin ) ∪ {ŝ(v̄)} (meaning what is sent must be a subset of
the memory at the start of the task and in the send buffer after the task),
3. m̃(ēout ) ⊂ m̃(ēin ) (meaning what is contained in the memory after the send task must
be a subset of what was in memory at its start), and
4. h̃(ēout ) = h̃(ēin ) (meaning the contents of the cache stay the same);
• if v̄ ∈ V̄recv (for all tasks that receive messages),
1. r̂(v̄) ∈ r̃(ēin ) and r̃(ēout ) = r̃(ēin ) \ {r̂(v̄)} (meaning the receive buffer at the start of
the task contained the data received by the task and does not contain it thereafter),
2. m̃(ēout ) ⊂ m̃(ēin ) ∪ r̂(v̄) (meaning the memory contents after the task may contain the
data received by the task), and
3. h̃(ēout ) = h̃(ēin ) (meaning the contents of the cache stay the same); and,
• if v̄ ∈ V̄trsf (for all tasks which transfer data between cache and memory),
1. ĥ(v̄) ⊂ m̃(ēin ) ∪ h̃(ēin ) (meaning the transferred data is either inside the incoming main
memory or inside the cache),
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2. m̃(ēout ) ⊂ m̃(ēin ) ∪ ĥ(v̄) (meaning the outgoing main memory contents may gain any
elements from the transfer buffer),
3. h̃(ēout ) ⊂ h̃(ēin ) ∪ ĥ(v̄) (meaning the cache may gain any elements from the transfer
buffer).
For all synchronization tasks ū ∈ V̄sync messages may pass from send to receive buffers under the
following rules,
1. if processor i posted a send v̄i ∈ V̄send and processor j posted the matching receive v̄j ∈ V̄recv ,
i.e., ŝ(v̄i ) = r̂(v̄j ), and if there exist paths πi = {v̄i , . . . , w̄i , ū} and πj = {ū, w̄j , . . . , v̄j } in
Ḡ, they may exchange the message during task ū by moving the data ŝ(v̄i ) from s̃((w̄i , ū))
to r̃((ū, w̄j )),
[
[
[
[
2.
s̃((v̄, ū)) \
s̃((ū, w̄)) =
r̃((ū, w̄)) \
r̃((v̄, ū)) (meaning that if the data on
(v̄,ū)∈Ē

(ū,w̄)∈Ē

(ū,w̄)∈Ē

(v̄,ū)∈Ē

one processor’s path is exchanged in a synchronization node, it should be removed from the
send buffer after the task),
3. c̃((v̄, ū)) = c̃((ū, w̄)) ⇒ m̃((v̄, ū)) = m̃((ū, w̄)) and h̃((v̄, ū)) = h̃((ū, w̄)) (meaning that
the memory and cache contents on each processor are unmodified during a synchronization
task).
For all edges ē ∈ Ē, the cache contents must not exceed the cache size, |h̃(ē)| ≤ M̂ , and the
contents of the memory must not exceed the main memory size |m(ē)| ≤ M .
The runtime of the schedule,
X
T (Ḡ) = max
t̂(v̄),
π∈Π

v̄∈π

is maximum total weight of any path in the schedule, where each vertex is weighted according to
its task’s cost,


v̄ ∈ V̄comp
γ · |fˆ(v̄)|




v̄ ∈ V̄sync
α
t̂(v̄) = (ν + β) · |ŝ(v̄)| v̄ ∈ V̄send .



(ν + β) · |r̂(v̄)| v̄ ∈ V̄recv



ν · |ĥ(v̄)|
v̄ ∈ V̄trsf
The runtime T (Ḡ) is by construction at least the cost incurred by any individual processor, since
each processor’s workload is a path through the schedule. We force all sent and received data to
incur a cost of ν +β per element of the message transferred from memory to the send buffer or from
the receive buffer to memory. Since all data from the receive buffer arrives from remote processors
and all data from the sent buffer is forwarded to remote processors, at least β network cost is
incurred by the sending and receiving processor per word of data in the message. Whether this
data also needs to go through the memory hierarchy depends on the particular network card and
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memory architecture, but in general we can expect that β  ν, i.e., interprocessor communication
is more expensive than memory traffic. Therefore, the ν+β cost does not significantly overestimate
the β cost, and allows us to make the simplifying assumption that Ŵ ≥ W . So, from here-on we
specifically consider Ŵ only when Ŵ > W . Also, note that our construction allows us to ignore
idle time, since a processor can only be idle at a message node if there exists a costlier path to that
node.

2.1.2

Relation to Existing Models

Our theoretical model is closest to, and can efficiently simulate, the LogP model [40], which differs
from our model most notably with its three hardware parameters,
• L = interprocessor latency cost incurred on network,
• o = messaging overhead incurred by sending and receiving processes,
• g = inverse bandwidth (per byte cost) of a message.
Both models are asynchronous and measure the cost of an algorithm along the longest execution
path in a given schedule, so a close relationship is expected. Since our model only has a single
latency parameter α, while the LogP model considers overhead o, injection rate g, and interprocessor latency L, we will consider the special case where L = o, i.e., the sequential overhead of
sending a message is equivalent to the network latency of message delivery.
Theorem 2.1.1. If there exists a LogP algorithm for computation G with cost L · S + g · W , there
exists a point-to-point parallel schedule Ḡ with synchronization cost O(α · S) and bandwidth cost
O(β · W ).
Proof. Consider the given LogP algorithm for G, which encodes a timeline of LogP actions for
each processor. We now construct an equivalent schedule Ḡ = (V̄ , Ē). Consider the kth (LogP)
action of the ith processor, which is either a local computation, a sent message, or a received
message. For each computation, add a sequence of computation vertices to V̄comp ⊂ V̄ and memory
transfer vertices (the cost of which was not bounded by the LogP schedule and so is also not
bounded in Ḡ) as necessary to move dependencies between cache and main memory. If the kth
action of the ith processor is a send of dataset U which is received as the lth action of processor j,
add nodes v̄1 , s̄, and v̄2 to V̄ where
• v̄1 ⊂ V̄send , ŝ(v̄1 ) = U , ĉ(v1 ) = i, and v̄1 succeeds the (k − 1)th action of processor i and
precedes s̄,
• s̄ ⊂ V̄sync and s̄ has an incoming edge from v̄1 as well as from the (l−1)th action of processor
j, and outgoing edges to v̄2 and the (k + 1)th action of processor i,
• v̄2 ⊂ V̄recv , r̂(v̄2 ) = U , and v̄2 is of color j with an incoming edge from s̄.
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Since each synchronization node has two paths through it, Ḡ is a point-to-point schedule. A
runtime bound on the LogP algorithm provides us with a bound on the cost of any path in Ḡ,
since any path in the LogP algorithm exists in Ḡ and vice versa. Every adjacent pair of actions on
this path will be done consecutively on a single processor or the path will follow some message of
size M̄ . In the former case, the cost of the LogP message on the path is o + g · M̄ , while the cost
of this portion of the path in Ḡ is α + β · M̄ . In the latter case, the cost of the LogP message is
o · 2 + L + g · M̄ , while a path in Ḡ which goes from the sending to the receiving node will incur
cost α + β · 2M̄ . Since we limit our analysis to L = o, this means each LogP interprocessor path
message cost of O(L + g · M̄ ) and cost incurred by a single processor for sending or receiving a
message, O(o + g · M̄ ), translates to a cost of O(α + β · M̄ ) in the constructed schedule. Since
we know that for any path in the LogP schedule, the bandwidth cost is bounded by O(β · W ), and
since Ḡ has the same paths, the bandwidth cost of any path in Ḡ is also bounded by O(β · W ) Since
the cost of the LogP schedule is bounded by S, the longest path will be of length S and latency
cost O(α · S), giving a total cost bound of O(α · S + β · W ).
Our theoretical model is also a generalization of the BSP model [162], which allows global synchronization in unit synchronization cost, with each such synchronization defining a BSP timestep.
At every timestep/synchronization, processors may communicate arbitrary datasets between each
other, which is referred to as an h-relation, where h is the largest amount of data sent or received
by any processor at the synchronization point.
We show a reduction from any BSP algorithm to an algorithm in our model by adding a global
synchronization vertex for every BSP timestep, which follows the local computations and sends
posted at each timestep and precedes the receives of these sends at the beginning of the next BSP
timestep.
Theorem 2.1.2. Given a BSP algorithm for computation G with S synchronizations and W words
communicated, there exists a parallel schedule Ḡ with synchronization cost O(α·S) and bandwidth
cost O(β · W ).
Proof. We construct Ḡ = (V̄ , Ē) from the BSP schedule by adding a single synchronization vertex
to V̄sync for each (BSP) timestep and connecting all processors’ execution paths to this vertex. So,
for the jth of the S timesteps, we define a global synchronization vertex s̄j , as well as sequences of
vertices F̄1j , . . . , F̄pj in V̄comp corresponding to the local computations and memory transfers done
by each processor during that BSP timestep (BSP only bounds the computation cost, so we have
no bound on memory transfers). For the kth message sent by processor i during timestep j, we add
a vertex w̄ijk to V̄send and for the lth message received by processor i, we add a vertex r̄ijl to V̄recv .
The execution path of processor i will then take the form
πi = {. . . , F̄ij , w̄ij1 , w̄ij2 , . . . , s̄j , r̄ij1 , r̄ij2 , . . . , F̄i,j+1 , . . .}.
For every BSP timestep, which executes an h-relation with cost β · h in BSP, the cost of Ḡ includes
not only all paths which correspond to the data sent and received by some processor, but also paths
which correspond to the data sent on one processor (no greater than h) and received on another
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Figure 2.2: The four disjoint spanning trees used by a rectangular algorithm on a 4x4 processor
grid

processor (also no greater than h), for a total cost of at most 2h. The total communication cost of Ḡ
constructed in this way will therefore be at least α·S +β ·W but no more than α·S +β ·2W , where
W , the total bandwidth cost of the BSP algorithm, is the sum of h over all S BSP timesteps.

2.2

Performance Models for Communication Collectives

Generic multicast (broadcast of a message to a set of processors) and reduction (e.g. summation of
a set of contributions from each processor into one set) algorithms typically propagate a message
down a spanning tree (e.g. binary or binomial) of nodes. To improve bandwidth and network
utilization, large messages are pipelined down multiple spanning trees. Each tree spans the full list
of nodes but in a different order [15, 94, 114]. However, if any of the tree edges pass through the
same physical links, network contention creates a bottleneck in bandwidth utilization.
A topology aware rectangular multicast on a torus network topology can utilize all the links on
the network without any contention. On a mesh of dimension d, rectangular protocols form d edgedisjoint spanning trees (each having a different ‘color’). On a torus of dimension d, rectangular
protocols form 2d colors/spanning trees. For each tree, the root sends unique packets down one
of 2d combinations of dimension and network direction. On a ring of processors, the two edgedisjoint spanning trees are simply the two directions of the bidirectional network. On a 2D torus
of processors, four edge-disjoint spanning trees are formed by routing in different dimensional
order (x → y, y → x) and in different directions (−x → −y, −y → −x). These four trees
are displayed in Figure 2.2. For higher dimensional meshes, rectangular algorithms form d edgedisjoint dimensional orders by performing d − 1 circular shifts on some initial ordering (D1 →
D2 → . . . Dd , D2 → D3 → . . . Dd → D1 , etc.).
These topology aware multicasts are valid only if the partition is a cuboid, meaning the nodes
and network allocated themselves constitute a mesh or atorus. This condition requires not only that
the machine scheduler allocates cuboid partitions but also that algorithms and applications perform
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multicasts on cuboid partitions. We evaluate the utility of topology aware collectives by designing
and implementing algorithms that can exploit these collectives. We also derive new performance
models to shed light on the scaling characteristics of these collectives and our new algorithms.
Rectangular multicasts and reductions can reduce communication time in dense linear algebra
operations significantly on current supercomputers. We model the performance of rectangular
collectives in order to evaluate their scaling behavior.

2.2.1

Basic Assumptions and Terminology

We base our assumptions to reflect current architectures and an idealized messaging implementation.
1. We assume the LogP performance model for messaging.
2. We assume m, the message size, is big and gear our analysis towards understanding bandwidth cost of collectives. Bandwidth cost is more relevant for dense linear algebra. Latency
costs are heavily dependent on network architecture and implementation.
3. We restrict our analysis to multicasts and reductions on k-ary d-cube networks (so the torus
has d dimensions and each one of the torus edges has k processors).
4. We assume the networks are bidirectional tori (there is one link in each of two directions for
each adjacent pair of nodes and wrap-around links) for brevity. However, our models can be
modified to meshes (without wrap-around links).
5. We assume that a DMA device and wormhole routing are used for messaging.
We build a model from the following parameters:
L (seconds) is the physical network latency cost as defined by the LogP model.
o (seconds) is the overhead of sending and receiving a message as defined by the LogP model.
d (integer) is the number of dimensions of the k-ary d-cube network.
g (seconds/bytes) is the reciprocal of the bandwidth achieved by a single message. We assume a single message achieves at best the unidirectional bandwidth of a single link.
P (integer) is the number of processors.
m (bytes) is the message size in bytes.
γ (operations/second) is the flop rate of a node.
β (bytes/second) is the memory bandwidth of a node.

2.2.2

Rectangular Multicast Model

Rectangular multicasts function by pipelining packets of a message down multiple edge-disjoint
spanning trees. Each spanning tree traverses the network in a different dimensional order. As
shown in figure 2.2, all sends are near-neighbor and no contention occurs.
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A rendezvous send is the protocol of choice for large message sizes on modern networks.
Rendezvous messaging establishes a handshake by sending a small eager send to exchange buffer
information. Once the handshake is established, the receiver pulls the data with a one-sided get
operation. The latency cost of an eager send under the LogP model is 2o + L. A one-sided
get requires an extra hop to start the transaction but does not incur overhead on the sender side.
Therefore, the latency cost of a get is o + 2L. The cost of sending a rendezvous message of size
mr incurs both the eager send and get latency costs,
tr = mr · g + 3o + 3L

(2.2.1)

m
sized message
A naive version of a rectangular multicast would synchronously send a mr = 2d
down both directions of each dimension. Such a protocol would achieve single link bandwidth
at best. A more aggressive rectangular protocol can overlap the sends in each of the 2d directions/dimensions. This rectangular protocol overlaps the network latency (L) and bandwidth (g)
costs of each direction. However, the sequential overhead suffered by the sender grows in proportion to the number of trees. Therefore, the start-up cost of a rectangular multicast (the time it takes
the root to send off the entire message) is

ts = (m/2d) · g + (2d − 1) · o + (3o + 3L)
= (m/2d) · g + 2(d + 1) · o + 3L

(2.2.2)

The multicast does not complete until all nodes receive the entire message. So the multicast
finishes when the last packet travels all the way to the farthest node of its spanning tree. The last
packet leaves the root at time ts (Eq. 2.2.2). To get to the farthest node of any dimensional tree
takes d · P 1/d hops. A rendezvous transaction handshake (Eager Send) must be established with
the next node at each hop, so the cost per hop is 2o + L. Over all hops, the overhead of the path of
the packet is
tp = d · P 1/d · (2o + L)

(2.2.3)

Combining ts (Eq. 2.2.2) and tp (Eq. 2.2.3) gives us an estimate of the time it takes to complete a
multicast
trect = ts + tp
m
· g + 2(d + 1) · o + 3L + d · P 1/d · (2o + L)
=
2d

(2.2.4)

To review, our model of the cost of a multicast (Eq. 2.2.4) is composed of
1. The bandwidth term, (m/2d) · g – the time it takes to send the full message out from the root.
2. The start-up overhead, 2(d + 1) · o + 3L – the overhead of setting up the multicasts in all
dimensions.
3. The per hop overhead, d · P 1/d · (2o + L) – the time it takes for a packet to get from the root
to the farthest destination node.
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Rectangular Reduction Model

Reductions behave similarly to multicasts. A multicast tree can be inverted to produce a valid
reduction tree. However, at every node of this tree, it is now necessary to apply some operator
(do computational work) on the incoming data. We assume that the reduction operator is the same
single flop operation applied to each element of the same index (e.g. sum-reduction). We assume
that the elements are double-precision values. The packet size (size of pipelined chunks) must be
larger than the value size (size of values on which to apply the reduction operator) to pipeline the
reduction. We will assume in this analysis that the value size is 8 bytes.
We adopt the reduction model from the multicast model. However, we need to account for the
extra computation and access to memory involved in the application of the reduction operator. The
amount of computational work done in each spanning tree node differs depending on whether the
node is a leaf or an internal node of the spanning tree. However, summing over all trees, each
node receives at most m bytes of data and sends at most m bytes. Therefore, the total amount of
computational work on a node is simply the reduction operator applied once on two arrays of size
m bytes.
Applying the operator on 2 arrays of m bytes, requires reading 2m bytes, writing m bytes,
and performing m/8 flops (8 bytes per double-precision value). The bandwidth and computational
costs are effectively overlapped on modern processors. Given a DMA device, the computation can
also be overlapped with the network bandwidth. So, we adjust the start-up time ts (Eq. 2.2.2) to


m 3m  m 
,
,
·g
+ 2(d + 1) · o + 3L
(2.2.5)
tsr = max
8γ β
2d
The per hop cost tp (Eq. 2.2.3) should be the same for a reduction as a multicast. We build a
reduction model by combining tp and the new start-up cost tsr (Eq. 2.2.5),
tred = tsr + tp


m 3m  m 
= max
,
,
·g
+ 2(d + 1) · o + 3L
8γ β
2d
+ d · P 1/d · (2o + L)

2.2.4

(2.2.6)

Binomial Tree Multicast Model

Binomial tree multicasts are commonly used as generic algorithms for multicasts and reductions [57, 129, 155]. Binomial collectives models have been written for the LogGP model [4]
and for the Hockney model [80] in [155]. Here, we construct a slightly modified binomial tree
multicast model under the LogP model. Our model reflects the DCMF binomial multicast implementation on BG/P [57].
A binomial tree multicast has log2 (P ) stages. In each stage, the multicast root sends the message to a node in a distinct sub-partition. Each sub-partition recursively applies the algorithm on
a smaller subtree. A message can be pipelined into these stages to exploit multiple links simultaneously. We assume that there is no network contention in the tree. Modeling contention is
non-trivial and out of the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.3: Multicast on an 8-node and a n8-by-8 node toroidal grid of processors

The binomial tree is unbalanced. The first established sub-tree is the deepest. Therefore, the
overhead of the first packet traversing the deepest sub-tree dominates the overhead of the root
establishing handshakes with each of the sub-trees. So the cost of a binomial tree multicast is
tbnm = log2 (P ) · ((m/2d) · g + 2o + L)

2.2.5

(2.2.7)

Validation of Multicast Model

Our rectangular collectives models are based purely on architectural parameters. We can validate
the quality of our assumptions and analysis by comparing our performance prediction with an
actual implementation of rectangular algorithms on a Blue Gene/P machine. We implemented our
benchmarks using DCMF [103]. We restrict our analysis to multicasts and not reductions, due to
DCMF reduction performance being lower than expected (see [143] for details). Subtracting the
performance of DCMF Get (cost: o + L = 1.2 µs) from DCMF Put (cost: o + 2L = 2.0 µs) as
reported in [103], we get L = .8 µs, o = .4 µs. The inverted achievable link bandwidth is known
to be g = 1/375 s/MB.
We validate performance for rectangular algorithms of tori of different dimension. This analysis is important since it justifies the portability of the model among k-ary d-cubes of different dimension d. In particular, algorithms that perform subset multicasts (e.g. line multicasts/reductions
in dense linear algebra), operate on lower dimensional partitions. We benchmark collectives on
processor partitions of dimension d ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Lower dimensional toroidal partitions are generated by extracting sub-partitions of a BG/P 3D torus partition.
Figure 2.3(a) details the performance of rectangular and binomial DCMF Broadcast on a ring of
8 BG/P nodes. Our performance model (trect ) matches the performance of the rectangular DCMF
algorithms (DCMF rectangle dput) closely. Our binomial performance model (tbnm ) overestimates
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Figure 2.4: Multicast on a 8-by-8-by-8 node toroidal grid of processors

the actual achieved bandwidth (DCMF binomial) by a factor of about 1.4X, which is probably due
to network contention that is ignored by our model.
The (predicted and observed) bandwidth of the binomial multicast peaks at exactly half of link
bandwidth. On eight nodes, a binomial algorithm must form three trees and has two available
links (directions). Our model does not consider contention and assumes the three trees share all
available node bandwidth. Since two links are available, the model predicts a peak of two thirds
of the link bandwidth. However, two of the trees get mapped to the same physical link of the root,
creating contention over the link. As a result, the binomial protocol achieves only half of the link
bandwidth.
On a 2D toroidal sub-partition, the available bandwidth as well as the overheads increase.
Figure 2.3(b) shows that our model (trect ) matches the performance of the rectangular, one-sided
DCMF protocol (DCMF rectangle dput) fairly well. The observed data seems to take a dip in
performance growth for messages larger than 128 KB. This may be due to the buffer exceeding the
size of the L1 cache, which is 64 KB. The binomial model (tbnm ) overestimates performance again
due to contention.
On a 3D partition (Figure 2.4), a similar overhead is even more pronounced than on a 2D partition. However, we see that the performance data from Faraj et al. [57] achieves higher bandwidth
than the best data we were able to collect (DCMF rectangle dput). Perhaps the difference is due
to our usage of DCMF or the use of a lower level interface with less overhead by Faraj et al. [57].
We also found that the performance of multicasts varied substantially depending on the buffer-size
of the receive FIFO buffer. We sampled data over a few different buffer-sizes and selected the best
performing data-points. Perhaps the data in [57] was collected with more intensive control for such
parameters.
Comparisons between the idealized rectangular performance and actual observed data show
that implementation overhead grows as a function of dimension. Higher dimensional rectangular
algorithms stress the DMA implementation by utilizing multiple links. The hardware and software
have to manage communication through multiple links simultaneously.
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1018 flop/s
32 PB

Node count (P )

262,144

Node interconnect bandwidth (g)

.06 s/GB

Latency overhead (o)

250 ns

Network latency (L)

250 ns

Topology
Size of dimensions

3D Torus
64 × 64 × 64

Table 2.2.1: Predicted architecture characteristics of an Exaflop/s machine

The binomial multicast performance suffers severely from network contention. It is particularly
difficult to build a general contention model since it is dependent on the semantics of spanning tree
construction. Rectangular algorithms have no contention when implemented on a torus network.
This feature improves their scalability with comparison to binomial and other tree-based generic
algorithms.

2.2.6

Predicted Performance of Communication Collectives at Exascale

The performance of binomial and tree-based collectives deteriorates with increased partition size
due to increased tree depth and contention. In particular, contention and branch factor of trees
bounds the peak achievable bandwidth. The only cost of rectangular collectives that grows with
partition size is the increased depth of spanning trees. To examine the scaling of collectives, we
model performance of raw collectives and dense linear algebra algorithms on a potential exascale
architecture.

2.2.7

Exascale Architecture

Table 2.2.1 details the parameters we use for an exascale machine. These parameters are derived
from a report written at a recent exascale workshop [160].
We assume the exascale machine is a 3D torus. Our analysis and conclusions would not change
significantly for a torus of slightly higher dimension. However, rectangular collectives are not
applicable to a switched network. In particular, the Dragonfly network architecture [98] seems to
be a suitable exascale switched network topology.
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Figure 2.5: Performance of rectangular and binomial multicasts on a potential exascale torus architecture. Lines signifying performance of binomial collectives overlap, since our binomial collective
model is independent of network architecture.

2.2.8

Performance of Collectives at Exascale

We model the performance of collectives on 1D, 2D, and 3D sub-partitions of the exascale machine. Figure 2.5 details the performance of rectangular and binomial multicasts for these partitions. The peak bandwidth of binomial multicast stays the same for each partition since the number
of trees increases proportionally to the number of available links. In practice, this peak bandwidth
would actually deteriorate on larger partitions due to increased network contention.
Figure 2.5 also demonstrates that to achieve peak bandwidth, large messages are required (1
GB for a 3D partition). We assume that intra-node concurrency is utilized hierarchically. A single
process per node performs all inter-node communication.
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Chapter 3
Communication Lower Bound Techniques
Our lower bound techniques build on methods first introduced by Hong and Kung [90] for
sequential algorithms and also extended to the parallel case by Irony et al. [88]. Our lower bounds
are extensions to those obtained by Ballard et al. [12]. We discuss and introduce more related lower
bounds work in detail in Section 3.1. Like [88] and [12], we will employ volumetric inequalities
to derive communication lower bounds. Section 3.2 states the Loomis-Whitney lower bound, a
generalization of it given by Tiskin [156], and introduces a specialization (tighter version of the
bound) of the latter to normally-ordered sets.
This specialized inequality will allow us to establish a lower bound on the minimum cut size of
any hypergraph lattice in Section 3.3. These hypergraph lattices will be characterizations of dependency structures that are present in many of the algorithms we discuss in later chapters. Obtaining
a lower bound on the cut of hypergraph lattices will then allow us to obtain a lower bound on
the communication cost necessary to execute a computation with such a lattice dependency structure. In Section 3.3, we introduce and study (m, r)-lattice hypergraphs where the set of vertices
has dimension m and is connected by a set of hyperedges of dimension r. For the linear algebra
applications we consider, it will be the case that r = m − 1, however, in Chapter 11, we will use
bounds on lattice hypergraph cuts for arbitrary r < m.
Knowing the expansion and minimum cut parameters of certain dependency graphs, we will
show how these expansion parameters yield lower bounds on tradeoffs between synchronization
cost S, interprocessor bandwidth cost W and computation cost F in Section 3.4. Most of the
applications of our lower bounds apply to computations which have Ω(nd ) vertices, with a ddimensional lattice dependency structure (where d = m and r = d − 1 for the corresponding
(m, r)-lattice hypergraph as defined in Section 3.3), and take the form


F · S d−1 = Ω nd , W · S d−2 = Ω nd−1 .
These bounds indicate that a growing amount of local computation, communication, and synchronization must be done to solve a larger global problem. Thus, the bounds are important because
This chapter is based on joint work with Erin Carson and Nicholas Knight [145].
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they highlight a scalability bottleneck dependent only on local processor/network speed and independent of the number of processors involved in the computation. The lower bounds are motivated
by tradeoffs between computation and synchronization costs demonstrated by Papadimitriou and
Ullman [124] and are are a generalization of the result.
The tradeoff infrastructure presented in this chapter will allow us to prove the following bounds
in later chapters:
1. for solving a dense n-by-n triangular system by substitution (TRSV),

FTR · STR = Ω n2 ,
which is attainable as discussed in Section 5.2,
2. for Cholesky of a dense symmetric n-by-n matrix,


2
FCh · SCh
= Ω n3 ,
WCh · SCh = Ω n2 ,
which are also attainable as shown in Section 5.3, although they are provably not attainable
by conventional algorithms such as LU with partial pivoting, and
3. for computing an s-step Krylov subspace basis with a (2m + 1)d -point stencil (defined in
Section 8.1),


d−1
d
FKr · SKr
= Ω md · sd+1 , WKr · SKr
= Ω md · sd ,
which are again attainable (Section 8.3).
The Cholesky lower bounds which we derive in Chapter 5 suggest the communication optimality of the parallel algorithms for LU factorization given by [113] and [146]. The parallel schedules
for LU and QR in these papers are parameterized and exhibit a trade-off between synchronization
and communication bandwidth cost. We come close to answering an open question posed by [158],
showing that it is not possible to achieve an optimal bandwidth cost without an associated increase
in synchronization cost for Cholesky (the question was posed for LU factorization and we assume
that no recomputation is performed).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows,
• Section 3.1 discusses previous and related work on communication lower bounds,
• Section 3.2 states the Loomis-Whitney inequality as well as a generalization of it then gives
a new specialization to normally-ordered sets,
• Section 3.3 gives a definition of lattice hypergraphs and proves a lower bound on their minimum cut,
• Section 3.4 uses characterizations of the path-expansion of dependency graphs to derive
lowers bounds on tradeoffs between costs.
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Previous Work

Theoretical lower bounds on communication volume and synchronization are often parameterized by the size of the cache, M̂ , in the sequential setting, or the size of the main memory M ,
in the parallel setting. Most previous work has considered the total sequential or parallel communication volume Q, which corresponds to the amount of data movement across the network
(by all processors), or through the memory hierarchy. Hong and Kung [90] introduced sequential
communicationp
volume lower bounds for computations including n-by-n matrix multiplication,
3
QMM = Ω(n / M̂ ), the n-point FFT, QFFT = Ω(n log(n)/ log(M̂ )), and the d-dimensional diamond DAG (a Cartesian product of line graphs of length n), Qdmd = Ω(nd /M̂ 1/(d−1) ). Irony
et al. [88] extended this approach to √
distributed-memory matrix multiplication on p processors,
obtaining the bound WMM = Ω(n3 /(p M )). Aggarwal et al. [2] proved a version of the memoryindependent lower bound WMM = Ω(n3 /p2/3 ), and Ballard et al. [9] explored the relationship
between these memory-dependent and memory-independent lower bounds. Ballard et al. [12] extended the results for matrix multiplication to Gaussian elimination of n-by-n matrices and many
other matrix algorithms with similar structure, finding
!
n3
p
.
WCh = Ω
p min(M, n2 /p2/3 )
Bender et al. [21] extended the sequential communication lower bounds introduced in [90]
to sparse matrix vector multiplication. This lower bound is relevant to our analysis of Krylov
subspace methods, which essentially perform repeated sparse matrix vector multiplications. However, [21] used a sequential memory hierarchy model and established bounds in terms of memory
size and track (cacheline) size, while we focus on interprocessor communication.
Papadimitriou and Ullman [124] demonstrated tradeoffs for the 2-dimensional diamond DAG
(a slight variant of that considered in [90]). They proved that the amount of computational work
Fdmd along some execution path (in their terminology, execution time) is related to the communication volume Qdmd and synchronization cost Sdmd as


Fdmd · Qdmd = Ω n3 and Fdmd · Sdmd = Ω n2 .
These tradeoffs imply that in order to decrease the amount of computation done along the critical
path of execution, more communication and synchronization must be performed. For instance, if
an algorithm has an ‘execution time’ cost of Fdmd = Ω(nb), it requires Sdmd = Ω(n/b) synchronizations and a communication volume of Qdmd = Ω(n2 /b). The lower bound on Fdmd · Sdmd
is a special case of the d-dimensional bubble latency lower bound tradeoff we derive in the next
section, with d = 2. These diamond DAG tradeoffs were also demonstrated by Tiskin [156].
Bampis et al. [14] considered finding the optimal schedule (and number of processors) for
computing d-dimensional grid graphs, similar in structure to those we consider in Section 3.3.
Their work was motivated by [124] and took into account dependency graph structure and communication, modeling the cost of sending a word between processors as equal to the cost of a
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computation. Tradeoffs in parallel schedules have also been studied in the context of data locality
on mesh network topologies by [24].
We will introduce lower bounds that relate synchronization to computation and data movement
along sequences of dependent execution tasks. Our work is most similar to the approach in [124];
however, we attain bounds on W (the parallel communication volume along some dependency
path), rather than Q (the total communication volume). While bounds on Q translate to bounds on
the energy necessary to perform the computation, bounds on W translate to bounds on execution
time. Our theory also obtains tradeoff lower bounds for a more general set of dependency graphs
which allows us to develop lower bounds for a wider set of computations.

3.2

Volumetric Inequalities

A key step in the lower bound proofs in [88] and [12] was the use of an inequality introduced by
[111]. We state this inequality in Theorem 3.2.1.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Loomis-Whitney Inequality). Let V be a finite, nonempty set of d-tuples (i1 , . . . , id ) ∈
[1, n]d ;
Y
1/(d−1)
d
|V | ≤
|πj (V )|
,
j=1

where, for j ∈ [1, d], πj : [1, n]d → [1, n]d−1 is the projection
πj (i1 , . . . , id ) = (i1 , . . . , ij−1 , ij+1 , . . . , id ).
We use a generalized discrete version of the inequality, which was given by [156] and is a
special case of the theory in [37]. We state this generalized inequality in Theorem 3.2.2.
Theorem 3.2.2 (Generalized Discrete Loomis-Whitney
Inequality). Let V be a finite, nonempty

set of m-tuples (i1 , . . . , im ) ∈ [1, n]m . Consider mr projections
πs1 ,...,sr (i1 , . . . im ) = (is1 , . . . , isr )
∀(s1 , . . . , sr ) such that 1 ≤ s1 < . . . < sr ≤ m,

|V | ≤

Y

1/(m−1
r−1 )
|πs1 ,...,sr (V )|
.

1≤s1 <...<sr ≤m

We derive a version of the Loomis-Whitney inequality for sets of normally-ordered (i.e., increasing) tuples, in order to obtain a tighter bound for our scenario. We state the inequality in
Theorem 3.2.3 and prove its correctness.
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Theorem 3.2.3. Let V be a finite, nonempty set of normally-ordered m-tuples (i1 , . . . , im ) ∈
[1, n]m , i1 < . . . < im . Consider mr projections
πs1 ,...,sr (i1 , . . . im ) = (is1 , . . . , isr )
∀(s1 , . . . , sr ) such that 1 ≤ s1 < . . . < sr ≤ m. Define the union of these projections of V as
[
Π̄ =
πs1 ,...,sr (V ).
1≤s1 <...<sr ≤m

Now the size of V may be bound as a function of the number of projections in Π̄,
m/r
|V | ≤ r! · |Π̄|
/m!.
Proof. For any V , consider the projected sets πs1 ,...,sr (V ) for 1 ≤ s1 < . . . < sr ≤ m. We now
construct set V̄ , with V ⊂ V̄ and obtain an upper bound on the size of V̄ , yielding an upper bound
on the size of V . We consider the union of all the projections Π̄ and expand this set to construct
a larger set Π̂, where for any r-tuple permutation p, if w ∈ Π̄, p(w) ∈ Π̂, and Π̄ ⊂ Π̂. Since Π̄
consisted only of r-tuples whose indices are normally-ordered (since they are ordered projections
of normally-ordered d-tuples),
|Π̂| = r! · |Π̄|.
We now construct the set V̂ of all (not necessarily normally-ordered) tuples whose projections
are in Π̂, that is
V̂ = {(w1 , . . . , wm ) ∈ [1, n]m : such that ∀ {q1 , . . . , qr } ⊂ {w1 , . . . , wm }, (q1 , . . . , qr ) ∈ Π̂}.
We note that the original m-tuple set is a subset of the new one, V ⊂ V̂ , since
∀ {q1 , . . . , qr } ∈ πs1 ,...,sr (V ) ⊂ Π̂, ∃{v1 , . . . , vm } ∈ V such that {q1 , . . . , qr } ⊂ {v1 , . . . , vm }.
Further, V̂ includes all m-tuples such that all arbitrarily ordered r-sized subsets of these tuples
is in Π̂. Since subsets of all possible orderings are considered, the ordering of the m-tuple does
not matter, so V̂ should contain all orderings of each tuple, and is therefore a symmetric subset of
[1, n]m .
Now by application of the Loomis-Whitney inequality (Theorem 3.2.1), we know that the size
of V̂ is
m
m−1
|V̂ | ≤ |Π̂|( r )/( r−1 ) .
We now let V̄ be the set of all normally-ordered tuples inside V̂ . We have that V ⊂ V̄ since, V ⊂ V̂
and V is normally-ordered. Since there are m! symmetrically equivalent tuples to each normallyordered tuples inside V̂ , |V̄ | = |V̂ |/m!. Combining this bound with the bound on Loomis-Whitney
bound on W , we obtain
m
m−1
|V | ≤ |V̄ | ≤ |V̂ |/m! ≤ |Π̂|( r )/( r−1 ) /m!
(m)/(m−1)
m/r
= r! · |Π̄| r r−1 /m! = r! · |Π̄|
/m!
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Lower Bounds on Lattice Hypergraph Cuts

A hypergraph H = (V, E), is defined by a set of vertices V and a set of hyperedges E, where each
hyperedge ei ∈ E is a subset of V , ei ⊆ V . We say two vertices in a hypergraph v1 , v2 ∈ V are
connected if there exists a path between v1 and v2 , namely if there exist a sequence of hyperedges
P = {e1 , . . . , ek } such that v1 ∈ e1 , v2 ∈ ek , and ei ∩ ei+1 6= ∅ for all i ∈ [1, k − 1]. We say
a hyperedge e ∈ E is internal to some V 0 ⊂ V if e ⊂ V 0 . If no e ∈ E is adjacent to (i.e.,
contains) a v ∈ V 0 ⊂ V , then we say V 0 is disconnected from the rest of H. A 1q - x1 -balanced
hyperedge cut of a hypergraph is a subset of E whose removal from H partitions V = V1 ∪ V2
with b|V |/qc ≤ min(|V1 |, |V2 |) ≤ b|V |/xc such that all remaining (uncut) hyperedges are internal
to one of the two parts.
For any q ≥ x ≥ 2, a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of vertex set V̂ ⊂ V in a hypergraph
H = (V, E) (if V̂ is unspecified then V̂ = V ) is a set of vertices Q ⊂ V , whose removal from
V and from the hyperedges E in which the vertices appear splits the vertices V in H into two
disconnected parts V \Q = V1 ∪V2 . Further, the subsets of these vertices inside V̂ must be balanced,
meaning that for V̂1 = V̂ ∩ V1 and V̂2 = V̂ ∩ V2 , b|V̂ |/qc − |Q| ≤ min(|V̂1 |, |V̂2 |) ≤ b|V̂ |/xc. The
smaller partition may be empty if the separator Q contains at least b|V̂ |/qc vertices.

3.3.1

Lattice Hypergraphs

For any m
 > r > 0, we define
 a (m, r)-lattice hypergraph H = (V, E) of breadth n, with
n
|V | = m
vertices and |E| = nr hyperedges. Each vertex is represented as vi1 ,...,im = (i1 , . . . , im )
for {i1 , . . . , im } ∈ [1, n]m with i1 < · · · < im . Each hyperedge connects all vertices which share
r indices, that is ej1 ,...,jr for {j1 , . . . , jr } ∈ [1, n]r with j1 < · · · < jr includes all vertices vi1 ,...,im
for which {j1 , . . . , jr } ⊂ {i1 , . . . , im }. Each vertex appears in mr hyperedges and therefore each
 m n−1

n
n−r
hyperedge contains m
= m−r
vertices.
r
r
Theorem 3.3.1. For 1 ≤ r < m  n and 2 ≤ x ≤ q  n, the minimum 1q - x1 -balanced hyperedge
cut of a (m, r)-lattice hypergraph H = (V, E) of breadth n is of size q (H) = Ω(nr /q r/m ).
Proof. Consider any 1q - x1 -balanced hyperedge cut Q ⊂ E. Since all hyperedges which contain at
least one vertex in both V1 and V2 must be part of the cut Q, all vertices are either disconnected
by the cut or remain in hyperedges which are all internal to either V1 or V2 . Let U1 ⊂ V1 be the
vertices contained in a hyperedge internal to V1 and let U2 ⊂ V2 be the vertices contained in a
hyperedge internal to V2 . Since both V1 and V2 contain at least b|V |/qc vertices, either b|V |/(2q)c
vertices must be in internal hyperedges within both V1 as well as V2 , that is,
case (i): |U1 | ≥ b|V |/(2q)c and |U2 | ≥ b|V |/(2q)c,
or there must be b|V |/(2q)c vertices that are disconnected by the cut,
case (ii): |(V1 \ U1 ) ∪ (V2 \ U2 )| ≥ b|V |/(2q)c.
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First we note that when r ≤ bm/2c, every hyperedge intersects with every other hyperedge at
some vertex since for any two r-tuples (hyperedges), the union of their entries has no more than
m entries and so must correspond to at least one vertex. Since we assume q < n, case (i) implies
that U1 and U2 each have an internal hyperedge. This is not possible for r ≤ bm/2c, since any
pair of hyperedges intersects at some vertex. We note that this precludes case (i) for r = 1, m = 2
(the most basic version of the (m, r)-lattice hypergraph) and furthermore it precludes any scenario
with r = 1.
In case (i), for r ≥ 2 and r > m/2 (the other cases were ruled out in the previous paragraph),
we start by assuming without loss of generality that |U1 | ≤ |U2 |, therefore |U1 | ≤ b|V |/xc ≤
b|V |/2c. We consider the hyperedges W1 internal to U1 . Each vertex may appear in at most mr
n−r
hyperedges and each hyperedge has m−r
vertices, so the number of hyperedges is at most
 n

 
m
m
|U
|
1
n
1
.
(3.3.1)
|W1 | ≤ rn−r  ≤ r n−rm =
2 r
2 m−r
m−r

n−r
Since both U1 and U2 have at least b|V |/(2q)c vertices and each hyperedge has m−r
vertices, the
number of hyperedges is at least
$ % 
−1 $ n %
n
n−r
|U1 |
m
r 
·
≥
.
(3.3.2)
|W1 | ≥ n−r  ≥
m−r
2q
2q mr
m−r
We define a fiber fk1 ,...,km−1 for each {k1 , . . . , km−1 } ∈ [1, n]m−1 with k1 < · · · < km−1 as the
set of vertices in the hypergraph H which satisfy {k1 , . . . , km−1 } ⊂ {j1 , . . . , jm }. We note that
each fiber is internal to at least one hyperedge (which is defined by r ≤ m − 1 indices). We define
a hyperplane xk1 ,...,kr−1 for each {k1 , . . . , kr−1 } ∈ [1, n]r−1 with k1 < · · · < kr−1 as the set of all
n
hyperedges ej1 ,...,jr which satisfy {k1 , . . . , kr−1 } ⊂ {j1 , . . . , jr }. Thus, each of the |X| = r−1
hyperplanes contains n − (r − 1) hyperedges, and each hyperedge is in r hyperplanes. Note that
each hyperplane shares a unique hyperedge with (r − 1)(n − (r − 1)) other hyperplanes.
We now obtain a bound on the number of hyperplanes to
 which the hyperedges W1 are adjacent.
n−r
The number of fibers internal to each hyperedge is m−r−1 (all ways to choose the other m − r − 1
indices of the m − 1 indices in the fiber, r of which come from the hyperedge). We denote the
fibers internal to W1 as F1 , and determine the number of hyperplanes
adjacent to these fibers. The

n−r
total number of fibers in the set W1 is then |F1 | = m−r−1 |W1 |. We now apply the generalized

projections of a set of (m − 1)modified Loomis-Whitney inequality (Theorem 3.2.3) for m−1
r−1
tuples (fibers) onto (r − 1)-tuples (hyperplanes),
πs1 ,...,sr−1 (ei1 ,...,im−1 ) = (is1 , . . . , isr−1 ),

for 0 < s1 < s2 < . . . < sr−1 < m corresponding to each of m−1
hyperplanes adjacent to each
r−1
fiber. The inequality (Theorem 3.2.3) yields the following lower bound on the product of the size
of the projections with respect to the union of the projections Z1 = ∪j πj (F1 ), that is,

(m−1)/(r−1)
|F1 | ≤ (r − 1)! · |Z1 |
/(m − 1)!.
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The cardinality of the union of the projections, |Z1 | is the number of unique hyperplanes adjacent
to F1 , which we seek to lower bound, so we reverse the above inequality,
|Z1 | ≥ ((m − 1)! · |F1 |)(r−1)/(m−1) /(r − 1)! ≡ L(|F1 |).

(3.3.3)
 n
n−r

We now argue that when |W1 | (and therefore |F1 |) is at its maximum, |F1 | = w ≡ 21 m−r−1 r

n−r
from equation 3.3.1 and the fact that |F1 | = m−r−1
|W1 |, the right side of the inequality equa
n
1
tion 3.3.3 becomes L(w) ≥ 2(r−1)/(m−1) r−1 (with the assumption that n  m, r) since
L(w) = ((m − 1)! · w)(r−1)/(m−1) /(r − 1)!


 (r−1)/(m−1)
1
n−r
n
= (m − 1)! ·
/(r − 1)!
2 m−r−1
r

(r−1)/(m−1)
1
/(r − 1)!
≥
n!/(n − (m − 1))!
2
1
= (r−1)/(m−1) (n!/(n − (m − 1))!)(r−1)/(m−1) /(r − 1)!
2

we now note that k = n!/(n − (m − 1))! is a product of m − 1 terms the largest m − r of are the
product n!/(n − (m − r))!. This implies that we can lower bound k (r−1)/(m−1) as the product of
the lowest r − 1 terms, k (r−1)/(m−1) ≥ (n − (m − r))!/(n − (m − 1))!. This implies
L(w) =
≥

1
2(r−1)/(m−1)

k (r−1)/(m−1) /(r − 1)!

1

[(n − (m − r))!/(n − (m − 1))!]/(r − 1)!


1
n − (m − r)
= (r−1)/(m−1)
.
2
r−1
2(r−1)/(m−1)

Applying Pascal’s rule repeatedly we lower bound the binomial coefficient as,

 
 
 



n − (m − r)
n
n−1
n−2
n − (m − r)
=
−
−
− ... −
r−1
r−1
r−2
r−2
r−2


n
≥ (1 − (m − r)(r − 1)/n) ·
r−1
Plugging this back into L(w) we obtain,
L(w) ≥

1
2(r−1)/(m−1)

"

(m − r)(r − 1)
1−
n

!

#
n
.
r−1

Now applying our assumption that n  m, r, we approximate the inequality


1
n
L(w) ≥ (r−1)/(m−1)
.
2
r−1
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Now, the number of hyperedges R1 contained inside the hyperplanes Z1 is at least
(n − (r − 1))|Z1 |
,
r
since each hyperplane contains n − (r − 1) hyperedges and each hyperedge can appear in at most
r hyperplanes. Noting that each hyperedge is adjacent to every other hyperedge within any of its
hyperplanes, we can conclude that Z1 contains either hyperedges that are in W1 or hyperedges that
are cut (it cannot contain hyperedges that are internal to V2 ). Therefore, we can lower bound the
number of hyperedges in the cut as
|R1 | ≥

|Q| ≥ |R1 | − |W1 | ≥

(n − (r − 1))|Z1 |
− |W1 |
r

≡ T1 − T2 .
We would like to show that T1 /T2 > 1 and drop T2 = |W1 |. To do so, we first recall our |F1 |dependent bound of |Z1 | in equation 3.3.3 and simplify its form (to what the generalized LoomisWhitney inequality would yield, which is weaker),
!(r−1)/(m−1)
|Z1 | ≥

(m − 1)! · |F1 |

/(r − 1)!

≥ |F1 |(r−1)/(m−1) .
Since T1 = n−(r−1)
|Z1 | has a fractional (less than one) power of |F1 | while
r
 T2 = |W1 |, the ratio
1 n
of T1 /T2 is minimized when |W1 | is maximized,
when |W1 | = 2 r . In this case, we have
 namely

n−r
n
1
shown that |Z1 | ≥ L(w) ≥ 2(r−1)/(m−1)
(with
the assumption that n  m, r), so we
m−r−1 r−1
see that the ratio is at least
1
(n − (r − 1))|Z1 |
·
T1 /T2 =
r
|W1 |

n
1
(n − (r − 1)) 2(r−1)/(m−1) r−1
1
≥
· 1 n
r
2 r

n
2
r
· n
= (r−1)/(m−1)
2
r
= 21−(r−1)/(m−1) > 1.
This ratio is greater than one by a small factor. Our approximation on L(w) which used n  m, r
implies that the ratio is greater than one in the limit when n  m, r and both m and r are small
constants (in the applications of our algorithms m never exceeds 4). This lower bound on the ratio
implies that


1
|Q| ≥ T1 − T2 ≥ 1 − 1−(r−1)/(m−1) T1
2


1
(n − (r − 1))|Z1 |
= 1 − 1−(r−1)/(m−1)
.
2
r
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|W1 | ≥

n−r
m−r−1

 (nr) 
2q (m
r)

from equation 3.3.2, we obtain


1
(n − (r − 1))|Z1 |
|Q| ≥ 1 − 1−(r−1)/(m−1)
2
r


(r−1)/(m−1)
 (nr)
n−r
 (n − (r − 1)) m−r−1

2q (m
1
r)
≥ 1 − 1−(r−1)/(m−1)
2
r
!


(r−1)/(m−1)
nr
= Ω n · nm−r−1 ·
= Ω(nr /q (r−1)/(m−1) ),
q
which is greater (and so better) than the desired bound |Q| = Ω(nr /q r/m ) since r/m > (r −
1)/(m − 1).

n
In case (ii), we know that b|V |/(2q)c = b m
/(2q)c vertices Ū ⊂ V are disconnected by the
cut (before the cut, every vertex was adjacent to d hyperedges). We define mr projections,
πs1 ,...,sr (ei1 ,...,im ) = (is1 , . . . , isr ),

for 0 < s1 < s2 < . . . < sr ≤ m corresponding to each of mr hyperedges adjacent to vi1 ,...,im . In
particular the set of hyperedges adjacent to Ū is
[
Π̄ =
πs1 ,...,sr (Ū ).
1≤s1 <...<sr ≤m

We apply the generalized Loomis-Whitney inequality (Theorem 3.2.3) to obtain a lower bound on
the the size of the projections |Π̄|,
m/r
|Ū | ≤ r! · |Π̄|
/m!
|Π̄| ≥ (m! · |Ū |)r/m /r!
Plugging in the lower bound on |Ū | corresponding to case (ii) and discarding asymptotically small
factors, we obtain the desired lower bound on the minimum number of hyperedges that must be
cut,
 
r/m
n
q (H) ≥ m! ·
/(2q)
/r!
m

= Ω nr /q r/m .
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Parent Hypergraphs

In order to apply our lower bounds to applications, we consider how a given hypergraph can be
transformed without increasing the size of the minimum hyperedge cut. We employ the idea that it
is possible to merge sets of hyperedges which define connected components without increasing the
size of any cut. Additionally, we employ the fact that discarding vertices in a hypergraph cannot
increase the size of the minimum hyperedge cut that is balanced. Given a hypergraph H = (V, E),
we can define a parent hypergraph Ĥ = (V̂ , Ê), where V̂ ⊂ V , and each hyperedge in Ê is
associated with an element of R, a collection of sub-hypergraphs of H induced by a partition of E.
In particular, each hyperedge e ∈ Ê is associated with a unique sub-hypergraph (W, Y ) ∈ R that
corresponds to the subset of hyperedges Y ⊂ E of the original graph that are adjacent to W ⊂ V ,
such that e ⊂ W and the sub-hypergraph (W, Y ) is connected. We derive parent hypergraphs for
directed graphs by treating the directed edges as if they were undirected, which means we use the
notion of weak connectivity in directed graphs. This is consistent with our definitions of vertex
separators, which do not allow edges in any direction between the two disconnected parts V1 and
V2 , meaning E ∩ (V1 × V2 ) = ∅.
We obtain lower bounds on the vertex separator size of a directed or undirected graph by constructing a parent hypergraph in which every vertex is adjacent to a constant number of hyperedges.
The following theorem states this result for vertex separators of (undirected) hypergraphs, which
immediately generalizes the case of undirected and directed graphs.
Theorem 3.3.2. Given a hypergraph H = (V, E), consider any parent hypergraph Ĥ = (V̂ , Ê)
defined by a collection of sub-hypergraphs R as defined above. If the degree of each vertex in Ĥ
is at most k, the minimum 1q - x1 -balanced hyperedge cut of Ĥ, where q ≥ x ≥ 4, is no larger than
k times the minimum size of a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of V̂ in hypergraph H.
Proof. Consider any 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator S ⊂ V of V̂ inside H, for q ≥ x ≥ 2, that
yields two disjoint vertex sets V̂1 and V̂2 . We construct a hyperedge cut X̂ of Ĥ consisting of all
hyperedges corresponding to parts (elements of R) in which a vertex in the separator S appears.
X̂ is a cut of Ĥ since for any path consisting of hyperedges P = {y1 , y2 , . . .} in Ĥ corresponding
to parts {r1 , r2 , . . .}, there exists a path in H consisting of hyperedges Q = {e11 , e12 , . . .} ∪
{e21 , e22 , . . .} ∪ · · · , where for each i, {ei1 , ei2 , . . .} ⊂ ri . Therefore, since S disconnects every
path through H between V̂1 and V̂2 , the cut X̂ must disconnect all such paths also. Assuming
without loss of generality that |V̂1 | ≤ |V̂2 |, we let the vertex parts defined by the cut X̂ of Ĥ be
V̂1 ∪ S and V̂2 , since X̂ disconnects all hyperedges connected to S, so S can be included in either
part. Making this choice, we ensure that the size of the smaller part
|V̂1 ∪ S| = |V̂1 | + |S| ≥ b|V̂ |/qc − |S| + |S| ≥ b|V̂ |/qc,
which ensures the balance of the partition created by the cut X̂. We can assert that |V̂1 ∪ S| ≤ |V̂2 |,
since we have assumed x ≥ 4, which implies that |V̂1 | ≤ b|V̂ |/4c and |S| ≤ b|V̂ |/4c. The bound
on separator size, |S| ≤ b|V̂ |/4c, holds because any quarter of the vertices would lead to a valid
vertex separator of any H by choosing S to be any subset of b|V̂ |/4c vertices and V̂1 = ∅. In this
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case, removing the hyperedges in Q leaves S ∪ V̂1 = S disconnected. Further, since the maximum
degree of any vertex in Ĥ is k and each hyperedge in H appears in at most one part in R, which
corresponds to a unique hyperedge in Ĥ, the cut X̂ of Ĥ is of size at most k · |S|.

3.4

Lower Bounds on Cost Tradeoffs Based on Dependency
Path Expansion

In this section, we introduce the concept of dependency bubbles and their expansion. Bubbles
represent sets of interdependent computations, and their expansion allows us to analyze the cost
of computation and communication for any parallelization and communication schedule. We will
show that if a dependency graph has a path along which bubbles expand as some function of the
length of the path, any parallelization of this dependency graph must sacrifice synchronization or,
alternatively, incur higher computational and data volume costs, which scale with the total size and
cross-section size (minimum cut size) of the bubbles, respectively.

3.4.1

Bubble Expansion

Given a directed graph G = (V, E), we say that for any pair of vertices v1 , vn ∈ V , vn depends
on v1 if and only if there is a path P ⊂ V connecting v1 to vn , i.e., P = {v1 ,. . ., vn } such
that {(v1 ,v2 ),. . .,(vn−1 , vn )} ⊂ E. We denote a sequence of (not necessarily adjacent) vertices
{w1 , . . . , wn } a dependency path, if for i ∈ [1, n − 1], wi+1 depends on wi . Any consecutive
subsequence of a dependency path is again a dependency path, called simply a subpath, which
context will disambiguate from its usual definition.
The (dependency) bubble around a dependency path P connecting v1 to vn is a subgraph
ζ(G, P) = (Vζ , Eζ ) where Vζ ⊂ V , each vertex u ∈ Vζ lies on a dependency path {v1 , . . . , u, . . . , vn }
in G, and Eζ = (Vζ × Vζ ) ∩ E. If G is a dependency graph, this bubble corresponds to all vertices
which must be computed between the start and end of the path. Equivalently, the bubble may be
defined as the union of all paths between v1 and vn .

3.4.2

Lower Bounds Based on Bubble Expansion

For any q ≥ x ≥ 2, a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of V̂ ⊂ V in a directed graph G = (V, E) (if
V̂ is unspecified then V̂ = V ) is a set of vertices Q ⊂ V , which splits the vertices V in G into two
disconnected partitions, V \ Q = V1 ∪ V2 so that E ⊂ (V1 × V1 ) ∪ (V2 × V2 ) ∪ (Q × V ) ∪ (V × Q).
Further, the subsets of these vertices inside V̂ must be balanced, meaning that for V̂1 = V̂ ∩ V1
and V̂2 = V̂ ∩ V2 , b|V̂ |/qc − |Q| ≤ min(|V̂1 |, |V̂2 |) ≤ b|V̂ |/xc. We denote the minimum size |Q|
of a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator Q of G as χq,x (G). The lower bound, b|V̂ |/qc − |Q|, can be
zero, e.g., when |Q| = b|V̂ |/xc, but cannot be negative, since any Q0 ⊂ V̂ of size b|V̂ |/qc is a
1 1
- -balanced vertex separator with V1 = V̂1 = ∅, so χq,x (G) ≤ b|V̂ |/qc. For most graphs we
q x
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 in the case of a diamond
DAG (e.g., [124]), depicting a dependency path, and communication and computation chains about
that path, for a 2-processor parallelization.

will consider, χq,x (G) < b|V̂ |/qc. If ζ(G, P) is the bubble around dependency path P, we say
χq,x (ζ(G, P)) is its cross-section expansion.
We now introduce the notion of a (, σ)-path-expander graph, which is the key characterization of dependency graphs to which our analysis is applicable. In inexact terms, such a graph
needs to have a dependency path such that any bubble around a subpath R of this path is of size
|ζ(G, R)| = Θ(σ(|R|)) and has cross-section size χq,x (ζ(G, R)) = Ω((|R|)) for some q, x.
Now we define this notion more precisely. We call a directed graph G a (, σ)-path-expander
if there exists a dependency path P in G, where ζ(G, P) = G, and positive real constants
k, c , cσ , ĉσ , q, x  |P|, where k ∈ Z, c , cσ > 1, x ≥ 2, and q = max(xĉ2σ cσ + 1, ĉσ · σ(k)),
such that
• every subpath R ⊂ P of length |R| ≥ k has bubble ζ(G, R) = (Vζ , Eζ )
1. with size |Vζ | = Θ(σ(|R|) and further σ(|R|)/ĉσ ≤ |Vζ | ≤ ĉσ · σ(|R|),
2. with cross-section expansion χq,x (ζ(G, R)) = Ω((|R|)),
• where the given real-valued functions , σ are
1. positive and convex,
2. increasing with (b + 1) ≤ c (b) and σ(b + 1) ≤ cσ σ(b) for all real numbers b ≥ k.
Theorem 3.4.1 (General Bubble Lower Bounds). Suppose a dependency graph G is a (, σ)-pathexpander about dependency path P. Then, for any schedule of G corresponding to a parallelization
(of G) in which no processor computes more than x1 of the vertices of ζ(G, P), there exists an
integer b ∈ [k, |P|] such that the computation (F ), bandwidth (W ), and latency (S) costs incurred
are
F = Ω (σ(b) · |P|/b) , W = Ω ((b) · |P|/b) , S = Ω (|P|/b) .
Proof. We consider
any possible parallelization, which implies a coloring of the vertices of G =
S
(V, E), V = pi=1 Ci , and show that any schedule Ḡ = (V̄ , Ē), as defined in Section 2.1, incurs
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the desired computation, bandwidth, and latency costs. Our proof technique works by defining a
chain of bubbles within G in a way that allows us to accumulate the costs along the chain.
The tradeoff between work and synchronization, F = Ω(σ(b) · |P|/b) and S = Ω(|P|/b), can
be derived by considering a computation chain: a sequence of monochrome bubbles along P, each
corresponding to a set of computations performed sequentially by some processor (see computation
chain in Figure 3.1). However, to obtain the bandwidth lower bound, we must instead show that
there exists a sequence of bubbles in which some processor computes a constant fraction of each
bubble; we then sum the bandwidth costs incurred by each bubble in the sequence. We show a
communication chain (a sequence of multicolored bubbles) for a diamond DAG in Figure 3.1.
By hypothesis, there exists k  |P| such that every subpath R ⊂ P of length |R| ≥ k induces
a bubble ζ(G, R) = (Vζ , Eζ ) of size
σ(|R|)/ĉσ ≤ |Vζ | ≤ ĉσ · σ(|R|),
for all |R| ≥ k.
We define the bubbles via the following procedure, which partitions the dependency path P
into subpaths by iteratively removing leading subpaths. In this manner, assume we have defined
subpaths Rj for j ∈ [1, i − 1]. Let the tail (remaining trailing subpath) of the original dependency
path be
i−1
[

Ti = P \
Rj = t1 , . . . , t|Ti | .
j=1

Our procedure defines the next leading subpath of length r, Ri = {t1 , . . . , tr }, k ≤ r ≤ |Ti |, with
bubble ζ(G, Ri ) = (Vi , Ei ). Suppose processor l computes t1 . The procedure picks the shortest
leading subpath of Ti of length r ≥ k which satisfies the following two conditions, and terminates
if no such path can be defined.
Condition 1: The subset of the bubble that processor l computes, Cl ∩ Vi , is of size
|Cl ∩ Vi | ≥ b|Vi |/qc.
Condition 2: The subset of the bubble that processor l does not compute, Vi \ Cl , is of size
|Vi \ Cl | ≥ |Vi | − b|Vi |/xc.
S
Let c be the number of subpaths the procedure outputs and T = P \ cj=1 Rj = {t1 , . . . , t|T | }
be the tail remaining at the end of the procedure. We consider the two cases: |T | ≥ |P|/2 and
P
j |Rj | > |P|/2, at least one of which must hold. We show that in either case, the theorem is true
for some value of b.
Case (i): If |T | ≥ |P|/2 (the tail is long), we show that Condition 1 must be satisfied for
any leading subpath of T . Our proof works by induction on the length of the leading subpath
k ≤ r ≤ |T |, with the subpath given by Kr = {t1 , . . . , tr }. We define the bubble about Kr as
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ζ(G, Kr ) = (Vr , Er ). When r = k, Condition 1 is satisfied because |Vr |/q ≤ ĉσ · σ(k)/q ≤ 1 and
processor l computes at least one element, t1 .
For r > k, we have
|Vr | ≤ ĉσ · σ(r) ≤ ĉσ cσ · σ(r − 1) ≤

(q − 1)
· σ(r − 1).
xĉσ

Further, by induction, Condition 1 was satisfied for Kr−1 which implies Condition 2 was not satisfied for Kr−1 (otherwise the procedure would have terminated with a subpath of length r − 1).
Now, using bounds on bubble growth, we show that since Condition 2 was not satisfied for Kr−1 ,
Condition 1 has to be satisfied for the subsequent bubble, Kr ,
|Cl ∩ Vr | ≥ |Cl ∩ Vr−1 | ≥ |Vr−1 | − (|Vr−1 | − b|Vr−1 |/xc) = b|Vr−1 |/xc;
applying the lower bound on bubble size |Vr−1 | ≥ σ(r − 1)/ĉσ ,
|Cl ∩ Vr | ≥ bσ(r − 1)/(xĉσ )c;
and applying the bound |Vr | ≤ σ(r−1)·(q−1)/(ĉσ x), which implies σ(r−1) ≥ |Vr |·(xĉσ )/(q−1),
we obtain
|Cl ∩ Vr | ≥ b(|Vr | · (xĉσ )/(q − 1))/(xĉσ )c = b|Vr |/(q − 1)c ≥ b|Vr |/qc,
so
 Condition 1 holds for Kr for r ∈ [k, |T |]. Due to Condition 1, processor l must compute F ≥1
|Vζ(G,T ) |/q = Ω(σ(|T |)) vertices. Since, by assumption, no processor can compute more than x
of the vertices
 of ζ(G, P),
 we claim there exists a subpath Q of P, T ⊂ Q ⊂ P, where
 processor
l computes |Vζ(G,Q) |/q vertices (Condition 1) and does not compute |Vζ(G,Q) | − |Vζ(G,Q) |/x
vertices (Condition 2). The subpath Q may always be found to satisfy these two conditions simultaneously, since we can grow Q backward
from T until Condition 2 is satisfied, i.e., processor

l does not compute at least |Vζ(G,Q) | − |Vζ(G,Q) |/x vertices,
which must occur since we have

assumed that no processor computes more than b|V |/xc = |Vζ(G,P) |/x vertices. Further, we will
not violate the first condition that |Cl ∩ Vζ(G,Q) | ≥ b|Vζ(G,Q) |/qc, which holds for Q = T , due to
bounds on growth of |Vζ(G,Q) |. The proof of this assertion is the same as the inductive proof above
which showed that Condition 1 holds on Kr , since the bubble growth bounds are invariant to the
orientation of the path we are growing. So, the size of processor l’s communicated set is at least
the size of a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of ζ(G, Q), namely χq,x (ζ(G, Q)) = Ω((|Q|)), since
the communicated set






R = u : (u, w) ∈ Vζ(G,Q) ∩ Cl × Vζ(G,Q) \ Cl ∪ Vζ(G,Q) \ Cl × Vζ(G,Q) ∩ Cl ∩ E
separates two partitions, one of size at least
|(Vζ(G,Q) ∩ Cl ) \ R| ≥ b|Vζ(G,Q) |/qc − |R|
due to Condition 1 and at most
|Vζ(G,Q) ∩ Cl | ≤ b|Vζ(G,Q) |/xc
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due to Condition 2 on Q, as well as another partition of size at least
|(Vζ(G,Q) \ Cl ) \ R| ≥ |Vζ(G,Q) | − b|Vζ(G,Q) |/xc − |R| ≥ b|Vζ(G,Q) |/xc − |R| ≥ b|Vζ(G,Q) |/qc − |R|
due to Condition 2 on Q and the fact that q ≥ x ≥ 2. Applying the assumed lower bound
on the 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of ζ(G, Q), we obtain a lower bound on the size of the
communicated set R, which is also a lower bound on interprocessor communication cost, W =
Ω((|Q|)) = Ω((|T |)) Since these costs are incurred along a path in the schedule consisting of
the work and communication done only by processor l, the bounds hold for b = |T |; note that
Ω(|P|/|T |) =P
Ω(1), because (since in this case the tail is long) |T | ≥ |P|/2.
Case (ii):
j |Rj | > |P|/2 (the tail is short), the procedure generates subpaths with a total
size proportional to the size of P. For each i ∈ [1, c], consider
• the task ū ∈ V̄ during which processor l computed the first vertex t1 on the path Ri , i.e.,
t1 ∈ fˆ(ū),
• the task v̄ ∈ V̄ during which processor l computed its last vertex within the ith bubble, so
fˆ(v̄) ∩ Vi ∩ Cl 6= ∅, and
• the task w̄ ∈ V̄ during which the last vertex on the subpath Ri , tr , was computed, i.e.,
tr ⊂ fˆ(w̄).
Since tr depends on all other vertices in Vi , there will be an execution path πi = {ū, . . . , v̄, . . . w̄} ⊂
V̄ in the schedule Ḡ. Since fˆ(ū) contains the first vertex of Ri , all communication necessary to
satisfy the dependencies of processor l (dependencies of Vi ∩ Cl ) within bubble Vi must be incurred
along πi . This communicated set is given by
T̂il = {u : (u, w) ∈ [((Vi ∩ Cl ) × (Vi \ Cl )) ∪ ((Vi \ Cl ) × (Vi ∩ Cl ))] ∩ E} ,
which is a separator of ζ(G, Ri ) and is 1q - x1 -balanced by the same argument as given above in case
(i) for |Vζ(G,Q) |, since in both cases Conditions 1 and 2 both hold. Any separator of ζ(G, Ri ) must
create two partitions, one of size at least
|(Vζ(G,Ri ) ∩ Cl ) \ Til | ≥ b|Vζ(G,Ri ) |/qc − |Til |
due to Condition 1 and at most
|Vζ(G,Ri ) ∩ Cl | ≤ b|Vζ(G,Ri ) |/xc
due to Condition 2 on Ri as well as another partition of size at least
|(Vζ(G,Ri ) \ Cl ) \ Til | ≥ |Vζ(G,Ri ) | − b|Vζ(G,Ri ) |/xc − |Til |
≥ b|Vζ(G,Ri ) |/xc − |Til | ≥ b|Vζ(G,Ri ) |/qc − |Til |
due to Condition 2 on Ri and the fact that q ≥ x ≥ 2.
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We use the lower bound on the minimum separator of a bubble to obtain a lower bound on the
size of the communicated set for processor l in the ith bubble,
|T̂il | ≥ χq,x (G, Ri ) = Ω ((|Ri |)) ,
where we are able to bound the cross-section expansion of ζ(G, Ri ), since |Ri | ≥ k. There exists
a dependency path between the last element of Ri and the first of Ri+1 since they are subpaths
of P, so every bubble ζ(G, Ri ) must be computed entirely before any members of ζ(G, Ri+1 )
are computed. Therefore, there is an execution path πcritical in the schedule Ḡ which contains
πi ⊂ πcritical as a subpath for every i ∈ [1, c]. The execution cost of Ḡ is bounded below by the cost
of πcritical ,
X
T (Ḡ) ≥
t̂(v̄) = α · S + β · W + γ · F,
v̄∈πcritical

which we can bound below component-wise,
X

F =

|fˆ(v̄)| ≥

i=1

v̄∈πcritical ∩V̄comp

X

W =

|ŝ(v̄)| +

v̄∈πcritical ∩V̄send

=Ω

c
X

c
X
1

q

|ζ(G, Ri )| = Ω

X
v̄∈πcritical ∩V̄recv

c
X

!
σ(|Ri |) ,

i=1

|r̂(v̄)| ≥

c
X

χq,x (ζ(G, Ri ))

i=1

!
(|Ri |) .

i=1

Further, since each bubble contains vertices computed by multiple processors, between the first
and last vertex on the subpath forming each bubble, each πi must go through at least one synchronization vertex, therefore, we also have a lower bound on latency cost,
X
S≥
1 ≥ c.
v̄∈πcritical ∩V̄sync

Because |RiP
| ≥ k, σ as well as  are assumed convex, and the sum of all the lengths of the subpaths
is bounded, i |Ri | ≤ |P|, the above lower bounds for F andP
W are minimized when all values
1
|Ri | are equal . Thus, we can replace |Ri | for each i by b = b j |Rj |/cc = Θ(|P|/c) (since the
tail is short), simplifying the bounds to obtain the conclusion.
Corollary 3.4.2 (d-dimensional bubble lower bounds). Suppose there exists a dependency path P
in a dependency graph G and integer constants 2 ≤ d  k  |P| such that every subpath R ⊂ P
of length |R| ≥ k has bubble ζ(G, R) = (Vζ , Eζ ) with cross-section expansion χq,x (ζ(G, R)) =
Ω(|R|d−1 /q (d−1)/d ) for all real numbers k ≤ q  |P|, and has bubble size |Vζ | = Θ(|R|d ).
1

This mathematical relation can be demonstrated by a basic application of convexity.
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Then, the computation (F ), bandwidth (W ), and latency (S) costs incurred by any schedule of
G corresponding to a parallelization (of G) in which no processor computes more than x1 of the
vertices of ζ(G, P) (for 2 ≤ x  |P|) must be at least


F = Ω bd−1 · |P| , W = Ω bd−2 · |P| , S = Ω (|P|/b) .
for some b ∈ [k, |P|], which implies the costs need to obey the following tradeoffs:


F · S d−1 = Ω |P|d , W · S d−2 = Ω |P|d−1 .
Proof. This is an application of Theorem 3.4.1 since ζ(G, P) is a (, σ)-path-expander graph with
(b) = bd−1 and σ(b) = bd . The particular constants defining the path-expander graph being k
d
d−1
and x as given, as well as cσ = (k+1)
, c = (k+1)
, and since |Vζ | = Θ(|R|d ) = Θ(σ(|R|))
kd
kd−1
there exists a constant ĉσ such that σ(|R|)/ĉσ ≤ |Vζ | ≤ ĉσ · σ(|R|). These constants all make up
q, which is O(xĉ2σ k d ) = O(1), so we can disregard the factor of q (d−1)/d inside  and obtain the
desired lower bounds,


F = Ω bd−1 · |P| , W = Ω bd−2 · |P| , S = Ω (|P|/b) .
These equations can be manipulated algebraically to obtain the conclusion.
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Chapter 4
Matrix Multiplication
Matrix multiplication is a model dense linear algebra problem and a key primitive in all other
dense linear algebra algorithms that the later chapters will analyze. We review a number of matrix
multiplication algorithms in Section 4.1. Some of the important for us will be Cannon’s algorithm [32], the SUMMA algorithm [163, 1], and 3D matrix multiplication algorithms [43, 1, 2, 23,
93]. We do not consider Strassen-like matrix multiplication algorithms. Lower bounds on communication complexity of matrix multiplication were previously studied by Hong and Kung [90]
and Irony et al. [88], as well as by [12]. We give a lower bound derivation, which provides a good
constant factor for the scenarios we will consider in Section 4.2.
We will then in Section 4.3 give an algorithm for 2.5D matrix multiplication that is a memoryefficient adaptation of 3D matrix multiplication, similar to the algorithm by McColl and Tiskin [113].
Both of these algorithms attain the communication lower bound for any amount of available local
memory. We also study the performance of an implementation of the 2.5D matrix multiplication
algorithm in Section 4.3. On the BlueGene/P architecture, the implementation achieves up to a
12X speed-up over a standard 2D SUMMA implementation. This speed-up is in part due to the
ability of the 2.5D implementation to map to the 3D network topology of the architecture, and
utilize the network-optimized communication collectives. Our analysis and benchmarking of 2.5D
matrix multiplication will consider only square matrices, however, in Section 4.4, we will refer to
related work to obtain bounds on cost of rectangular matrix multiplication, as these will be needed
in future dense linear algebra chapters (in particular for 2.5D QR in Chapter 6).
Cannon’s algorithm does not employ communication collectives, so it cannot utilize rectangular collectives. However, Cannon’s algorithm sends a low number of messages with respect
to a pipelined algorithm like SUMMA. We design a generalization of Cannon’s algorithm, SplitDimensional Cannon’s algorithm (SD-Cannon), that explicitly sends data in all dimensions of the
network at once with fewer messages than SUMMA. This algorithm does not need topology-aware
collectives and retains all the positive features of the classical Cannon’s algorithm. However, like
Cannon’s algorithm, SD-Cannon is difficult to generalize to non-square processor grids. We get
Parts of this chapter were results of joint work with Grey Ballard.
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around this challenge by using a virtualization framework, Charm++ [95]. Our performance results on BlueGene/P (Intrepid, located at Argonne National Lab) demonstrate that SD-Cannon
outperforms Cannon’s algorithm (up to 1.5X on BlueGene/P) and can match the performance of
SUMMA with rectangular collectives. The virtualized version of Cannon’s algorithm does not
incur a high overhead but our Charm++ implementation is unable to saturate all networks links at
once.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows,
• Section 4.1 overview the needed relevant work on the communication cost of matrix multiplication,
• Section 4.2 derives a lower bound on the communication cost of sequential matrix multiplication with tight constants,
• Section 4.3 gives the 2.5D matrix multiplication algorithm and analyzes its performance
relative to algorithms used in numerical libraries,
• Section 4.4 references extensions of the 2.5D matrix multiplication algorithm to rectangular
matrices,
• Section 4.5 introduces and benchmarks an adaptation of Cannon’s algorithm that can achieve
higher utilization efficiency on torus networks.

4.1

Previous Work

In this section, we detail the motivating work for our algorithms. First, we recall linear algebra
communication lower bounds that are parameterized by memory size. We also detail the main
motivating algorithm for this work, 3D matrix multiplication, which uses maximal extra memory
and performs less communication. The communication complexity of this algorithm serves as a
matching upper-bound for our memory-independent lower bound.

4.1.1

Communication Lower Bounds for Linear Algebra

Recently, a generalized communication lower bound for linear algebra has been shown to apply
for a large class of matrix-multiplication-like problems [12]. The lower bound applies to either
sequential or parallel distributed memory, and either dense or sparse algorithms. Under some
assumptions on load balance, the general lower bound states that for a fast memory of size M̂ (e.g.
cache size or size of memory space local to processor) the communication bandwidth cost (W )
and memory latency cost (Ŝ) must be at least
!


#arithmetic operations
#arithmetic operations
p
, Ŝ = Ω
Ŵ = Ω
M̂ 3/2
M̂
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words and messages, respectively. In particular, these lower bounds apply to matrix multiplication,
TRSM, as well as LU, Cholesky, and QR factorizations of dense matrices. On a parallel machine
with p processors and a local processor memory of size M , this yields the following lower bounds
for communication costs of matrix multiplication of two dense n-by-n matrices as well as LU
factorization of a dense n-by-n matrix:
 3 
 3 
n /p
n /p
.
(4.1.1)
, S=Ω
W =Ω √
M 3/2
M
These lower bounds are valid for

n2
p

. M .

n2
p2/3

and suggest that algorithms can reduce their
2

communication cost by utilizing more memory. If M < np , the input matrices won’t fit in memory.
As explained in [12], conventional algorithms, for example those in ScaLAPACK [28], mostly do
not attain both these lower bounds, so it is of interest to find new algorithms that do.

4.1.2

SUMMA Algorithm

Algorithm 4.1.1 [C] = SUMMA(A, B, C, n, m, k, Π2D )
Require: m × k matrix A, k × n matrix B distributed so that Π2D [i, j] owns
√
A[i, j] and √kp × √np sub-matrix B[i, j], for each i, j ∈ [0, p − 1]

m
√
p

×

√k
p

sub-matrix

m
√
p

×

√n
p

block sub-

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

% In parallel with all processors
√
for all i, j ∈ [0, p − 1] do
√
for t = 1 to t = p do Multicast A[i, t] along rows of Π2D
Multicast B[t, j] along columns of Π2D
C[i, j] := C[i, j] + A[i, t] · B[t, j]
Ensure: square m × n matrix C = A · B distributed so that Π2D [i, j] owns
√
matrix C[i, j], for each i, j ∈ [0, p − 1]

The SUMMA algorithm [1, 163] (Algorithm 4.1.1), utilizes row and column multicasts to
performs parallel matrix multiplication. The algorithm is formulated on a 2D grid, with each
process owning a block of the matrices A, B, and C. At each step, the algorithm performs an outer
product of parts of A and B. While SUMMA can be done with k rank-one outer products, latency
√
√
can be reduced by performing p rank-(k/ p) outer-products. The latter case yields an algorithm
where at each step every process in a given column of the processor grid multicasts its block of A
to all processors in its row. Similarly, a row of processors multicasts B along columns.

4.1.3

Cannon’s Algorithm

Cannon’s algorithm is a parallel matrix multiplication algorithm that uses shifts blocks among
columns and rows of a processor grid. The algorithm starts by staggering the blocks of A and
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Stagger left
A[i,j] := A[i,j+i]

1

Shift right
A[i,j] := A[i,j-1]

2

3

3

2

4

3

4
4

2
4

1
4

3

1

3

2
4

3
Stagger up
B[i,j] := B[i+j,j]

2
4

3

1

1

3
4

4

3

Shift right
A[i,j] := A[i,j-1]

2

3

2
1

1

2

4

B

Shift right
A[i,j] := A[i,j-1]

1

1

2

A
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Shift down
B[i,j] := B[i-1,j]

1
Shift down
B[i,j] := B[i-1,j]

2
Shift down
B[i,j] := B[i-1,j]

Figure 4.1: Cannon’s algorithm, stagger and shift. A and B blocks of the same color must be
multiplied together. Notice that the colors (blocks that need to be multiplied) align after each shift.

Algorithm 4.1.2 [C] = Cannon(A, B, C, n, m, k, p, Π2D )
Require: m × k matrix A, k × n matrix B distributed so that Π2D [i, j] owns
√
A[i, j] and √kp × √np sub-matrix B[i, j], for each i, j ∈ [0, p − 1]
1: % In parallel with all processors
√
2: for all i, j ∈ [0, p − 1] do
√
3:
for t = 1 to p − 1 do
4:
if t ≤ i then
5:
% stagger A
√
6:
A[i, j] ← A[i, ((j + 1) mod p)]
7:
8:
9:

m
√
p

×

√k
p

sub-matrix

m
√
p

×

√n
p

block sub-

if t ≤ j then
% stagger B
√
B[i, j] ← B[((i + 1) mod p), j]

C[i, j] := A[i, j] · B[i, j]
√
for t = 1 to p − 1 do
% shift A rightwards
√
A[i, j] ← A[i, ((j − 1) mod p)]
% shift B downwards
√
B[i, j] ← B[((i − 1) mod p), j]
C[i, j] := C[i, j] + A[i, j] · B[i, j]
Ensure: square m × n matrix C = A · B distributed so that Π2D [i, j] owns
√
matrix C[i, j], for each i, j ∈ [0, p − 1]
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
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B leftwards and upwards, respectively. Then the A and B blocks are shifted rightwards and
√
√
downwards, respectively. We describe Cannon’s algorithm on a p-by- p grid (Π2D ) (Algorithm 4.1.2). The procedure is demonstrated in Figure 4.1, where each color corresponds to an
outer product. One of the outer products (the yellow blocks) is numbered, and we see that after each shift, different blocks are multiplied, and overall all sixteen distinct block multiplies are
performed for that outer product (this also holds for the other 3 outer products).
Once we embed the dD grid onto a 2D grid, we can run Cannon’s algorithm with the matrix
distribution according to the ordered 2D processor grid. However, in this embedded network,
Cannon’s algorithm will only utilize 1/d of the links, since two messages are sent at a time by each
processor and there are 2d links per node.

4.1.4

3D Matrix Multiplication

Given unlimited memory, we can still get a communication lower bound, by enforcing the starting
data layout to contain only one copy of the data, spread in a load balanced fashion. Now, assuming
load-balance, any data replication has a bandwidth cost that can be no smaller than the memory
utilized,
W = Ω(M ).

(4.1.2)

This lower-bound is proven and analyzed in more detail in [9]. Therefore, setting M = O(n2 /p2/3 ),
minimizes the two communication lower bounds (Eq. 4.1.1 and Eq. 4.1.2),
 2 
n
W3D (n, p) = Ω 2/3 , S3D (n, p) = Ω (1) .
p
This lower bound is also proven in [2, 87]. We call these lower bounds 3D, because they lower
bound the amount of data processors can communicate, if given a 3D block of computation to
perform. To achieve this lower bound it is natural to formulate algorithms in a 3D processor
topology. These lower bounds are achieved by the 3D matrix multiplication algorithm [43, 1, 2,
23, 93]. Algorithm 4.1.4 is a description of the 3D MM algorithm on a cubic grid of processors Π.
The 3D matrix multiplication algorithm performs only two broadcasts and one reduction per
processor, all of size O(n2 /p2/3
) words. Given efficiently pipelined collectives, this algorithm
n2
MM
moves W3D (n, p) = O p2/3 words. The latency cost of one reduction under our model is
MM
S3D
(p) = O (log p) . This cost is optimal when we consider that information from a block row or
block column can only be propagated to one processor with Ω(log p) messages.

4.1.5

2.5D Asymptotic Communication Lower Bounds

The general communication lower bounds are valid for a range of M in which 2D and 3D algorithms hit the extremes. 2.5D algorithms are parameterized to be able to achieve the communication lower bounds for any valid M . Let c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , bp1/3 c} be the number of replicated copies
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Algorithm 4.1.3 [C] = 3D-MM(A,B,Π[1 : p1/3 , 1 : p1/3 , 1 : p1/3 ],n,p)
Require: On cubic processor grid Π, n-by-n matrix A is spread over Π[:, 1, :], n-by-n matrix B T
is spread over Π[1, :, :]
1: Replicate A[i, k] on each Π[i, j, k], for j ∈ [1, p1/3 ]
2: Replicate B[k, j] on each Π[i, j, k], for i ∈ [1, p1/3 ]
3: % Perform local block multiplies on every processor:
4: Ck [i, j] := A[i, k] · B[k, j] on Π[i, j, k], for each i, j, k
5: % Compute C via a sum reduction:
Pp1/3
6: C[i, j] :=
k=1 Ck [i, j]
Ensure: n-by-n matrix C = A · B spread over Π[:, :, 1]
of the input matrix. So, each processor has local memory size M = Ω (cn2 /p). The general lower
bounds on communication are
 1/2 
 2 
p
n
, S2.5D (n, p, c) = Ω 3/2 .
W2.5D (n, p, c) = Ω √
cp
c
The lower bound in Section 6 of [12] is valid while 1 ≤ c ≤ p1/3 . In the special cases of c = 1 and
c = p1/3 we get,
W2.5D (n, p, 1) = W2D (n, p),
W2.5D (n, p, p1/3 ) = W3D (n, p),

S2.5D (n, p, 1) = S2D (n, p)
S2.5D (n, p, p1/3 ) = S3D (n, p)

Using c < 1 copies of the matrices is impossible without loss of data, and using c > p1/3 copies of
the matrices cannot be useful since the unlimited memory case is still bound by the 3D communication lower bounds.

4.1.6

Memory-Efficient Matrix Multiplication Under the BSP Model

McColl and Tiskin [113] presented a memory efficient variation on the 3D matrix multiplication
algorithm under a BSP model. They partition the 3D computation graph to pipeline the work and
therefore use memory to reduce communication in a tunable fashion. This algorithm achieves the
bandwidth lower bound (Equation 4.1.1). This work is closest to the 2.5D matrix multiplication
algorithm we give, although we additionally provide a performance evaluation.

4.2

Communication Lower Bounds

We prove the following theorem which yields a lower bound on the communication cost of matrix
multiplication. This lower bound result is not new from an asymptotic stand-point, but constitutes
an improvement of the constant factor on the lower bound with respect to the best bound we are
aware of. In particular, the first term in the bound is a factor of 16 higher than the lower bound
given by [12], although our derivation technique closely resembles the one used in [12].
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Theorem 4.2.1. Any matrix multiplication algorithm of m-by-k matrix A with k-by-n matrix B
into m-by-n matrix C with a fast memory (cache) of size M̂ assuming no operands start in cache
and all outputs are written to memory has communication cost, i.e. the number of words moved
between cache and memory,
#
"
2mnk
W̄ (n, m, k, M̂ ) ≥ max p , mk + kn + mn .
M̂
Proof. The term mk + kn + mn arises from the need to read the inputs into cache and write the
output from cache to main memory.
Consider the mnk scalar multiplications done by any schedule which executes the matrix multiplication algorithm. If the schedule computes a contribution to C more than once, we only count
the the contribution which gets written to the output in memory, and ignore any other redundantly computed and discarded computation. Subdivide them into f chunks of size M̂ 3/2 for
f = dmnk/M̂ 3/2 e, with the last ’remainder’ chunk being of size less than M̂ 3/2 (we assume that
M̂ 3/2 does not divide evenly into mnk, so mnk/M̂ 3/2 −bmnk/M̂ 3/2 c > 0, the other case is strictly
simpler). We can label each scalar multiplication Ail · Blj with a tuple (i, j, l). We then define
three projections π1 (i, j, l) = (j, l), π2 (i, j, l) = (i, l), and π3 (i, j, l) = (i, j), which define the two
operands needed by the (i, j, l) multiplication and the entry of the output C to which the multiplication contributes. Given any set S of tuples of size three, and projecting them onto a set of tuples of
size two using the three projections πm , gives us sets Pm = {p : ∃s ∈ S, p ∈ πm (s)}, ∀m ∈ [1, 3].
By the Loomis-Whitney inequality [111] (very commonly
bound proofs), we
Pused in such lower
2/3
1/2
obtain that (|P1 | · |P2 | · |P3 |) ≥ |S|, which implies that m |Pm | ≥ 3|S| . This means that for
2/3
each chunk i ∈ [1, f ], which contains ti ≤ M̂ 3/2 multiplications, at least 3ti total operands of A
and B plus contributions to C are necessary.
Now, let xi be the number of operands present in cache prior to execution of chunk i (by
assumption x1 = 0). The number of operands (elements of A and B) present in cache at the end
of execution of chunk i should be equal to the number of operands available for chunk i + 1, xi+1 .
Let the number of contributions to C (outputs), which remain in cache (are not written to memory)
at the end of chunk i, be yi (by assumption yf = 0), the rest of the outputs produced by chunk i
must be written to memory. In total, the amount of reads from memory and writes to memory done
2/3
during the execution of chunk i with ti multiplications is then at least wi ≥ 3ti − xi − yi , ∀i ∈
[1, f ]. Now, since the operands and outputs which are kept in cache at the end of chunk i must
fit in cache, we know that for i ∈ [1, f − 1], xi+1 + yi ≤ M̂ . Substituting this in, we obtain
2/3
wi ≥ 3ti − M̂ − xi + xi+1 , ∀i ∈ [1, f − 1]. Summing over all chunks yields a lower bound on
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the total communication cost:
W̄ (n, m, k, M̂ ) ≥

f
X

wi ≥

2/3
3tf

f −1
X
2/3
(3ti − M̂ − xi + xi+1 )
− xf +
i=1

i=1
f −1
2/3

= −(f − 1)M̂ + 3tf +

X

2/3

3ti

i=1

= −(f − 1)M̂ + 3(mnk − (f − 1)M̂

3/2 2/3

)

+

f −1
X

3M̂

i=1

= 2(f − 1)M̂ + 3(mnk − (f − 1)M̂ 3/2 )2/3
= 2M̂ · bmnk/M̂ 3/2 c + 3(mnk − bmnk/M̂ 3/2 c · M̂ 3/2 )2/3
= 2mnk/M̂ 1/2 − 2M̂ · (mnk/M̂ 3/2 − bmnk/M̂ 3/2 c) + 3M̂ · (mnk/M̂ 3/2 − bmnk/M̂ 3/2 c)2/3


1/2
3/2
3/2 2/3
3/2
3/2
≥ 2mnk/M̂ + 2M̂ · (mnk/M̂ − bmnk/M̂ c) − (mnk/M̂ − bmnk/M̂ c)
≥ 2mnk/M̂ 1/2
Therefore, we have
#
2mnk
W̄ (n, m, k, M̂ ) ≥ max p , mk + kn + mn .
M̂
"

4.3

2.5D Matrix Multiplication

p
p
Consider the 2.5D processor grid of dimensions p/c-by- p/c-by-c (indexed as Π[i, j, k]) Using
this processor grid for matrix multiplication, Algorithm 4.3 achieves the 2.5D bandwidth lower
bound and gets within a factor of O(log(p)) of the 2.5D latency lower bound. Algorithm 4.3
generalizes the 2D SUMMA algorithm (set c = 1). At a high level, our 2.5D algorithm does an
outer product of sub-matrices of A and B on each layer, then combines the results. 2.5D Cannon’s
algorithm can be done by adjusting the initial shift to be different for each set of copies of matrices
A and B [147].
Our 2.5D algorithm also generalizes the 3D algorithm (Algorithm 4.1.4). The two algorithms
differ only in the initial layout of matrices. However, after the initial replication step, the subsequent broadcasts and computation are equivalent. Further, the 2.5D algorithm has the nice property
that C ends up spread overthe same
 processor layer that both A and B started on. The algorithm
2
n
MM
moves W2.5D (n, p, c) = O √cp words. If this 2.5D algorithm uses 2.5D SUMMA, the latency

p
3
cost is S2.5D (n, p, c) = O
p/c log(p) messages. The extra log(p) factor in the latency cost
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Algorithm 4.3.1 [C] = 2.5D-MM(A,B,Π[1 : (p/c)1/2 , 1 : (p/c)1/2 , 1 : c],n,m,l,c,p)
p
p
Require: On a p/c-by- p/c-by-c processor grid Π, m-by-n matrix A and n-by-l matrix B, are
each spread over Π[:, :, 1]
1: Replicate A and B on each Π[:, :, k], for k ∈ [1, c]
2: % Perform an outer product on each processor layer Π[:, :, k] in parallel:
3: for k = 1 to k = c do
4:
[Ck ] = 2D-MM(A[:, (k − 1) · n/c : k · n/c],
5:
B[(k − 1) · n/c : k · n/c, :],
6:
Π[:, :, k], n/c, m, l)
7: % Compute C via a sum reduction:
Pc
8: C :=
k=1 Ck
Ensure: square m-by-l matrix C = A · B spread over Π[:, :, 1]
can be eliminated by performing part of Cannon’s algorithm rather than part of SUMMA on each
layer [147]. Ignoring log(p) factors, this cost is optimal according to the general communication
lower bound. The derivations of these costs are in Appendix A in [147].p
If the latency cost is dominated by the intra-layer communication (Θ( p/c3 ) messages), rather
than the Θ(log(c)) cost of the initial broadcast and final reduction the 2.5D matrix multiplication
algorithm can achieve perfect strong scaling in certain regimes. Suppose we want to multiply n×n
matrices, and the maximum memory available per processor is Mmax . Then we need to use at least
pmin = Θ(n2 /Mmax ) processors to store one copy of the matrices. The 2D algorithm uses only one
copy of the matrix and has a bandwidth cost of
√
MM
MM
W2D
(n, pmin ) = W2.5D
(n, pmin , 1) = O(n2 / pmin )
words and latency cost of
√
MM
MM
S2D
(n, pmin ) = S2.5D
(n, pmin , 1) = O( pmin )
messages. If we use p = c·pmin processors, the total available memory is p·Mmax = c·pmin ·Mmax ,
so we can afford to have c copies of the matrices. The 2.5D algorithm can store a matrix copy on
each of c layers of the p processors. The 2.5D algorithm would have a bandwidth cost of
√
√
MM
MM
W2.5D
(n, p, c) = O(n2 / cp) = O(n2 /(c pmin )) = O(W2.5D
(n, pmin , 1)/c)
words, and a latency cost of
p
√
MM
MM
(n, pmin , 1)/c)
S2.5D
(n, p, c) = O( p/c3 ) = O( pmin /c) = O(S2.5D
messages. This strong scaling is perfect because all three costs (flops, bandwidth and latency) fall
by a factor of c (up to a factor of c = p1/3 , and ignoring the log(c) latency term).
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Performance benchmarking configuration

We implemented 2.5D matrix multiplication MPI [71] for inter-processor communication. We
perform most of the sequential work using BLAS routines: DGEMM for matrix multiplication,
DGETRF, DTRSM, DGEMM, for LU. We found it was fastest to use provided multi-threaded
BLAS libraries rather than our own threading. All the results presented in this chapteruse threaded
ESSL routines.
We benchmarked our implementations on a Blue Gene/P (BG/P) machine located at Argonne
National Laboratory (Intrepid). We chose BG/P as our target platform because it uses few cores per
node (four 850 MHz PowerPC processors) and relies heavily on its interconnect (a bidirectional 3D
torus with 375 MB/sec of achievable bandwidth per link). On this platform, reducing inter-node
communication is vital for performance.
BG/P also provides topology-aware partitions, which 2.5D algorithms are able to exploit. For
node counts larger than 16, BG/P allocates 3D cuboid partitions. Since 2.5D algorithms have
a parameterized 3D virtual topology, a careful choice of c allows them to map precisely to the
allocated partitions (provided enough memory).
Topology-aware mapping can be very beneficial since all communication is constrained to one
of three dimensions of the 2.5D virtual topology. Therefore, network contention is minimized or
completely eliminated. Topology-aware mapping also allows 2.5D algorithms to utilize optimized
line multicast and line reduction collectives provided by the DCMF communication layer [57,
103].
We study the strong scaling performance of 2.5D algorithms on a 2048 node partition (Figures 4.2(a), 5.5(a)). The 2048 node partition is arranged in a 8-by-8-by-32 torus. In order to form
square layers, our implementation uses 4 processes per node (1 process per core) and folds these
processes into the X dimension. Now, each XZ virtual plane is 32-by-32. We strongly scale 2.5D
algorithms from 256 nodes c = Y = 1 to 2048 nodes c = Y = 8. For ScaLAPACK we use smp or
dual mode and form a square grid.
We also compare performance of 2.5D and 2D algorithms on 16,384 nodes (65,536 cores) of
BG/P (Figures 4.2(b), 5.5(b)). The 16,384 node partition is a 16-by-32-by-32 torus. We run both
2D and 2.5D algorithms in SMP mode. For 2.5D algorithms, we use c = 16 YZ processor layers.
We perform our analysis on a square grid and analyze only square matrices. Oddly shaped
matrices of processor grids can be overcome through the use of virtualization. Each processor can
be made responsible for the work of a block of processors of another virtual processor grid. So it
is possible to decompose any problem onto a nicely shaped (e.g. cubic) virtual processor grid and
then map it onto a smaller processor mesh.

4.3.2

2.5D matrix multiplication performance

Figure 4.2(a) demonstrates that 2.5D matrix multiplication achieves better strong scaling than its
2D counter-part. However, both run at high efficiency (over 50%) for this problem size, so the
benefit is minimal. The performance of the more general ScaLAPACK implementation lags behind
the performance of our code by a factor of 2-5X.

Matrix multiplication strong scaling on BG/P (n=65,536)
100
2.5D SUMMA
2D SUMMA
80
ScaLAPACK
60
40
20
0
256

512

1024
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2.5D MM on 16,384 nodes of BG/P
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Percentage of machine peak

Percentage of machine peak
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Figure 4.2: Performance of 2.5D MM on BG/P
MM strong scaling at exascale (xy plane to full xyz torus)
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Figure 4.3: Matrix multiplication predicted performance on an exascale architecture. The results
show strong scaling from full memory on the first plane (z = 1) of the machine to the full machine
(z = 64).

Figure 4.2(b) shows that 2.5D matrix multiplication outperforms 2D matrix multiplication significantly for small matrices on large partitions. The network latency and bandwidth costs are
reduced, allowing small problems to execute much faster (up to 12X faster for the smallest problem size).

4.3.3

Predicted Performance at Exascale

We model performance of matrix multiply with rectangular and binomial collectives at exascale.
Our 2D and 2.5D MM algorithms own a single block of each matrix and always communicate
in messages that contain the whole block. For the problem we study, this message size should
be entirely bandwidth bound for both 1D rectangular and binomial protocols. So we model the
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multicast and reduction in the 2.5D algorithm using the maximum bandwidth achieved by these
protocols in Figure 2.5. We assume the shifts (sends) in the algorithm achieve the single link peak
bandwidth.
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the strong scaling of 2.5D MM with rectangular and binomial collective protocols and 2D MM with a binomial protocol. We scale from a single plane of the 3D torus
(z = 1) to the entire machine (z = 64). We use the largest matrix size that fits in memory on a
single plane (n = 222 ). We calculate the computational time (tf ) based on the peak flop rate. We
express parallel efficiency in terms of tf and the communication time tc ,
efficiency =

tf
tf + tc

Evidently, matrix multiplication is dominated by computation at this scale. The 2.5D algorithm and rectangular collectives only make a difference when we are using most of the machine.
This result is consistent with the performance of MM on BG/P, where significant speed-ups were
achieved only for smaller problem sizes.

4.4

Rectangular Matrix Multiplication

Algorithms for dense factorizations including ones we consider in this thesis primarily employ on
non-square (rectangular) matrix multiplications. Most frequently two of the three matrices (the
two operands and the result) are rectangular while one is square with the dominant cost coming
from operations where the square matrix is larger than the rectangular matrices.

4.4.1

Previous Work on Matrix Multiplication

We first reference the communication costs of multiplication of rectangular matrices on a sequential computer. Here the only communication cost we consider is data movement between the
memory and the cache (Q). This cost is dominated either by a term corresponding to reading and
multiplying all needed pairs of blocks in cache, or by a term corresponding to reading in all the
data of the largest matrix into cache.
Lemma 4.4.1. The cost of matrix multiplication C = A · B where A is m-by-n and B is n-by-k,
on a sequential computer with cache size M̂ is
"
#!
mnk
TMM (m, n, k, M̂ ) = O γ · mnk + ν · p + mn + nk + mk
M̂
Proof. We use the Rec-Mult algorithm with memory bandwidth cost proved in [63, Theorem 1].
In the case of parallel computers, we additionally consider interprocessor traffic and synchronization cost necessary to compute rectangular matrix multiplication. Due to the low depth of the
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matrix multiplication dependency graph, efficient parallelization with low synchronization cost is
possible (unlike in the case of dense matrix factorizations, which have polynomial depth).
Lemma 4.4.2. The cost of matrix multiplication C = A · B where A is m-by-n and B is n-by-k
on a parallel computer with p processors each with local memory M > (mn + nk + mk)/p and
cache size M̂ is
"
2/3 #

mn + nk + mk
mnk
mnk
mnk
√ +
+β·
+
TMM (m, n, k, p, M̂ ) = O γ ·
p
p
p
p· M

!
 2
mnk
mnk
pm
p +α·
+ν·
+ log(p) .
log
p · M 3/2
nk
p · M̂
Proof. We use the CARMA algorithm for parallel matrix multiplication [46]. Throughout this
proof we assume (without loss of generality) that m ≤ n ≤ k. We also ignore constants and
lower order terms but omit asymptotic notation. Because the computation is load balanced, the
computational cost is mnk/p.
We next show that the claimed interprocessor bandwidth cost upper bounds the cost for each of
the three cases given in [46, Table I]. If p < k/n, then the cost mn is bounded above by mk/p, a
term which appears in the expression above. If k/n ≤ p ≤ nk/m2 , then m2 ≤ nk/p and the cost
p
m2 nk/p√is bounded above by nk/p, which also appears above. Finally, if p > nk/m2 , the cost
is mnk/(p M ) + (mnk/p)2/3 , which itself appears in the expression above.
The memory bandwidth cost is not considered in [46], so we derive the cost of the CARMA
algorithm here. Recall that the total memory bandwidth cost includes the interprocessor bandwidth
terms in the expression above. If p < k/n, then the single local matrix multiplication on each
processor is of dimension
p m × n × (k/p). By Lemma 4.4.1, the memory bandwidth cost is upper
bounded by mnk/(p M̂ ) + nk/p (note that the largest matrix is the second input), and both
2
terms appear above. If k/n ≤ p
p ≤ nk/m
p, then the single local matrix multiplication on each
processor is of dimension m × nk/p
p × nk/p. By Lemma 4.4.1, the memory bandwidth cost

is again upper bounded by mnk/(p M̂ ) + nk/p. If p > nk/m2 , then there are two possible
scenarios depending on the size of the local memory M . If M ≥ (mnk/p)2/3 , then the single
local matrix multiplication on each processor is square and of dimension
(mnk/p)1/3 . By Lemma
p
4.4.1, the memory bandwidth cost is upper bounded by mnk/(p M̂ ) + (mnk/p)2/3 . If M <
(mnk/p)2/3 , then√each processor performs mnk/(pM 3/2 ) local matrix multiplications, each of
square dimension M . By Lemma
4.4.1, the total memory
bandwidth cost of these multiplications
p
p
√
3/2
3/2
is (mnk/[pM ]) · (M / M̂ + M ) = mnk/(p M̂ ) + mnk/(p M ), which is dominated by
the first term.
The claimed latency cost includes the latency costs of each of the three cases analyzed in [46]
and is therefore an upper bound.
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Streaming Matrix Multiplication

In the cost analysis of the symmetric eigensolver algorithm, it will be necessary to consider the
multiplication of a replicated matrix by a panel, so we first derive Lemma 4.4.3 which quantifies
the communication cost of this primitive. In particular, we introduce a streaming matrix multiplication algorithm, where a single large (square or nearly-square) matrix is replicated over a number
of sets of processors (on each set the matrix is in a 2D layout) and is multiplied by a smaller rectangular matrix (producing another rectangular matrix of about the same size). The advantage of this
primitive over the previous matrix multiplication algorithms we discussed is the fact that it does
not require a term corresponding to the data movement required to replicate the large matrix.
This 2.5D algorithm and some of the further ones used in this thesis will be parameterized by δ
(same as α in [158]) in contrast to 2.5D algorithms [146], which were parameterized by c. The two
√
parameterizations are closely related pδ = cp and c = p2δ−1 . The parameters have corresponding
ranges δ ∈ [1/2, 2/3] and c ∈ [1, p1/3 ]. While c is reflective of the number of copies of the matrix
that are needed, the exponent δ yields the right factor for recursion with subsets of processors,
which will be particularly useful in our successive band reduction algorithm (Algorithm 7.3.1).
Lemma 4.4.3. Consider a matrix A of dimensions m-by-k where m, k = O(n), that is replicated
over c = p2δ−1 groups of p/c = p2(1−δ) processors for δ ∈ [1/2, 2/3] and c ∈ [1, p1/3 ]. The cost of
multiplying A by a matrix B of dimension k-by-b where b  n is
!
nb
n2 b
+ β · δ + α · log(p) ,
Trepmm (n, b, p, δ) = O γ ·
p
p
when the cache size is M̂ > n2 /p2(1−δ) and the copies of A start inside cache, otherwise the cost
is
#
!
"
n2 b
nb
n2 b
n2
+ α · log(p) .
T repmm (n, b, p, δ) = O γ ·
+ β · δ + ν · 2(1−δ) + p
p
p
p
p M̂
Proof. Assume that B starts in a 1D layout on a group of pδ processors and that each of p2δ−1
copies of A is distributed on a 2D p1−δ -by-p1−δ processor grid. We scatter B so that a column of
p1−δ processors on each of the p2δ−1 2D processor grids owns a k-by-b/p1−δ vertical slice of B in
a 1D layout. This redistribution/scatter costs no more than


nb
O β · δ + α · log(p) .
p
Now, we replicate each slice Bi across all processor columns in the ith 2D processor grid, multiply
locally by A then reduce the result to one row of p1−δ processors on the ith processor grid, obtaining
Ci = A · Bi . The costs of the broadcast and reduction are




nb
nb
O β · 2(1−δ) + α · log(p) = O β · δ + α · log(p) .
p
p
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The cost of the local matrix multiplication is no more than
"
#!
2
2
2
nb
n
nb
O γ·
+ ν · 2(1−δ) + p
p
p
p M̂
by Lemma 4.4.1. However, if the entire matrix A starts in cache, which implies that M̂ >
n2 /p2(1−δ) , it suffices to read only the entries of Bi from memory into cache and write the entries of Ci out to memory. In this case, the memory bandwidth cost is


nb
O ν · 2(1−δ) ,
p
which is dominated by the interprocessor communication term since ν  β. The result C = A · B
can be gathered onto the same processors onto which W started, by first transposing the Ci panel
on the 2D processor grid, so that the processor column which owns Bi now owns Ci , then gathering
to the pδ processors which owned Bi . This gather is a direct inverse of the scatter if A done initially
and has the same asymptotic communication cost. The transpose has low order cost with respect
to broadcasting Bi and reducing Ci .

4.5
4.5.1

Split-Dimensional Cannon’s Algorithm
Algorithm

The following algorithm is designed for a l-ary d-cube bidirectional torus network (a d dimensional
network of p = ld processors). The algorithm requires that the torus network is of even dimension
(d = 2i for i ∈ {1, 2, . . .}). Virtualization will be used to extend our approach to odd-dimensional
Matrix Layout on Torus Networks
A matrix is a 2D array of data. To spread this data in a load balanced fashion, we must embed the
2D array in the higher-dimensional torus network. Any l-ary d-cube ΠdD , where d is a multiple
of 2, can be embedded onto a square 2D grid. Each of two dimensions in this square grid is of
length ld/2 and is formed by folding a different d/2 of the d dimensions. For simplicity we fold the
odd d/2 dimensions into one of the square grid dimensions and the d/2 even dimensions into the
other square grid dimension. The algorithms below will assume the initial matrix layout follows
this ordering. In actuality, the ordering is irrelevant since a l-ary d-cube network is invariant to dimensional permutations. We define a dimensional embedding for a processor with a d-dimensional
index I d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l − 1}d , to a two dimensional index (i, j) as


d/2−1
d/2−1
X
X
GdD→2D [I d ] = 
li I d [2i],
li I d [2i + 1] .
i=0

We denote the processor with grid index I d as ΠdD [I d ].

i=0
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SD-Cannon on a 3-ary 6-cube
Each color corresponds to an outer product
dim 1
dim 2
dim 3
Each circle corresponds to a shift along a dimension

Figure 4.4: Snapshot of network usage in SD-Cannon. A and B use a disjoint set of 3 network
dimensions in the same fashion, so it suffices to pay attention to 3.

Split-Dimensional Cannon’s Algorithm
We can formulate another version of Cannon’s algorithm by using more dimensional shifts. A
shift can be performed with a single message sent over a single link from each processor to the
next. Since the shifts will be done along dimensions of the l-ary d-cube network, 2d links will
be available. Algorithm 4.5.1 performs this dimensional shift. Split-dimensional (SD) Cannon’s
algorithm will use exclusively this shift for communication. In fact, all shifts operate on a static
message size. Therefore, communication cost can be calculated by counting shifts. The algorithm
achieves complete utilization on any l-ary d-cube network during the shift stage. We specify the
algorithm for a bidirectional network as those are much more common. However, the algorithms
can be trivially simplified to the unidirectional case.
Algorithm 4.5.1 Shift< dim, dir >(l, M , p, ΠdD , I d )
Require: ΠdD [I d ] owns sub-matrix M .
1: S d ← I d
2: if dir = +1 then
3:
S d [dim] = (S d [dim] + 1) mod l
4: if dir = −1 then
5:
S d [dim] = (S d [dim] − 1) mod l
6: Send M to ΠdD [S d ].
7: % ΠdD [I d ] sends to ΠdD [S d ]
Algorithm 4.5.2 describes how the stagger step is done inside the SD-Cannon algorithm. A
different shift is done on each sub-panel of A and B concurrently. These calls should be done
asynchronously and ideally can fully overlap. One interpretation of this stagger algorithm is that
sub-panels of each matrix are being staggered recursively along d/2 disjoint dimensional orders.
Algorithm 4.5.3 is a recursive routine that loops over each dimension performing shifts on
sub-panels of A and B. The order of the shifts is permuted for each sub-panel. Each sub-panel is
multiplied via a recursive application of Cannon’s algorithm over a given dimensional ordering.
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Algorithm 4.5.2 SD-Stagger(A, B, nb , mb , kb , l, p, ΠdD ,I d )
Require: ΠdD [I d ] owns mb × kb sub-matrix A and kb × nb sub-matrix B.
1: Split A = [A0 , A1 , . . . , Ad ] where each Ah is mb × kb /d.
2: Split B T = [B0T , B1T , . . . , BdT ] where each Bh is kb /d × nb .
3: % At each level, apply index shift
4: for level ∈ [0, d/2 − 1] do
5:
% To stagger must shift up to l − 1 times
6:
for t = 1 to l − 1 do
7:
% Shift the ordering
8:
for all dh ∈ [0, d/2 − 1] do
9:
h ← (dh + level) mod (d/2)
10:
if t ≤ I d [2h + 1] then
11:
Shift< (2 ∗ h), +1 >(l, Ah , p, ΠdD , I d )
12:
if t ≤ l − I d [2h + 1] then
13:
Shift< (2 ∗ h), −1 >(l, Ah+d/2 , p, ΠdD , I d )
14:
15:
16:
17:

if t ≤ I d [2h] then
Shift< (2 ∗ h + 1), +1 >(l, Bh , p, ΠdD , I d )
if t ≤ l − I d [2h] then
Shift< (2 ∗ h + 1), −1 >(l, Bh+d/2 , p, ΠdD , I d )

Algorithm 4.5.3 SD-Contract< level >(A, B, C, nb , mb , kb , l, p, ΠdD , I d )
Require: ΠdD [I d ] owns mb × kb sub-matrix A and kb × nb sub-matrix B.
1: Split A = [A0 , A1 , . . . , Ad ] where each Ah is mb × kb /d.
2: Split B T = [B0T , B1T , . . . , BdT ] where each Bh is kb /d × nb .
3: % Shift and contract l times
4: for t = 0 to l − 1 do
5:
if level = d/2 − 1 then
6:
C ←C +A·B
7:
else
8:
SD-Contract< level + 1 >(A, B, C, √np , √mp , √kp , l, p, ΠdD , I d )
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

for all dh ∈ [0, d/2 − 1] do
% Shift the ordering
h ← (dh + level) mod (d/2)
Shift< (2 ∗ h), +1 >(l, Ah , p, ΠdD , I d )
Shift< (2 ∗ h + 1), +1 >(l, Bh , p, ΠdD , I d )
Shift< (2 ∗ h), −1 >(l, Ah+d/2 , p, ΠdD , I d )
Shift< (2 ∗ h + 1), −1 >(l, Bh+d/2 , p, ΠdD , I d )
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Algorithm 4.5.4 SD-Cannon(A, B, C, n, m, k, l, p, ΠdD , GdD→2D )
Require: m × k matrix A, k × n matrix B distributed so that ΠdD [I] owns
dD→2D

√k
p

√n
p

m
√
p

×

√k
p

sub-matrix

dD→2D

×
sub-matrix B[G
[I]]
A[G
[I]] and
1: % In parallel with all processors
2: for all I d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l − 1}d do (i, j) ← GdD→2D [I d ]
3:
SD-Stagger(A[i, j], B[i, j], √np , √mp , √kp , l, p, ΠdD , I d )
4:

SD-Contract< 0 >(A[i, j], B[i, j], C[i, j],

m √k
√n , √
, p,
p
p

l, p, ΠdD , I d )

Ensure: square m×n matrix C = A·B distributed so that ΠdD [I] owns
C[GdD→2D [I]]

m
√
× √np
p

block sub-matrix

Figure 4.4 demonstrates how different network dimensions of a 3-ary 6-cube are used by SDCannon. A and B get shifted along 3 of 6 dimensions, so Figure 4.4 records usage along 3 dimensions (corresponding to one of A or B). Each outer product (corresponding to a color) is shifted
(each shift corresponds to a circle) along a different dimension at any given step.
Note that the local multiplication call is the same as in Cannon’s algorithm. The granularity of
the sequential work does not decrease in the SD-Cannon algorithm but only changes its ordering.
This is a virtue of splitting into outer-products that accumulate to the same buffer.
The control flow of SD-Cannon is described in Algorithm 4.5.4. The algorithm can be elegantly
expressed with one-sided communication since the sends should be asynchronous (puts). Our MPI
SD-Cannon code uses one-sided put operations and is compact (a few hundred lines of C).

4.5.2

Analysis

We analyze the communication costs of Cannon’s algorithm, SUMMA, and SD-Cannon. We consider bandwidth cost, as the total volume of data sent by each process, and latency cost, as the
number of messages sent by each process. As before, we assume a l-ary d-cube bidirectional torus
network.
Bandwidth Cost
We can analyze the bandwidth cost of these algorithms by the embedding of the algorithm onto the
physical l-ary d-cube network. The bandwidth cost of the algorithm is proportional to the number
of shifts along the critical path.
√
√
In traditional Cannon’s algorithm we shift 2 p blocks along the critical path ( p times for
√
stagger and p times for contraction) of size mk/p and nk/p. Given the ordering of the embed√
ding, we can always find a link which has to communicate mk/ p values and a link that has to
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√
communicate nk/ p values.1 Therefore the bandwidth cost is


max(m, n) · k
WCannon = O
.
√
p
In the bidirectional, split-dimensional algorithm, all shifts in the communication inner loops (in
Algorithm 4.5.2 and Algorithm 4.5.3) can be done simultaneously (so long as the network router
can achieve full injection bandwidth). So the communication cost is simply proportional to the
number of inner loops, which, for staggering (Algorithm 4.5.2) is NT = l · d/2. For the recursive
contraction step (Algorithm 4.5.3), the number of these shift stages is
NS =

d/2
X

√
li ≤ 2 p.

i=1

If the network is bidirectional, at each shift stage we send asynchronous messages of sizes mk/(d ·
p) and kn/(d · p) values. Ignoring the lower-order stagger term in SD-Cannon we have a cost of


max(m, n) · k
.
WSD-Cannon = O
√
d· p
So the bandwidth cost of SD-Cannon, WSD-Cannon , is d times lower than that of Cannon’s algorithm,
WCannon . In SUMMA, throughout the algorithm A of size mk and B of size kn are multicast along
two different directions. An optimal multicast algorithm would utilize d links for the multicasts of
A and B respectively. So, the bandwidth cost of SUMMA is


max(m, n) · k
WSUMMA = O
,
√
d· p
which is asymptotically the same as the bandwidth cost of SD-Cannon.
Latency Cost
The latency overhead incurred by these algorithms will differ depending on the topology and collective algorithms for SUMMA. The SD-Cannon algorithm sends more messages than Cannon’s
algorithm, but into different links, so it incurs more sequential and DMA overhead, but no extra
network latency overhead. However, both Cannon’s algorithm and SD-Cannon will have a lower
latency cost than SUMMA on a typical network. In each step of SUMMA, multicasts are done
along each dimension of the processor grid. So, on a torus network, a message must travel l · d/2
hops at each step, rather than 1 hop as in SD-Cannon. The Blue Gene/P machine provides efficient multicast collectives that work at a fine granularity and incur little latency overhead [57].
1

This analysis does not consider the wrap around pass. Some messages might have to go multiple hops, but this
problem is relieved by interleaving the ordering of the processor grid.
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However, on a machine without this type of topology-aware collectives, SD-Cannon would have a
strong advantage, as messages would need to travel fewer hops.
If we count latency as the number of hops a message must travel on the network and assume
processes can send multiple messages at once, we can derive definite latency costs. For Cannon’s
√
algorithm, which does O( p) near neighbor sends, the latency cost is unambiguously
√
SCannon = O ( p) .
For SD-Cannon, if we assume messages can be sent simultaneously into each dimension, the
latency cost is
√
SSD-Cannon = O ( p) .
However, the on-node messaging overhead goes up by a factor of O(d). For SUMMA, there are
√
√
again p steps, but at each step a multicast happens among p processes. On a torus network, the
most distant processor would be l · d/2 hops away, giving a hop-messaging cost of
√
SSUMMA = O (l · d · p) .
This latency overhead is higher than Cannon and SD-Cannon, though this cost reflects the number of hops travelled not the number of synchronizations. However, generally it is reasonable to
state that a multicast incurs a larger latency overhead than near-neighbor sends, so our qualitative
conclusion is valid.

4.5.3

Results

We implemented version of SD-Cannon in MPI [71] and Charm++ [95]. Both versions work on
matrices of any shape and size, but we only benchmark square matrices. Both versions assume
the virtual decomposition is a k-ary n-cube. In MPI, the process grid is a k-ary n-cube, while
in Charm++ we get a k-ary n-cube of chare objects. We use Charm++ to explicitly map the
objects onto any unbalanced process grid we define at run time. While we explicitly define the
mapping function to fold the chare array onto a smaller processor grid, the Charm++ run-time
system manages how the sequential work and messaging get scheduled.
The MPI version uses MPI put operations for communication and barriers for synchronization.
The Charm++ version uses the underlying run-time system for messaging between chares, and is
dynamically scheduled (no explicit synchronization).
We benchmarked our implementations on a Blue Gene/P (BG/P) [86] machine located at Argonne National Laboratory (Intrepid). We chose BG/P as our target platform because it uses few
cores per node (four 850 MHz PowerPC processors) and relies heavily on its interconnect (a bidirectional 3D torus with 375 MB/sec of achievable bandwidth per link).
Since the BG/P network only has three dimensions, the benefit of SD-Cannon is limited to
trying to exploit the backwards links and the third dimensional links. The MPI version of our
code is limited to even-dimensional tori, so it could only exploit 4 of 6 links. We study relative
performance of the MPI version of SD-Cannon on an 8-by-8 torus partition of BG/P. 2
2
The partitions allocated by the BG/P scheduler are only toroidal if they have 512 or more nodes. So, we allocated
a 512 node partition and worked on the bottom 64 node slice.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of SD-Cannon on BG/P

Figure 4.5(a) details the performance of MPI versions of SUMMA, Cannon’s algorithm, and
SD-Cannon on an 8x8 node 2D torus partition. SD-Cannon improves upon Cannon’s algorithm
as it can utilize the backwards as well as the forwards links simultaneously. The one-dimensional
rectangular multicasts used by SUMMA achieve the same effect. We see that the performance of
SD-Cannon is higher than Cannon’s algorithm (up to 1.5x) and slightly worse than SUMMA. The
performance difference between SUMMA and SD-Cannon is due to the extra cost of the initial
stagger, which SUMMA does not need. The Charm++ versions were executed with 1 chare per
node. In this case, we see that Charm++ has a small overhead and we see a small benefit from
bidirectionality.
Figure 4.5(b) shows the performance on a 3D 512 node partition. Since this partition is odddimensional, we cannot efficiently map the MPI version of Cannon or SD-Cannon. We execute the
Charm++ codes in two modes, one with 1 process per node and 8 chares per process (SMP), and
one with 4 processes per node and 2 chares per process (VN). Using multiple processes per node
improves the performance of the Charm++ codes, because it is more efficient to perform a separate
multiplication on each core, rather than execute each multiplication in sequence across all cores.
While the VN-mode version performs almost as well as SUMMA, neither version benefits from
multidimensional shifts. Our Charm++ implementations use two-sided communication, while the
MPI version uses one-sided. It is likely that a Charm++ implementation with one-sided sends
would successfully exploit all of the links.

4.5.4

Conclusions

SD-Cannon is an improvement on top of Cannon’s algorithm. While Cannon’s algorithm has some
nice properties, SUMMA has seen more wide-spread adoption. In this chapter, we demonstrate
how SD-Cannon can get closer to the performance of the SUMMA algorithm, and how virtualization can be used to map SD-Cannon and Cannon’s algorithm efficiently. On the Blue Gene
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hardware it still does not make sense to use SD-Cannon over SUMMA, but SD-Cannon has advantages that could prove to be faster than SUMMA on other hardware. In particular, on networks
without optimized collectives or with higher latency cost, the near-neighbor sends performed by
Cannon’s algorithm and SD-Cannon are preferable to SUMMA’s multicasts.
More generally, our work demonstrates how algorithmic design can couple with topologyaware mapping and virtualization. These techniques are already important on modern supercomputers with 3D interconnects as demonstrated by our performance results. As the scale and dimensionality of high performance networks grow, topology-aware mapping and communicationavoidance are becoming pivotal to scalable algorithm design.
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Chapter 5
Solving Dense Linear Systems of Equations
We now consider dense linear algebra algorithms with more complicated dependency structures
than matrix multiplication, namely triangular solve and Gaussian elimination. We do not consider
the use of Strassen-like matrix multiplication algorithms within Gaussian elimination. While the
depth (longest path) in the dependency graph of computations for matrix multiplication is logarithmic (due to the sums) in matrix dimension, the longest dependency path in the triangular
solve and Gaussian elimination algorithms is proportional to the matrix dimension. Its known that
such dependency structure limits the amount of available parallelism and necessitates synchronization. Our lower bounds generalize this tradeoff by quantifying tradeoffs between computation cost,
communication cost, and synchronization cost.
In Section 5.1, we derive lower bounds for the triangular dense matrix solve with a single
vector, which are the same as previously known diamond DAG tradeoffs [124, 156], but hold for
a class of different possible algorithms for the triangular solve. We then by analogous technique
derive tradeoffs for Cholesky factorization, which state that for the factorization of any n-by-n
symmetric matrix, the computation cost F and the synchronization cost S must be
2
FCh · SCh
= Ω(n3 ).

This lower bound means that in order to lower computation cost F (called ’time’ in Papadimitriou
and Ullman [124]), a larger number of synchronizations S must be done. Our bounds also yield an
additional tradeoff between communication cost W and synchronization cost S, which is
WCh · SCh = Ω(n2 ).
This lower bound implies that in order to decrease the communication cost of the algorithm W
(per-processor cost along most expensive execution path), the number of synchronizations S must
go up.
In Section 5.2, we give a triangular solve algorithm that is optimal according to our communication lower bounds. Our algorithm is a wave-front algorithm and is similar to the TRSV algorithm
The lower bounds in this chapter are based on joint work with Erin Carson and Nicholas Knight [145].
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given by Heath [78]. The wave-front approach provides a theoretically lower synchronization cost
to the TRSV algorithm with respect to approaches which employ collective communication.
We extend the idea of using auxiliary memory as done in 2.5D matrix multiplication in Chapter 4 to Cholesky and LU factorization in Section 5.3. The 2.5D LU algorithm can lower the communication cost by a factor of up to p1/6 with respect to the standard 2D approach, but requires
more synchronization. In fact, the 2.5D algorithm attains the lower bound tradeoff on interprocessor communication and synchronization cost, for a range of these costs. In Section 5.4 we
show how 2.5D LU can be combined with tournament pivoting [70]. This provides an alternative
approach to Tiskin’s LU with pairwise pivoting [158], which achieves the same asymptotic communication cost to 2.5D LU. Tournament pivoting has been shown to be somewhat more stable than
pairwise pivoting in practice [70] although it has worse theoretical stability upper bounds [45, 149]
Our approach is also more adaptable to tall and skinny (rectangular matrices) than the panel embedding used by [158].
We detail how the 2.5D approach may be adapted to handle symmetric matrices in Cholesky in
Section 5.5. We also give an algorithm of the same cost for the triangular solve with many vectors
(TRSM). These algorithms combined allow QR to be done with 2.5D cost via the Cholesky-QR
algorithm.
In Section 5.6, we provide implementation results of 2.5D LU factorization on a BlueGene/P
supercomputer. We analyze the performance of the algorithm with two different types of collective communication methods, binomial trees and rectangular (torus topology) trees. We also give
projected results with the two types of collectives on a hypothetical exascale supercomputer.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows
• Section 5.1 gives lower bounds on tradeoffs between computation, communication, and synchronization for TRSV and Cholesky,
• Section 5.2 details a triangular solve algorithm that attains the lower bounds,
• Section 5.3 introduces a 2.5D LU algorithm that attains the communication lower bounds,
• Section 5.4 describes an algorithm for 2.5D LU with tournament pivoting,
• Section 5.5 adapts 2.5D LU to perform 2.5D Cholesky and 2.5D TRSM
• Section 5.6 presents measured and projected performance results for 2.5D LU with and without pivoting.

5.1

Lower Bounds for Triangular Solve and Cholesky

We now apply the dependency expansion analysis Section 3.4 to obtain lower bounds on the costs
associated with a few specific dense numerical linear algebra algorithms. Our analysis proceeds
by obtaining lower bounds on the minimum-cut size of a parent lattice hypergraph corresponding
to the computation. By employing parent hypergraphs, we express all possible reduction tree
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summation orders. In particular, let T = (R, E) be a tree in a dependency graph which sums a
set of vertices S ⊂ R, into vertex ŝ ∈ R via intermediate partial sums R \ (S ∪ {ŝ}). Since T
must be connected, we can define a hyperedge in a parent hypergraph H = (S ∪ {ŝ}, {S ∪ {ŝ}}),
corresponding to this reduction tree, whose vertices contain all summands of H and the output
and which has a single hyperedge containing all these vertices. We will then use Theorem 3.3.2
to assert that the smallest vertex separator of T is no smaller than the hyperedge cut of H, the
minimum size of which for a single reduction tree is simply one as there is only one hyperedge in
H. This lower bound will then apply to any reduction tree (any set of intermediate partial sums),
since it considers only the summands and the output.

5.1.1

Lower Bounds for the Triangular Solve

First, we consider a parameterized family of dependency graphs GTR associated with an algorithm
for the triangular solve (TRSV) operation. In TRSV, we are interested in computing a vector
x of length n, P
given a dense nonsingular lower-triangular matrix L and a vector y, satisfying
L · x = y, i.e., ij=1 Lij · xj = yi , for i ∈ [1, n]. A sequential TRSV implementation is given in
Algorithm 5.1.1. For analysis, we introduced the intermediate matrix Z (which need not be formed
Algorithm 5.1.1 [x]← TRSV(L, y, n)
1: for i = 1 to n do
2:
for j = 1 to i − 1 do
3:
Zij = Lij · xj

P
Z
/Lii
4:
xi ← yi − i−1
ij
j=1
explicitly in practice), and corresponding intermediate ‘update’ vertices {Zij : i ∈ [1, n], j ∈
[1, n], j < i}. We see that the computation of Zij for i = [2, n] and some j < i is a dependency of
xi , which is itself a dependency of the computation of Zki for all k > i.
For fixed n, alternative orders exist for the summation on line 4, leading to multiple dependency
0
0
0
graphs GTR = (VTR
, ETR
). However, the set of vertices, VTR
, defined by any dependency graph for
this algorithm, must contain a vertex for each entry of Z and each entry of x (the variability comes
from the partial sums computed within the summation). Further, any order of this summation must
eventually combine all partial sums; therefore, the vertices corresponding to the computation of
each xi , i.e., Zij for all j ∈ [1, i − 1], must all be weakly connected by some reduction tree. We
will define a (2, 1)-lattice hypergraph (with indices in reverse order with respect to the definition
in Section 3.3) of breadth n, HTR = (VTR , ETR ), which is a parent hypergraph for any possible
GTR , as we demonstrate below. This hypergraph contains the following vertices and hyperedges,
VTR = {Zij : i ∈ [2, n], j ∈ [1, i − 1]}
ETR = {ei : i ∈ [1, n]}, where ei = {Zij : j ∈ [1, i − 1]} ∪ {Zki : k ∈ [i + 1, n]} .
We note that the vertices VTR must be present in any GTR , however, the vertices corresponding to
x, y, and any intermediate partial summations done in reduction trees are omitted in HTR . To show
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Figure 5.1: Depiction of the hypergraph HTR (5) along with the inputs and outputs; each line of a
different color corresponds to a hyperedge.
that the HTR is a parent hypergraph of any GTR , we need to demonstrate that each hyperedge
in HTR corresponds to a unique part (sub-hypergraph) of any GTR . The hyperedges ETR can
be enumerated with respect to either vector x or y; the ith hyperedge ei ∈ ETR includes all
intermediate values on which xi depends (Zij for j ∈ [1, i − 1]), or which depend on xi (Zki for
k ∈ [i + 1, n]). Therefore, each hyperedge ei consists of vertices which are part of a connected
component in any GTR that corresponds to a unique set of edges: those in the reduction tree
needed to form xi from each Zij and those between xi and each Zki . This hypergraph is depicted
in Figure 5.1.
Lemma 5.1.1. Any 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of Z (VTR ) in any dependency graph GTR which
subdivides the n(n − 1)/2 vertices VTR for any real numbers 4 ≤ x ≤ q  n must have size at
least
√
χq,x (GTR ) = Ω (n/ q) .
Proof. Any GTR has the parent hypergraph HTR , which we defined above. The maximum vertex
degree of the parent hypergraph HTR of GTR is 2, so by application of Theorem 3.3.2, the minimum vertex separator of GTR is at least half the size of the minimum hyperedge cut of HTR . By
Theorem 3.3.1, any 1q - x1 -balanced hyperedge cut of a (2, 1)-lattice hypergraph of breadth n with
√
2 ≤ x ≤ q  n is of size Ω(n/ q). Therefore, any vertex separator must be of size at least
√
χq,x (GTR ) = Ω(n/ q).
Theorem 5.1.2. Any parallelization of any dependency graph GTR where some processor computes no more than x1 of the elements in Z and at least 1q elements in Z, (for any 4 ≤ x ≤ q  n)
must incur a communication cost of
√
WTR = Ω (n/ q) .
Proof. Consider any dependency graph GTR for Algorithm 5.1.1. Every vertex in G that has an
outgoing edge to a vertex computed by a different processor (different color) must be communicated. Since some processor computes no more than x1 of the elements in Z and at least 1q elements
in Z, the communicated set can be bounded below by the size of a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of Z within GTR . By application of Lemma 5.1.1, the size of any such separator is at least
√
Ω(n/ q).
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Theorem 5.1.3. Any parallelization of any dependency graph GTR where some processor computes no more than x1 of the elements in Z and at least 1q elements in Z for 4 ≤ x ≤ q  n, incurs
the following computation (F ), bandwidth (W ), and latency (S) costs, for some b ∈ [1, n],
FTR = Ω (n · b) ,

WTR = Ω (n) ,

STR = Ω (n/b) ,

and furthermore, FTR · STR = Ω (n2 ).
0
0
Proof. Consider any dependency graph GTR = (VTR
, ETR
) for Algorithm 5.1.1. We note that
0
the computation of xi ⊂ VTR for i ∈ [1, n] requires the computation of Zjk for j, k ∈ [1, i] with
k < j. Furthermore, no element Zlm for l, m ∈ [i + 1, n] with l > m may be computed until
xi is computed. Consider any subpath R ⊂ P of the dependency path P = {x1 , . . . , xn }. We
recall that the bubble ζ(GTR , R) = (Vζ , Eζ ) around R is the set of all computations that depend
on an element of R or influence an element of R. For any R = {xi , . . . , xj }, the bubble includes
vertices corresponding to a subtriangle of Z, namely, Zkl ∈ Vζ for k, l ∈ [i, j] with l < k.
Therefore, ζ(GTR , R) is isomorphic to some GTRSV (|R|), which implies that |Vζ | = Θ(|R|2 )
and by Lemma 5.1.1, we have a lower bound on its vertex separator size, χq,x (ζ(GTR , R)) =
√
Ω(|R|/ q). Since the bubbles for TRSV are 2-dimensional we apply Corollary 3.4.2 with d = 2
to obtain the conclusion, for some b ∈ [1, n].

5.1.2

Cholesky Factorization

In this section, we show that the Cholesky factorization algorithm has 3-dimensional bubblegrowth and dependency graphs which satisfy the path expansion properties necessary for the application of Corollary 3.4.2 with d = 3. We consider factorization of a symmetric positive definite
matrix via Cholesky factorization. We show that these factorizations of n-by-n matrices form an
intermediate 3D tensor Z such that Zijk ∈ Z for i > j > k ∈ [1, n], and Zijk depends on each Zlmn
for l > m > n ∈ [1, j − 1]. We note that fast matrix multiplication techniques such as Strassen’s
algorithm [152], compute a different intermediate and are outside the space of this analysis.
The Cholesky factorization of a symmetric positive definite matrix A, A = L · LT , results in
a lower triangular matrix L. A simple sequential algorithm for Cholesky factorization is given
in Algorithm 5.1.2. We introduced an intermediate tensor Z, whose elements must be computed
Algorithm 5.1.2 [L] ← Cholesky(A, n)
1: for j ← 1q
to n do
Pj−1
2:
Ljj = Ajj − k=1
Ljk · Ljk
3:
for i ← j + 1 to n do
4:
for k = 1 to j − 1 do
5:
Zijk = Lik · Ljk
P
6:
Lij = (Aij − j−1
k=1 Zijk )/Ljj
during any execution of the Cholesky algorithm, although Z itself need not be stored explicitly
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in an actual implementation. We note that the Floyd-Warshall [59, 167] all-pairs shortest-paths
graph algorithm has the same dependency structure as Cholesky for undirected graphs (and Gaussian Elimination for directed graphs), so our lower bounds may be easily extended to this case.
See Chapter 9 for more details on this extension. However, alternative algorithms, in particular
the ‘augmented’ path-doubling algorithm [157], are capable of solving the all-pairs shortest-paths
problem with the same asymptotic communication and computation costs as matrix multiplication. While regular path-doubling exploits the fact that all shortest paths are made up of a series
of shortest-paths of up to a given length, the technique in [157] employs the idea that all shortest
paths are made of a series of shortest paths of exactly a certain length k and a small shortest path
of length less than k, where the length is the number of edges in the path. Tiskin’s approach is not
immediately extensible to numerical Gaussian elimination due to its exploitation of the structure
of shortest paths.
We note that the summations in lines 2 and 6 of Algorithm 5.1.2 can be computed via any
summation order (and will be computed in different orders in different parallel algorithms). This
0
0
implies that the summed vertices are connected in any dependency graph GCh = (VCh
, ECh
), but
the connectivity structure may be different. Further, we know that Z and L must correspond to
vertices in VCh in any GCh . We define a (3, 2)-lattice hypergraph (with indices in reverse order
with respect to the definition in Section 3.3) HCh = (VCh , ECh ), which is a parent hypergraph of
GCh for the algorithm which allows us to obtain a lower bound for any possible summation order,
as
VCh ={Zijk : i, j, k ∈ [1, n], i > j > k},
ECh ={eij : i, j ∈ [1, n] with i > j} where
eij ={Zijk : k ∈ [1, j − 1]}
∪ {Zikj : k ∈ [j + 1, i − 1]}
∪ {Zkij : k ∈ [i + 1, n]}.
We note that the vertices VCh must be present in any GCh , however, the vertices corresponding to
L and any intermediate partial summations done in reduction trees are omitted in HCh . To show
that the HCh is a parent hypergraph of any GCh , we need to demonstrate that each hyperedge
in HCh corresponds to a unique part (sub-hypergraph) of any GCh . The hyperedges ECh can be
enumerated with respect to L. Hyperedge eij ∈ ECh includes all intermediate values on which Lij
depends (Zijk for k ∈ [1, i − 1]), or which depend on Lij (Zikj for k ∈ [j + 1, i − 1] and Zkij for
k ∈ [i + 1, n]). Therefore, each hyperedge eij consists of vertices which are part of a connected
component in any GCh that corresponds to a unique set of edges: those in the reduction tree needed
to form Lij from each Zijk and those between Lij and each Zikj as well as Zkij .
We also define hyperplanes xi for i ∈ [1, n], where
xi = ei,1 ∪ ei,2 ∪ · · · ∪ ei,i−1 ∪ ei+1,i ∪ ei+2,i ∪ · · · ∪ en,i .
Figure 5.2 shows hyperplane x12 and hyperedge e12,6 on HCh (16). These hyperplanes correspond
to those in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1.
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Figure 5.2: A hyperplane (red) and a hyperedge (blue) in HCh (16).
Lemma 5.1.4. Any 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator S of Z within dependency graph GCh for any
real numbers 4 ≤ x ≤ q  n must have size at least

χq (GCh ) = Ω n2 /q 2/3 .
Proof. The maximum vertex degree of the parent hypergraph HCh of GCh is 3, so by application
of Theorem 3.3.2, the minimum size of a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of GCh is at least one third
that of a 1q - x1 -balanced hyperedge cut of HCh . By Theorem 3.3.1 with m = 3 and r = 2, any
1 1
- -balanced hyperedge cut with 4 ≤ x ≤ q  n of HCh is of size Ω(n2 /q 2/3 ). Therefore, any
q x
vertex separator of GCh must be of size at least χq,x (GCh ) = Ω(n2 /q 2/3 ).
Theorem 5.1.5. Any parallelization of any dependency graph GCh , where some processor computes no more than x1 of the elements in Z (VCh ) and at least 1q elements in Z, for any 4 ≤ x ≤
q  n, must incur a communication of

WCh = Ω n2 /q 2/3 .
Proof. For any GCh , every vertex that has an outgoing edge to a vertex computed by a different
processor (different color) must be communicated (is in the communicated set). Since some processor computes no more than x1 of the elements in Z (VCh ) and at least 1q elements in Z, for any
4 ≤ x ≤ q  n, communicated set can be bounded below by the size of a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex
separator of Z in GCh . By Lemma 5.1.4, the size of any such separator is Ω(n2 /q 2/3 ).
Theorem 5.1.6. Any parallelization of any dependency graph GCh in which some processor computes no more than x1 of the elements in Z (VCh ) and at least 1q elements in Z, for any 4 ≤ x ≤
q  n, incurs the following computation (F ), bandwidth (W ), and latency (S) costs, for some
b ∈ [1, n],

FCh = Ω n · b2 ,
WCh = Ω (n · b) ,
SCh = Ω (n/b) ,
2
and furthermore, FCh · SCh
= Ω (n3 ) , WCh · SCh = Ω (n2 ) .
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0
0
). We note that the computation of
, ECh
Proof. Consider any dependency graph GCh = (VCh
0
0
Lii ∈ VCh for i ∈ [1, n] requires the computation of Zlmk ∈ VCh ⊂ VCh
for l, m, k ∈ [1, i] with
0
l > m > k. Furthermore, no element Zsrt ∈ VCh ⊂ VCh for s, r, t ∈ [i + 1, n] with s > r > t can
be computed until Lii is computed. Consider any subpath R ⊂ P of the dependency path P =
{L11 , . . . , Lnn }. Evidently, if R = {Lii , . . . , Lj+1,j+1 }, the bubble ζ(GCh , R) = (Vζ , Eζ ) includes
vertices corresponding to a subcube of Z, namely Zklm ∈ Vζ for k, l, m ∈ [i, j] with k > l > m.
Therefore, ζ(GCh , R) is isomorphic to some GCh (|R|), which implies that |Vζ | = Θ(|R|3 ) and by
Lemma 5.1.4, we have χq,x (ζ(GCh , R)) = Θ(|R|2 /q 2/3 ). Since we have 3-dimensional bubbles
with 2-dimensional cross-sections, we apply Corollary 3.4.2 with d = 3 to obtain the conclusion,
for some b ∈ [1, n].

We conjecture that the lower bounds demonstrated for Cholesky in this section, also extend
to LU, LDLT , and QR factorizations, as well as algorithms for computation of the eigenvalue
decomposition of a symmetric matrix and the singular value decomposition.

5.2

Parallel Algorithms for the Triangular Solve

The lower bounds presented above for triangular solve, are attained by the communication-efficient
blocked schedule suggested in [124]. We give an algorithm specifically for the triangular solve
problem, Algorithm 5.2.1, which uses this blocking schedule with blocking factor b to compute
the triangular solve. Our algorithm is similar to the wavefront algorithm given by [78].
The parallel Algorithm 5.2.1 can be executed using p = n/b processors. Let processor pl for
l ∈ [1, n/b] initially own Lij , yj for i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [(l − 1)b + 1, lb]. Processor pl performs parallel
loop iteration l at each step of Algorithm 5.2.1. Since it owns the necessary panel of L and vector
part xj , no communication is required outside the vector send/receive calls listed in the code. So
at each iteration of the outer loop at least one processor performs O(b2 ) work, and 2b (each sent
vector is of length b) data is sent, requiring 2 messages. Therefore, this algorithm achieves the
following costs over the n/b iterations,
FTR = O(nb), WTR = O(n), STR = O(n/b),
which attains our communication lower bounds in Theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, for any b ∈ [1, n].
Parallel TRSV algorithms in current numerical libraries such as Elemental [131] and ScaLAPACK [28] employ algorithms that attain our lower bound, up to an O(log(p)) factor on the latency
cost, due to their use of collectives for communication rather than the point-to-point communication in our wavefront TRSV algorithm.

5.3

2.5D LU without Pivoting

2D parallelization of LU typically factorizes a vertical and a top panel of the matrix and updates
the remainder (the Schur complement). The dominant cost in such a parallel LU algorithm is the
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Algorithm 5.2.1 [x] ← TRSV(L, y, n)
1: x = y
2: for k = 1 to n/b do
3:
% Each processor pl executes a unique iteration of the following loop
4:
for l = max(1, 2k − n/b) to k do
5:
if l > 1 then Receive vector x[(2k − l − 1)b + 1 : (2k − l)b] from processor pl−1
6:
for i = (2k − l − 1)b + 1 to (2k − l)b do
7:
for j = (l − 1)b + 1 to min(i − 1, lb) do
8:
xi ← (xi − Lij · xj )
9:
if k = l then
10:
xi = xi /Lii
11:
if l < n/b then Send vector x[(2k − l − 1)b + 1 : (2k − l)b] to processor pl+1
12:
% Each processor pl executes a unique iteration of the following loop
13:
for l = max(1, 2k + 1 − n/b) to k do
14:
if l > 1 then Receive vector x[(2k − l)b + 1 : (2k − l + 1)b] from processor pl−1
15:
for i = (2k − l)b + 1 to (2k − l + 1)b do
16:
for j = (l − 1)b + 1 to lb do
17:
xi ← (xi − Lij · xj )
18:
if l < n/b then Send vector x[(2k − l)b + 1 : (2k − l + 1)b] to processor pl+1
update to the Schur complement. Our 2.5D algorithm exploits this by accumulating this update
over processor layers. However, in order to factorize each panel we must reduce the contributions
to the Schur complement. We note that only the panel we need to factorize next on needs to be
reduced and the remainder can be further accumulated. Even so, to do the reductions efficiently, a
block-cyclic layout is required. This layout allows more processors to participate in the reductions
and pushes the bandwidth cost down to the lower bound.
The LU latency lower bound (Theorem 5.1.6) dictates that the block size of the LU algorithm
√
must be O(n/ pc) to achieve the 2.5D bandwidth lower bound. Further, with this block size,
√
Ω( pc) messages must be sent. To achieve this latency the matrix should be laid out in a block√
cyclic layout with block-size O(n/ pc). Algorithm 5.3 (work-flow diagram in Figure 5.3) is a
1/3
communication optimal LU factorization algorithm for the entire range of c ∈ {1, 2, 
. . . , bp
 c}.
2
√
LU
With block-size O(n/ pc), Algorithm 5.3 has a bandwidth cost of W2.5D
= O √ncp words

√
MM
and a latency cost of S2.5D
= O cp log(p) messages. Therefore, it is asymptotically communication optimal for any choice of c (modulo a log(p) factor for latency). Further, it is also always
asymptotically computationally optimal (the redundant work is a low order cost). These costs are
derived in Appendix B in [147].
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Algorithm 5.3.1 [L, U ] = 2D-LU(A,Λ,n,p)
√
√
Require: n-by-n matrix A, spread over a p-by- p grid Λ so that Λ[i, j] owns a square block
√
A[i, j] of dimension n/ p
√
1: for t = 1 to t = p do
2:
Factorize sequentially [L[t, t],U [t, t]] = LU(A[t, t])
3:
Replicate U [t, t] on column Λ[:, t]
√
√
4:
Compute L[t + 1 : p] := A[t + 1 : p, t]/U [t, t]
5:
Replicate L[t, t] on row Λ[t, :]
√
√
6:
Compute U [t + 1 : p, t] := A[t + 1 : p, t]/U [t, t]
√
7:
Replicate L[t + 1 : p, t] on columns of Λ[:, :]
√
8:
Replicate U [t, t + 1 : p] on rows of Λ[:, :]
√
√
√
√
9:
Compute A[t + 1 : p, t + 1 : p] := A[t + 1 : p, t + 1 : p]
√
√
−L[t + 1 : p, t] · U [t, t + 1 : p]
Ensure: triangular n-by-n matrices L, U such that A = L · U distributed so that L[i, j] and U [i, j]
reside on Λ[i, j] for i ≥ j and j ≥ i, respectively
Algorithm 5.3.2 [X] = 2D-TRSM(B,U ,Λ,n,p)
Require: n-by-n matrix B, spread over a square grid Λ. n-by-n upper-triangular matrix U spread
over a square grid Λ.
1: X := B
2: % The following loop iterations are pipelined
3: for t = 1 to t = n do
4:
Replicate U [t, t] on column Λ[:, t]
5:
Compute X[:, t] := X[:, t]/U [t, t]
6:
Replicate X[:, t] on columns of Λ[:, :]
7:
Replicate U [t, t + 1 : n] on rows of Λ[:, :]
8:
Compute X[:, t + 1 : n] := X[:, t + 1 : n] − X[:, t] · U [t, t + 1 : n]
Ensure: n-by-n matrix X, such that X · U = B and X is spread over Λ in place of B

5.4

2.5D LU with Pivoting

Regular partial pivoting is not latency optimal because it requires Ω(n) messages if the matrix is
in a 2D blocked layout. Ω(n) messages are required by partial pivoting since a pivot needs to
be determined for each matrix column which requires communication unless the entire column
is owned by one processor. However, tournament pivoting [70], is a new LU pivoting strategy
that can satisfy the general communication lower bound. We will show how partial as well as
tournament pivoting can be incorporated into our 2.5D LU algorithm.
Tournament pivoting simultaneously determines b pivots by forming a tree of factorizations as
follows,
n
1. Factorize each 2b-by-b block [A[2k −1, 1], A[2k, 1]]T = PkT Lk Uk for k ∈ [1, 2b
] using partial
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Algorithm 5.3.3 [L, U ] = 2.5D-LU(A,Π,n,p,c)
Require: n-by-n matrix A distributed so that for each l, m, (n/c)-by-(n/c) block A[l, m] is spread
over Π[:, :, 1].
1: Replicate A on each Π[:, :, k], for k ∈ [1, c]
2: for t = 1 to c do
3:
% Perform in parallel with some layers:
4:
for k = 1 to c − t do
5:
% Factorize top left block:
6:
[L[t, t], U [t, t]] = 2D-LU(A[t, t], Π[:, :, k], n/c, p/c)
7:
% Update left (L) and top (U ) panels of A:
8:
[L[t + k, t]T ] = 2D-TRSM(U [t, t]T , A[t + k, t]T , Π[:, :, k], n/c, p/c)
9:
[U [t, t + k]] = 2D-TRSM(L[t, t], A[t, t + k], Π[:, :, k], n/c, p/c)
10:
% All-gather panels among processor layers:
11:
Π[:, :, k] broadcasts L[t + k, t] and U [t, t + k] to Π[:, :, k 0 ] for all k 0
12:
% Perform outer products on whole Schur complement with each processor layer:
13:
for k = 1 to c do
14:
Partition [T1 , T2 , . . . Tk ] ← L[t + 1 : c, t]
15:
Partition [W1T , W2T , . . . WkT ]T ← U [t, t + 1 : c]
16:
[Sk0 ] = 2D-MM(Tk , WkT , Π[:, :, k], n/c, (c − t) · n/c, (c − t) · n/c)
17:
% Adjust Schur complement:
18:
S[t + 1 : c, t + 1 : c, k] = S[t + 1 : c, t + 1 : c, k] + Sk0
19:
% Compute next panels via reductions: P
20:
A[t + 1 : c, t + 1] ← A[t + 1 : c, t + 1] − Pck0 =1 S[t + 1 : c, t + 1, k 0 ]
21:
A[t + 1, t + 2 : c] ← A[t + 1, t + 2 : c] − ck0 =1 S[t + 1, t + 2 : c, k 0 ]
Ensure: triangular n-by-n matrices L, U such that A = L · U and for each l, m, (n/c)-by-(n/c)
blocks L[l, m], U [l, m] are spread over Π[:, :, 1].
pivoting.
2. Write Bk = Pk [A[2k − 1, 1], A[2k, 1]]T , and Bk = [Bk0 , Bk00 ]T . Each Bk0 represents the ’best
rows’ of each sub-panel of A.
0
3. Now recursively perform steps 1-3 on [B10 , B20 , ..., Bn/(2b)
]T until the number of total best
pivot rows is b.

For a more detailed and precise description of the algorithm and stability analysis see [70, 69].
To incorporate pivoting into our LU algorithm, the following modifications are required
1. Previously, we did the side panel Tall-Skinny LU (TSLU) via a redundant top block 2D LUfactorization and 2D TRSMs on lower blocks. To do pivoting, the TSLU factorization needs
to be done as a whole rather than in blocks. We can still have each processor layer compute
a different ’2D TRSM block’ but we need to interleave this computation with the top block
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Figure 5.3: 2.5D LU algorithm work-flow
LU factorization and communicate between layers to determine each set of pivots as follows
(Algorithm 5.4 gives the full TSLU algorithm),
a) For every small column, we perform pivoting over all layers to determine the best rows.
This can be done with partial pivoting on each column or tournament pivoting on blocks
of columns.
b) We pivot the rows within the panel on each layer. Interlayer communication is required,
since the best rows are spread over the layers (each layer updates a subset of the rows).
c) Each ij processor layer redundantly performs small TRSMs and the Schur complement
updates in the top 2D LU block.
d) Each ij processor layer performs TRSMs and updates on its unique subset of rows of
the panel.
2. After the TSLU, we need to pivot rows in the rest of the matrix. We do this redundantly
on each layer, since each layer will have to contribute to the update of the entire Schur
complement.
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3. We still reduce the side panel (the one we do TSLU on) at the beginning of each step but we
must postpone the reduction of the top panel until pivoting is complete.
Algorithm 5.4.1 [P, L, U ] = 2.5D-pivoted-TSLU(A,Π,n,m,p,c)
Require: n-by-m matrix A spread over each square processor layer Π[:, :, k] for k ∈ [1, c], with
some block size b.
1: % Perform in parallel with processor layers:
2: for k = 1 to c do
3:
Let Ak [:, :] ← A[k · n/c : (k + 1) · n/c, :]
4:
% Perform with partial or Tournament pivoting
5:
pipelined
6:
for t = 1 to m do
7:
Factorize Ak [:, t] = Pk · Lk · U [t, t] along processor columns
8:
Write R[k] = (PkT Ak )[1, t]
9:
Factorize R = PR · LR · UR across processor layers
10:
Pivot source row of (PRT R)[1] into A[t, :] and P [:, t]
11:
Compute Ak [:, t] := Ak [:, t]/A[t, t]
12:
Assign U [t, t + 1 : m] ← A[t, t + 1 : m]
13:
Replicate columns Ak [:, t] on columns of Π[:, :, k]
14:
Replicate U [t, t + 1 : m] on rows of Π[:, :, k]
15:
Compute Ak [:, t + 1 : m] := Ak [:, t + 1 : m] − Ak [:, t] · U [t, t + 1 : m]
16:
Write block of L, L[k · n/c : (k + 1) · n/c, :] ← Ak [:, :]
Ensure: n-by-n permutation matrix P and triangular matrices L, U such that A = P ·L·U , where
L and U are stored in place of A.
Algorithm 5.4 shows how each panel of A is pivoted and factorized. This algorithm pivots each
column, however, these columns can also be treated as block-columns with tournament pivoting.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the workflow of the new TSLU with tournament pivoting. Algorithm 5.4
details the entire pivoted 2.5D LU algorithm.
Asymptotically, 2.5D LU with tournament pivoting has almost the same communication and
computational cost as the original algorithm. Both the flops and bandwidth costs gain an extra
asymptotic log(p) factor (which can be remedied by using a smaller block size and sacrificing
some latency). Also, the bandwidth cost derivation requires a probabilistic argument about the
locations of the pivot rows, however, the argument should hold up very well in practice. For the
full cost derivations of this algorithm see Appendix C in [147].

5.5

2.5D Cholesky-QR

The dependency structure of 2.5D LU is shared by many other dense factorizations and dense
numerical linear algebra algorithms. In this section, we formulate algorithms for 2.5D Cholesky
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Algorithm 5.4.2 [P, L, U ] = 2.5D-pivoted-LU(A,Π,n,p,c)
Require: n-by-n matrix A distributed so that for each l, m, (n/c)-by-(n/c) block A[l, m] is spread
over Π[:, :, 1].
1: Replicate A on each Π[:, :, k], for k ∈ [1, c]
2: for t = 1 to c do
3:
% Perform in parallel with each layer:
4:
for k = 1 to c do
5:
% Factorize top right panel:
6:
[Pt , L[t : c, t], U [t, t]]
7:
= 2.5D-pivoted-TSLU(A[t : c, t], Π[:, :, 1 : (c − t)], n − tn/c, n/c, p, c)
8:
Update P with Pt
9:
% Pivot remainder of matrix redundantly
10:
Swap any rows as required by Pt to (A, S)[t, :]
11:
% All-reduce the top panel SchurP
complement
12:
A[t, t + 1 : c] ← A[t, t + 1 : c] − ck0 =1 S[t, t + 1 : c, k 0 ]
13:
[U [t, t + k]] = 2D-TRSM(L[t, t], A[t, t + k], Π[:, :, k], n/c, p/c)
14:
Partition [T1 , T2 , . . . Tk ] ← L[t + 1 : c, t]
15:
Partition [W1T , W2T , . . . WkT ]T ← U [t, t + 1 : c]
16:
[Sk0 ] = 2D-MM(Tk , WkT , Π[:, :, k], n/c, (c − t) · n/c, (c − t) · n/c)
17:
% Adjust Schur complement:
18:
S[t + 1 : c, t + 1 : c, k] = S[t + 1 : c, t + 1 : c, k] + Sk0
19:
% Compute next Schur complement panel P
via reductions:
20:
A[t + 1 : c, t + 1] ← A[t + 1 : c, t + 1] − ck0 =1 S[t + 1 : c, t + 1, k 0 ]
Ensure: n-by-n permutation matrix P and and triangular n-by-n matrices L, U such that A =
P · L · U and for each l, m, (n/c)-by-(n/c) blocks L[l, m], U [l, m] are spread over Π[:, :, 1].
factorization, 2.5D triangular solve and 2.5D Cholesky-QR factorization. The structure of the
algorithms follows that of non-pivoted 2.5D LU. Further, all the communication costs of these
algorithms are asymptotically equivalent to the costs of non-pivoted 2.5D LU.

5.5.1

2.5D Cholesky

The Cholesky factorization factorizes a symmetric positive-definite matrix A into matrix product
L · LT , where L is a lower-triangular matrix. Cholesky is typically done without pivoting, since
given a symmetric-positive definite matrix, the non-pivoted Cholesky algorithm is stable. Therefore, the structure of Cholesky is very similar to non-pivoted LU. The main difference is the symmetry of A, which presents the algorithmic challenge of only storing the unique (lower-triangular)
part of A, and avoiding extra computation.
Algorithm 5.5.1 details a 2D algorithm for Cholesky. This algorithm differs from 2D LU
(Algorithm 5.3), in that, every iteration, it replicates (broadcasts) panels of LT rather than U among
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Figure 5.4: 2.5D LU with pivoting panel factorization (step A in Figure 5.3).
rows. However, we do not actually want to store all of LT . Instead, we notice that the panel LT
we need to perform the update, is the same panel as the panel of L we broadcast among columns.
So processors on the diagonal of each processor layer have the panel of LT they need after the
broadcast of the L panel. These diagonal processors should then be used to broadcast the LT panel
within their processor columns.
The above diagonal broadcast technique should also be used in the 2.5D Cholesky algorithm
(Algorithm 5.5.1). The structure of 2.5D Cholesky is very similar to non-pivoted 2.5D LU. The
upper U panel 2D-TRSM update is no longer necessary. So, this 2.5D Cholesky algorithm performs even less communication that 2.5D LU. Therefore, the same asymptotic costs hold. Since
the general lower bound and our latency lower bound also apply to Cholesky, this 2.5D algorithm
is communication-optimal.
We note that our 2D and 2.5D Cholesky algorithm have load imbalance due to the symmetry
of A. However, this load imbalance should be minimized via the use of a block-cyclic layout for
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Algorithm 5.5.1 [L] = 2D-Cholesky(A,Λ,n,p)
Require: n-by-n symmetric matrix A, spread over a square grid Λ
1: % The following loop iterations are pipelined
2: for t = 1 to t = n do
3:
Replicate A[t, t] on column Λ[:, t]
4:
Compute L[t + 1 : n, t] := A[t + 1 : n, t]/A[t, t]
5:
Replicate L[t + 1 : n, t] on columns of Λ[:, :]
6:
Replicate LT [t, t + 1 : n] on rows of Λ[:, :]
7:
Compute A[t + 1 : n, t + 1 : n] := A[t + 1 : n, t + 1 : n] − L[t + 1 : n, t] · LT [t, t + 1 : n]
Ensure: triangular n-by-n matrices L, such that A = L · LT and L is spread over Λ in place of A
both 2D and 2.5D Cholesky. Reducing the block-size in this layout would improve the balance of
the load, at the cost of increasing latency. The same trade-off also exists in LU factorization, but is
more pronounced in Cholesky, due to the symmetry of the matrix.

5.5.2

2.5D Triangular Solve

Triangular solve (TRSM) is used to compute a matrix X, such that X · U = B, where U is uppertriangular and B is a dense matrix. This problem has dependencies across the columns of X, but
no dependencies across the rows of X. LU and Cholesky have dependencies across both columns
and rows. Therefore, efficient parallelization of TRSM is in fact simpler than LU or Cholesky.
Algorithm 5.3 is a 2D algorithm for the triangular solve. Algorithm 5.5.2 gives the corresponding 2.5D version of TRSM. Since there is no dependency across rows, the 2.5D TRSM algorithm
can immediately start to compute the left panel of X. Once this update is completed, the rest of
the matrix must be updated, and we can move on to computation on the right part of the matrix.

5.5.3

2.5D Cholesky-QR

The QR factorization of a given matrix A can be computed via a combination of matrix multiplication, Cholesky and a triangular solve. This algorithm is called the Cholesky-QR factorization.
The algorithm proceeds in 3 steps:
1. Compute symmetric B = AT · A with matrix multiplication
2. Compute the Cholesky factorization of B, to get B = R · RT
3. Perform a triangular solve to get Q · R = A
These 3 steps give us a A = Q · R factorization. We know that this algorithm is bandwidth-optimal
since it has the same cost and lower bound as LU factorization [12].
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Algorithm 5.5.2 [L] = 2.5D-Cholesky(A,Π,n,p,c)
Require: n-by-n symmetric matrix A distributed so that for each l, m, such that l ≤ m (n/c)-by(n/c) block A[l, m] is spread over Π[:, :, 1]. Replicate A on each Π[:, :, k], for k ∈ [1, c]
1: for t = 1 to c do
2:
% Perform in parallel with some layers:
3:
for k = 1 to c − t do
4:
% Factorize top left block:
5:
[L[t, t]] = 2D-Cholesky(A[t, t], Π[:, :, k], n/c, p/c)
6:
% Update left (L) panel of A:
7:
[L[t + k, t]T ] = 2D-TRSM(L[t, t], A[t + k, t]T , Π[:, :, k], n/c, p/c)
8:
% All-gather panels among processor layers:
9:
Π[:, :, k] broadcasts L[t + k, t] to Π[:, :, k 0 ] for all k 0
10:
for k = 1 to c do
11:
Partition [W1 , W2 , . . . Wc ] ← L[t + 1 : c, t]
12:
% Perform a distributed transpose on each panel Wk
13:
Π[i, j, k] sends its part of Wk to Π[j, i, k].
14:
% Perform outer products on the triangular Schur complement:
15:
[Sk0 ] = 2D-MM(Wk , WkT , Π[:, :, k], n/c, (c − t) · n/c, (c − t) · n/c)
16:
% Adjust triangular Schur complement:
17:
S[t + 1 : c, t + 1 : c, k] = S[t + 1 : c, t + 1 : c, k] + Sk0
18:
% Compute next panel via reduction:
P
19:
A[t + 1 : c, t + 1] ← A[t + 1 : c, t + 1] − ck0 =1 S[t + 1 : c, t + 1, k 0 ]
Ensure: triangular n-by-n matrices L, U such that A = L · U and for each l, m, (n/c)-by-(n/c)
blocks L[l, m], are spread over Π[:, :, 1].

5.6

2.5D LU Performance Results

We use the same supercomputer and configurations for 2.5D LU as we did for 2.5D MM, which
we described in Section 4.3.1.

5.6.1

Performance of 2.5D LU without Pivoting

We implemented a version of 2.5D LU without pivoting. While this algorithm is not stable for
general dense matrices, it provides a good upper-bound on the performance of 2.5D LU with
pivoting. The performance of non-pivoted 2.5D LU is also indicative of how well a 2.5D Cholesky
and 2.5D TRSM implementation might perform.
Our 2.5D LU implementation has a structure closer to that of Algorithm 5.4 rather than Algorithm 5.3. Processor layers perform all updates at once rather than 2D TRSMs on sub-blocks. This
implementation made heavy use of subset broadcasts (multicasts). All communication is done in
the form of broadcasts or reductions along axis of the 3D virtual topology. This design allowed
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Algorithm 5.5.3 [X] = 2.5D-TRSM(B,U ,Π,n,p,c)
Require: n-by-n matrix B distributed so that for each l, m, (n/c)-by-(n/c) block B[l, m] is spread
over Π[:, :, 1]. n-by-n upper-triangular matrix U distributed so that for each l, m, such that
m ≥ l, (n/c)-by-(n/c) block U [l, m] is spread over Π[:, :, 1].
1: Replicate B and U on each Π[:, :, k], for k ∈ [1, c]
2: for t = 1 to c do
3:
% Perform in parallel with some layers:
4:
for k = 1 to c − t do
5:
% Solve a panel of X:
6:
[X[t + k, t]] = 2D-TRSM(B[t + k, t], U [t, t] Π[:, :, k], n/c, p/c)
7:
% All-gather panels among processor layers:
8:
Π[:, :, k] broadcasts X[t + k, t] to Π[:, :, k 0 ] for all k 0
9:
% Perform outer products on whole Schur complement with each processor layer:
10:
for k = 1 to c do
11:
Partition [T1 , T2 , . . . Tc ] ← X[:, t]
12:
Partition [W1T , W2T , . . . WcT ]T ← U [t, t + 1 : c]
13:
[Sk0 ] = 2D-MM(Tk , WkT , Π[:, :, k], n/c, n, (c − t) · n/c)
14:
% Adjust Schur complement:
15:
S[:, t + 1 : c, k] = S[:, t + 1 : c, k] + Sk0
16:
% Compute next panels viaP
reductions:
17:
B[:, t + 1] ← B[:, t + 1] − ck0 =1 S[:, t + 1, k 0 ]
Ensure: n-by-n matrix X, such that X · U = B and for each l, m, (n/c)-by-(n/c) blocks X[l, m]
are spread over Π[:, :, 1].
our code to utilize efficient line broadcasts on the BG/P supercomputer.
Figure 5.5(a) shows that 2.5D LU achieves more efficient strong scaling than 2D LU. 2D LU
maps well to the 2D processor grid on 256 nodes. However, the efficiency of 2D LU suffers when
we use more nodes, since the network partition becomes 3D. On 3D partitions, the broadcasts
within 2D LU are done via topology-oblivious binomial trees and suffer from contention. For
this problem configuration, 2.5D LU achieves a two-fold speed-up over the 2D algorithm on 2048
nodes.
Figure 5.5(b) demonstrates that 2.5D LU is also efficient and beneficial at a larger scale. Figure 5.5(b) also demonstrates the effect of topology-aware collectives on all the algorithms. When
using topology-aware rectangular (RCT) collectives, 2.5D algorithms gain a significant amount
of efficiency. 2D algorithms do not map to the BG/P architecture so they can only use binomial
(BNM) collectives. However, we see that 2.5D algorithms with binomial collectives still outperform 2D algorithms by a significant factor.
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Figure 5.5: Performance of 2.5D LU on BG/P

5.6.2

Performance of 2.5D LU with Tournament Pivoting

2.5D LU performs pivoting in two stages. First, pivoting is performed only in the big-block panel.
Then the rest of the matrix is pivoted according to a larger, accumulated pivot matrix. We found it
most efficient to perform the sub-panel pivoting via a broadcast and a reduction, which minimize
latency. For the rest of the matrix, we performed scatter and gather operations to pivot, which
minimize bandwidth. We found that this optimization can also be used to improve the performance
of 2D LU and used it accordingly.
Figure 5.5(a) shows that 2.5D LU with tournament pivoting strongly scales with higher efficiency than its 2D counter-part. It also outperforms the ScaLAPACK PDGETRF implementation. Though, we note that ScaLAPACK uses partial pivoting rather than tournament pivoting and
therefore computes a different answer. Our peak efficiency is much lower than the peak efficiency
achieved by LINPACK on this machine, but LINPACK is heavily optimized and targeted for very
large matrices than those we tested.
Figure 5.5(b) details the efficiency of pivoted 2.5D LU with binomial and rectangular collectives. Again, we observe that part of the improvement is due to the algorithmic decrease in
communication cost, and part is due to the topology-aware mapping (collectives).
The absolute efficiency achieved by our 2.5D LU with tournament pivoting algorithm is better
than ScaLAPACK and can be improved even further. Our implementation does not exploit overlap
between communication and computation and does not use prioritized scheduling. We observed
that, especially at larger scales, processors spent most of their time idle (waiting to synchronize).
Communication time, on the other hand, was heavily reduced in our implementation and was no
longer the major bottleneck. While overlap can be combined with 2.5D algorithms, we noted that
for small matrices, computation was a small fraction of the total time, so overlap could not have
been used to completely hide communication. Further, we achieved speed-ups of over 2X for all
algorithms, which cannot be done with just overlap.
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LU strong scaling at exascale (xy plane to full xyz torus)
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Figure 5.6: LU factorization predicted performance on an exascale architecture. The results show
strong scaling from full memory on the first plane (z = 1) of the machine to the full machine
(z = 64).

5.6.3

Predicted Performance at Exascale

LU factorization requires more careful modeling, since the block-cyclic layout makes the message
sizes variable throughout the algorithm. Further, the 2.5D LU algorithm performs collectives on
messages of different sizes and to different partitions depending on the stage of the algorithm. The
LU communication costs are itemized in Appendix B of [147]. We scale these communication
costs based on the message size and partition size they operate on using Eq. 2.2.4 (rectangular
collectives) and Eq. 2.2.7 (binomial collectives).
Our LU exascale study uses the same problem size and measures the efficiency in the same
way as the MM study (previous section). Figure 5.6 details the scaling from a plane to the full
machine for a matrix size of n = 222 . We model only LU without pivoting. We see that using the
2.5D LU algorithm increases performance significantly even without rectangular collectives. 2.5D
LU with rectangular collectives achieves very good parallel scalability with comparison to the 2D
algorithm. When using all available nodes (z = 64), 2.5D LU with rectangular collectives reduces
communication time by 95% and achieves a speed-up of 4.5x over 2D LU.
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Chapter 6
QR Factorization
The standard algorithm for QR decomposition, which is implemented in LAPACK [5], ScaLAPACK [28], and Elemental [131] is known as Householder-QR (given below as Algorithm 6.1.1).
For tall and skinny matrices, the algorithm works column-by-column, computing a Householder
vector and applying the corresponding transformation for each column in the matrix. When the
matrix is distributed across a parallel machine, this requires one parallel reduction per column. The
TSQR algorithm (given below as Algorithm 6.1.2), on the other hand, performs only one reduction
during the entire factorization of a tall and skinny matrix. Therefore, TSQR requires asymptotically less inter-processor synchronization than Householder-QR on parallel machines (TSQR also
achieves asymptotically higher cache reuse on sequential machines).
Computing the QR decomposition of a tall and skinny matrix is an important kernel in many
contexts, including standalone least squares problems, eigenvalue and singular value computations,
and Krylov subspace and other iterative methods. In addition, the tall and skinny factorization is a
standard building block in the computation of the QR decomposition of general (not necessarily tall
and skinny) matrices. In particular, most algorithms work by factoring a tall and skinny panel of
the matrix, applying the orthogonal factor to the trailing matrix, and then continuing on to the next
panel. Although Householder-QR is bottlenecked by communication in the panel factorization,
it can apply the orthogonal factor as an aggregated Householder transformation efficiently, using
matrix multiplication [139].
The Communication-Avoiding QR (CAQR) [47] algorithm uses TSQR to factor each panel of
a general matrix. One difficulty faced by CAQR is that TSQR computes an orthogonal factor that is
implicitly represented in a different format than that of Householder-QR. While Householder-QR
represents the orthogonal factor as a set of Householder vectors (one per column), TSQR computes a tree of smaller sets of Householder vectors (though with the same total number of nonzero
parameters). In CAQR, this difference in representation implies that the trailing matrix update
is done using the implicit tree representation rather than matrix multiplication as possible with
Householder-QR. From a software engineering perspective, this means writing and tuning more
This chapter is based on joint work with Grey Ballard, Matthias Jacquelin, Laura Grigori, and Hong Diep
Nguyen [8] as well as Nicholas Knight.
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complicated code. Furthermore, from a performance perspective, the trailing matrix update within
CAQR is less communication efficient than the update within Householder-QR by a logarithmic
factor in the number of processors.
Building on a method introduced by Yamamoto [169], we show that the standard Householder
vector representation may be recovered from the implicit TSQR representation for roughly the
same cost as the TSQR itself. The key idea is that the Householder vectors that represent an
orthonormal matrix can be computed via LU decomposition (without pivoting) of the orthonormal
matrix subtracted from a diagonal sign matrix. We prove that this reconstruction is as numerically
stable as Householder-QR (independent of the matrix condition number), and validate this proof
with experimental results.
This reconstruction method allows us to get the best of the TSQR algorithm (avoiding synchronization) as well as the best of the Householder-QR algorithm (efficient trailing matrix updates
via matrix multiplication). By obtaining Householder vectors from the TSQR representation, we
can logically decouple the block size of the trailing matrix updates from the number of columns in
each TSQR and use two levels of aggregation of Householder vectors. This abstraction makes it
possible to optimize panel factorization and the trailing matrix updates independently. Our resulting aggregated parallel implementation outperforms ScaLAPACK, Elemental, and a binary-tree
CAQR implementation on the Hopper Cray XE6 platform at NERSC by factors of up to 1.4X.
While we do not experimentally study sequential performance, we expect our algorithm will also
be beneficial in this setting, due to the cache efficiency gained by using TSQR.
Two other contributions of the chapter include improvements to the Householder QR and
CAQR algorithms for square matrices. We employ the two-level aggregation technique within
Householder QR to alleviate a memory bandwidth bottleneck (see Section 6.2.3), and we use a
more efficient trailing matrix update within CAQR that improves both the computation and communication costs of that algorithm (see Section 6.2.4). Both optimizations lead to significant performance improvement (up to 1.4X for Householder QR due to aggregation and up to 4X with
respect to binary tree CAQR due to scatter-apply algorithm) for the two algorithms.
Lastly, we give an algorithm for 2.5D QR factorization, which attains the same asymptotic cost
as the 2.5D LU factorization algorithm in Chapter 5. The algorithm is left-looking unlike the 2.5D
LU algorithm, due to the fact that the QR update cannot be accumulated in the same away as a
Schur complement update in LU. We use this 2.5D QR as well as the 2D QR with reconstruction
algorithms as building blocks in the next chapter on the symmetric eigenvalue problem.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows,
• Section 6.1 identifies and reviews previous work needed for our parallel algorithms,
• Section 6.2 gives the 2D QR algorithm with Householder reconstruction and shows how the
update may be aggregated,
• Section 6.3 benchmarks the scalability of our new aggregated 2D QR algorithm, comparing
to existing implementations,
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• Section 6.4 presents a 2.5D algorithm that does a factor of up to p1/6 less communication
than the 2D version.

6.1

Previous Work

We distinguish between two types of QR factorization algorithms. We call an algorithm that distributes entire rows of the matrix to processors a 1D algorithm. Such algorithms are often used
for tall and skinny matrices. Algorithms that distribute the matrix across a 2D grid of pr × pc
processors are known as 2D algorithms. Many right-looking 2D algorithms for QR decomposition
of nearly square matrices divide the matrix into column panels and work panel-by-panel, factoring
the panel with a 1D algorithm and then updating the trailing matrix. We consider two such existing algorithms in this section: 2D-Householder-QR (using Householder-QR) and CAQR (using
TSQR).

6.1.1

Householder-QR

We first present Householder-QR in Algorithm 6.1.1, following [67] so that each Householder
vector has a unit diagonal entry. We use LAPACK [5] notation for the scalar quantities. However,
we depart from the LAPACK code in that there is no check for a zero norm of a subcolumn. We
present Algorithm 6.1.1 in Matlab-style notation as a sequential algorithm. The algorithm works
column-by-column, computing a Householder vector and then updating the trailing matrix to the
right. The Householder vectors are stored in an m × b lower triangular matrix Y . Note that we do
not include τ as part of the output because it can be recomputed from Y .
Algorithm 6.1.1 [Y, R] = Householder-QR(A)
Require: A is m × b
1: for i = 1 to b do
2:
% Compute the Householder vector
3:
α = A(i, i), β = kA(i:m, i)k2
4:
if α > 0 then
5:
β = −β
6:
A(i, i) = β, τ (i) = β−α
β
1
7:
A(i+1:m, i) = α−β
· A(i+1:m, i)
8:
% Apply the Householder transformation to the trailing matrix
9:
10:

z = τ (i) · [A(i, i+1:b) + A(i+1:m, i)T · A(i+1:m, i+1:b)]
A(i+1:m, i+1:b) = A(i+1:m, i+1:b) − A(i+1:m, i) · z


Qn
T
Ensure: A =
i=1 (I − τi yi yi ) R
Ensure: R overwrites the upper triangle and Y (the Householder vectors) has implicit unit diagonal and
overwrites the strict lower triangle of A; τ is an array of length b with τi = 2/(yiT yi )

While the algorithm works for general m and n, it is most commonly used when m  n,
such as a panel factorization within a square QR decomposition. In LAPACK terms, this algorithm
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corresponds to geqr2 and is used as a subroutine in geqrf. In this case, we also compute an
upper triangular matrix T so that
n
Y
Q=
(I − τi yi yiT ) = I − Y T Y T ,
i=1

which allows the application of QT to the trailing matrix to be done efficiently using matrix multiplication. Computing T is done in LAPACK with larft but can also be computed from Y T Y by
solving the equation Y T Y = T −1 + T −T for T −1 (since Y T Y is symmetric and T −1 is triangular,
the off-diagonal entries are equivalent and the diagonal entries differ by a factor of 2) [132].
1D Algorithm
We will make use of Householder-QR as a sequential algorithm, but there are parallelizations of
the algorithm in libraries such as ScaLAPACK [28] and Elemental [131] against which we will
compare our new approach. Assuming a 1D distribution across p processors, the parallelization
of Householder-QR (Algorithm 6.1.1) requires communication at lines 3 and 9, both of which can
be performed using an all-reduction. Because these steps occur for each column in the matrix,
the total latency cost of the algorithm is 2b log p. This synchronization cost is a potential parallel
scaling bottleneck, since it grows with the number of columns of the matrix and does not decrease
with the number of processors. The algorithm also performs 2mb2 /p flops and communicates
(b2 /2) log p words.
2D Algorithm
In the context of a 2D algorithm, in order to perform an update with the computed Householder vectors, we must also compute the T matrix from Y in parallel. The leading order cost of computing
T −1 from Y T Y is mb2 /p flops plus the cost of reducing a symmetric b×b matrix, α·log p+β ·b2 /2;
note that the communication costs are lower order terms compared to computing Y . We present the
costs of parallel Householder-QR in the first row of Table 6.2.1, combining the costs of Algorithm
6.1.1 with those of computing T .
We refer to the 2D algorithm that uses Householder-QR as the panel factorization as 2DHouseholder-QR. In ScaLAPACK terms, this algorithm corresponds to pxgeqrf. The overall
cost of 2D-Householder-QR, which includes panel factorizations and trailing matrix updates, is
given to leading order by


6mnb − 3n2 b n2 b 2mn2 − 2n3 /3
+
+
+
γ·
2pr
2pc
p


2mn − n2 n2
+
β · nb log pr +
+
pr
pc


2n
α · 2n log pr +
log pc .
b
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√
√
If we pick pr = pc = p (assuming m ≈ n) and b = n/( p log p) then we obtain the leading
order costs
√
γ · (2mn2 − 2n3 /3)/p + β · (mn + n2 )/ p + α · n log p.
Note that these costs match those of [47, 28], with exceptions coming from the use of more efficient
collectives. The choice of b is made to preserve the leading constants of the parallel computational
cost. We present the costs of 2D-Householder-QR in the first row of Table 6.2.2.

6.1.2

Communication-Avoiding QR

In this section we present parallel Tall-Skinny QR (TSQR) [47, Algorithm 1] and CommunicationAvoiding QR (CAQR) [47, Algorithm 2], which are algorithms for computing a QR decomposition
that are more communication efficient than Householder-QR, particularly for tall and skinny matrices.
1D Algorithm (TSQR)
We present a simplified version of TSQR in Algorithm 6.1.2: we assume the number of processors
is a power of two and use a binary reduction tree (TSQR can be performed with any tree). Note also
that we present a reduction algorithm rather than an all-reduction (i.e., the final R resides on only
one processor at the end of the algorithm). TSQR assumes the tall-skinny matrix A is distributed
in block row layout so that each processor owns a (m/p) × n submatrix. After each processor
computes a local QR factorization of its submatrix (line 1), the algorithm works by reducing the
p remaining n × n triangles to one final upper triangular R = QT A (lines 2–8). The Q that
triangularizes A is stored implicitly as a tree of sets of Householder vectors, given by {Yi,k }. In
particular, {Yi,k } is the set of Householder vectors computed by processor i at the kth level of the
tree. The ith leaf of tree, Yi,0 is the set of Householder vectors which processor i computes by
doing a local QR on its part of the initial matrix A.
In the case of a binary tree, every internal node of the tree consists of a QR factorization of
two stacked b × b triangles (line 6). This sparsity structure can be exploited, saving a constant
factor of computation compared to a QR factorization of a dense 2b × b matrix. In fact, as of
version 3.4, LAPACK has subroutines for exploiting this and similar sparsity structures (tpqrt).
Furthermore, the Householder vectors generated during the QR factorization of stacked triangles
have similar sparsity; the structure of the Yi,k for k > 0 is an identity matrix stacked on top of a
triangle.
The costs and analysis of TSQR are given in [47, 48]:

 2


b
2mb2 2b3
+
log p + β ·
log p + α · log p.
γ·
p
3
2
We tabulate these costs in the second row of Table 6.2.1. We note that the TSQR inner tree factorizations require an extra computational cost O(b3 log p) and a bandwidth cost of O(b2 log p). Also
note that in the context of a 2D algorithm, using TSQR as the panel factorization implies that there
is no b × b T matrix to compute; the update of the trailing matrix is performed differently.
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Algorithm 6.1.2 [{Yi,k }, R] = TSQR(A)
Require: Number of processors is p and i is the processor index
Require: A is m × b matrix distributed in block row layout; Ai is processor i’s block
1: [Yi,0 , R̄i ] = Householder-QR(Ai )
2: for k = 1 to dlog pe do
3:
if i ≡ 0 mod 2k and i + 2k−1 < p then
4:
j = i + 2k−1
5:
Receive R̄j from processor j  
R̄i
6:
[Yi,k , R̄i ] = Householder-QR
R̄j
7:
else if i ≡ 2k−1 mod 2k then
8:
Send R̄i to processor i − 2k−1
9: if i = 0 then
10:
R = R̄0
Ensure: A = QR with Q implicitly represented by {Yi,k }
Ensure: R is stored by processor 0 and Yi,k is stored by processor i

2D Algorithm (CAQR)
The 2D algorithm that uses TSQR for panel factorizations is known as CAQR. In order to update
the trailing matrix within CAQR, the implicit orthogonal factor computed from TSQR needs to be
applied as a tree in the same order as it was computed. See [47, Algorithm 2] for a description
of this process, or see [7, Algorithm 4] for pseudocode that matches the binary tree in Algorithm
6.1.2. We refer to this application of implicit QT as Apply-TSQR-QT . The algorithm has the same
tree dependency flow structure as TSQR but requires a bidirectional exchange between paired
nodes in the tree. We note that in internal nodes of the tree it is possible to exploit the additional
sparsity structure of Yi,k (an identity matrix stacked on top of a triangular matrix), which our
implementation does via the use of the LAPACK v3.4+ routine tpmqrt.
Further, since A is m × n and intermediate values of rows of A are communicated, the trailing
matrix update costs more than TSQR when n > b. In the context of CAQR on a square matrix,
Apply-TSQR-QT is performed on a trailing matrix with n ≈ m columns. The extra work in the
√
application of the inner leaves of the tree is proportional to O(n2 b log(p)/ p) and bandwidth cost
√
proportional to O(n2 log(p)/ p). Since the cost of Apply-TSQR-QT is almost leading order in
CAQR, it is desirable in practice to optimize the update routine. However, the tree dependency
structure complicates this manual developer or compiler optimization task.
The overall cost of CAQR is given to leading order by




6mnb − 3n2 b
4nb2 3n2 b
6mn2 − 2n3
γ·
+
+
log pr +
+
2pr
3
2pc
3p





nb n2
2mn − n2
3n
4n
β·
+
log pr +
+α·
log pr +
log pc .
2
pc
pr
b
b
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See [47] for a discussion of these costs and [48] for detailed analysis. Note that the bandwidth
√
cost is slightly lower here due to the use of more efficient broadcasts. If we pick pr = pc = p
n
(assuming m ≈ n) and b = √p log
then we obtain the leading order costs
2
p

γ·

2mn2 − 2n3 /3
p




+β·

2mn + n2 log p
√
p




+α·


7√
3
p log p .
2

Again, we choose b to preserve the leading constants of the computational cost. Note that b needs
to be chosen smaller here than in Section 6.1.1 due to the costs associated with Apply-TSQR-QT .
It is possible to reduce the costs of Apply-TSQR-QT further using ideas from efficient recursive doubling/halving collectives; see Section 6.2.4 for more details. Another important practical
optimization for CAQR is pipelining the trailing matrix updates [52], though we do not consider
this idea here as it cannot be applied with the Householder reconstruction approach.
Constructing Explicit Q from TSQR
Algorithm 6.1.3 [B] = Apply-TSQR-QT ({Yi,k }, A)
Require: Number of processors is p and i is the processor index
Require: A is m × n matrix distributed in block row layout; Ai is processor i’s block
Require: {Yi,k } is the implicit tree TSQR representation of b Householder vectors of length m.
1: Bi = Apply-Householder-QT (Yi,0 , Ai )
2: Let B̄i be the first b rows of Bi
3: for k = 1 to dlog pe do
4:
if i ≡ 0 mod 2k and i + 2k−1 < p then
5:
j = i + 2k−1
6:
Receive
 B̄j from processor j


 
B̄i
B̄
T
= Apply-Householder-Q Yi,k , i
7:
B̄j
B̄j
8:
Send B̄j back to processor j
9:
else if i ≡ 2k−1 mod 2k then
10:
Send B̄i to processor i − 2k−1
11:
Receive updated rows B̄i from processor i − 2k−1
12:
Set the first b rows of Bi to B̄i
Ensure: B = QT A with processor i owning block Bi , where Q is the orthogonal matrix implicitly
represented by {Yi,k }
In many use cases of QR decomposition, an explicit orthogonal factor is not necessary; rather,
we need only the ability to apply the matrix (or its transpose) to another matrix, as done in the
previous section. For our purposes (see Section 6.2), we will need to form the explicit m × b orthonormal matrix from the implicit tree representation.1 Though it is not necessary within CAQR,
1
In LAPACK terms, constructing (i.e., generating) the orthogonal factor when it is stored as a set of Householder
vectors is done with orgqr.
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we describe it here because it is a known algorithm (see [82, Figure 4]) and the structure of the
algorithm is very similar to TSQR.
Algorithm 6.1.4 presents the method for constructing the m × b matrix Q by applying the
(implicit) square orthogonal factor to the first b columns of the m × m identity matrix. Note that
while we present Algorithm 6.1.4 assuming a binary tree, any tree shape is possible, as long as
the implicit Q is computed using the same tree shape as TSQR. While the nodes of the tree are
computed from leaves to root, they will be applied in reverse order from root to leaves. Note that
in order to minimize the computational cost, the sparsity of the identity matrix at the root node and
the sparsity structure of {Yi,k } at the inner tree nodes is exploited.
Since the communicated matrices Q̄j are triangular just as R̄j was triangular in the TSQR
algorithm, Construct-TSQR-Q incurs the exact same computational and communication costs as
TSQR. So, we can reconstruct the unique part of the Q matrix from the implicit form given by
TSQR for the same cost as the TSQR itself.
Algorithm 6.1.4 Q = Construct-TSQR-Q({Yi,k })
Require: Number of processors is p and i is the processor index
Require: {Yi,k } is computed by Algorithm 6.1.2 so that Yi,k is stored by processor i
1: if i = 0 then
2:
Q̄0 = Ib
3: for k = dlog pe down to 1 do
4:
if i ≡ 0 mod 2k and i + 2k−1 < p then
5:
j = i + 2k−1


 
Q̄i
Q̄
6:
= Apply-Householder-Q Yi,k , i
Q̄j
0
7:
Send Q̄j to processor j
8:
else if i ≡ 2k−1 mod 2k then
9:
Receive Q̄i from processor
2k−1

i −
Q̄i
10: Qi = Apply-Q-to-Triangle Yi,0 ,
0
Ensure: Q is orthonormal m × b matrix distributed in block row layout; Qi is processor i’s block

6.1.3

Yamamoto’s Basis-Kernel Representation

The main goal of this work is to combine Householder-QR with CAQR; Yamamoto [169] proposes
a scheme to achieve this. As described in Section 6.1.1, 2D-Householder-QR suffers from a communication bottleneck in the panel factorization. TSQR alleviates that bottleneck but requires a
more complicated (and slightly less efficient) trailing matrix update. Motivated in part to improve
the performance and programmability of a hybrid CPU/GPU implementation, Yamamoto suggests
computing a representation of the orthogonal factor that triangularizes the panel that mimics the
representation in Householder-QR.
As described by Sun and Bischof [153], there are many so-called “basis-kernel” representations
of an orthogonal matrix. For example, the Householder-QR algorithm computes a lower triangular
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matrix Y such that A = (I − Y T Y1T )R, so that
Q = I − Y TY

T

 


Y
= I − 1 T Y1T Y2T .
Y2

(6.1.1)

Here, Y is called the “basis” and T is called the “kernel” in this representation of the square
orthogonal factor Q. However, there are many such basis-kernel representations if we do not
restrict Y and T to be lower and upper triangular matrices, respectively.
Yamamoto [169]
a basis-kernel representation that is easy to compute. For an m × b
 chooses

Q1
matrix A, let A =
R where Q1 and R are b × b. Then define the basis-kernel representation
Q2
Q = I − Ỹ T̃ Ỹ

T




−T 
Q1 −I 
I−Q1
(Q1 −I)T
=I−
Q2


QT2 ,

(6.1.2)

T
T
where

 I − Q1 is assumed to be nonsingular. It can be easily verified that Q Q = I and Q A =
R
; in fact, this is the representation suggested and validated by [27, Theorem 3]. Note that both
0
the basis and kernel matrices Ỹ and T̃ are dense.
The main advantage of basis-kernel representations is that they can be used to apply the orthogonal factor (or its transpose) very efficiently using matrix multiplication. In particular, the
computational complexity of applying QT using any basis-kernel is the same to leading order, assuming Y has the same dimensions as A and m  b. Thus, it is not necessary to reconstruct the
Householder vectors; from a computational perspective, finding any basis-kernel representation of
the orthogonal factor computed by TSQR will do. Note also that in order to apply QT with the
representation in Equation equation 6.1.2, we need to apply the inverse of I − Q1 , so we need to
perform an LU decomposition of the b × b matrix and then apply the inverses of the triangular
factors using triangular solves.
The assumption that I − Q1 is nonsingular can be dropped by replacing I with a diagonal sign
matrix S chosen so that S − Q1 is nonsingular [168]; in this case the representation becomes

QS = I − Ỹ T̃ Ỹ

T





−T 
Q1 −S
(Q1 −S)T
=I−
S S−Q1
Q2


QT2 .

(6.1.3)

Yamamoto’s approach is very closely related to TSQR-HR (Algorithm 6.2.2), presented in
Section 6.2. We compare the methods in Section 6.2.1.

6.2

New 2D QR Algorithms

We first present our main contribution, a parallel algorithm that performs TSQR and then reconstructs the Householder vector representation from the TSQR representation of the orthogonal
factor. We then show that this reconstruction algorithm may be used as a building block for more
efficient 2D QR algorithms. In particular, the algorithm is able to combine two existing approaches
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Table 6.2.1: Costs of QR factorization of tall-skinny m × b matrix distributed over p processors
in 1D fashion. We assume these algorithms are used as panel factorizations in the context of a 2D
algorithm applied to an m × n matrix. Thus, costs of Householder-QR and TSQR-HR include the
costs of computing T .
for 2D QR factorizations, leveraging the efficiency of TSQR in panel factorizations and the efficiency of Householder-QR in trailing matrix updates. While Householder reconstruction adds
some extra cost to the panel factorization, we show that its use in the 2D algorithm reduces overall
communication compared to both 2D-Householder-QR and CAQR.

6.2.1

TSQR with Householder Reconstruction

The basic steps of our 1D algorithm include performing TSQR, constructing the explicit tall-skinny
Q factor, and then computing the Householder vectors corresponding to Q. The key idea of our
reconstruction algorithm is that performing Householder-QR on an orthonormal matrix Q is the
same as performing an LU decomposition on Q−S, where S is a diagonal sign matrix corresponding to the sign choices made inside the Householder-QR algorithm. Informally, ignoring signs, if
Q = I −Y T Y1T with Y a matrix of Householder vectors, then Y ·(−T Y1T ) is an LU decomposition
of Q − I since Y is unit lower triangular and T Y1T is upper triangular.
In this section we present Modified-LU as Algorithm 6.2.1, which can be applied to any orthonormal matrix (not necessarily one obtained from TSQR). Ignoring lines 1, 3, and 4, it is exactly
LU decomposition without pivoting. Note that with the choice of S, no pivoting is required since
the effective diagonal entry will be at least 1 in absolute value and all other entries in the column
are bounded by 1 (the matrix is orthonormal).2
Parallelizing this algorithm is straightforward. Since m ≥ b and no pivoting is required, the
Modified-LU algorithm can be applied on one processor to the top b×b block. The rest of the lower
triangular factor is updated with a triangular solve involving the upper triangular factor. After the
upper triangular factor has been broadcast to all processors, the triangular solve is performed in
parallel. Thus, the cost of Algorithm 6.2.1 is given by

 2
2b3
mb
+
+ β · b2 + α · 2 log p.
γ·
p
3
Given the algorithms of the previous sections, we now present the full approach for computing
the QR decomposition of a tall-skinny matrix using TSQR and Householder reconstruction. That
2

We use the convention sgn(0) = 1.
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Algorithm 6.2.1 [L, U, S] = Modified-LU(Q)
Require: Q is m × b orthonormal matrix
1: S = 0
2: for i = 1 to b do
3:
S(i, i) = − sgn(Q(i, i))
4:
Q(i, i) = Q(i, i) − S(i, i)
5:
% Scale ith column of L by diagonal element
1
6:
Q(i+1:m, i) = Q(i,i)
· Q(i+1:m, i)
7:
% Perform Schur complement update
8:

Q(i+1:m, i+1:b) = Q(i+1:m, i+1:b)−Q(i+1:m, i)·Q(i, i+1:b)

Ensure: U overwrites the upper triangle and L has implicit unit diagonal and overwrites the strict lower
triangle of Q; S is diagonal so that Q − S = LU

is, in this section we present an algorithm such that the format of the output of the algorithm
is identical to that of Householder-QR. However, we argue that the communication costs of this
approach are much less than those of performing Householder-QR.
The method, given as Algorithm 6.2.2, is to perform TSQR (line 1), construct the tall-skinny Q
factor explicitly (line 2), and then compute the Householder vectors that represent that orthogonal
factor using Modified-LU (line 3). The R factor is computed in line 1 and the Householder vectors
(the columns of Y ) are computed in line 3. An added benefit of the approach is that the triangular T matrix, which allows for block application of the Householder vectors, can be computed
very cheaply. That is, a triangular solve involving the upper triangular factor from Modified-LU
computes the T so that A = (I − Y T Y1T )R. To compute T directly from Y (as is necessary if
Householder-QR is used) requires O(nb2 ) flops; here the triangular solve involves O(b3 ) flops.
Our approach for computing T is given in line 4, and line 5 ensures sign agreement between the
columns of the (implicitly stored) orthogonal factor and rows of R.
Algorithm 6.2.2 [Y, T, R] = TSQR-HR(A)
Require: A is m × b matrix distributed in block row layout
1: [{Yi,k }, R̃] = TSQR(A)
2: Q = Construct-TSQR-Q({Yi,k })
3: [Y, U, S] = Modified-LU(Q)
4: T = −U SY1−T
5: R = S R̃
Ensure: A = (I − Y T Y1T )R, where Y is m × b and unit lower triangular, Y1 is top b × b block of Y , and
T and R are b × b and upper triangular

On p processors, Algorithm 6.2.2 incurs the following costs (ignoring lower order terms):
1. Compute [{Yi,k }, R0 ] = TSQR(A)
The computational costs of this step come from lines 1 and 6 in Algorithm 6.1.2. Line 1 corresponds to a QR factorization of a (m/p) × b matrix, with a flop count of 2(m/p)b2 − 2b3 /3
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(each processor performs this step simultaneously). Line 6 corresponds to a QR factorization
of a b × b triangle stacked on top of a b × b triangle. Exploiting the sparsity structure, the
flop count is 2b3 /3; this occurs at every internal node of the binary tree, so the total cost in
parallel is (2b3 /3) log p.
The communication costs of Algorithm 6.1.2 occur in lines 5 and 8. Since every Ri,k is a
b × b upper triangular matrix, the cost of a single message is α + β · (b2 /2). This occurs at
every internal node in the tree, so the total communication cost in parallel is a factor log p
larger.
Thus, the cost of this step is

 2


b
2mb2 2b3
+
log p + β ·
log p + α · log p.
γ·
p
3
2
2. Q = Construct-TSQR-Q({Yi,k })
The computational costs of this step come from lines 6 and 10 in Algorithm 6.1.4. Note that
for k > 0, Yi,k is a 2b × b matrix: the identity matrix stacked on top of an upper triangular
matrix. Furthermore, Qi,k is an upper triangular matrix. Exploiting the structure of Yi,k and
Qi,k , the cost of line 6 is 2b3 /3, which occurs at every internal node of the tree. Each Yi,0 is
a (m/p) × b lower triangular matrix of Householder vectors, so the cost of applying them to
an upper triangular matrix in line 10 is 2(m/p)b2 − 2b3 /3. Note that the computational cost
of these two lines is the same as those of the previous step in Algorithm 6.1.2.
The communication pattern of Algorithm 6.1.4 is identical to Algorithm 6.1.2, so the communication cost is also the same as that of the previous step.
Thus, the cost of constructing Q is

 2


b
2mb2 2b3
+
log p + β ·
log p + α · log p.
γ·
p
3
2
3. [Y, U, S] = Modified-LU(Q)
Ignoring lines 3–4 in Algorithm 6.2.1, Modified-LU is the same as LU without pivoting.
In parallel, the algorithm consists of a b × b (modified) LU factorization of the top block
followed by parallel triangular solves to compute the rest of the lower triangular factor.
The flop count of the b × b LU factorization is 2b3 /3, and the cost of each processor’s
triangular solve is (m/p)b2 . The communication cost of parallel Modified-LU is only that of
a broadcast of the upper triangular b × b U factor (for which we use a bidirectional-exchange
algorithm): β · (b2 ) + α · (2 log p).
Thus, the cost of this step is

γ·

mb2 2b3
+
p
3



+ β · b2 + α · 2 log p
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4. T = −U SY1−T and R = SR0
The last two steps consist of computing T and scaling the final R appropriately. Since S is
a sign matrix, computing U S and SR0 requires no floating point operations and can be done
locally on one processor. Thus, the only computational cost is performing a b × b triangular
solve involving Y1T . If we ignore the triangular structure of the output, the flop count of this
operation is b3 . However, since this operation occurs on the same processor that computes
the top m/p×b block of Y and U , it can be overlapped with the previous step (Modified-LU).
After the top processor performs the b × b LU factorization and broadcasts the U factor, it
computes only m/p − b rows of Y (all other processors update m/p rows). Thus, performing
an extra b × b triangular solve on the top processor adds no computational cost to the critical
path of the algorithm.
Thus, TSQR-HR(A) where A is m-by-b incurs the following costs (ignoring lower order
terms):



5mb2 4b3
+
log p + β · b2 log p + α · (4 log p) .
(6.2.1)
γ·
p
3
Note that the LU factorization required in Yamamoto’s approach (see Section 6.1.3) is equivalent to performing Modified-LU(−Q1 ). In Algorithm 6.2.2, the Modified-LU algorithm is applied
to an m × b matrix rather than to only the top b × b block; since no pivoting is required, the only
difference is the update of the bottom m − b rows with a triangular solve. Thus it is not hard to see
that, ignoring signs, the Householder basis-kernel representation in Equation equation 6.1.1 can
be obtained from the representation given in Equation equation 6.1.2 with two triangular solves: if
the LU factorization gives I − Q1 = LU , then Y = Ỹ U −1 and T = U L−T . Indeed, performing
these two operations and handling the signs correctly gives Algorithm 6.2.2.
While Yamamoto’s approach avoids performing the triangular solve on Q2 , it still involves
performing both TSQR and Construct-TSQR-Q. Avoiding the triangular solve saves 20% of the
arithmetic of the panel factorization with Householder reconstruction, though we found in our
performance experiments that the triangular solve accounts for only about 10% of the running
time (mostly due to the broadcast of the triangular factor).
The main advantages of TSQR-HR over Yamamoto’s algorithm are that the storage of the basiskernel representation is more compact (since Y is unit lower triangular and T is upper triangular)
and that this basis-kernel representation is backward-compatible with (Sca)LAPACK and other
libraries using the compact W Y representation [139], offering greater performance portability.

6.2.2

CAQR-HR

We refer to the 2D algorithm that uses TSQR-HR for panel factorizations as CAQR-HR. Because
Householder-QR and TSQR-HR generate the same representation as output of the panel factorization, the trailing matrix update can be performed in exactly the same way. Thus, the only difference
between 2D-Householder-QR and CAQR-HR, presented in Algorithm 6.2.3, is the subroutine call
for the panel factorization (line 3).
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Algorithm 6.2.3 [Y, T, R] = CAQR-HR(A)
Require: A is m × n and distributed block-cyclically on p = pr · pc processors with block size b, so that
each b × b block Aij is owned by processor Π(i, j) = (i mod pr ) + pr · (j mod pc )
1: for i = 0 to n/b − 1 do
2:
% Compute TSQR and reconstruct Householder representation using column of pr processors
3:
Yi:m/b−1,i , Ti , Rii = Hh-Recon-TSQR(Ai:m/b−1,i )
4:
% Update trailing matrix using all p processors
5:
Π(i, i) broadcasts Ti to all other processors
6:
for r ∈ [i, m/b − 1], c ∈ [i + 1, n/b − 1] do in parallel
7:
Π(r, i) broadcasts Yri across proc. row Π(r, :)
8:
Π(r, c) computesPW̃rc = YriT · Arc
9:
Allreduce Wc = r W̃rc along proc. column Π(:, c)
10:
Π(r, c) computes Arc = Arc − Yri · TiT · Wc
11:
SetRic = Aic

Qn
T) R
Ensure: A =
(I
−
Y
T
Y
:,i i :,i
i=1

2D-Householder-QR
CAQR
CAQR-HR
Scatter-Apply CAQR
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Table 6.2.2: Costs of QR factorization of m × n matrix distributed over p processors in 2D fashion.
Here we assume a square processor grid (pr = pc ). We also choose block sizes for each algorithm
independently to ensure the leading order terms for flops are identical.
Algorithm 6.2.3 with block size b, and matrix m-by-n matrix A, with m ≥ n and m, n ≡
0 (mod b) distributed on a 2D pr -by-pc processor grid incurs the following costs over all n/b
iterations.,



1. Compute Yi:m/b−1,i , Ti , Rii = Hh-Recon-TSQR Ai:m/b−1,i
Equation equation 6.2.1 gives the cost of a single panel TSQR factorization with Householder reconstruction. We can sum over all iterations to obtain the cost of this step in the 2D
QR algorithm (line 3 in Algorithm 6.2.3),

n/b−1 
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2. Π(i, i) broadcasts Ti to all other processors
The matrix Ti is b-by-b and triangular, so we use a bidirectional exchange broadcast. Since
there are a total of n/b iterations, the total communication cost for this step of Algorithm 6.2.3
is

β · (nb) + α ·

2n
log p
b



3. Π(r, i) broadcasts Yri to all processors in its row, Π(r, :)
At this step, each processor which took part in the TSQR and Householder reconstruction
sends its local chunk of the panel of Householder vectors to the rest of the processors. At
iteration i of Algorithm 6.2.3, each processor owns at most d m/b−i
e blocks Yri . Since all the
pr
broadcasts happen along processor rows, we assume they can be done simultaneously on the
network. The communication along the critical path is then given by
n/b−1 

X


β·

i=0

2(m/b − i) · b2
pr




+ α · 2 log pc


=β·

2mn − n2
pr




+α·

2n
log pc
b



4. Π(r, c) computes W̃rc = YriT · Arc
Each block W̃rc is computed on processor Π(r, c), using Arc , which it owns, and Yri , which
it just received from processor Π(r, i). At iteration i, processor j may own up to d m/b−i
e·
pr
e blocks W̃rc , Π(r, c) = j. Each, block-by-block multiply incurs 2b3 flops, therefore,
d n/b−i
pc
this step incurs a total computational cost of





X 2(m/b − i)(n/b − i)b3
mn2 − n3 /3


γ·
=γ·
p
p
i=0
5. Allreduce Wc =

P

r

n/b−1

W̃rc so that processor column Π(:, c) owns Wc

At iteration i of Algorithm 6.2.3, each processor j may own up to d m/b−i
e · d n/b−i
e blocks
pr
pc
Wrc . The local part of the reduction can be done during the computation of Wrc on line 8 of
Algorithm 6.2.3. Therefore, no process should contribute more than d n/b−i
e b-by-b blocks
pc
Wrc to the reduction. Using a bidirectional exchange all-reduction algorithm and summing
over the iterations, we can obtain the cost of this step throughout the entire execution of the
2D algorithm:
n/b−1 

X
i=0

β·



2(n/b − i) · b2
pc




+ α · 2 log pr


=β·

n2
pc




+α·

2n
log pr
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6. Π(r, c) computes Arc = Arc − Yri · Ti · Wc
Since in our case, m ≥ n, it is faster to first multiply Ti by Wc rather than Yri by Ti . Any
processor j may update up to d m/b−i
e · d n/b−i
e blocks of Arc using d m/b−i
e blocks of Yri and
pr
pc
pr
e blocks of Wc . When multiplying Ti by Wc , we can exploit the triangular structure
d n/b−i
pc
of T , to lower the flop count by a factor of two. Summed over all iterations, these two
multiplications incur a computational cost of





X 2(m/b − i)(n/b − i)b3 (n/b − i)b3
mn2 − n3 /3 n2 b


γ·
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=γ·
+
p
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p
2pc
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The overall costs of CAQR-HR are given to leading order by
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√
If we pick pr = pc = p (assuming m ≈ n) and b = √p nlog p then we obtain the leading order costs

γ·

2mn2 − 2n3 /3
p




+β·

2mn + n2 /2
√
p




√
+ α · 6 p log2 p ,

shown in the third row of Table 6.2.2.
Comparing the leading order costs of CAQR-HR with the existing approaches, we note again
the O(n log p) latency cost incurred by the 2D-Householder-QR algorithm. CAQR and CAQRHR eliminate this synchronization bottleneck and reduce the latency cost to be independent of the
number of columns of the matrix. Further, both the bandwidth and latency costs of CAQR-HR are
factors of O(log p) lower than CAQR (when m ≈ n). As previously discussed, CAQR includes
√
an extra leading order bandwidth cost term (β · n2 log p/ p), as well as a computational cost term
(γ · (n2 b/pc ) log pr ) that requires the choice of a smaller block size and leads to an increase in the
latency cost.

6.2.3

Two-Level Aggregation

The Householder-QR algorithm attains an efficient trailing matrix update by aggregating Householder vectors into panels (the compact-WY representation). Further, it is straightforward to combine aggregated sets (panels) of Householder vectors into a larger aggregated form. While it is
possible to aggregate any basis-kernel representation in this way [153, Corollary 2.8], the Householder form allows for maintaining trapezoidal structure of the basis and triangular structure of
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the kernel (note that Yamamoto’s representation would yield a block-trapezoidal basis and blocktriangular kernel). We will refer to the aggregation of sets of Householder vectors as two-level
aggregation.
Given the Householder vector reconstruction technique, two-level aggregation makes it possible to decouple the block sizes used for the trailing matrix update from the width of each TSQR.
Adding the second blocking parameter to achieve two-level aggregation is a simple algorithmic
optimization to our 2D algorithm, and does not change the leading order interprocessor communication costs. This two-level algorithm is given in full in the technical report [7]; it calls
Algorithm 6.2.3 recursively on large panels of the matrix and then performs an aggregated update
on the trailing matrix. While this algorithm does not lower the interprocessor communication, it
lowers the local memory-bandwidth cost associated with reading the trailing matrix from memory.
This two-level aggregation is analogous to the two-level blocking technique employed in [146] for
LU factorization, albeit only on a 2D grid of processors. We also implemented a 2D Householder
algorithm with two-level aggregation, which employs ScaLAPACK to factor each thin panel. We
refer to this algorithm as Two-Level 2D Householder. We note that ScaLAPACK could be easily
modified to use this algorithm with the addition of a second algorithmic blocking factor. Both of
our two-level algorithms obtained a significant performance improvement over their single-level
aggregated counterparts.

6.2.4

Scatter-Apply CAQR

We also found an alternative method for improving the CAQR trailing matrix update that does not
reconstruct the Householder form. A major drawback with performing the update via a binary tree
algorithm is heavy load imbalance. This problem may be resolved by exploiting the fact that each
column of the trailing matrix may be updated independently and subdividing the columns among
more processors to balance out the work. This can be done with ideal load balance using a butterfly
communication network instead of a binary tree.
Doing the CAQR trailing matrix update via a butterfly network requires storing the implicit
representation of the Householder vectors redundantly. We compute the Householder vectors redundantly by doing the TSQR via a butterfly network as done in [81]. Algorithm 6.2.4 shows
how the trailing matrix update can be efficiently computed using a butterfly communication network, which effectively performs recursive halving on the columns of the trailing matrix, then
recombines the computed updates via an inverse butterfly network (recursive doubling). We call
this algorithm Scatter-Apply TSQR-QT to emphasize that its structure is analogous to performing
a broadcast via a scatter-allgather algorithm, which generalizes recursive halving and doubling
and lowers the asymptotic bandwidth cost of a large message broadcast over a simple binary tree
broadcast by a factor of O(log p). Within the context of a 2D QR implementation, Algorithm 6.2.4
would be used for each processor column.
Algorithm 6.2.4 reduces the bandwidth and computational costs of the trailing matrix update
by a factor of O(log p), since these costs are now dominated by the first level of the butterfly.
The leading order costs of a CAQR algorithm which uses Scatter-Apply TSQR-QT for the trailing
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matrix update are

γ·

2mn2 − 2n3 /3
p




+β·

2mn + 2n2
√
p




√
+ α · 7 p log2 p .

We extended Algorithm 6.2.4 to a non-power-of-two number of processes via an additional level
of the butterfly, which cuts to the nearest power-of-two, though there are alternatives which could
be cheaper. An interesting remaining question is whether pipelined CAQR with flat trees, such as
the algorithms presented in [52] can yield the same improvement in costs as Algorithm 6.2.4.
Algorithm 6.2.4 [B] = Scatter-Apply TSQR-QT ({Yi,k }, A)
Require: No. of processors p is a power of 2 and i is the processor index
Require: A is m × n matrix distributed in block row layout; Ai is processor i’s block; and {Yi,k } is the
implicit representation of b Householder vectors computed via a butterfly TSQR
1: Bi = Apply-Householder-QT (Yi,0 , Ai )
2: Let B̄i be the first b rows of Bi
3: for k = 1 to log p do
4:
j = 2k b 2ik c + (i + 2k−1 mod 2k )
5:
Let B̄i = [B̄i1 , B̄i2 ] where each block is b-by-n/2k
6:
if i < j then
7:
Swap

B̄i2 with B̄j1 from processorj


B̄i
B̄i1
T
8:
= Apply-Householder-Q
Yi,k ,
k
B̄j1
B̄j1
9:
else
10:
Swap


 B̄j2 with B̄i1 from processorj
B̄i
B̄i2
T
Yi,k ,
11:
k = Apply-Householder-Q
B̄j2
B̄i2
12: for k = log p down to 1 do
13:
j = 2k b 2ik c + (i + 2k−1 mod 2k )
14:
if i < j then
k with B̄ from processor j
15:
Swap B̄j1
j
16:
B̄i = [B̄i , B̄j ]
17:
else
k from processor j
18:
Swap B̄i with B̄i1
k
k
19:
B̄i = [B̄i1 , B̄i2 ]
20: Set the first b rows of Bi to B̄i

Ensure: B = QT A where Q is the orthogonal matrix implicitly represented by {Yi,k }

6.3

Performance

Having established the stability of our algorithm, we now analyze its experimental performance.
We demonstrate that for tall and skinny matrices TSQR-HR achieves better parallel scalability than
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library implementations (ScaLAPACK and Elemental) of Householder-QR. Further, we show that
for square matrices Two-Level CAQR-HR outperforms our implementation of CAQR, and library
implementations of 2D-Householder-QR.

6.3.1

Architecture

The experimental platform is “Hopper,” which is a Cray XE6 supercomputer, built from dualsocket 12-core “Magny-Cours” Opteron compute nodes. We used the Cray LibSci BLAS routines.
This machine is located at the NERSC supercomputing facility. Each node can be viewed as a fourchip compute configuration due to NUMA domains. Each of these four chips have six super-scalar,
out-of-order cores running at 2.1 GHz with private 64 KB L1 and 512 KB L2 caches. Nodes are
connected through Cray’s “Gemini” network, which has a 3D torus topology. Each Gemini chip,
which is shared by two Hopper nodes, is capable of 9.8 GB/s bandwidth.

6.3.2

Parallel Scalability

In this section, we give performance results based on our C++/MPI/LAPACK implementations
of TSQR, TSQR-HR, Two-Level CAQR-HR, CAQR, Scatter-Apply CAQR, and Two-Level 2D
Householder, as well as two library implementations of 1D Householder-QR and 2D-HouseholderQR, Elemental (version 0.80) and ScaLAPACK (native LibSci installation on Hopper, October
2013). Our implementations aim to do minimal communication and arithmetic, and do not employ
low-level tuning or overlap between communication and computation. All the benchmarks use one
MPI process per core, despite the fact that is favorable on Hopper to use one process per socket
and six threads per process. This decision was made because we observed that some of the many
LAPACK routines used throughout our codes (geqrf, ormqr, tpqrt, tmpqrt, etc.) were not
threaded.
First, we study the performance of QR factorization of tall-skinny matrices using a 1D processor grid. Figure 6.1(a) gives the strong scaling performance for a matrix of size 122,880-by-32.
We also tested a range of reasonable panel sizes that are not detailed here and observed similar performance trends. We observe from Figure 6.1(a) that TSQR-HR takes roughly twice the execution
time of TSQR, which is in line with our theoretical cost analysis. Figure 6.1(a) also gives the time
to solution of Elemental and ScaLAPACK, which both use the Householder-QR algorithm, albeit
with different matrix blocking and collectives. We see that TSQR obtains a performance benefit
over Householder-QR due to the lower synchronization cost and TSQR-HR preserves the scaling
behavior and remains competitive with Householder-QR.
We collected these results by taking the best observed time over a few runs including ones
where a subset of the nodes in the scheduled partition was used. We note that ScaLAPACK performance was highly variable and benefited significantly from using only a fraction of the partition.
For instance, on 768 nodes the best ScaLAPACK observed performance was 3.4 ms for this problem size when using half of a 1536 node partition, but over 7 ms when using a 768 node partition.
This variability could be justified by the hypothesis that using a subset of a partition on Hopper
yields better locality on the network, which alleviates the latency bottleneck of the Householder-
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QR weak scaling on Hopper (15K-by-15K to 131K-by-131K)
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QR algorithm. This claim is supported by the fact that the performance variability of algorithms
employing TSQR was smaller and much less benefit was yielded from these algorithms being
executed on a subset of a partition.
Second, we study the parallel scaling of QR factorization on square matrices. In Figure 6.1(b),
we compare our implementation of CAQR with a binary tree update (no pipelining or other optimizations), Scatter-Apply CAQR, CAQR-HR, and Two-Level CAQR-HR, with Elemental and
ScaLAPACK, which use 2D-Householder-QR, as well as Two-Level 2D Householder. We tuned
the block sizes of all the codes (the Two-Level CAQR-HR required tuning two block sizes), though
fewer data points were collected for larger scale runs, due to timing and allocation constraints.
Comparing the performance of Two-Level CAQR-HR and CAQR-HR in Figure 6.1(b), we
observe that significant benefit is obtained from aggregating the trailing matrix update. Similarly,
we note that two-level aggregation of the 2D Householder algorithm yields a similar performance
improvement (compare ScaLAPACK with Two-Level 2D Householder). On the other hand, the
binary-tree CAQR performance is relatively poor due to the overhead of the implicit tree trailing
update. This overhead is significantly alleviated by the Scatter-Apply TSQR-QT algorithm for
the trailing matrix update, though the Scatter-Apply CAQR is still slower than algorithms which
perform the trailing matrix update using the Householder form.
Overall, these results suggest that latency cost is not a significant overhead on this platform,
though as explained in the performance analysis of the 1D algorithms, heavy latency cost contributes to performance variability. Further, other architectures such as cloud and grid environments typically have higher latency payloads. We also expect that the relative cost of messaging
latency will grow in future architectures and larger scales of parallelism as the topological distance
between computing elements grows. Lastly, we note that for Elemental, ScaLAPACK, and all
of our QR implementations, it was often better to utilize a rectangular processor grid with more
rows than columns. Having more processes in each column of the processor grid accelerates the
computation of each tall-skinny panel.
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2.5D QR Factorization

Having found a method to perform TSQR and then reconstruct the Householder vector representation paves the way for the design of a synchronization and interprocessor communication efficient
2.5D QR algorithm. In designing this algorithm, we have to consider potential memory-bandwidth
overheads. So, we start by restating the communication costs of sequential QR and TSQR with
memory-bandwidth factors that are dependent on the cache size M̂ .
We will use both parallel and sequential versions of the Communication-Avoiding QR (CAQR)
algorithm, which is based on an improved algorithm for computing QR factorizations of tall and
skinny matrices known as Tall-Skinny QR (TSQR). The TSQR and CAQR algorithms are analyzed in terms of communication cost in [47], although the idea of doing a QR reduction tree
with Givens rotations goes back to [68], a blocked flat tree approach (optimal sequentially) was
presented in [72], and a parallel block reduction tree approach was given earlier in [42] (more
relevant references given in [47]). Lower bounds for the communication costs of QR factorization
are proven under some assumptions in [12].

6.4.1

Sequential QR Factorization

We first consider sequential QR factorization and its memory bandwidth cost for a given cache
size. The cost of this sequential algorithm is analogous to that of sequential matrix multiplication,
except in this case only one matrix needs to be read from memory to cache.
Lemma 6.4.1. Given m × n dense matrix A with m ≥ n, the cost of a sequential QR factorization
of A is
#!
"
2
mn
.
TQR (m, n, M̂ ) = O γ · mn2 + ν · p + mn
M̂
Proof. We use the sequential CAQR algorithm (and its analysis) given by Demmel et al. [47].

6.4.2

Parallel QR Factorization for Tall-and-Skinny Matrices

An important use-case of parallel QR is the factorization of tall-and-skinny matrices. Tall-andskinny QR factorizations are needed both in applications which employ orthogonalization of subspaces, as well as within dense linear algebra algorithms such as the symmetric eigensolvers and
square-matrix QR algorithms, in both of which QR is done on matrix subpanels. We now consider
the memory-bandwidth cost involved in the TSQR algorithm (given in Section 6.1).
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Lemma 6.4.2. Given a m × n matrix A with m/p ≥ n, on any architecture 1 processor and with
+ n2 memory and cache size M̂ a QR factorization of A may be performed with the cost
M > mn
p

mn2
3
TQR (m, n, p, M̂ ) = O γ ·
+ n log(p) + β · n2 log(p)
p
#
!
"
mn2 /p + n3 log(p) mn
p
+ α · log(p) .
+ν·
+
p
M̂


Proof. We use the parallel TSQR algorithm presented in [47]. The analysis for all but the memory
bandwidth cost is provided in [47].
In order to determine the memory bandwidth cost, we assume use of the sequential CAQR
algorithm of for all local QR decompositions and appeal to Lemma 6.4.1. Along the critical path of
the algorithm, the local computations consist of one QR decomposition of an (m/p)×n matrix and
log(p) QR decompositions of (2n) × n matrices (we ignorepthe sparsity structurep
of these matrices
3
2
here). Thus, the total memory bandwidth cost is (m/p)n / M̂ +(m/p)n+(n / M̂ +n2 ) log(p),
which simplifies to the expression above.

6.4.3

Parallel QR Factorization for Square Matrices

Having established the memory-bandwidth cost of an algorithm for factorizing tall-and-skinny matrices, we now consider another special case, namely when the matrices are square. The following
algorithm, due to Alexander Tiskin [158] achieves an optimal communication cost according to
the lower bounds in [12], and is also optimal (modulo a log(p) factor) in synchronization assuming
that the tradeoffs proven for Cholesky in [145] also apply to QR.
Lemma 6.4.3. Let 21 ≤ δ ≤ 32 . Given a n × n matrix A on any architecture p processors and with
n2
M > p2(1−δ)
memory and cache size M̂ a QR factorization of A may be performed with the cost
!
2
3
n
n
TQR (n, p, M̂ , δ) = O γ · n3 /p + β · δ + ν · p + α · pδ log(p) .
p
p M̂
Proof. Tiskin’s pseudo-panel QR algorithm [158] should achieve this cost for square matrices.
The memory-bandwidth complexity was not analyzed in Tiskin’s paper, however, since at each
level of recursion the algorithm performs a trailing matrix update where the trailing matrix is not
significantly larger than the matrices with which it is updated, there is no reason the memory
bandwidth complexity should be higher than the interprocessor communication cost, aside from a
factor corresponding to reading the inputs to the computation into cache, in particular the overall
memory bandwidth cost Ŵ should be the following function of the bandwidth cost W and cache
size M̂ ,
!
n3
Ŵ = O W + p
.
p M̂
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Tiskin’s algorithm was formulated under a BSP model, which counts global synchronizations (BSP
timesteps), but each BSP timestep may incur a higher synchronization cost in our model, if a
processor receives or sends many messages. We argue that the synchronization cost of Tiskin’s
algorithm incurs an extra factor of Θ(log(p)) under our model. In factorizing the panel during
the base case, each processor performs two QR factorizations and updates on a small local subset
of the matrix, so near-neighbor synchronizations should suffice. However, when performing the
trailing matrix update at the base case, two n-by-n banded matrices with bandwidth k = n/pδ are
multiplied by partitioning the nk 2 multiplications into cubic blocks of size nk 2 /p. The dimension
of each such block is then Θ((nk 2 /p)1/3 ), and since the number of non-trivial multiplications is
Θ(k) in each of three directions from any point in the 3D graph of multiplications, the number
of processors which must receive the same inputs or contribute to the same outputs (whose cubic
blocks overlap in one of the directions) yields the group of processors which must synchronize at
each step of recursion,
 1/3 !

pk
= Θ(p1−δ ).
p̂ = Θ k/[nk 2 /p]1/3 = Θ
n
Each group of p̂ processors can synchronize with O(log(p̂)) = O(log(p)) synchronizations, and
the base case is reached O(pδ ) times, so the latency cost is Θ(pδ log(p)).

6.4.4

Parallel QR Factorization for Rectangular Matrices

We now give a 2.5D QR algorithm, which achieves the desired costs for rectangular matrices Its
cost generalize those of the TSQR algorithm and Tiskin’s QR algorithm for square matrices [158].
This algorithm uses Householder transformations rather than Givens rotations as done in [158],
and does not require embedding in a slanted matrix panel as needed in [158].
< δ ≤ 23 . Given a m × n matrix A (with 1 ≤ m/n ≤ p/ log(p)) on any

2
n(m/n)1−δ
architecture with p processors, M >
memory, and cache size M̂ a QR factorization
p1−δ
of A may be performed with the cost
!
mδ n2−δ
mn2
δ
2
+ ν · p + α · (np/m) log(p) .
T QR (m, n, p, M̂ , δ) = O γ · mn /p + β ·
pδ
p M̂
Lemma 6.4.4. Let

1
2

Proof. This cost may be achieved by an algorithm similar to the one given by Elmroth and Gustavson [55] that calls a recursive QR on a subset of the matrix columns with a subset of the processors and performs the trailing matrix update using 2.5D matrix multiplication. We present this
approach in Algorithm 6.4.1 providing some of the details in the below cost analysis.
We quantify the costs of 2.5D-QR below. During the computations of the ith for loop iteration,
• the size of Y is m-by-in/k
• the size of T is in/k-by-in/k
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Algorithm 6.4.1 [Y, T, R] ← 2.5D-QR(A, Π, k, ζ)
Require: Let k > 1 and ζ ∈ [ 21 , 1). Let Π be a set of p processors, define Π̂ ⊂ Π be a group of
p/k ζ processors. Let A be a m-by-n matrix, and Ai for i ∈ {0, . . . k − 1} be a m-by-n/k panel
of A.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

if m/p > n then
Perform recursive tall-skinny matrix QR algorithm on A.
Let Y = {} and T = {}
for i = 0 to k − 1 do
Compute Ai = (I − Y T Y T )T Ai
[Yi , Ti , Ri ] ← 2.5D-QR(Ai , Π̂, k)
Compute T̄i = T (Y T Yi )Ti "
#


Y 0
T T̄i
Let T =
and Y = ..
0 Ti
. Yi
• the size of Yi is m-by-n/k
• the size of Ti is n/k-by-n/k
• the size of T̄i is in/k-by-n/k

We calculate the costs of each recursive level of 2.5D-QR using these matrix sizes,
• in the base-case, the cost of TSQR is given by Lemma 6.4.2
p


O γ · mn2 /p + β · n2 log(p) + ν · (n3 log(p) + mn2 /p)/ M̂ + α · log(p) .
• line 5 requires three multiplications which should be done right-to-left for a total cost of
(using Theorem 4.4.2)

 !
2
2
2 2/3
imn
imn
imn
imn
√ +
O γ· 2 +β·
+
2
k p
kp
k2p
k p· M
!

!
imn2
imn2
p
,
+ν·
+α·
2 p · M 3/2
k
2
k p · M̂
we obtain the cost of this line over all iterations by summing over the k iterations

2/3 !
mn2
kmn
mn2
mn2
1/3
√ +k
+β·
+
O γ·
p
p
p
p· M
!
!


mn2
mn2
p
+ν·
+α·
.
p · M 3/2
p · M̂
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If we keep Y replicated throughout the k iterations we do not incur the factor of k 1/3 on
the third interprocessor bandwidth term, instead achieving the cost of doing a single n-by-m
times m-by-n parallel matrix multiplication. However, if the matrix does not fit in cache
M̂ < mn/p2(1−δ) , we still incur a memory bandwidth cost with this extra factor, yielding an
overall cost of

2/3 !
kmn
mn2
mn2
mn2
√ +
+β·
+
O γ·
p
p
p
p· M
!


!

2 2/3
2
mn2
mn
mn
p + k 1/3
+ν·
,
+α·
p
p · M 3/2
p · M̂
if the whole computation fits in cache, namely M̂ > mn/p2(1−δ) we can keep Y in cache
throughout multiple iterations, yielding the cost

2/3 !
mn2
kmn
mn2
mn2
√ +
+β·
+
O γ·
p
p
p
p· M
!
!


mn2
mn2
p
+α·
.
+ν·
p · M 3/2
p · M̂
Keeping Y replicated in this fashion is valuable if we want to pick k = pζ−1/2 rather than a
constant.
• line 7 requires three matrix multiplication of the same or smaller cost as the rightmost multiplication of line 5, so the asymptotic cost is the same.
Therefore, the complete cost recurrence for the algorithm is
T2.5D−QR (p, m, n, k, ζ) =k · T2.5D−QR (p/k ζ , m, n/k, k)


2/3 
kmn
mn2
mn2
mn2
√ +
+O γ ·
+β·
+
p
p
p
p· M





!
2 2/3
2
mn2
mn
mn
p + k 1/3
+ν·
+α·
p
p · M 3/2
p · M̂
with the base case

T2.5D−QR (p, m, m/p, k, ζ) = O γ · m3 /p3 + β · m2 log(p)/p2
3

3

+ ν · m log(p)/(p ·

p


M̂ ) + α · log(p)
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, we now select ζ = (1 − δ)/δ, which implies that δ = 1/(1 + ζ). In

order to avoid a log(p) factor on the bandwidth cost which arises when δ = 12 and ζ = 1 as the cost
2
√
β p·mn
stays the same at each recursive level, we restrict δ ∈ (1/2, 2/3], which means ζ < 1 and
M
implies that the cost of the aforementioned term decreases geometrically with each recursive level.
Further, we pick k to be a constant, e.g. 4. For a m-by-n with q0 = m/n matrix starting with p0
processors the recursion continues until reaching the base case problems of configuration
T2.5D−QR (pδ0 q01−δ , m, m/(pδ0 q01−δ ), k, ζ)
There are log((p/q)δ ) levels and O((p/q)δ ) subproblems on the last level. The term β·k 1/3
is amplified at each recursive level by a factor of

k·

1/k 2
1/k ζ

2/3



mn2
p

2/3

= k 1+2/3(ζ−2) = k (1/3)(2ζ−1) = k (1/3)(2(1−δ)/δ−1) = k 2/3δ−1 .

Therefore, at the last level the term is amplified to
β·k

log((p/q)δ )(2/3δ−1)


·

mn2
p

2/3

2/3−δ

= β · (p/q)


·

mn2
p

2/3
=β·

mn
.
pδ q 1−δ

At the base case, we note that the base case term β · m2 log(p)/p2 is greater than pδmn
by a factor
q 1−δ
of log(p) when q = p (in which case there would be only one level of recursion). However, we
have restricted q ≤ p/ log(p), and we now show that this is sufficient for the base-case term to
become low order. We have that the recursive term is amplified to at least
mn
pδ q 1−δ

≥
=

mn
pδ (p/ log(p))1−δ

=

mn
log(p)1−δ
p

m2
m2
log(p)1−δ ≥ 2 log(p)2−δ ,
pq
p

since log(p)2−δ > log(p) the recursive term always dominates the base-case term, so we can omit

2
n
the log(p) factor from the interprocessor bandwidth cost. Therefore, given M > p1−δ qδ−1 for
δ ∈ (1/2, 2/3] the overall cost is
!
2
mn
mn
p + α · (p/q)δ log(p) ,
T2.5D−QR (m, n, p, M̂ , δ) = O γ · mn2 /p + β · δ 1−δ + ν ·
pq
p · M̂
!
 np δ
δ 2−δ
2
m
n
mn
p +α·
= O γ · mn2 /p + β ·
+ν·
log(p) ,
pδ
m
p · M̂
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alternatively, we can rewrite this for mn/p < M < (n/p1−δ q δ−1 )2 as,
T2.5D−QR (m, n, p, M̂ , δ) = O γ · mn2 /p + β ·



2

mn
√
p· M



!
√
mn
p M
p +α·
log(p) .
+ν·
m
p · M̂
2
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Chapter 7
Computing the Eigenvalues of a Symmetric
Matrix
We study algorithms for computation of the eigenvalue decomposition of a real symmetric matrix A = QDQT where Q is an orthogonal matrix and D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The
most efficient general approaches for solving this problem reduce A via orthogonal transformations
to a tridiagonal matrix with the same eigenvalues, then employ a tridiagonal eigensolver algorithm
to compute the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix. The eigenvectors may be constructed by
applying the orthogonal transformations backwards. We focus on computing the eigenvalues of
the symmetric matrix and do not give algorithms for performing the orthogonal transformations
needed to compute the eigenvectors. However, we note when our new algorithms require more
work to perform the back-transformations needed to compute the eigenvectors.
A key motivation for distributed-memory parallelization of symmetric eigenvalue algorithms is
their utility for electronic structure calculations. The most common numerical schemes employed
in these methods are Hartree Fock (HF) [76, 60], which is also known as the Self-Consistent Field
(SCF) iterative procedure. At each iteration of SCF, it is necessary to compute the eigendecomposition of dense symmetric matrix. Not only do HF and post-HF methods (e.g. Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory [118] and the coupled-cluster method [166]) employ symmetric eigensolvers,
but the commonly-used cheaper alternative, Density Functional Theory (DFT) [100, 83] also usually requires a symmetric eigensolve at each iteration, which is leading order in cost (although a
number of alternative DFT adaptations which avoid solving the full eigenproblem exist [61]). Efficient parallelization of these methods requires fast parallel calculation of the symmetric eigenvalue
decomposition of matrices that are often not very large, so that strong scaling (solving problems
faster with more processors) is a key demand.
The computation of the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix can be done in O(n2 ) work for
a matrix with dimension n via QR or bisection [127] or the MRRR algorithm if eigenvectors are
also desired [51]. The cost of the eigenvalue computation is therefore typically dominated by
This chapter is based on joint work with Grey Ballard and Nicholas Knight.
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the reduction from dense to tridiagonal form. It has been further noted that in order to do the
full to tridiagonal reduction with good memory-bandwidth efficiency (in either the sequential or
parallel case), the matrix should first be reduced to banded form [6, 12]. Once in banded form,
the matrix can be reduced efficiently to tridiagonal form via a technique known as successive band
reduction [13]. We review this recent work in Section 7.1.
Our work aims to extend algorithms for the symmetric eigensolver to achieve the same communication costs as 2.5D LU and 2.5D QR. We give an algorithm that lowers the interprocessor
bandwidth cost in this manner by a factor of up to p1/6 in Section 7.2. The algorithm reduces the
band width of the symmetric matrix (we will refer to the width of the band in a banded matrix as
“band width" to disambiguate from communication bandwidth cost) to a small band in a single
step, which requires minimal interprocessor communication asymptotically. The resulting band
width of the banded matrix is small enough for the banded to tridiagonal step to be done locally on
one processor or via a parallel successive band reduction technique such as those given by [6, 13].
However, when the locally-owned chunk of the full dense matrix does not fit into cache, the algorithm presented in Section 7.2 incurs a higher memory-bandwidth cost than standard (previously
known) approaches.
The 2.5D successive band reduction algorithm in Section 7.3 alleviates the memory-bandwidth
overhead of the algorithm in Section 7.2. The 2.5D successive band reduction algorithm lowers the
band size of the matrix from n (full) successively by a parameterized factor. To achieve the full 3D
p1/6 reduction in both the interprocessor communication and memory-bandwidth communication
costs with a small cache size, a factor of log(n) band reduction stages are required by the 2.5D
successive band reduction algorithm. However, the algorithm can take fewer steps to achieve
a smaller communication cost reduction (which may be optimal due to memory constraints), as
well as when the cache size is enough to store a matrix with a large-enough band width. The
2.5D successive band reduction algorithm is in effect a generalization of both the successive band
reduction approaches [6, 13] that does less communication as well as a generalization of the 2.5D
one-step full-to-banded reduction algorithm (Section 7.2) that is more cache-efficient.
The rest of this section is organized as follows
• Section 7.1 reviews relevant previous work on algorithms for the symmetric eigenvalue problem,
• Section 7.2 gives a 2.5D algorithm for reduction from a fully dense matrix to a banded matrix
in optimal interprocessor bandwidth cost,
• Section 7.3 presents a 2.5D successive band reduction algorithm, which reduces a matrix to
banded form with optimal interprocessor communication and memory-bandwidth costs, but
requires more computation to obtain the eigenvectors.
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Previous Work

Algorithms for blocked computation of the eigenvalue decomposition of a symmetric matrix via
a tridiagonal matrix were studied by [53, 54, 91]. These algorithms reduce the symmetric matrix to tridiagonal (or banded) form via a series of n/b blocked Householder transformations of b
Householder vectors,
A = Q1 · · · Qk DQTk · · · QT1 ,
where each Qi = (I − Y1 Ti YiT ). A key property employed by these algorithms is that each twosided trailing matrix update of blocked Householder transformations may be done as a rank-2b
symmetric update on the symmetric matrix Ā,
QT ĀQ =(I − Y T T Y T )Ā(I − Y T Y T )
=Ā − Y T T Y T Ā − ĀY T Y T + Y T T Y T ĀY T Y T
1
1
=Ā − Y T T (Y T Ā) − (ĀY )T Y T + Y T T (Y T ĀY T Y T ) + (Y T T Y T ĀY )T Y T
2 
2 

1
1
=Ā + Y T T
Y T ĀY T Y T − Y T Ā +
Y T T Y T ĀY − ĀY T Y T
2
2
T
T
=Ā + U V + V U ,
where U ≡ Y T T and V ≡ 12 Y T T Y T ĀY − ĀY = 12 U Y T W − W where W = AY . This form
of the update is cheaper to compute than the explicit two-sided update and is easy to aggregate
by appending additional vectors (to aggregate the Householder form itself requires computing a
larger T matrix). Since the trailing matrix update does not have to be applied immediately, but
only to the columns which are factorized, this two-sided updated can also be aggregated and used
in a left-looking algorithm. For instance, if Ā is an updated version of A meaning Ā = A +
Ū V̄ T + V̄ Ū T , we could delay the computation of the update to A (not form Ā) and instead employ
A + Ū V̄ T + V̄ Ū T in explicit form in place of Ā during the eigensolver computation. So, when
computing Vi , which requires multiplication of a tall-and-skinny matrix by Ā, we could instead
multiply by A + Ū V̄ T + V̄ Ū T where Ū and V̄ are the aggregated transformations corresponding
to the concatenation of all Uj and Vj for j ∈ [1, i − 1]. Early approaches used such left-looking
aggregation with b = 1, reducing the symmetric matrix directly to tridiagonal form [53].
However, there are disadvantages to reducing the symmetric matrix directly to tridiagonal form,
since it requires that a vector be multiplied by the trailing matrix for each computation of Vi of
which there are n − 1. This requires O(n) synchronizations and also considerable vertical data
movement (memory-bandwidth cost) if the trailing matrix does not fit into cache as then it needs
to be read in for each matrix column (update). These disadvantages motivated approaches where
the matrix is not reduced directly to tridiagonal form, but rather to banded form, which allows
for b > 1 Householder vectors to be computed via QR at each step without needing to touch the
trailing matrix from within the QR. After such a reduction to banded form, it is then necessary to
reduce the banded matrix to tridiagonal form, which is often cheaper because the trailing matrix
is banded and therefore smaller in memory footprint than the trailing matrix in the full-to-banded
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reduction step. This multi-stage reduction approach was introduced by Bischof et al. [26, 25] with
the aim of achieving BLAS 3 reuse. ELPA [6] implements this approach in the parallel setting
with the primary motivation of reducing memory-bandwidth cost. ELPA also employs the parallel
banded-to-tridiagonal algorithm introduced by Lang [106]. Lang’s algorithms reduces the banded
matrix to tridiagonal form directly, but it is also possible to perform more stages of reduction,
reducing the matrix to more intermediate bandwidths. Performing more stages of successive band
reduction can improve the synchronization cost of the overall approach, from O(n) as needed by
√
Lang’s approach, to O( p) as shown by [13].
Our work leverages the ideas of update aggregation, left-looking algorithms, and multi-stage
band reduction in order to achieve a 2.5D symmetric eigenvalue computation algorithm with communication costs not asymptotically greater (modulo O(log(p)) factors) than those of 2.5D QR
(Section 6.4.4).

7.2

Direct Symmetric-to-Banded Reduction

Algorithm 7.2.1 (2.5D Symmetric Eigensolver) reduces a symmetric n-by-n matrix A directly
to band width b using replication of data and aggregation aiming to achieve an interprocessor
communication cost of
√
W = O(n2 / cp) = O(n2 /pδ ),
when the amount of available memory on each processor is
M = Θ(cn2 /p) = O(n2 /p2(1−δ) ).
As in Section 6.4, we will employ the parameter δ ∈ [1/2, 2/3] rather than c ∈ [1, p1/3 ], as it is
more convenient in the forthcoming analysis. The algorithm replicates the matrix A and aggregates
as well as replicates the updates U (0) and V (0) over c = p2δ−1 groups of p/c = p2(1−δ) processors
each. The algorithm is left looking, and so updates the next matrix panel (line 6) immediately
prior to performing the QR of the panel. Each group of p2(1−δ) processors in Algorithm 7.2.1
should be arranged in a p1−δ -by-p1−δ processor grid, but we avoid discussing the details of how
the multiplications are scheduled until the cost analysis. Throughout Algorithm 7.2.1 we also use
the convention that for any m ≥ n ≥ 1, m-by-n matrix X1 is lower triangular and (m − n)-by-k
matrix X2 is lower triangular, we write their concatenation in short form as
"
#
X1 0
[X1 , X2 ] ≡ ..
.
. X2
Further given trapezoidal X = [X0 , X1 ] where X0 is m-by-l and dense and X1 is as before m-by-n
and lower triangular, we similarly abbreviate
"
#
X 0
[X, X2 ] ≡ ..
.
. X2
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Algorithm 7.2.1 [U, V, B] ← 2.5D-SE(A, U (0) , V (0) , Π, b)
Require: Let Π be a set of p processors, define Π̂ ⊂ Π be a group of pδ processors. Let A be
a n-by-n symmetric matrix. Let U (0) and V (0) be n-by-m matrices that are trapezoidal (zero
in top right upper b-by-b triangle). Let A, U (0) , and V (0) be replicated over p2δ−1 subsets of
p2(1−δ) processors.
1: if n ≤ b then
T
T
2:
Compute B = A − U (0) V (0) + V (0) U (0)
3:
Return [{}, {},
 B] T 
A11 A21
where A11 is b-by-b
4: Subdivide A =
A"21 A#22
#
"
(0)

(0)

U1
V
(0)
(0)
(0)
5: Subdivide U
=
= 1(0) where U1 and V1 are b-by-m
(0) and V
U
V2
  2 
Ā11
A11
(0) T
(0) T
=
+ U (0) V1
+ V (0) U1
6: Compute
Ā21
A21
7: % Compute QR using TSQR algorithm (see Lemma 6.4.2)
8: [Y, T, R] ← TSQR(Ā21 , Π̂)
T
T
9: Compute W = (A22 + U (0) V (0) + V (0) U (0) )Y
10: Compute U1 = Y T T
11: Compute V1 = 21 U1 Y T W − W
12: Replicate U1 and V1 over p2δ−1 subsets of p2(1−δ) processors
13: % Recursively reduce the trailing matrix to banded form
(0)
(0)
14: [U2 , V
2 , B2 ] = 2.5D-SE(A
 22 , [U2 , U1 ], [V2 , V1 ], Π, b)
Ā11 RT 0

B2 . . .
15: B =  R
 , U = [U1 , U2 ], V = [V1 , V2 ]
.. . .
.
0
.
Ensure: B is a banded n-by-n matrix with band width b, U and V are lower-triangular (n − b)by-(n − b) matrices, and B = A + [U (0) , U ] · [V (0) , V ]T + [V (0) , V ] · [U (0) , U ]T
(0)

Algorithm 7.2.1 computes the update correctly since
1
1
V = U Y T W − W = Y T T Y T AY − AY
2
2
is the aggregated update derived in Section 7.1. The correctness follows in general by the ensured
condition on the result of the tail recursion, which performs the update and factorization of the
trailing matrix. In the base case, the matrix dimension is less than or equal to the desired matrix
band width, which means it suffices to perform the aggregated update and return the result, which
would appear in the lower right subblock of the full banded matrix. We state and prove the costs
of Algorithm 7.2.1 (for the full symmetric eigenvalue problem, with the band width of B picked
in the proof) in Theorem 7.2.1.
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Theorem 7.2.1. On a parallel homogeneous machine with p processors, each with local memory
M > 3n2 /p2(1−δ) , for δ ∈ [1/2, 2/3], and any cache size 1  M̂ ≤ M , Algorithm 7.2.1 can be
used to compute the eigenvalues of any n-by-n matrix A with time complexity
"
#
!
n2
n3
n2
n3
2
δ
+ β · δ + ν · 2−3δ log(p) + p
T 2.5D−SE (n, p, δ, M̂ ) = O γ ·
+ α · p log (p) .
p
p
p
p M̂
Further, when M̂ > 3n2 /p2(1−δ) (all intermediates fit into cache), the algorithm can be executed
in time
!
3
2
n
n
T2.5D−SE (n, p, δ, M̂ ) = O γ · n3 /p + β · δ + ν · p + α · pδ log2 (p) .
p
p M̂
Proof. We consider the costs within each recursive step of Algorithm 7.2.1. We note that the
dimensions of A, U (0) and V (0) will always be less than the dimension of the original matrix n and
analyze the cost of each recursive step with n being the dimension of the original matrix (rather
than the smaller dimension of the trailing matrix).
• The update to the trailing matrix update done on line 6 of Algorithm 7.2.1 requires two multiplications of an O(n)-by-O(n) matrix by a O(n)-by-b matrix. Since the matrices U (0) and
V (0) are replicated over p2δ−1 groups of p2(1−δ) processors, by application of Lemma 4.4.3
the cost of this step is, if U (0) and V (0) start in cache,


nb
n2 b
+ β · δ + α · log(p) ,
O γ·
p
p
and in general (for any cache size),
"
#
!
nb
n2 b
n2 b
n2
+ β · δ + ν · 2(1−δ) + p
O γ·
+ α · log(p) .
p
p
p
p M̂
• The cost of a O(n)-by-b TSQR done on line 8 using pδ processors is given by Lemma 6.4.2
"
#
!
3
2
δ
 2 δ

b log(p) + nb /p
nb
p
O γ · nb /p + b3 log(p) + β · b2 log(p) + ν ·
+
+ α · log(p) .
p
M̂
T

T

• Computing line 9, W = (A22 + U (0) V (0) + V (0) U (0) )Y , right-to-left requires 5 matrix
multiplications, namely
T

T

1. K1 = U (0) Y where U (0) is O(n)-by-O(n) and Y is O(n)-by-b,
2. V (0) K1 where V (0) is O(n)-by-O(n) and K1 is O(n)-by-b,
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T

3. K2 = V (0) Y where V (0) is O(n)-by-O(n) and Y is O(n)-by-b,
4. U (0) K1 where U (0) is O(n)-by-O(n) and K1 is O(n)-by-b,
5. K3 = A22 Y where A22 is O(n)-by-O(n) and Y is O(n)-by-b,
where the result is then W = K1 + K2 + K3 . The additions are low order with respect to
the multiplications and each matrix multiplication is between an O(n)-by-O(n) matrix and
an O(n)-by-O(b) matrix. These can be done most efficiently by keeping A, U (0) , and V (0)
in place and replicated (and if possible, in cache) and moving only Y and the intermediate.
Since the three matrices A, U (0) , and V (0) all start replicated, we can apply Lemma 4.4.3
to obtain that when M̂ > 3n2 /p2(1−δ) (and all three replicated matrices fit into cache), the
overall cost of line 9 is


n2 b
nb
O γ·
+ β · δ + α · log(p) ,
p
p
and in the second scenario, when the cache is small (M̂ < 3n2 /p2(1−δ) ), the matrices A, U (0)
and V (0) need to be moved in and out of cache for each matrix multiplication, leading to the
cost
#
!
"
2
2
2
nb
nb
n
nb
O γ·
+ α · log(p) .
+ β · δ + ν · 2(1−δ) + p
p
p
p
p M̂
• Forming U and V is strictly less expensive than forming W , since these computations involve only O(n)-by-b matrices. So the costs of these tasks contribute no additional cost
asymptotically.
• Replicating U and V over p2δ−1 subsets of p2(1−δ) processors costs


O β · nb/p2(1−δ) + α · log(p) .
The cost over all n/b recursive levels when all replicated matrices fit into cache (when M̂ >
3n /p2(1−δ) ) is




n2
n3
O γ·
+ β · nb log(p) + δ + α · (n/b) log(p) .
p
p
We want to maximize b without raising the communication bandwidth cost in order to lower latency
cost. We can pick b = n/(pδ log(p)) and obtain the desired costs,


n3
n2
2
δ
O γ·
+ β · δ + α · p log (p) .
p
p
2

In the second scenario (when M̂ < 3n2 /p2(1−δ ), the cost of the algorithm has a higher memorybandwidth factor
"
#
!


n3
n2
n3 /b
n3
O γ·
+ β · nb log(p) + δ + ν · 2(1−δ) + p
+ α · (n/b) log(p) .
p
p
p
p M̂
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Again picking b = n/(pδ log(p)) we obtain the cost
"
#
!
3
2
2
3
n
n
n
n
O γ·
+ β · δ + ν · 2−3δ log(p) + p
+ α · pδ log2 (p) .
p
p
p
p M̂
Computing the eigenvalues of the resulting banded matrix can be done with low-order cost by collecting the matrix on one processor and reducing to tridiagonal form (then computing the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix) sequentially. The reduction from band width b = n/(pδ log(p))
to tridiagonal can be done with low-order cost, although in practice using a parallel successive
band reduction algorithm [13] with pδ processors is likely preferrable and also attains the desired
costs.
When the matrix does not fit in cache, Algorithm 7.2.1 has a tradeoff between interprocessor
communication cost and memory bandwidth cost. For the the first term in the memory bandwidth
n2
log(p), to be O(ν · n2 /pδ ), we need δ = 1/2, which is only true
cost of the second scenario, p2−3δ
in the 2D case. So, if the cache is small, as we increase delta, the interprocessor bandwidth cost
decreases while the memory-bandwidth cost increases. We note that in the 3D case, when δ = 2/3,
n3 /b
the memory-bandwidth cost term p2(1−δ)
log(p) is O(ν · n2 /pδ ) only when the intermediate band
width is b = Ω(n). This motivates the use of of a successive band reduction approach that reduces
the band width by a constant factor at each level, which we present in the next section.

7.3

Successive Symmetric Band Reduction

Algorithm 7.3.1 (2.5D Successive Band Reduction) describes the QR factorizations and applications necessary to reduce a symmetric banded matrix A from band width b to band width bterm
via bulge chasing. The algorithm uses multiple stages of band reduction, reducing the band width
from b to b/k at each stage. At each stage, the algorithm eliminates nk/b trapezoidal panels each
of which gets chased O(n/b) times down the band. The number of stages is dependent on the
parameter k, which we later pick to be a constant. As we conjecture at the end of the proof, it
ought to be possible to extend the algorithm to efficiently handle k being proportional to p1−ζ ,
where ζ = (1 − δ)/δ, so ζ ∈ [ 21 , 1], which means that in the 3D case ζ = 1 and k would still
√
have to be a constant, but in the 2D case we could pick k = p. Reducing the number of band
reduction stages, which shrinks as k grows with log(b)/ log(k), is particularly important if we also
desire to compute the eigenvectors, since the cost of the back-transformations scales linearly with
the number of band-reduction stages (each one costs O(n3 ) computational work). We leave this
extension and the consideration of eigenvector construction for future work and focus on attaining
the desired communication costs for computation of only the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix.
We also restrict δ > 1/2 (ζ < 1) in order to efficiently employ the 2.5D QR algorithm from Section 6.4.4. In the case of δ = 1/2, the regular 2D algorithm used by ELPA and ScaLAPACK attains
the desired communication costs and when combined with a synchronization-efficient successive
band reduction technique also attains the desired latency cost [13].
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Algorithm 7.3.1 [B] ← 2.5D-SBR(A, Π, k, ζ, bterm )
Require: Let k ≥ 2 and ζ ∈ [ 21 , 1). Let A be a banded symmetric matrix of dimension n with
band width b ≤ n. Assume n mod b ≡ 0 and b mod k ≡ 0. Let Π be a set of p̄ processors,
define Π̂j ⊂ Π be the jth group of p̂ ≡ p̄ · (b/n) processors for j ∈ [1, n/b].
1: Set B = A
2: if b ≤ bterm then Return B.
3: Initialize Û = ∅ and V̂ = ∅
4: Let B[(j − 1)b + 1 : jb , (j − 1)b + 1 : jb] be replicated in Π̂j over (bp̄/n)2δ−1 subsets of
(bp̄/n)2(1−δ) processors.
5: % Iterate over panels of B
6: for i = 1 : kn/b do
7:
% Π̂j applies jth chase of bulge i as soon as Π̂j−1 executes the (j − 1)th chase
8:
for j = 1 : b(n − ib/k − 1)/bc do
9:
% Define offsets for bulge block
10:
Let oblg = (j + i/k)b
11:
if j = 1 then oqr = b/k
12:
else oqr = b
13:
% Define index ranges needed for bulge chase
14:
nrow = min(n − oblg , 2b − b/k)
15:
ncol = min(n − oblg + oqr − b/k, 3b − b/k)
16:
Iqr.rs = {oblg + 1 : oblg + nrow }
17:
Iqr.cs = {oblg − oqr + 1 : oblg − oqr + b/k}
18:
Iup.rs = {oqr − b/k + 1 : oqr − b/k + nrow }
19:
Iup.cs = {oblg − oqr + b/k + 1 : oblg − oqr + b/k + ncol }
20:
% Perform a rectangular 2.5D QR (Algorithm 6.4.1)
21:
[Y, T, R] ← 2.5D-QR(B[Iqr.rs , Iqr.cs ])
 
 T
R
R
22:
B[Iqr.rs , Iqr.cs ] =
, B[Iqr.cs , Iqr.rs ] =
0
0
T
23:
Compute U = Y T
24:
Compute W = −B[Iup.cs , Iqr.rs ]Y , set V = −W
25:
Compute V [Iup.rs , :] = V [Iup.rs , :] + 21 U Y T W [Iup.rs , :]
26:
Compute B[Iqr.rs , Iup.cs ] = B[Iqr.rs , Iup.cs ] + U V T
27:
Compute B[Iup.cs , Iqr.rs ] = B[Iup.cs , Iqr.rs ] + V U T
28: % Perform tail-recursion call to reduce matrix from band width b/k to bterm using a fraction
of the processors
29: Let Π̄ ⊂ Π be a group of p̄/k ζ processors
30: [B] ← 2.5D-SBR(B, Π̄, k, ζ, bterm )
Ensure: B is a banded matrix with band width less than bterm and the same eigenvalues as A
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Theorem 7.3.1. On a parallel homogeneous machine with p processors, each with local memory
M > 3n2 /p2(1−δ) , for δ ∈ (1/2, 2/3], and any cache size 1  M̂ ≤ M , Algorithm 7.3.1 can be
used to compute the eigenvalues of any n × n symmetric matrix A with time complexity
!
2
3
n
n
T2.5D−SBR (n, p, δ, M̂ ) = O γ · n3 /p + β · δ log(p) + ν · p + α · pδ log2 (p) .
p
p M̂
Proof. Since by assumption M > n2 /p2(1−δ) and each recursive step reduces the number of processors by a factor of k ζ and the matrix band width by a factor of k, at every recursive level l it
will always be the case that M > b2 /p̂2(1−δ) since
b2
p̂2(1−δ)

b2
(n/k l )2
=
(p̄b/n)2(1−δ)
[(p/k lζ )(n/k l )/n]2(1−δ)
n2
n2
=
=
.
2(1−δ)
p2(1−δ)
[k l/(1−δ) k −lδ/(1−δ) k −l p]
=

The cost of each inner loop iteration (loop on line 8 can be derived from the costs of the matrix
multiplications and QR done inside it. Each iteration of the inner loop ((i, j) iteration starting on
line 8 in Algorithm 7.3.1) incurs the following costs (in the following analysis we ignore the fact
that the matrices may be smaller in the last iteration of the loop over j)
• The multiplication needed to form U = Y T T on line 23 is of a (2b − b/k)-by-b/k matrix Y
and a b/k-by-b/k matrix T . The cost of this step is strictly less than that of the multiplication
on line 24 where Y is multiplied by a (3b − b/k)-by-(2b − b/k) matrix.
• The multiplication needed to form W = B[Iup.cs , Iqr.rs ]Y on line 24 is of a (3b − b/k)-by(b − b/k) matrix B[Iup.cs , Iqr.rs ] and a (b − b/k)-by-b/k matrix Y . By Lemma 4.4.2 the cost
of this multiplication is
 2


!
b
b3
b2
b3
b3
b3
+β·
+ √ + 2/3 2/3 + ν · p + α ·
+ log(p) .
O γ·
k p̂
p̂
k p̂
k p̂ · M 3/2
k p̂ M
k p̂ M̂
Since M > b2 /p̂2(1−δ) , this cost may be upper-bounded as
 2−3δ
!
b3
b2
b3
p̂
O γ·
+β· δ +ν· p +α·
+ log(p̂) .
k p̂
p̂
k
k p̂ M̂
• The multiplications needed to compute 12 U Y T W [Iup.rs , :] (line 25) can be done right to left
by first forming Z = Y T W [Iup.rs , :] then U Z. Forming Z requires a multiplication of a
b/k-by-(b − b/k) matrix Y T and a (b − b/k)-by-b/k matrix W [Iup.rs , :] into a b/k-by-b/k
matrix Z. The cost of this multiplication is strictly cheaper than the one needed to compute
W . The second multiplication needed is U · Z and is again low-order since U is b-by-b/k
and Z is b/k-by-b/k.
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• The trailing matrix updates on line 26 and on line 27 require two multiplications U V T and
V U T whose operands are (3b−b/k)-by-b/k and b/k-by-(b−b/k) matrices into a (3b−b/k)by-(b − b/k) matrix (or transposes of these). Lemma 4.4.2 again applies here and yields an
asymptotically equivalent cost to the computation of W .
• The cost of the 2.5D-QR of the (b − b/k)-by-b/k matrix B[Iqr.rs , Iqr.cs ] performed on line 21
with p̂ processors is by Lemma 6.4.4 for δ ∈ (1/2, 2/3],
!
b3
b2
b3
p + α · p̂δ log(p̂) .
O γ · 2 + β · 2−δ δ + ν ·
k p̂
k p̂
2
k p̂ · M̂
The overall cost for each iteration of Algorithm 7.3.1 is the sum of the two different costs above,
which with low order terms discarded is
!
b2
b3
b3
+ β · δ + ν · p + α · p̂δ log(p̂) .
O γ·
k p̂
p̂
k p̂ M̂
For a given outer loop (line 6) iteration i, each j loop iteration (line 8) is done concurrently by
a different processor group. Therefore, along the critical path O(kn/b) inner loop iterations are
executed. Combining this with the tail recursion of 2.5D-SBR with a matrix B of band width b/k
and using p̄/k ζ processors (line 30), the total cost of Algorithm 7.3.1 is
T 2.5D−SBR (n, p̄, δ, M̂ , b, k) = T2.5D−SBR (n, p̄/k ζ , δ, M̂ , b/k, k)
!
knb
nb2
knp̂δ
nb2
+β· δ +ν· p +α·
log(p̂) ,
+O γ·
p̂
p̂
b
p̂ M̂
plugging in p̂ = p̄b/n we obtain
T 2.5D−SBR (n, p̄, δ, M̂ , b, k) = T2.5D−SBR (n, p̄/k ζ , δ, M̂ , b/k, k)
!
n2 b
k 1−δ n1+δ b1−δ
n2 b
kn1−δ p̄δ
+O γ·
+β·
+ν· p +α·
log(p̄) ,
p̄
p̄δ
b1−δ
p̄ M̂
after l levels of recursion starting from a n-by-n matrix with p processors and b = n/k l , each
subproblem has the cost
T 2.5D−SBR ( n, p/k lζ , δ, M̂ , n/k l , k) = T2.5D−SBR (n, p/k (l+1)ζ , δ, M̂ , n/k l+1 , k)
!
n2 k l(δ−1)+lζδ+(1−δ)
n3
k 1−δ pδ
p + α · l(δ−1)+lζδ log(p) .
+ν·
+ O γ · l(1−ζ) + β ·
k
p
pδ
k
k l(1−ζ) p M̂
n3

Firstly, since δ > 1/2 and so ζ = (1 − δ)/δ < 1, the floating point cost decreases geometrically
at each level, and therefore is dominated by the top level. Now ζ = (1 − δ)/δ implies that
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δ(1 + ζ) = 1 and further that k l(δ−1)+lζδ = 1. Therefore, the bandwidth and latency cost at every
one of O(log(p)) recursive levels stay the same and pick up a log(p) factor due to the number of
recursive levels,
!
k 1−δ n2
n3
n3
+β·
T 2.5D−SBR (n, p, δ, M̂ , n, k) = O γ ·
log(p) + ν · p + α · k 1−δ pδ log2 (p) .
δ
p
p
p M̂
We can now attain the desired costs by picking k to be a constant (e.g. 2),
!
n3
n2
n3
2
δ
T 2.5D−SBR (n, p, δ, M̂ , n, 2) = O γ ·
+ β · δ log(p) + ν · p + α · p log (p) .
p
p
p M̂
The cost given in the statement theorem has two fewer parameters,
T2.5D−SBR (n, p, δ, M̂ ) = T2.5D−SBR (n, p, δ, M̂ , n, 2).

We conjecture that it is possible to extend the algorithm in a way that achieves good asymptotic communication costs when k is not a constant when δ < 2/3. One approach to achieving
this would be to integrate the left-looking aggregation idea used in Algorithm 7.2.1 into Algorithm 7.3.1. The updates to each bulge should be aggregated up to the band width b of the matrix
A as U (0) and V (0) in Algorithm 7.2.1 and applied only thereafter (or once a panel must be factorized). This optimization would reduce the communication costs associated with the inner loop
multiplications that involve b-by-b matrices, as these matrices could be kept replicated between
√
different inner loop iterations. When δ = 1/2, it should then be possible to pick k = p and
√
reduce Algorithm 7.3.1 into Algorithm 7.2.1 with b = n/ p. However, the analysis of this algorithm would be somewhat more complicated since the bulge chased by processor group j on the
i + 1th iteration of the outer loop is shifted by b/k from the bulge on the ith iteration, so a portion
of the replicated matrix within each processor group would need to be shifted between processor
groups.
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Chapter 8
Sparse Iterative Methods
We now consider sparse numerical linear algebra computations, which are typically dominated
by repeated sparse matrix-vector multiplications. Krylov subspace methods are a large class of
iterative methods which, given a sparse matrix A and a vector x(0) , employ such repeated sparse
matrix-vector products to construct a an s-step Krylov (subspace) basis, {x(0) , Ax(0) , . . . , As x(0) }.
This construction is interleaved with operations which use the Krylov basis to iteratively solve
eigenvalue-type problems or systems of equations. In this chapter, we do not consider more general bases such as polynomial in A given by three-term recurrences While these methods achieve
good asymptotic scalability with respect to problem size by preserving sparsity, the amount of
data reuse which these algorithms can exploit is limited (especially when only a single vector is
being multiplied repeatedly) with respect to the dense linear algebra algorithms. One technique
that remedies this lack of data-reuse is performing blocking across sparse matrix-vector products
rather than doing each one in sequence [90, 109, 49, 154]. While this technique reduces synchronization and memory-bandwidth cost [116], it usually requires extra interprocessor communication
costs [49]. In this chapter, we introduce the dependency graphs of Krylov basis computations and
apply our lower bound techniques to derive tradeoffs between synchronization cost and the costs
of computation and interprocessor communication.
In particular, we employ the path-expansion-based tradeoff lower bounds derived in Chapter 3
to demonstrate that an s-step Krylov basis computation with a (2m + 1)d point stencil must incur
the following computation F , communication W , and synchronization S costs:


d−1
d
FKr · SKr
= Ω m2d · sd+1 , WKr · SKr
= Ω m d · sd .
These lower bounds are not dependent on the number of processors or the global problem size,
but only on the path expansion properties of the dependency graph. They signify that in order to
reduce synchronization cost below s, a certain amount of work and communication needs to be
done along the critical path. The communication tradeoff occurs only for meshes of dimension
two or higher (d ≥ 2). We rigorously derive these bounds in Section 8.2.
This chapter is based on joint work with Erin Carson and Nicholas Knight [145].
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These lower bounds are attained in the parallel (strong scaling) limit by known algorithms,
which we recall in Section 8.3. These algorithms can reduce synchronization cost, but at the
overhead of extra interprocessor communication cost. An additional advantage of these known algorithms in the case when only As x(0) is needed rather than the entire Krylov basis (as is often the
case in multigrid smoothers and preconditioners) is that they yield an improvement in memorybandwidth efficiency when the mesh entries assigned to each processor does not fit into cache.
We demonstrate in Section 8.4 that memory-bandwidth efficiency may be improved in an alternative manner that does not reduce synchronization cost, and does not incur an associated overhead
in interprocessor communication cost. However, the new algorithm incurs extra interprocessor
communication cost when the cache size is small. The algorithm has promising potential for the
scenario when the portion of the data owned by each processor is too large to fit completely in
cache, but only by some constant factor. In this case, the new algorithm can achieve asymptotically better cache reuse at the cost of a constant factor overhead in interprocessor communication
cost. This scenario is common for current hybrid supercomputer architectures, which use accelerators with a smaller local memory than that of the host CPU processor. If the mesh (vector x)
does not fit into the local memory of the accelerator, it may be sensible to use the technique in
Section 8.4 to lower the amount of data transfered between the accelerator and the CPU (i.e. over
the PCI connection).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows
• Section 8.1 formally defines the Krylov subspace computations we consider and constructs
their dependency graphs,
• Section 8.2 derives lower bounds on tradeoffs between computation, communication, and
synchronization cost in Krylov subspace methods
• Section 8.3 reviews known algorithms which avoid synchronization and attain the stated
lower bounds,
• Section 8.4 presents a new algorithm that aims to achieve low interprocessor communication
efficiency as well as low memory-bandwidth cost.

8.1

Definition and Dependency Graphs of Krylov Basis
Computations

We consider the s-step Krylov basis computation
x(l) = A · x(l−1) ,
for l ∈ [1, s], x(0) given as input, and A is a sparse matrix corresponding to a (2m+1)d -point stencil
(with m ≥ 1), i.e., a d-dimensional n-by-· · · -by-n mesh T , where each entry in A represents an
interaction between vertices vi1 ,...,id , wj1 ,...,jd ∈ T , such that for k ∈ [1, d], ik , jk ∈ [1, n], |jk −ik | ≤
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m. Thus, matrix A and vectors x(l) , l ∈ [0, s], have dimension nd , and A has Θ(md ) nonzeros
per row/column. Our interprocessor communication and synchronization bounds will apply both
when the entries of A are implicit and when they are explicit, but the memory bandwidth analysis
for the algorithms will assume that A is implicit. We also assume that s ≤ n/m (the lower
bound could also be applied to subsets of the computation with s0 = bn/mc). We note that
the dependency structure of this computation is analogous to direct force evaluations in particle
simulations and the Bellman-Ford shortest-paths algorithm, which may be expressed as sparse
matrix-vector multiplication, but on a different algebraic semiring.
We let GKr = (VKr , EKr ) be the dependency graph of the s-step Krylov basis computation
defined above. We index the vertices VKr 3 vi1 ,...,id ,l with d + 1 coordinates, each corresponding to
P
(l)
the computation of an intermediate vector element xk for l ∈ [1, s] and k = dj=1 (ij −1)nj−1 +1,
supposing the lexicographical ordering of [1, n]d . For each edge (vi1 ,...,id , wj1 ,...,jd ) in T and each
l ∈ [1, s], there is an edge (vi1 ,...,id ,l−1 , wj1 ,...,jd ,l ) in EKr . By representing the computation of each
(l)
xk as a single vertex, we have precluded the parallelization of the md scalar multiplications needed
to compute each such vertex (instead we simply have edges corresponding to these dependencies).
Accordingly, the computation costs we give subsequently will be scaled by md for each vertex
computed.

8.2

Communication Lower Bounds for Krylov Basis
Computation

We now extract a subset of GKr , and lower bound the execution cost of a load-balanced computation of this subset. Consider the following dependency path P,
P = {v1,...,1,1 , . . . , v1,...,1,s } .
The bubble ζ(GKr , P) = ĜKr = (V̂Kr , ÊKr ) includes

V̂Kr = vi1 ,...,id ,id+1 : 1 ≤ id+1 ≤ s,
and ∀j ∈ [1, d], ij ≤ max(1, m · min(id+1 , s − id+1 )) .
as well as all edges between these vertices ÊKr = (V̂Kr × V̂Kr ) ∩ EKr . In the following theorem
we lower bound the communication and synchronization costs required to compute this subset of
the computation. The lower bound is independent of n (independent of the global problem size),
since we are only considering a subset. This lower bound is effectively a limit on the available
parallelism.
Theorem 8.2.1. Any execution of an s-step Krylov basis computation for a (2m + 1)d -point stencil
for m ≥ 1 on a d-dimensional mesh with d  s, where some processor computes at most x1 of V̂Kr
and at least 1q of V̂Kr , for some 4 ≤ x ≤ q  s, requires the following computational, bandwidth,
and latency costs for some b ∈ [1, s],


FKr = Ω m2d · bd · s , WKr = Ω md · bd−1 · s , SKr = Ω (s/b) .
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Figure 8.1: Depiction of the bubble (blue parallelogram) along a dependency path (top red path)
within a Krylov basis computation on a 1-dimensional mesh. Each vertex corresponds to a block
as defined in the proof of Theorem 8.2.1. Edges within the bubble are colored according to the
hypergraph edge to which they correspond in the constructed hypergraph, H 0 .
and furthermore,

d
FKr · SKr
= Ω m2d · sd+1 ,


d−1
WKr · SKr
= Ω m d · sd .

Proof. In the following analysis, we will discard factors of d, as we assume d  s (e.g., d is a constant), which is reasonable for most problems of interest (d ∈ [2, 4]), but some assumptions in this
analysis may need to be revisited if lower bounds for Krylov computations on high-dimensional
meshes are desired.
Consider the dependency path P, which defines ĜKr , and any subpath R of P, where |R| =
r ≥ 3,
P = {v1,...,1,1 , . . . , v1,...,1,s }
P ⊃ R = {v1,...,1,h+1 , . . . , v1,...,1,h+r } .
The bubble ζ(ĜKr , R) = (Vζ , Eζ ) includes

Vζ = vi1 ,...,id ,id+1 : h + 1 ≤ id+1 ≤ h + r,
and ∀j ∈ [1, d], ij ≤ max(1, m · min(id+1 − h − 1, h + r − id+1 )) .
For each (u1 , . . . , ud+1 ) ∈ [0, r − 3]d+1 (starting at 0 to simplify later transformations, and ending
at r − 3 as we exclude the two end-points of the path, since they are single vertices rather than
blocks), we define the following block of the vertices inside GKr

Bu1 ,...,ud+1 = vi1 ,...,id+1 ∈ VKr :
∀j ∈ [1, d], ij ∈ {dm/2euj + 1, . . . , dm/2e(uj + 1)}
id+1 = ud+1 + h + 2 .
Thus, each block should contain dm/2ed vertices on the same level, ud+1 . We note that because
the breadth of each block is dm/2e and the interaction distance (stencil radius) is m, every vertex
in Bu1 ,...,ud+1 depends on every vertex in By1 ,...,yd ,ud+1 −1 such that ∀i ∈ [1, d], |yi − ui | ≤ 1.
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0
0
We now construct a DAG G0Kr = (VKr
, EKr
) corresponding to the connectivity of (a subset of)
the blocks within the given bubble ζ(GKr , R), enumerating them on a lattice graph of dimension
d + 1 and breadth g = b(r − 2)/(d + 1)c. For each (ν1 , . . . , νd+1 ) ∈ [0, g − 1]d+1 with ν1 ≤ ν2 ≤
0
. . . νd+1 , we have a vertex in the lattice wν1 ,...,νd+1 ∈ VKr
, which corresponds to block Bu1 ,...,ud+1 ⊂
Pd+1
VKr , where for i ∈ [1, d], ui = νi+1 − νi and ud+1 = j=1 νj . We first show that this mapping of
lattice vertices to blocks is unique, by considering any pair of two different vertices in the lattice:
0
0
wν1 ,...,νd+1 , wν10 ,...,νd+1
∈ VKr
. If they map to the same block Bu1 ,...,ud+1 , they must have the same
Pd+1
P
0
ud+1 , which implies that j=1 νj = d+1
j=1 νj . Consider the highest index j in which they differ,
0
max{j : νj − νj 6= 0}, and assume without loss of generality that νj > νj0 . Now if j = 1,
this is the only differing index, so the sum of the indices cannot be the same. Otherwise, since
0
0
, which further implies that for any
, we must also have νj−1 > νj−1
uj−1 = νj − νj−1 = νj0 − νj−1
P
P
d+1 0
d+1
0
k ≤ j, νk > νk , which implies that j=1 νj > j=1 νj , and is a contradiction. Therefore, the
mapping of lattice vertices to blocks is unique.
We now argue that the blocks corresponding to the lattice vertices of G0Kr have all their vertices
inside the bubble ζ(GKr , R). The first lattice vertex w0,...,0 = B0,...,0 , since for i ∈ [1, d], ui =
P
νi+1 − νi = 0 and ud+1 = d+1
j=1 νj = 0. So the first lattice vertex (block B0,...,0 ) contains the
following vertices of VKr ,

B0,...,0 = vi1 ,...,id+1 ∈ VKr : ∀j ∈ [1, d], ij ∈ {1, . . . , dm/2e}, id+1 = h + 2 ,

all of these vertices are dependent on the first vertex in the path, v1,1,...,1,h+1 .
Further, the last lattice vertex wg,...,g corresponds to B0,...,0,ud+1 with ud+1 ∈ [r − 2 − d, r − 2],
since for i ∈ [1, d], ui = νi+1 − νi = 0 and
ud+1 =

d+1
X

νj = (d + 1)g = (d + 1)b(r − 2)/(d + 1)c ∈ [r − 2 − d, r − 2].

j=1

The set of vertices of VKr in this last in this last block are

B0,...,0,ud+1 = vi1 ,...,id+1 ∈ VKr : ∀j ∈ [1, d], ij ∈ {1, . . . , dm/2e}, id+1 = ud+1 + h + 2 .
Since ud+1 + h + 1 ≤ h + r − 1, all of these vertices appear at least one level (value of index ud+1 )
before the last vertex on the path R, which is v1,...,1,h+r . Further, since this last block contains
values at most m/2 away from the origin of the mesh ({i1 , . . . , id } = {1, . . . , 1}), the last vertex
on the path R, v1,...,1,h+r depends on all vertices in the last lattice vertex (block).
Each vertex wν1 ,...,νd+1 is connected to vertices wν1 ,...,νj +1,...,νd+1 for j ∈ [1, d + 1] (so long as
0
either j = d + 1 and νd+1 ≤ g or j ≤ d and νj+1 > νj ) by edges in EKr
, since if wν1 ,...,νd+1
corresponds to Bu1 ,...,ud+1 then wν1 ,...,νj +1,...,νd+1 corresponds to Bu1 ,...,uj−1 +1,uj −1,...,ud ,ud+1 +1 , which
is dependent on the former block. Therefore, for any lattice vertex wν1 ,...,νd+1 , there is a dependency
path in the lattice from the first lattice vertex w0,...,0 to wν1 ,...,νd+1 and a dependency path from
wν1 ,...,νd+1 to the last lattice vertex wg,...,g . Since the first lattice vertex is dependent on the origin
of the path R and the last lattice vertex is a dependency of the last vertex on this path, this implies
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that all lattice vertices (blocks) are part of the bubble ζ(GKr , R). We give a depiction of the lattice
of blocks in the bubble with d = 1 in Figure 8.1.
We transform G0Kr into a (d + 1, d)-lattice hypergraph H 0 = (VH , EH ) of breadth g, so that
for 4 ≤ x ≤ q  s, a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of G0Kr is proportional to a 1q - x1 -balanced
0
0
hyperedge cut of H 0 . We define VH = {wi1 ,...,id+1 ∈ VKr
: i1 < i2 < · · · < id+1 } (note that VKr
included diagonals, but VH does not), and the hyperedges EH correspond to a unique member of a
disjoint partition of the edges in G0Kr . In particular, we define sets of hyperedges ei1 ,...,id ∈ EH for
i1 , . . . , id ∈ [1, g] with i1 < · · · < id , to contain all wj1 ,...,jd+1 which satisfy j1 < · · · < jd+1 and
{i1 , . . . , id } ⊂ {j1 , . . . , jd+1 }. Each of these hyperedges, ei1 ,...,id corresponds to vertices along an
edge-disjoint path within G0Kr ,
yi1 ,...,id ⊂

i[
1 −1

(wk,i1 ,...,id , wk+1,i1 ,...,id )

k=1
i[
2 −1

∪

(wi1 ,k,i2 ...,id , wi1 ,k+1,i2 ,...,id ) ∪ · · ·

k=i1
g−1

∪

[

(wi1 ,...,id ,k , wi1 ,...,id ,k+1 ),

k=id

where each pair of vertices in the union corresponds to a unique edge in G0Kr . Because these
0
hyperedges correspond to disjoint subsets of EKr
, any 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of G0Kr can
be transformed into a 1q - x1 -balanced hyperedge cut of size no greater than d + 1 times than the size
of some 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator by application of Theorem 3.3.2, since the degree of any
vertex in H 0 is at most d + 1 and since H 0 is a parent hypergraph of G0Kr .
Since the hypergraph H 0 is a (d + 1, d)-lattice hypergraph of breadth g = b(|R| − 2)/(d +
1)c, by Theorem 3.3.1, its 1q - x1 -balanced hyperedge cut for 4 ≤ x ≤ q  s has size q (H 0 ) =
Ω(g d /q d/(d+1) ). Furthermore, since the 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of ζ(G0Kr , R) is at least
1
 (H 0 ),
d+1 q


gd
0
χq,x (ζ(GKr , R)) = Ω
= Ω(|R|d ),
(d + 1)q d/(d+1)
where the last bound follows since we have d, x, q  s.
This lower bound on edge cut size in the block graph G0Kr allows us to obtain a lower bound on
the size of any 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of ĜKr that is larger by a factor of Ω(md ). Consider
any 1q - x1 -balanced vertex separator of ĜKr that separates the vertices into three disjoint subsets, the
separator Q and the parts V1 and V2 . If two vertices u, v ∈ V̂Kr are in two different parts (are of
different color), u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2 , and are in the same block, and all vertices in the d adjacent
blocks must have all their vertices entirely in Q, since all vertices in adjacent blocks in G0Kr are
adjacent to u and v in ĜKr . Therefore, the number of blocks which contain vertices of different
0
colors is less than |Q|/md and therefore small with respect to |VKr
|/q. Therefore, Q should yield
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0
Ω(|VKr
|/q) blocks which contain vertices that are either in the separator or in V1 , and similarly for
V2 . Now, since two blocks B1 ⊂ (V1 ∪ Q) and B2 ⊂ (V2 ∪ Q) which contain non-separator vertices
of different color may not be adjacent, there must exist a separator block B3 ⊂ Q for any path
on the lattice between B1 and B2 . Therefore, Q also induces a separator of G0Kr of size no larger
than |Q| · dm/2ed . So, we obtain the following lower bound on the size of a 1q - x1 -balanced vertex

separator of ĜKr : χq,x (ζ(ĜKr , R)) = Ω(md · χq,x (ζ(G0Kr , R))) = Ω(md |R|d ).
Now, the bubble size is |Vζ | = Ω(md |R|d+1 ) and the total length of our main dependency
path in ĜKr is |P| = s. By Definition 4.1, ĜKr is a (, σ)-path-expander with (b) = md bd and
σ(b) = md bd+1 . Therefore, by application of Theorem 3.4.1 with k = 3, we obtain the following
lower bounds (scaling by md the computation cost for each vertex), for some integer b ∈ [3, s],


FKr = Ω m2d · bd · s , WKr = Ω md · bd−1 · s , SKr = Ω (s/b) .

8.3

Previous Work on Krylov Basis Algorithms

Having established lower bounds for Krylov basis computations (defined in Section 8.1) in Section 8.2, we now check their attainability. We first recall the costs of a known technique which attains these bounds. In the case that the matrix A is implicitly represented, we propose an alternate
idea which improves memory-bandwidth efficiency while keeping interprocessor-bandwidth communication cost low, albeit at the price of increasing network latency cost. We limit our analysis
to the case when only the last vector, x(s) is needed, although potentially the algorithms discussed
could be extended to the case where a Gram matrix, [x(0) , . . . , x(s) ]T · [x(0) , . . . , x(s) ] is needed via
recomputation of the Krylov vectors [33, 116].
A parallel communication-avoiding algorithm for computing a Krylov basis, termed ‘PA1’, is
presented in [49]. The idea of doing this type of blocking (or tiling) for stencil methods is much
older; see, e.g., [90, 109]. Computing an s-step Krylov basis with a (2m + 1)d -point stencil with
block size b ∈ [1, s] can be accomplished by ds/be invocations of PA1 with basis size parameter
b. For each invocation of PA1, every processor imports a volume of the mesh of size (n/p1/d +
bm)d and computes b sparse-matrix vector-multiplications on these mesh points without further
communication, updating a smaller set at each level so as to keep all the dependencies local. Over
s/b invocations of PA1, the computation cost, which includes md updates to the locally stored and
imported vertices, is given by

FPA1 = O s · md · (n/p1/d + b · m)d .
The communication cost of each PA1 invocation is proportional to the import volume, (n/p1/d +
bm)d , minus the part of the mesh that is initially owned locally, which is of size nd /p, so

WPA1 = O (s/b) · (n/p1/d + b · m)d − nd /p .
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Since at every invocation only one round of communication is done, the synchronization cost is
SPA1 = O(s/b),
so long as n/p1/d ≥ bm, which means the ghost (import) zones do not extend past the mesh points
owned by the nearest-neighbor processors in the processor grid (although the algorithm can be
extended to import data from processors further away with a proportionally higher synchronization
cost). When the problem assigned to each processor is large enough, i.e., n/p1/d  bm, the costs
for PA1 are


FPA1 = O md · s · nd /p , WPA1 = O m · s · nd−1 /p(d−1)/d , SPA1 = O (s/b) .
However, in the strong scaling limit, n/p1/d = Θ(bm), the costs become dominated by


FPA1 = O m2d · bd · s , WPA1 = O md · bd−1 · s , SPA1 = O (s/b) ,
limiting the scalability of the algorithm. These costs of PA1 asymptotically match the lower bounds
and lower bound tradeoffs we proved in Theorem 8.2.1, demonstrating that the algorithm is optimal
in this scaling limit. We also remark that, strictly speaking, Theorem 8.2.1 does not apply to PA1
because PA1 performs redundant computation, which changes the dependency graph (albeit it is
only a constant factor more work when n/p1/d = Ω(bm)). However, we claim that PA1 can be
extended to avoid redundant computation altogether, avoiding the overlap between blocks using
a similar strategy to [154], with at most constant factor increases in bandwidth and latency, thus
showing that the lower bounds and tradeoffs can be attained without recomputation.
In addition to (interprocessor) latency savings, another advantage of executing PA1 with b > 1
is improved memory-bandwidth efficiency. For instance, assuming the matrix A is implicit and so
only the vector entries (mesh points rather than edges) need to be stored in cache, when b = 1 (this
standard case is referred to as ‘PA0’ in [49]), and when the local mesh chunk size nd /p > M̂ (as
well as n1/d /p  bm),
ŴPA0 = O(s · nd /p)
data is moved between main memory and cache throughout execution. This memory bandwidth
cost corresponds to O(md ) cache reuse per local mesh point and can be much greater than the
interprocessor communication cost when m is small relative to n/p1/d . However, when PA1 is
executed with b > 1, an extra factor of b in cache reuse may be achieved, by computing up to bmd
updates to each mesh point loaded into cache, yielding a memory-bandwidth cost of


s · nd
,
ŴPA1 = O
b·p
for b ≤ M̂ 1/d . This may be accomplished via a second level of blocking, similar to PA1, except
with blocks sized to fit in cache, to minimize the number of transfers between cache and memory.
This two-level approach has been studied in [116] in a shared-memory context; see also [154] for
a related blocking approach. Analysis in [49] for the cases d ∈ [1, 3] show that cache-blocking can
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reduce memory bandwidth by O(M̂ 1/d ), attaining the lower bounds in [90], when n is sufficiently
large.
Noting that the memory-bandwidth cost of this computation can exceed the interprocessorbandwidth cost, we see that PA1 with larger b has lower synchronization cost SPA1 = O(s/b),
but higher interprocessor-bandwidth cost WPA1 = O(msnd−1 /p(d−1)/d ) (when d ≥ 2), and also
features a lower memory-bandwidth cost ŴPA1 = O(snd /(pb)). It is then natural to ask whether
there is a tradeoff (in a lower bound sense) between interprocessor and memory-bandwidth costs
in the computation, or if a different schedule exists, which achieves a low memory-bandwidth cost
without incurring the extra interprocessor-bandwidth cost from which PA1 suffers (when d ≥ 2).
If such a schedule with low or optimal interprocessor communication cost and memory bandwidth
cost existed, our lower bounds necessitate that it would have Ω(s) synchronizations. Indeed, such
a schedule exists and we introduce it in the following section.

8.4

A Communication-Efficient Schedule for Krylov Basis
Computation

Figure 8.2: Depiction of Algorithm 8.4.1 with b = 4, r = 4, and p = 2 to perform a Krylov basis
computation with n = 10, m = 2, d = 1, and s = 8. All the blue (dashed outline) blocks for each
of two levels (the first is labeled for l = 1 to l = 4) are computed prior to all the red (solid outline)
blocks, with the two subblocks composing each blue and red block being computed in parallel by
the two processors.
Algorithm 8.4.1 is a schedule for GKr = (VKr , EKr ), which computes the vertices VKr for the
computation of x(s) from the input x(0) while satisfying the dependencies EKr . The algorithm
assumes the entries of A are implicit and so do not need to be stored in memory or cache. Algorithm 8.4.1 also has three execution-related parameters:
• b, which is analogous to the parameter b for PA1 in the previous section, as it is the blocking
parameter on the (d + 1)th dimension (non-mesh dimension) of the iteration space which
ranges from 1 to s;
• r, which defines the side length of the mesh chunk each processor works on at a given time;
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Figure 8.3: Work assignment and order of Algorithm 8.4.1 labelled according to (executing processor number, execution step number, block name corresponding to Algorithm 8.4.1) for execution
in Figure 8.2.

• p, which is the number of processors as before.
Like PA1 with b > 1, Algorithm 8.4.1 defines (d + 1)-dimensional blocks that enable improved
cache reuse when a second level of blocking is imposed. The key difference is that in Algorithm 8.4.1 the blocking is done on the global problem, rather than the local chunk of the work.
Each of these global blocks is executed in parallel, with synchronizations done between each ddimensional slice of the block. Improved memory-bandwidth cost is achieved by Algorithm 8.4.1
by ensuring that each processor executes subslices which, along with their dependencies, are small
enough to be stored in cache between synchronizations.
Figure 8.2 demonstrates the schedule assignment of Algorithm 8.4.1 for computing a Krylov
basis of length s = 8 for a 1D mesh problem with n = 10 mesh points and stencil width m = 2,
using b = 4 and r = 4. The figure also depicts the dummy computations introduced to simplify
Algorithm 8.4.1, the number of which is proportional to snd−1 mb and thus negligible relative to
the overall work, O(snd ), when n  mb . The figure also shows why Algorithm 8.4.1 contains
two alternating loops from l = 1 to b, as this allows the blocks computed by each processor at the
last iteration of the first loop over l to satisfy the dependencies of the block needed by the same
processor for the first iteration of the second loop over l, and so forth in an alternating manner.
Figure 8.2 demonstrates at what step the two processors compute each block.
Algorithm 8.4.1 satisfies the dependencies EKr , since the pieces of the work executed in parallel
within the same block in the first loop nest (for-loop on line 7 of Algorithm 8.4.1), B u1 ,...,ud ,l ,
correspond to chunks of a single matrix-vector multiplication with no interdependencies for each
l. Further, each B u1 ,...,ud ,l depends only on B s1 ,...,sd ,l−1 for each (sj ∈ {uj − 1, uj }), due to the fact
that the blocks are shifted back by (l − 1) · m in all dimensions at inner loop iteration l (and each
vertex depends only on vertices at most m away from its index in the block at the previous level)
and the fact that every such block B s1 ,...,sd ,l−1 was computed previously due to the lexicographical
order on the iteration index tuples (u1 , . . . , ud ). The second loop nest (for-loop on line 18 of
Algorithm 8.4.1) reverses the order of the first loop nest, with blocks shifted forward by m with
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each increment of l, and starting at the opposite end of the mesh, so that each B u1 ,...,ud ,l depends
only on the vertices from B s1 ,...,sd ,l−1 for all (sj ∈ {uj , uj + 1}). The point of this reversal is to line
up the data each processor owns when computing the block for l = b with the data each processor
needs when computing the block for l = 1 for the next loop over l.
,...,ûd ,0
,...,ud ,0
accessed by processor pq1 ,...,qd
and B̂qû11,...,q
In particular, we argue that every block Bqu11,...,q
d
d
resides in the local memory of the processor. For the first loop nest (line 7) with w = 1, this block
is the input block defined on line 5 of Algorithm 8.4.1. For each first inner loop iteration (l = 1)
of the second loop nest (line 18), the global block defined in the loop iteration,

B̂ û1 ,...,ûd ,0 = vi1 ,...,id ,(w−1)2b+b ∈ VKr : ij ∈ [b · (z − ûj ) − (b − 1) · m + 1,
b · (z − ûj + 1) − (b − 1) · m ,
is the same block as the one computed in the first loop nest at the last inner loop iteration (l = b)
with (u1 , . . . , ud ) = (z − û1 + 1, . . . , z − ûd + 1), namely

B u1 ,...,ud ,b = vi1 ,...,id ,(w−1)2b+b ∈ VKr : ij ∈ [b · (uj − 1) − (b − 1) · m + 1
b · uj − (b − 1) · m] ,
since ui = z − ûi + 1 for all i ∈ [1, d]. In both cases, the blocks are subdivided among processors
,...,ud ,l
,...,ûd ,l
in the exact same fashion, so we have demonstrated that all blocks Bqu11,...,q
and B̂qû11,...,q
for
d
d
l ∈ [0, b − 1] are in memory of processor q1 , . . . , qd each time they are requested as a dependency.
,...,ûd ,l−1
,...,ud ,l
for all (qj ), and similarly for B̂, since
depends on all rd entries of Bqû11,...,q
Now Bqu11,...,q
d
d
each block is shifted by m (the interaction range). Further, there are a total of at most (2m +
r)d entries that each block depends on. Therefore, at most (2m + r)d − rd entries need to be
communicated from remote processors at each step and these processors are the nearest neighbors
of the recipient, namely ps1 ,...sd for each (sj ∈ {qj −1, qj }), for the first loop, over (u1 , . . . , ud ), and
for each (sj ∈ {qj , qj +1}), for the second loop, over (û1 , . . . , ûd ). So the interprocessor bandwidth
cost for each inner loop given a particular iteration (u1 , . . . , ud ) or (û1 , . . . , ûd ) of Algorithm 8.4.1
is (assuming r > m),
u
WObKs
≤

b
X


(2m + r)d − rd = O(b · m · rd−1 ).
l=1

Over s/(2b) (assumed an integer) iterations of the outer loop and
 d 
(n + m · (b − 1))d
n
d
z ≈
=O d
d
r ·p
r ·p
iterations of loops over (u1 , . . . , ud ) and (û1 , . . . , ûd ), assuming that m · b  n (b will be picked
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to be no more than M̂ 1/d ), the total interprocessor bandwidth communication cost is then


s
nd
u
WObKs (n, m, s, d, b, r, p) = O
·
· WObKs
2b rd · p


nd
s
d−1
·
·b·m·r
=O
2b rd · p
!
s · nd · m
=O
.
r·p
If we pick r = n/p1/d , this cost matches the cost of PA0 (equivalently PA1 with b = 1); however,
we will pick r so as to allow the local mesh chunks to fit into cache, r = Θ(M̂ 1/d ), which will
result in a greater interprocessor bandwidth cost. On the other hand, the quantity b does not appear
in this interprocessor bandwidth cost, unlike that of PA1.
To achieve a good memory-bandwidth cost, the parameter r should be picked so that the slices
u1 ,...,ud ,l
Bq1 ,...,qd (of size rd ) computed by each process, as well as their dependencies (of size at most
(2m + r)d ), fit into the cache of size M̂ , i.e., M̂ ≥ (2m + r)d . Assuming that m  M̂ 1/d , this
implies that we can pick r = Θ(M̂ 1/d ). If this is done, the memory-bandwidth cost of Algorithm 8.4.1 is not much greater than the interprocessor bandwidth cost for large enough b, since the
dependencies from the previous block on a given processor may be kept in cache prior to execution
of the next block. However, for each loop iteration over (u1 , . . . , ud ) and (û1 , . . . , ûd ), the blocks
,...,ud ,0
,...,ûd ,0
Bqu11,...,q
and B̂qû11,...,q
must be read from main memory to cache; the memory-bandwidth cost
d
d
for any any one such iteration is
u
u
ŴObKs
≤ rd + WObKs
.
The total memory bandwidth cost of the algorithm over z d ≈

(n+m·(b−1))d
rd ·p

iterations is, therefore,


s
nd
u
·
· ŴObKs + WObKs
2b rd · p
!
s · nd
+ WObKs
b·p
!
s · nd s · nd · m
+
b·p
r·p
!
s · nd s · nd · m
.
+
b·p
M̂ 1/d · p


ŴObKs (n, m, s, d, b, r, p) = O
=O
=O
=O

Therefore, if we pick b = Ω(M̂ 1/d /m), the memory bandwidth cost will be asymptotically the
same as the interprocessor bandwidth cost. Since, as stated above, the interprocessor bandwidth
cost is optimal when M̂ 1/d = Ω(n/p1/d ), the memory bandwidth will be optimal too. Assuming
that M̂ ≤ (n + 2m)d , in which case the local mesh chunk and its dependencies do not fit into
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cache, the memory bandwidth cost of the new algorithm, ŴObKs , will be a factor of Θ(1/b) less
than the memory-bandwidth cost of doing each matrix-vector multiplication in sequence, using
ŴPA0 . Further, the new algorithm avoids the increased interprocessor-bandwidth cost of PA1 with
b > 1 (when d ≥ 2). We can potentially select b up to M̂ 1/d and achieve a factor of up to
Θ( M̂11/d ) reduction in memory bandwidth cost. We see that this algorithm has a sweet spot in
terms of performance when M̂ < nd /p but not M̂  nd /p, so that the local mesh chunk does
not fit into cache (so the memory-bandwidth efficiency of PA0 deteriorates), but simultaneously
the cache size is big enough so that the blocking done by Algorithm 8.4.1 does not significantly
increase the interprocessor-communication cost (and also the memory-bandwidth cost). The total
communication volume of the new algorithm is proportional to the surface area of all the mesh
blocks multiplied by s · m and therefore grows when the blocks, whose size cannot exceed the
cache size, are small.
The synchronization cost of this algorithm is
SObKs = O(s · nd /(p · M̂ )),
since it requires a synchronization for every loop iteration from l = 1 to b (over s/(2b) invocations),
and because the number of outer loop iterations is O(nd /(p · M̂ )). This synchronization cost is
larger than the s/b synchronizations needed by PA1, especially when the cache size (M̂ ) is small
with respect to nd /p.
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Algorithm 8.4.1 Outer-blocked-Krylov-schedule(VKr , x(0) , n, m, d, s, b, r, p)
Require: Restrict VKr to the set of computations needed to compute x(s) from x(0) ; assume p1/d
and s/2b are integers and m ≤ 12 r · p1/d ; assume elements of the input mesh x(0) may be
referenced as xi1 ,...,id .
n+m·(b−1)
1: Let b = r · p1/d and z = d
e.
b
2: Augment VKr with dummy computations vi1 ,...,id ,l for all (i1 , . . . , id ) 6∈ [1, n]d , the result of
which is zero.
3: Arrange processors
grid as pq1 ,...,qd for each qj ∈ [1, p1/d ].
 into d-dimensional
u1 ,...,ud ,0
(0)
4: Let B
= xi1 ,...,id ∈ x : ij ∈ [1, b · uj ] for each (u1 , . . . , ud ) ∈ [1, z]d .
,...,ud ,0
= xi1 ,...,id ∈ B u1 ,...,ud ,0 : ij ∈ [(qj − 1) · r + 1, qj · r] start in the
5: Let sub-block Bqu11,...,q
d
memory of processor pq1 ,...,qd .
6: for w = 1 to s/2b do
7:
for (u1 , . . . , ud ) = (1, . . . , 1) to (z, . . . , z) do in lexicographical ordering
8:
for l = 1 to b do 
9:
Let B u1 ,...,ud ,l = vi1 ,...,id ,(w−1)2b+l ∈ VKr :
10:
ij ∈ [b · (uj − 1) − (l − 1) · m + 1, b · uj − (l − 1) · m] .
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:


,...,ud ,l
Define sub-blocks Bqu11,...,q
= vi1 ,...,id ,l ∈ B u1 ,...,ud ,l :
d
ij ∈ [(qj − 1) · r + 1, qj · r] for each (qj ∈ [1, p1/d ]).
,...,ud ,l
Compute Bqu11,...,q
with processor pq1 ,...qd ,
d
,...,ud ,l−1
fetching dependencies from Bsu11,...,s
for each (sj ∈ {qj − 1, qj }).
d
% Store sub-block from last loop iteration for use in next loop
,...,ud ,b
,...,ûd ,0
Store sub-block Bqu11,...,q
in memory as B̂qû11,...,q
with ui = z − ûi + 1 .
d
d
for (û1 , . . . , ûd ) = (1, . . . , 1) to (z, . . . , z) do in lexicographical ordering
for l = 1 to b do 
Let B̂ û1 ,...,ûd ,l = vi1 ,...,id ,(w−1)2b+b+l ∈ VKr :
ij ∈ [b · (z − ûj ) + (l − b + 1) · m + 1, b · (z − ûj + 1) + (l − b + 1) · m] .

,...,ûd ,l
Define sub-blocks B̂qû11,...,q
= vi1 ,...,id ,l ∈ B̂ û1 ,...,ûd ,l :
d
ij ∈ [(qj − 1) · r + 1, qj · r] for each (qj ∈ [1, p1/d ]).
,...,ûd ,l
Compute B̂qû11,...,q
with processor pq1 ,...qd
d
,...,ûd ,l−1
fetching dependencies from B̂sû11,...,s
for each (sj ∈ {qj , qj + 1}).
d
% Store sub-block from last loop iteration for use in next loop or the output x(s)
,...,ûd ,b
,...,ud ,0
Store sub-block B̂qû11,...,q
in memory as Bqu11,...,q
with ui = z − ûi + 1.
d
d

Ensure: x(s) has been computed and saved into memory via computation of all of VKr .
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Chapter 9
Finding the Shortest Paths in Graphs
The idea of 2.5D algorithms, which previous chapters detailed for dense linear algebra, may
also be extended to algorithms for finding all-pairs shortest paths in a graph. The all-pairs shortest
paths (APSP) is a fundamental graph problem with many applications in urban planning and simulation [107], datacenter network design [41], metric nearness problem [29], and traffic routing.
APSP is also used as a subroutine in other graph algorithms, such as Ullman and Yannakakis’s
breadth-first search algorithm [161], which is suitable for high diameter graphs.
Given a directed graph G = (V, E) with n vertices V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } and m edges E =
{e1 , e2 , ..., em }, the distance version of the algorithm computes the length of the shortest path from
vi to vj for all (vi , vj ) pairs. The full version also returns the actual paths in the form of a predecessor matrix. Henceforth, we will call the distance-only version “all-pairs shortest distances”
(APSD) to avoid confusion.
The classical dynamic programming algorithm for APSP is due to Floyd [59] and Warshall [167].
Serial blocked versions of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm have been formulated [125] to increase
data locality. The algorithm can also be recast into semiring algebra over vectors and matrices. This
vectorized algorithm (attributed to Kleene) is rich in matrix multiplications over the (min,+) semiring [117]. Several theoretical improvements have been made, resulting in subcubic algorithms for
the APSD problem [34]. However, in practice, these algorithms are typically not competitive with
simpler cubic algorithms.
Variants of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm are most suitable for dense graphs. Johnson’s algorithm [92], which is based on repeated application of Dijkstra’s single-source shortest path algorithm (SSSP), is theoretically faster than the Floyd-Warshall variants on sufficiently sparse graphs.
However, the data dependency structure of this algorithm (and Dijkstra’s algorithm in general)
make scalable parallelization difficult (computing Dijkstra for different sources from each processor would require replicating the graph). SSSP algorithms based on ∆-stepping [115] scale better
in practice but their performance is input dependent and scales with O(m + d · L · log n), where d
is the maximum vertex degree and L is the maximum shortest path weight from the source. ConThis chapter is based on joint work with Aydin Buluc [144].
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sequently, it is likely that a Floyd-Warshall based approach would be competitive even for sparse
graphs, as realized on graphical processing units [30].
Given the Θ(n2 ) output of the algorithm, large instances can not be solved on a single node due
to memory limitations. Further, a distributed memory approach is favorable over a sequential outof-core method, because of the high computational complexity of the problem, which motivates
using parallel computing to lower the time to solution. In this chapter, we are concerned with
obtaining high performance in a practical implementation by reducing communication cost and
increasing data locality through optimized matrix multiplication over semirings.
The major contribution of this chapter is the implementation of a 2.5D algorithm for the allpairs shortest path problem. This implementation leverages a divide-and-conquer formulation of
the Floyd-Warshall algorithm (Section 9.3). Our communication-efficient parallelization of this
algorithm is described in Section 9.4. The parallel algorithm we give is similar to the algorithm
given by Tiskin [157]. We give the first implementation of this method, and show that with respect
to a standard (2D) parallelization of APSP, the 2.5D algorithm can attain 2X speed-ups for large
problems and up to 6.2X speed-ups for small graphs on a Cray XE6 supercomputer (Section 9.5).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows
• Section 9.1 reviews previous work on parallel algorithms for the all-pairs shortest paths
problem,
• Section 9.2 derives communication lower bounds for the Floyd-Warshall algorithm based on
the techniques presented in Chapter 3,
• Section 9.3 gives the divide-and-conquer version of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm,
• Section 9.4 describes our parallelization of the divide-and-conquer algorithm and analyzes
the communication costs,
• Section 9.5 presents the performance results of our implementation on a distributed-memory
supercomputer,
• Section 9.6 discusses the performance of alternative approaches to the all-pairs shortest path
graph problem,
• Section 9.7 overviews conclusions of our analysis,
• Section 9.8 gives pseudocodes for some of the algorithms.

9.1

Previous Work

Jenq and Sahni [89] were the first to give a 2D distributed memory algorithm for the APSP problem, based on the original Floyd-Warshall schedule. Since the algorithm does not employ blocking, it has to perform n global synchronizations, resulting in a latency lower bound of Ω(n). This
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SUMMA-like algorithm [1, 163] is improved further by Kumar and Singh [104] by using pipelining to avoid global synchronizations. Although they reduced the synchronization costs, both of
these algorithms have low data reuse: each processor performs n unblocked rank-1 updates on its
local submatrix in sequence. Obtaining high-performance in practice requires increasing temporal
locality and is achieved by the blocked divide-and-conquer algorithms we consider in this work.
The main idea behind the divide-and-conquer (DC) algorithm is based on a proof by Aho
et al. [3] that shows that costs of semiring matrix multiplication and APSP are asymptotically
equivalent in the random access machine (RAM) model of computation. Actual algorithms based
on this proof are given by various researchers, with minor differences. Our decision to use the DC
algorithm as our starting point is inspired by its demonstrated better cache reuse on CPUs [125],
and its impressive performance attained on the many-core graphical processor units [30].
Previously known communication bounds [11, 90, 88] for ‘classical’ (triple-nested loop) matrix multiplication also apply to our algorithm, because Aho et al.’s proof shows how to get the
semiring matrix product for free, given an algorithm to compute the APSP. These lower bounds,
however, are not necessarily tight because the converse of their proof (to compute APSP given
matrix multiplication) relies on the cost of matrix multiplication being Ω(n2 ), which is true for its
RAM complexity but not true for its bandwidth and latency costs. In Section 9.2, we show that a
tighter bound exists for latency, one similar to the latency lower bound of Cholesky decomposition
(Chapter 5).
Seidel [140] showed a way to use fast matrix multiplication algorithms, such as Strassen’s
algorithm, for the solution of the APSP problem by embedding the (min, +) semiring into a ring.
However, his method only works for undirected and unweighted graphs. We cannot, therefore,
utilize the recently discovered communication-optimal Strassen based algorithms [11, 10] directly
for the general problem.
Habbal et al. [73] gave a parallel APSP algorithm for the Connection Machine CM-2 that proceeds in three stages. Given a decomposition of the graph, the first step constructs SSSP trees from
all the ‘cutset’ (separator) vertices, the second step runs the classical Floyd-Warshall algorithm for
each partition independently, and the last step combines these results using ‘minisummation’ operations that is essentially semiring matrix multiplication. The algorithm’s performance
depends on
√
the size of separators for balanced partitions. Without good sublinear (say, O( n)) separators, the
algorithm degenerates into Johnson’s algorithm. Almost all graphs, including those from social
networks, lack good separators [110]. Note that the number of partitions are independent (and
generally much less) from the number of active processors. The algorithm sends Θ(n) messages
and moves Θ(n2 ) words for the 5-point stencil (2-D grid).
A recent distributed algorithm by Holzer and Wattenhofer [85] runs in O(n) communication
rounds. Their concept of communication rounds is similar to our latency concept with the distinction that in each communication round, every node can send a message of size at most O(log(n))
to each one of its neighbors. Our cost model clearly differentiates between bandwidth and latency
costs without putting a restriction on message sizes. Their algorithm performs breadth-first search
from every vertex with carefully chosen starting times. The distributed computing model used in
their work, however, is incompatible with ours.
Brickell et al. [29] came up with a linear programming formulation for the APSP problem, by
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exploiting its equivalence to the decrease-only version of the metric nearness problem (DOMN).
Their algorithm runs in O(n3 ) time using a Fibonacci heap, and the dual problem can be used to
obtain the actual paths. Unfortunately, heaps are inherently sequential data structures that limit
parallelism. Since the equivalence between APSP and DOMN goes both ways, our algorithm
provides a highly parallel solution to the DOMN problem as well.
A considerable amount of effort has been devoted into precomputing transit nodes that are
later used for as shortcuts when calculating shortest paths. The PHAST algorithm [44], which
is based on contraction hierarchies [65], exploits this idea to significantly improve SSSP performance on road graphs with non-negative edge weights. The impressive performance achieved on
the SSSP problem makes APSP calculation on large road networks feasible by repeatedly applying the PHAST algorithm. These algorithms based on precomputed transit nodes, however, do not
dominate the classical algorithms such as Dijkstra and ∆-stepping for general types of inputs. Precomputation yields an unacceptable number of shortcuts for social networks, making the method
inapplicable for networks that do not have good separators. This is analogous to the fill that occurs
during sparse Gaussian elimination [136], because both algorithms rely on some sort of vertex
elimination.
Due to their similar triple nested structure and data access patterns, APSP, matrix multiplication, and LU decomposition problems are sometimes classified together. The Gaussian elimination
paradigm of Chowdhury and Ramachandran [36] provides a cache-oblivious framework for these
problems, similar to Toledo’s recursive blocked LU factorization [159]. Our APSP work is orthogonal to that of Chowdhury and Ramachandran in the sense we provide distributed memory algorithms that minimize internode communication (both latency and bandwidth), while their method
focuses on cache-obliviousness and multithreaded (shared memory) implementation.
A communication-avoiding parallelization of the recursive all-pairs shortest-paths algorithm
was given by Tiskin under the BSP theoretical model [157]. Our algorithm is similar, though we
pay closer attention to data layout, lower-bound the communication, and study the performance of
a high-performance implementation.
Our main motivating work will be 2.5D formulations of matrix multiplication and LU factorization for dense linear algebra (Chapter 5). These algorithms are an adaptation and generalization
of 3D matrix multiplication [43, 1, 2, 23, 93]. The main idea is to store redundant intermediate
√
data, in order to reduce communication bandwidth. Bandwidth is reduced by a factor of c at
the cost of a memory usage overhead of a factor of c. The technique is particularly useful for the
strong scaling regime, where one can solve problems faster by storing more intermediates spread
over more processors.

9.2

Lower Bounds

Algorithm 9.2.1 is the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for symmetric graphs. We note that its structure
is quite similar to the Cholesky algorithm (Algorithm 5.1.2 in Chapter 5). In fact, we note that
each Pij in Algorithm 9.2.1 depends on Zijk for k ∈ [1, i − 1] and is a dependency of Zikj for
k ∈ [j + 1, i − 1] as well as Zkij for k ∈ [i + 1, n]. This dependency structure is the same as
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that of Algorithm 5.1.2. While in the Cholesky algorithm the summations could be computed in
any order, in the Floyd-Warshall algorithm the minimum computed on line 9.2.1, can be computed
in any order. Each reduction tree for computing such a min corresponds to a reduction tree for
computing a sum in the Cholesky algorithm. Therefore, any dependency graph GFW for computing
Algorithm 9.2.1 is isomorphic to some GCh the dependency graph for computing Cholesky as
defined in Chapter 5.
Algorithm 9.2.1 [P ] ← Floyd-Warshall(A)
Require: A ∈ Sn×n is a symmetric n-by-n adjacency matrix of undirected graph G.
1: Initialize P = A
2: for j ← 1 to n do
3:
for i ← j + 1 to n do
4:
for k = 1 to j − 1 do
5:
Zijk = Pik + Pjk

6:
Pij = min Pij , mink∈[1,j−1] Zijk
Ensure: P ∈ Sn×n is an n-by-n path distance matrix derived from adjacency matrix of graph G.
The following communication lower bounds then follow as direct extensions from the Cholesky
case.
Theorem 9.2.1. Any parallelization of Algorithm 9.2.1 where some processor computes no more
than x1 of the elements in Z and at least 1q elements in Z, for any 4 ≤ x ≤ q  n, must incur a
communication of

WFW = Ω n2 /q 2/3 .
Proof. This theorem holds since every parallelization of Algorithm 9.2.1 corresponds to a dependency graph that is isomorphic to some GCh , and by application of Theorem 5.1.5 the lower bound
on communication holds.
Theorem 9.2.2. Any parallelization of Algorithm 9.2.1 in which some processor computes no
more than x1 of the elements in Z and at least 1q elements in Z, for any 4 ≤ x ≤ q  n, incurs the
following computation (F ), bandwidth (W ), and latency (S) costs, for some b ∈ [1, n],

FFW = Ω n · b2 ,
WFW = Ω (n · b) ,
SFW = Ω (n/b) ,
2
and furthermore, FFW · SFW
= Ω (n3 ) , WFW · SFW = Ω (n2 ) .

Proof. This theorem holds since every parallelization of Algorithm 9.2.1 corresponds to a dependency graph that is isomorphic to some GCh , and by application of Theorem 5.1.6 the lower bounds
on tradeoffs hold.
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Distance matrix

Figure 9.1: DC-APSP algorithm, with initial adjacency distance denoted in white, partially complete path distances in yellow, and final path distances in red

9.3

Divide-and-Conquer APSP

The all-pairs shortest-paths problem corresponds to finding the matrix closure on the tropical
(min, +) semiring [117]. A semiring is denoted by (S, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1), where ⊕ and ⊗ are binary
operations defined on the set S with identity elements 0 and 1, respectively [58]. In the case of the
tropical semiring, ⊕ is min, ⊗ is +, the additive identity is +∞, and the multiplicative identity is
0. Compared to the classical matrix multiplication over the ring of real numbers, in our semiringmatrix-matrix multiplication (also called the distance product [171]), each multiply operation is
replaced with an addition (to calculate the length of a larger path from smaller paths or edges) and
each add operation is replaced with a minimum operation (to get the minimum in the presence of
multiple paths).
Algorithm 9.3.1 gives the high-level structure of the divide-and-conquer all-pairs-shortest-path
algorithm (DC-APSP). The workflow of the DC-APSP algorithm is also pictured in Figure 9.1.
The correctness of this algorithm has been proved by many researchers [3, 30, 125] using various
methods. Edge weights can be arbitrary, including negative numbers, but we assume that the graph
is free of negative cycles. The tropical semiring does not have additive inverses, hence fast matrix
multiplication algorithms like those by Strassen [152] and Coppersmith-Winograd [38] are not
applicable for this problem.
For simplicity, we formulate our algorithms and give results only for adjacency matrices of
power-of-two dimension. Extending the algorithms and analysis to general adjacency matrices is
straightforward.
Each semiring-matrix-matrix multiplication performs O(n3 ) additions and O(n2 ) minimum
(min) operations. If we count each addition and min operation as O(1) flops, the total computation
cost of DC-APSP, F , is given by a recurrence
F (n) = 2 · F (n/2) + O(n3 ) = O(n3 ).
Thus the number of operations is the same as that required for matrix multiplication.

9.4

Parallelization of DC-APSP

In this section, we introduce techniques for parallelization of the divide-and-conquer all-pairsshortest-path algorithm (DC-APSP). Our first approach uses a 2D block-cyclic parallelization. We
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Algorithm 9.3.1 A=DC-APSP(A, n)
Require: A ∈ Sn×n is a graph adjacency matrix of a n-node graph G
1: if n = 1 then
2:
return.


A11 A12
Partition A =
, where all Aij are n/2-by-n/2
A21 A22
3: % Partition the vertices V = (V1 , V2 )
4: A11 ← DC-APSP(A11 , n/2)
5: % Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V1
6: A12 ← A11 · A12
7: % Propagate paths from V1 to V2
8: A21 = A21 · A11
9: % Propagate paths from V2 to V1
10: A22 = min(A22 , A21 · A12 )
11: % Update paths to V2 via paths from V2 to V1 and back to V2
12: A22 ← DC-APSP(A22 , n/2)
13: % Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V2
14: A21 = A22 · A21
15: % Find shortest paths from V2 to V1
16: A12 = A12 · A22
17: % Find shortest paths from V1 to V2
18: A11 = min(A11 , A12 · A21 )
19: % Find all-pairs shortest paths for vertices in V1
Ensure: A ∈ Sn×n is the APSP distance matrix of G
demonstrate that a careful choice of block-size can minimize both latency and bandwidth costs
simultaneously. Our second approach utilizes a 2.5D decomposition [143, 146]. Our cost analysis
shows that the 2.5D algorithm reduces the bandwidth cost and improves strong scalability.

9.4.1

2D Divide-and-Conquer APSP

We start by deriving a parallel DC-APSP algorithm that operates on a square 2D processor grid
and consider cyclic and blocked variants.
2D Semiring-Matrix-Matrix-Multiply
Algorithm 9.4.1 describes an algorithm for performing Semiring-Matrix-Matrix-Multiply (SMMM)
on a 2D processor grid denoted by Λ. Since the data dependency structure of SMMM is identical
to traditional matrix multiply, we employ the popular SUMMA algorithm [163]. The algorithm is
formulated in terms of distributed rank-1 updates. These updates are associative and commutative
so they can be pipelined or blocked. To achieve optimal communication performance, the matrices
should be laid out in a blocked fashion, and each row and column of processors should broadcast
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n
√
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√
√
p, 1 : p], n, p)
× √n

Require: process Λ[i, j] owns Aij , Bij , Cij ∈ S p p
1: % execute loop iterations in parallel
√
2: for i, j ← 1 to p do
√
3:
for k ← 1 to p do
4:
Broadcast Aik to processor columns Λ[i, :]
5:
Broadcast Bkj to processor rows Λ[:, j]
6:
Cij ← min(Cij , Aik · Bkj )
n
√
× √n
Ensure: process Λ[i, j] owns Cij ∈ S p p
its block-row and block-column in turn. Given p processors, each processor would then receive
√
√
O( p) messages of size O(n2 /p), giving a bandwidth cost of O(n2 / p). We note that any different classical distributed matrix multiplication algorithm (e.g. Cannon’s algorithm [32]) can be
used here in place of SUMMA.
2D Blocked Divide-and-Conquer APSP
Algorithm 9.8.1 (psuedocode given in the Appendix) displays a parallel 2D blocked version of
the DC-APSP algorithm. In this algorithm, each SMMM is computed on the quadrant of the
processor grid on which the result belongs. The operands, A and B, must be sent to the processor
grid quadrant on which C is distributed. At each recursive step, the algorithm recurses into one
quadrant of the processor grid. Similar to SMMM, this is also an owner computes algorithm in the
sense that the processor that owns the submatrix to be updated does the computation itself after
receiving required inputs from other processors.
This blocked algorithm has a clear flaw, in that at most a quarter of the processors are active
at any point in the algorithm. We will alleviate this load-imbalance by introducing a block-cyclic
version of the algorithm.
2D Block-Cyclic Divide-and-Conquer APSP
Algorithm 9.8.2 (given in the Appendix) details the full 2D block-cyclic DC-APSP algorithm.
This block-cyclic algorithm operates by performing cyclic-steps until a given block-size, then proceeding with blocked-steps by calling the blocked algorithm as a subroutine. At each cyclic-step,
each processor operates on sub-blocks of its local block, while at each blocked-step a sub-grid
of processors operate on their full matrix blocks. In other words, a cyclic-step reduces the local
working sets, while a blocked-step reduces the number of active processors. These two steps are
demonstrated in sequence in Figure 9.2 with 16 processors.
We note that no redistribution of data is required to use a block-cyclic layout. Traditionally,
(e.g. in ScaLAPACK [28]) using a block-cyclic layout requires that each processor own a blockcyclic portion of the starting matrix. However, the APSP problem is invariant to permutation
(permuting the numbering of the node labels does not change the answer). We exploit permutation
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Figure 9.2: Our block-cyclic 2D APSP algorithm performs cyclic-steps until a given block-size,
then performs blocked-steps as shown in this diagram.
invariance by assigning each process the same sub-block of the adjacency and distance matrices,
no matter how many blocked or cyclic steps are taken.
As derived in Appendix A in [144], if the block size is picked as b = O(n/ log(p)) (execute
O(log log(p)) cyclic recursive steps), the bandwidth and latency costs are
√
Wbc-2D (n, p) = O(n2 / p),
√
Sbc-2D (p) = O( p log2 (p)).
These costs are optimal (modulo the polylog latency term) when the memory size is M = O(n2 /p).
The costs are measured along the critical path of the algorithm, showing that both the computation
and communication are load balanced throughout execution.

9.4.2

2.5D DC-APSP

In order to construct a communication-optimal DC-APSP algorithm, we utilize 2.5D-SMMM.
Transforming 2D SUMMA (Algorithm 9.4.1) to a 2.5D algorithm can be done by performing
a different subset of updates on each one of c processor layers. Algorithm 9.8.5 (given in the
Appendix) details 2.5D SUMMA, modified to perform SMMM. The three dimensional processor
grids used in 2.5D algorithms are denoted by Π. p
p
Given a replication factor c ∈ [1, p1/3 ], each p/c-by- p/c processor layer
p performs n/c
outer products. Since each length n outer product vector is subdivided into p/c chunks, the
√
bandwidth cost is O(n2 / cp) words. These outer products can be blocked into bundles of up to
p
p
n/ p/c to lower the latency cost to O( p/c3 ) messages.
Algorithm 9.8.4 (pseudo-code given in the Appendix) displays the blocked version of the 2.5D
DC-APSP algorithm. The blocked algorithm executes multiplies and recurses on octants of the
processor grid (rather than quadrants in the 2D version). The algorithm recurses until c = 1, which
must occur while p ≥ 1, since c ≤ p1/3 . The algorithm then calls the 2D block-cyclic algorithm
on the remaining 2D sub-partition.
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The 2.5D blocked algorithm suffers from load-imbalance. In fact, the top half of the processor
grid does no work. We can fix this by constructing a block-cyclic version of the algorithm, which
performs cyclic steps with the entire 3D processor grid, until the block-size is small enough to
switch to the blocked version. The 2.5D block-cyclic algorithm looks exactly like Algorithm 9.8.2,
except each call to 2D SMMM is replaced with 2.5D SMMM. This algorithm is given in full
in [144].
As derived in Appendix B in [144], if the 2.5D block size is picked as b1 = O(n/c) (execute
O(log(c)) 2.5D cyclic recursive steps), the bandwidth and latency costs are
√
Wbc-2.5D (n, p) = O(n2 / cp),
√
Sbc-2.5D (p) = O( cp log2 (p)).
These costs are optimal for any memory size (modulo the polylog latency term).

9.5

Experiments

In this section, we show that the distributed APSP algorithms do not just lower the theoretical communication cost, but actually improve performance on large supercomputers. We implement the
2D and 2.5D variants of DC-APSP recursively, as described in the previous section. For fairness,
both variants have the same amount of optimizations applied and use the same kernel. We were not
able to find any publicly available distributed memory implementations of APSP for comparison.

9.5.1

Implementation

The dominant sequential computational work of the DC-APSP algorithm is the Semiring-MatrixMatrix-Multiplies (SMMM) called at every step of recursion. Our implementation of SMMM
uses two-level cache-blocking, register blocking, explicit SIMD intrinsics, and loop unrolling. We
implement threading by assigning L1-cache blocks of C to different threads.
Our 2.5D DC-APSP implementation generalizes the following algorithms: 2D cyclic, 2D
blocked, 2D block-cyclic, 2.5D blocked, 2.5D cyclic, and 2.5D block-cyclic. Block sizes b1 and
b2 control how many 2.5D and 2D cyclic and blocked steps are taken. These block-sizes are set at
run-time and require no modification to the algorithm input or distribution.
We compiled our codes with the GNU C/C++ compilers (v4.6) with the -O3 flag. We use
Cray’s MPI implementation, which is based on MPICH2. We run 4 MPI processes per node, and
use 6-way intra-node threading with the GNU OpenMP library. The input is an adjacency matrix
with entries representing edge-weights in double-precision floating-point numbers.

9.5.2

Performance

Our experimental platform is ‘Hopper’, which is a Cray XE6 supercomputer, the architecture of
which we described in Section 6.3.
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Our threaded Semiring-Matrix-Matrix-Multiply achieves up to 13.6 GF on 6-cores of Hopper
(we count each min and plus as a flop), which is roughly 25% of theoretical floating-point peak.
This is a fairly good fraction in the absence of an equivalent fused multiply-add operation for our
semiring. Our implementation of DC-APSP uses this subroutine to perform APSP at 17% of peak
computational performance on 1 node (24 cores, 4 processes, 6 threads per process).
Figure 9.3(a) demonstrates the strong scaling performance of 2D and 2.5D APSP. Strong scaling performance is collected by keeping the adjacency matrix size constant and computing APSP
with more processors. The 2.5D performance is given as the best performing variant for any replication factor c (in almost all cases, c = 4). Strong scaling a problem to a higher core-count lowers
the memory usage per processor, allowing increased replication (increased c). Performing 2.5D
style replication improves efficiency significantly, especially at large scale. On 24,576 cores of
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Hopper, the 2.5D algorithm improves on the performance of the 2D APSP algorithm by a factor of
1.8x for n = 8, 192 and 2.0x for n = 32, 768.
Figure 9.3(b) shows the weak scaling performance of the 2D and 2.5D DC-APSP algorithms.
√
To collect weak scaling data, we keep the problem size per processor (n/ p) constant and grow the
number of processors. Since the memory usage per processor does not decrease with the number
of processors during weak scaling, the replication factor cannot increase. No data-point is given
for the 2.5D algorithm with c = 4 on four nodes, since this run involved 16 processors, and we
√
√
need c ≤ p1/3 We compare data with n/ p = 2048, 4096 for 2D (c = 1) and with n/ p = 2048
for 2.5D (c = 4). The 2.5D DC-APSP algorithm performs almost as well as the 2D algorithm with
a larger problem size and significantly better than the 2D algorithm with the same problem size.
The overall weak-scaling efficiency is good all the way up to the 24,576 cores (1024 nodes),
where the code achieves an impressive aggregate performance over 12 Teraflops (Figure 9.3(b)). At
this scale, our 2.5D implementation solves the all-pairs shortest-paths problem for 65,536 vertices
in roughly 2 minutes. With respect to 1-node performance, strong scaling allows us to solve a
problem with 8,192 vertices over 30x faster on 1024 compute nodes (Figure 9.4(a)). Weak scaling
gives us a performance rate up to 380x higher on 1024 compute nodes than on one node.
Figure 9.4(a) shows the performance of 2.5D DC-APSP on small matrices. The bars are stacked
so the c = 4 case shows the added performance over the c = 1 case, while the c = 16 case shows
the added performance over the c = 4 case. A replication factor of c = 16 results in a speed-up of
6.2x for the smallest matrix size n = 4, 096. Overall, we see that 2.5D algorithm hits the scalability
limit much later than the 2D counterpart. Tuning over the block sizes (Figure 9.4(b)), we also see
the benefit of the block-cyclic layout for the 2D algorithm. The best performance over all block
√
sizes is significantly higher than either the cyclic (b = 1) or blocked (b = n/ p) performance.
We found that the use of cyclicity in the 2.5D algorithm supplanted the need for cyclic steps in the
nested call to the 2D algorithm. The 2.5D blocked algorithm can call the 2D blocked algorithm
directly without a noticeable performance loss.

9.6

Discussion of Alternatives

We solved the APSP problem using a distributed memory algorithm that minimizes communication
and maximizes temporal locality reuse through BLAS-3 subroutines. There are at least two other
alternatives to solving this problem. One alternative is to use a sparse APSP algorithm and the
other one is to leverage an accelerator architecture such as GPU.
If the graph is big enough so that it requires distribution to multiple processors, the performance
of sparse APSP algorithms become heavily dependent on the structure of the graph; and rather
poor in general. For the case that the graph is small enough so that it can be fully replicated along
different processors, one can parallelize Johnson’s algorithm in an embarrassingly parallel way.
We experimented with this case, where each core runs many to all shortest paths. Specifically, we
wanted to know how sparse the graph needs to get in order to make this fully replicated approach
a strong alternative. The break-even points for density depend both on the graph size (the number
of vertices) and the number of cores. For example, using 384 cores, solving the APSP problem
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on a 16,384 vertex, 5% dense graph, is slightly faster using our approach (18.6 vs. 22.6 seconds)
than using the replicated Johnson’s algorithm. Keeping the number of vertices intact and further
densifying the graph favors our algorithm while sparsifying it favors Johnson’s algorithm. Larger
cores counts also favor Johnson’s algorithm; but its major disadvantage is its inability to run any
larger problems due to graph replication.
On the architecture front, we benchmarked a highly optimized CUDA implementation [30] on
a single Fermi (NVIDIA X2090) GPU. This GPU implementation also runs the dense recursive
algorithm described in this chapter. On a graph with 8,192 vertices, our distributed memory CPU
based implementation running on 4 nodes achieved 80% of the performance of the Fermi (which
takes 9.9 seconds to solve APSP on this graph). This result shows the suitability of the GPU
architecture to the APSP problem, and provides us a great avenue to explore as future work. As
more supercomputers become equipped with GPU accelerators, we plan to reimplement our 2.5D
algorithm in a way that it can take advantage of the GPUs as coprocessors on each node. The effect
of communication avoidance will become more pronounced as local compute phases get faster due
to GPU acceleration.

9.7

Conclusions

The divide-and-conquer APSP algorithm is well suited for parallelization in a distributed memory
environment. The algorithm resembles well-studied linear algebra algorithms (e.g. matrix multiply, LU factorization). We exploit this resemblance to transfer implementation and optimization
techniques from the linear algebra domain to the graph-theoretic APSP problem. In particular, we
use a block-cyclic layout to load-balance the computation and data movement, while simultaneously minimizing message latency overhead. Further, we formulate a 2.5D DC-APSP algorithm,
which lowers the bandwidth cost and improves parallel scalability. Our implementations of these
algorithms achieve good scalability at very high concurrency and confirm the practicality of our
analysis. Our algorithm provides a highly parallel solution to the decrease-only version of the
metric nearness problem problem as well, which is equivalent to APSP.
Our techniques for avoiding communication allow for a scalable implementation of the divideand-conquer APSP algorithm. The benefit of such optimizations grows with machine size and level
of concurrency. The performance of our implementation can be further improved upon by exploiting locality via topology-aware mapping. The current Hopper job scheduler does not allocate
contiguous partitions but other supercomputers (e.g. IBM BlueGene) allocate toroidal partitions,
well-suited for mapping of 2D and 2.5D algorithms [143].

9.8

Appendix

Detailed Pseudocodes
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√
√
p, 1 : p], n, p)
n
√

× √n

Require: process Λ[i, j] owns a block of the adjacency matrix, Aij ∈ S p p
1: if p = 1 then
2:
A = DC-APSP(A, n)
3: % Partition the vertices V = (V1 , V2 ) by partitioning the processor grid
√
√
Λ
Λ12
Partition Λ = 11
, where all Λij are p/2-by- p/2
Λ21 Λ22
4: % execute following loop iterations in parallel
√
5: for i, j ← 1 to p/2 do
6:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V1
7:
Aij ← BLOCKED-DC-APSP(Aij , Λ11 , n/2, p/4)
8:
% Propagate paths from V1 to V2
9:
Λ11 [i, j] sends Aij to Λ12 [i, j].
10:
Ai,j+√p/2 ← 2D-SMMM(Aij , Ai,j+√p/2 , Ai,j+√p/2 , Λ12 , n/2, p/4)
11:
% Propagate paths from V2 to V1
12:
Λ11 [i, j] sends Aij to Λ21 [i, j].
13:
Ai+√p/2,j ← 2D-SMMM(Ai+√p/2,j , Aij , Ai+√p/2,j , Λ21 , n/2, p/4)
14:
% Update paths to V2 via paths from V2 to V1 and back to V2
15:
Λ12 [i, j] sends Ai,j+√p/2 to Λ22 [i, j].
16:
Λ21 [i, j] sends Ai+√p/2,j to Λ22 [i, j].
17:
Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 ← 2D-SMMM(Ai+√p/2,j , Ai,j+√p/2 , Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 , Λ22 , n/2, p/4)
18:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V2
19:
Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 ← BLOCKED-DC-APSP(Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 , Λ22 , n/2, p/4)
20:
% Find shortest paths paths from V2 to V1
21:
Λ22 [i, j] sends Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 to Λ21 [i, j].
22:
Ai+√p/2,j ← 2D-SMMM(Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 , Ai+√p/2,j , Ai+√p/2,j , Λ21 , n/2, p/4)
23:
% Find shortest paths paths from V1 to V2
24:
Λ22 [i, j] sends Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 to Λ12 [i, j].
25:
Ai,j+√p/2 ← 2D-SMMM(Ai,j+√p/2 , Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 , Ai,j+√p/2 , Λ12 , n/2, p/4)
26:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths for vertices in V1
27:
Λ12 [i, j] sends Ai,j+√p/2 to Λ11 [i, j].
28:
Λ21 [i, j] sends Ai+√p/2,j to Λ11 [i, j].
29:
Aij ← 2D-SMMM(Ai,j+√p/2 , Ai+√p/2,j , Aij , Λ22 , n/2, p/4)
Ensure: process Λ[i, j] owns a block of the APSP distance matrix, Aij ∈ S

n
√
× √np
p
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√
√
p, 1 : p], n, p, b)
n
√

× √n

Require: process Λ[i, j] owns a block of the adjacency matrix, Aij ∈ S p p
1: if n ≤ b then
2:
A ← BLOCKED-DC-APSP(A, Λ, n, p)
3:
% Switch to blocked algorithm once the matrix is small
4: % execute following loop iterations in parallel
√
5: for i, j ← 1 to p do
6:
Al ← Aij
7:
% Al denotes the
matrix
 owned by Λ[i, j]
 local
l
l
A11 A12
, where all Alkl are n/2-by-n/2
8:
Partition Al =
Al21 Al22
9:
% Partition the vertices V = (V1 , V2 )
10:
Al11 ← BLOCK-CYLIC-DC-APSP(Al11 , Λ, n/2, p, b)
11:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V1
12:
Al12 ← 2D-SMMM(Al11 , Al12 , Al12 , Λ, n/2, p)
13:
% Propagate paths from V1 to V2
14:
Al21 ← 2D-SMMM(Al21 , Al11 , Al21 , Λ, n/2, p)
15:
% Propagate paths from V2 to V1
16:
Al22 ← 2D-SMMM(Al21 , Al12 , Al22 , Λ, n/2, p)
17:
% Update paths among vertices in V2 which go through V1
18:
Al22 ← BLOCK-CYLIC-DC-APSP(Al22 , Λ, n/2, p, b)
19:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V2
20:
Al21 ← 2D-SMMM(Al22 , Al21 , Al21 , Λ, n/2, p)
21:
% Find shortest paths from V2 to V1
22:
Al12 ← 2D-SMMM(Al12 , Al22 , Al12 , Λ, n/2, p)
23:
% Find shortest paths from V1 to V2
24:
Al11 ← 2D-SMMM(Al12 , Al21 , Al11 , Λ, n/2, p)
25:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths for vertices in V1
n
√
× √n
Ensure: process Λ[i, j] owns a block of the APSP distance matrix, Aij ∈ S p p
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Algorithm 9.8.3 C ← 2.5D-SMMM(A, B, C, Π[1 :

p
p
p/c, 1 : p/c, 1 : c], n, p, c)

√n × √n

Require: process Π[i, j, 1] owns Aij , Bij , Cij ∈ S p/c p/c
1: % execute following loop iterations in parallel
2: for m ← 1 to c do
3:
% execute following loop iterations in parallel
√
4:
for i, j ← 1 to p do
5:
Πij1 sends Aij to process Πi,j,j/c
6:
Πij1 sends Bij to process Πi,j,i/c
7:
if m = 1 then
8:
Cijm = Cij
9:
else
10:
Cijm [:, :] = ∞
p
11:
for k ← 1 to p/c3 do
12:
Broadcast Ai,m√p/c3 +k to processor columns Π[i, :, m]
13:
Broadcast B √ 3
to processor rows Π[:, j, m]
m

14:
15:

p/c +k,j

Cijm ← min(Cij , Ai,m√p/c3 +k · Bm√p/c3 +k,j )
P
Reduce to first processor layer, Cij = cm=1 Cijm

Ensure: process Π[i, j, 1] owns Cij ∈ S

√n × √n
p/c

p/c
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Algorithm 9.8.4 A ← 2.5D-BLOCKED-DC-APSP(A, Π[1 :

p

p/c, 1 :
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p
p/c, 1 : c], n, p, c, b)
√n × √n

Require: process Π[i, j, 1] owns a block of the adjacency matrix, Aij ∈ S p/c p/c
1: if c = 1 then
2:
A = BLOCK-CYCLIC-DC-APSP(A, n, p, c, b)
3: % Partition the vertices V = (V1 , V2 ) by partitioning the processor grid
p
Partition Π into 8 cubic block Πabc , for a, b, c ∈ {1, 2}, where all Πabc are p/c/2-byp
p/c/2-by-c/2
4: % execute following loop iterations in parallel
5: for k ← 1 to c/2 do
6:
% execute following loop iterations in parallel
√
7:
for i, j ← 1 to p/2 do
8:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V1
9:
Aij ← 2.5D-BLOCKED-DC-APSP(Aij , Π111 , n/2, p/8)
10:
% Propagate paths from V1 to V2
11:
Π111 [i, j] sends Aij to Π121 [i, j].
12:
Ai,j+√p/c/2 ← 2.5D-SMMM(Aij , Ai,j+√p/c/2 , Ai,j+√p/c/2 , Π121 , n/2, p/8, c/2)
13:
% Propagate paths from V2 to V1
14:
Π111 [i, j] sends Aij to Π211 [i, j].
15:
Ai+√p/2,j ← 2.5D-SMMM(Ai+√p/2,j , Aij , Ai+√p/2,j , Π211 , n/2, p/8, c/2)
16:
% Update paths to V2 via paths from V2 to V1 and back to V2
17:
Π121 [i, j] sends Ai,j+√p/2 to Π221 [i, j].
18:
Π211 [i, j] sends Ai+√p/2,j to Π221 [i, j].
19:
Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 ← 2.5D-SMMM(Ai+√p/2,j , Ai,j+√p/2 , Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 , Π221 , n/2, p/8, c/2)
20:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths between vertices in V2
21:
Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 ← 2.5D-BLOCKED-DC-APSP(Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 , Π221 , n/2, p/8, c/2)
22:
% Find shortest paths paths from V2 to V1
23:
Π221 [i, j] sends Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 to Π211 [i, j].
24:
Ai+√p/2,j ← 2.5D-SMMM(Ai+√p/2,j+√p/2 , Ai+√p/2,j , Ai+√p/2,j , Π211 , n/2, p/8, c/2)
25:
% Find all-pairs shortest paths for vertices in V1
26:
Π121 [i, j] sends Ai,j+√p/2 to Π111 [i, j].
27:
Π211 [i, j] sends Ai+√p/2,j to Π111 [i, j].
28:
Aij ← 2.5D-SMMM(Ai,j+√p/2 , Ai+√p/2,j , Aij , Π111 , n/2, p/8, c/2)
Ensure: process Π[i, j, 1] owns a block of the APSP distance matrix, Aij ∈ S

√n × √n
p/c

p/c
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Algorithm 9.8.5 [C] = 2.5D-SMMM(A, B, C, Π, n, p, c)
p
p
Require: n-by-n matrices A, B, C, spread over p/c-by- p/c processor grid Π[:, :, 1].
1: % Do with each processor
in parallel
p
2: for all i, j ∈ [1, p/c], k ∈ [1, c] do
3:
Replicate A[i, j], B[i, j] on all layers Π[i, j, :]
4:
if k > 1 then Initialize C[:, :, k] = ∞
5:
% perform loop iterations in a pipelined fashion
6:
for t = (k − 1) · n/c to t = k · n/c do Replicate A[:, t] on columns of Λ[:, :]
7:
Replicate B[t, :] on rows of Λ[:, :]
8:
% Perform Semiring-Matrix-Matrix-Multiply
9:
C[:, :, k] := min(C[:, :], A[:, t] + B[t, :])
C[:, :, 1] := min(C[:, :, :])
10:
% min-reduce C across layers
p
p
Ensure: n-by-n matrix C = min(C, A · B), spread over p/c-by- p/c processor grid Π[:, :, 1].
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Chapter 10
Distributed-Memory Tensor Contractions
In this chapter, we will consider numerical applications in quantum chemistry. Among the most
common methods of quantum chemistry are many-body (QMB) methods, which attempt to explicitly solve the Schrödinger equation using a variety of models. The explicit treatment of electrons in
molecules leads to a steep computational cost, which is nonetheless often of polynomial complexity, but with the benefit of systematic improvement achieved through appropriate elaborations of
the models. The coupled-cluster (CC) family of methods [165, 17, 39] is currently the most popular QMB method in chemistry due to its high accuracy, polynomial time and space complexity, and
systematic improvability. Coupled-cluster excels in the description of molecular systems due to its
ability to accurately describe electron correlation – the dynamic effect of each electron on the others. In simpler (and hence cheaper) methods, electron correlation is either neglected in favor of an
averaged interaction (as in self-consistent field theory [135, 130]) or approximated by an assumed
functional form as in DFT [128], while correlation is treated explicitly in CC methods for pairs
of electrons (CCSD), triples (CCSDT), and so on in a systematically improvable way. Additionally CC is rigorously size-extensive [17] and easily extensible to excited states [150], derivatives
[138, 151], and properties [119].
This chapter focuses on the fundamental kernels of coupled-cluster calculations – tensor contractions – and documents a completely new set of parallel algorithms implemented as a distributedmemory tensor contraction library, the Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF) 1 . CTF has enabled
coupled-cluster with excitations of up to three electrons (CCSDT) to scale on state-of-the-art architectures while achieving a high degree of efficiency in computation, communication and storage. On a Cray XC30 supercomputer, CTF outperforms NWChem [31], the most commonly used
distributed-memory coupled-cluster software, solving problems many times faster by virtue of
better strong scaling, as well as achieving higher performance for large problems (weak scaling).
We also demonstrate that the framework can maintain a high-fraction of the peak performance on
thousands of nodes of both a Cray XC30 and a BlueGene/Q architecture.
This chapter is based on joint work with Devin Matthews, Jeff Hammond, and John F. Stanton [148].
Cyclops Tensor Framework is publicly available under a BSD license: https://github.com/
solomonik/ctf
1
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Any tensor contraction can be performed via a series of index reorderings and matrix multiplications. Parallel matrix multiplication is a well-studied problem and existing algorithms are
capable of achieving high efficiency for the problem on a variety of scales/architectures, as we
demonstrate in Chapter 4. In the field of dense linear algebra, optimized numerical libraries have
achieved success and popularity by exploiting the efficiency of primitives such as matrix multiplication to provide fast routines for matrix operations specified via a high-level interface. CTF
raises the level of abstraction to provide contraction routines which employ library-optimized matrix multiplication calls to maintain efficiency and portability. In addition to contractions, CTF
provides optimized distributed data transposes which can reorder tensor indices and extract subtensors. This capability allows CTF to dynamically make data-decomposition decisions, which
maintain load-balance and communication efficiency throughout the execution of any given tensor contraction. Other libraries, such as NWChem, use dynamic load-balancing to deal with the
irregular structure of symmetric tensor contractions. The high-dimensional blocking used in CTF
permits the capability to exploit tensor symmetry to lower computational and/or memory costs of
contractions whenever possible.
We demonstrate the generality of this framework in the Aquarius quantum chemistry program 2
via a concise interface that closely corresponds to Einstein notation, capable of performing arbitrary dimensional contractions on symmetric tensors. This interface is a domain specific language
well-suited to theoretical chemists. To demonstrate correctness and performance we have implemented coupled-cluster methods with single, double, and triple excitations (CCSDT) using this
infrastructure.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows
• Section 10.1 reviews previous work on coupled-cluster frameworks and tensor contractions,
• Section 10.2 presents the tensor blocking and redistribution algorithms used inside CTF,
• Section 10.3 explains how CTF performs tensor contractions and arranges the data via folding and mapping techniques,
• Section 10.4 gives performance results for CCSD and CCSDT codes implemented on top of
CTF,
• Section 10.5 discusses future directions for work on distributed-memory tensor frameworks.

10.1

Previous work

In this section, we provide an overview of existing applications and known algorithms for distributed memory CC and tensor contractions. We also discuss parallel numerical linear algebra
algorithms which will serve as motivation and building blocks for the design of Cyclops Tensor
Framework.
2
A pre-alpha version of Aquarius is publicly available under the New BSD license: https://github.com/
devinamatthews/aquarius
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NWChem and TCE

NWChem [31] is a computational chemistry software package developed for massively parallel
systems. NWChem includes an implementation of CC that uses tensor contractions, which are of
interest in our analysis. We will detail the parallelization scheme used inside NWChem and use it
as a basis of comparison for the Cyclops Tensor Framework design.
NWChem uses the Tensor Contraction Engine (TCE) [79, 19, 64], to automatically generate
sequences of tensor contractions based on a diagrammatic representation of CC schemes. TCE
attempts to form the most efficient sequence of contractions while minimizing memory usage of
intermediates (computed tensors that are neither inputs nor outputs). We note that TCE or a similar framework can function with any distributed library which actually executes the contractions.
Thus, TCE can be combined with Cyclops Tensor Framework since they are largely orthogonal
components. However, the tuning decisions done by such a contraction-generation layer should be
coupled with performance and memory usage models of the underlying contraction framework.
To parallelize and execute each individual contraction, NWChem employs the Global Arrays
(GA) framework [120]. Global Arrays is a partitioned global-address space model (PGAS) [170]
that allows processors to access data (via explicit function calls, e.g., Put, Get and Accumulate) that
may be laid out physically on a different processor. Data movement within GA is performed via
one-sided communication, thereby avoiding synchronization among communicating nodes, while
accessing distributed data on-demand. NWChem performs different block tensor sub-contractions
on all processors using GA as the underlying communication layer to satisfy dependencies and obtain the correct blocks. NWChem uses dynamic load balancing among the processors because the
work associated with block-sparse representation of symmetric tensors within GA is not intrinsically balanced. Further, since GA does not explicitly manage contractions and data redistribution,
the communication pattern resulting from one-sided accesses is often irregular. The dynamic loadbalancer attempts to alleviate this problem, but assigns work without regard to locality or network
topology. Cyclops Tensor Framework eliminates the scalability bottlenecks of load imbalance and
irregular communication, by using a regular decomposition which employs a structured communication pattern especially well-suited for torus network architectures.

10.1.2

ACES III and SIAL

The ACES III package uses the SIAL framework [112, 50] for distributed memory tensor contractions in coupled-cluster theory. Like the NWChem TCE, SIAL uses tiling to extract parallelism
from each tensor contraction. However, SIAL has a different runtime approach that does not require one-sided communication, but rather uses intermittent polling (between tile contractions) to
respond to communication requests, which allows SIAL to be implemented using MPI two-sided
communication.
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MRCC

MRCC [96] is unique in its ability to perform arbitrary-order calculations for a variety of CC
and related methods. Parallelism is enabled to a limited extent by either using a multi-threaded
BLAS library or by parallel MPI features of the program. However, the scaling performance is
severely limited due to highly unordered access of the data and excessive inter-node communication. MRCC is currently the only tenable solution for performing any type of CC calculation
which takes into account quadruple and higher excitations. MRCC uses a string-based approach to
tensor contractions which originated in the development of Full CI codes [99, 122]. In this method,
the tensors are stored using a fully-packed representation, but must be partially unpacked in order
for tensor contractions to be performed. The indices of the tensors are then represented by index
“strings” that are pre-generated and then looped over to form the final product. The innermost loop
contains a small matrix-vector multiply operation (the dimensions of this operation are necessarily
small, and become relatively smaller with increasing level of excitation as this loop involves only
a small number of the total indices). The performance of MRCC is hindered by its reliance on the
matrix-vector multiply operation, which is memory-bandwidth bound. Other libraries, including
NWChem and our approach, achieve better cache locality by leveraging matrix multiplication.

10.1.4

QChem

The QChem [141] quantum chemistry package employs libtensor [56], a general tensor contraction
library for shared-memory architectures. The libtensor framework exploits spatial and permutational symmetry of tensors, and performs tensor blocking to achieve parallelization. However,
libtensor does not yet provide support for distributed memory tensor contractions and redistributions, as done by CTF. The libtensor module in QChem also contains a tensor contraction Domain
Specific Language (DSL) somewhat similar to our own. One of the main differences between the
two DSLs is that in libtensor, the index symmetry of the output tensor is implicitly described by
the symmetry of the inputs and any explicit antisymmetrization operations to be performed. In our
DSL (the tensor contraction interface to CTF and Aquarius), it is the other way around in that the
antisymmetrization operators are implicitly specified by the symmetry of the inputs and output.
We feel that the latter approach gives a more convenient and compact representation of the desired
operation, as well as a more robust one in that antisymmetrization operators must be specified for
each contraction, while the output tensor structure must be specified only once. In addition, the
use of repeated and common indices in the tensor index labels and operator overloading in our
approach is more general and flexible than providing functions for each type of common tensor
operation as in libtensor.

10.1.5

Other Tensor Contraction Libraries

There are other tensor contraction libraries, which are not part of standard chemistry packages previously mentioned in this thesis. One concurrently-developed distributed memory tensor library
effort is given by Rajbahandri et al [134], and shares many similarities with our work. This library
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employs similar matrix multiplication primitives (SUMMA and 2.5D algorithms) for distributed
tensor contractions and mapping of data onto torus networks. A few of the important differences
between our work and this framework are the overdecomposition and redistribution mechanisms
which we provide. Recent studies have also demonstrated the efficacy of scheduling many different
contractions simultaneously within coupled-cluster [105], an approach that is particularly useful
for higher order coupled-cluster methods. Our work focuses on parallel algorithms for the execution of a single tensor contraction, leaving it for future work to integrate this single-contraction
parallelization with a second layer of multi-contraction parallelism.
There have also been efforts for efficient implementation of tensor contractions for coupledcluster which do not focus on distributed memory parallelism. Hanrath and Engels-Putzka [74]
give a sequential framework which performs tensor transpositions to efficiently exploit threaded
matrix multiplication primitives within tensor contractions. Parkhill and Head-Gordon [126] as
well as Kats and Manby [97] give sequential implementations of sparse tensor contraction libraries,
targeted at coupled-cluster methods which exploit spatial locality to evaluate a sparse set of interactions. Support for parallel sparse tensor contractions is not within the scope of this thesis, but
is being pursued as an important direction of future work since many of the parallel algorithmic
ideas discussed in this thesis extend to sparse tensors.

10.2

Algorithms for Tensor Blocking and Redistribution

CTF decomposes tensors into blocks which are cyclic sub-portions of the global tensor and assigns
them to processors in a regular fashion. The partitioning is contraction-specific and tensor data is
transferred between different distributions when necessary. Further, it is necessary to allow the
user to modify, enter, and read the tensor data in a general fashion. In this section, we explain how
the cyclic blocking scheme works and give data redistribution algorithms which are designed to
shuffle the data around efficiently.

10.2.1

Cyclic Tensor Blocking

A blocked distribution implies each processor owns a contiguous piece of the original tensor. In a
cyclic distribution, a cyclic phase defines the periodicity of the set of indices whose elements are
owned by a single processor. For example, if a vector is distributed cyclically among 4 processors,
each processor owns every fourth element of the vector. For a tensor of dimension d, we can define
a set of cyclic phases (p1 , . . . , pd ), such that processor Pi1 ,...,id owns all tensor elements whose
index (j1 , . . . , jd ) satisfies
jk ≡ ik mod pk
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , d} and where pk gives the length of the processor grid in the k − th dimension. A block-cyclic distribution generalizes blocked and cyclic distributions, by distributing contiguous blocks of any size b cyclically among processors. Cyclic decompositions are commonly
used in parallel numerical linear algebra algorithms and frameworks such as ScaLAPACK (blockcyclic) [28] and Elemental (cyclic) [131]. Our method extends this decomposition to tensors.
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Figure 10.1: The load-imbalance incurred or padding necessary for blocked, block-cyclic, and
cyclic layouts.

Cyclops Tensor Framework employs a cyclic distribution in order to preserve packed symmetric full structure in sub-tensors, minimize padding, and generate a completely regular decomposition, susceptible to classical linear algebra optimizations. Each processor owns a cyclic sub-tensor,
where the choice of cyclic phases in each dimension has the same phase for all symmetric indices.
By maintaining the same cyclic phase in each dimension, the algorithm ensures that each of the
sub-tensors owned by any processor has the same fill structure as the whole tensor. For instance,
CTF might decompose the integral tensor V which represents two-electron interactions via two basis functions and is therefore anti-symmetric in two index pairs, into 36 blocks V̂w1 w2 w3 w4 , where
w1 , w2 ∈ {0, 1} and w3 , w4 ∈ {0, 1, 2} so that
Vijab ∈ V̂w1 w2 w3 w4 : Vijab ∈ V, a ≡ w1 mod 2, b ≡ w2 mod 2, a < b
i ≡ w3 mod 3, j ≡ w4 mod 3, i < j.
Each sub-tensor V̂w1 w2 w3 w4 has the same structure as the unique part of V (Vijab for a < b, i < j),
though some blocks have extra elements (e.g. V̂0101 is larger than V̂1101 since Vijaa = 0, which
implies that the latter block does not contain entries that are on the diagonal of the first two indices).
However, it is important to clarify that while structure is preserved, cyclicity does not preserve
symmetry. If we drop the conditions a < b and i < j from the definition of the V̂w1 w2 w3 w4 block,
only the blocks V̂w1 w1 w3 w3 will have the same symmetry as V (the same would be true if the blocks
were selected contiguously rather than cyclically).
The cyclic blocks differ in fill, but padding along the diagonals of symmetric indices allows all
the blocks to be defined in the same shape. Figure 10.1 demonstrates the padding required to store
a lower-triangular matrix in a 4-by-4 cyclic layout. For comparison, we also show the amount of
padding one would need to preserve identical block structure in block-cyclic and contiguouslyblocked layouts. The cyclic layout is the only one able to preserve the fill structure and does not
require a significant amount of padding. Preserving a regular layout, regardless of symmetry, also
necessitates padding to make the tensor edge lengths divisible by the processor grid edge lengths.
In a cyclic layout, the amount of padding required due to symmetry and divisibility grows with
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the number of processors, presenting a potential limit to strong scaling (e.g. if the number of
processors is equal to the number of tensor elements, cyclic and blocked layouts are the same and
no structure is preserved). However, the relative padding overhead decreases as we increase the
tensor size, so we expect the cyclic layout to at least maintain good weak scalability.

10.2.2

Overdecomposition

Our cyclic decomposition allows us to preserve symmetric fill structure so long as we satisfy the
requirement that all symmetric tensor indices are decomposed with the same cyclic phase. This
requirement presents a significant challenge to the naive method of assigning a single block to each
processor, since for a n-dimensional symmetric index group, preserving symmetric fill structure
would require the number of processors to have an integer nth root to have the same cyclic phase
in each dimension. This restriction could be overcome by using a subset of the processors to do
the computation, but this would sacrifice efficiency and generality. Our solution is to add a layer of
abstraction between the decomposition and the machine by assigning multiple sub-tensors to each
processor.
Cyclops Tensor Framework has the capability to overdecompose the tensor into a number of
blocks that is a multiple of the number of processors. We can represent a d-dimensional torus
processor grid as a d-tuple (p1 , . . . pd ), where pd ∈ {1, . . .}. In CTF, each n-dimensional tensor
has n mappings (m1 , . . . , mn ), where each mapping mk consists of a processor grid dimension
of an integer overdecomposition factor vk ∈ {1, 2, . . .} and a processor grid dimension index
qk ∈ {0, . . . , d}, so that mk = (vk , qk ). We use the zeroth processor grid index to denote a
completely virtual grid mapping, by letting p0 = 1. This means that processor Pi1 ,...,id owns all
tensor elements whose index (j1 , . . . , jn ) satisfies
jk ≡ ik mod (vk · qk )
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. This overdecomposition capability allows tensors of order n to be mapped
onto processor grids of order d ≤ n, since any mapping mk = (vk , 0) does not correspond to an actual processor grid dimension but only a local blocking. We also support mappings of tensors onto
processor grids of dimension d > n either by replicating the tensor along some of the processor
grid dimensions, or by folding multiple processor grid dimensions into a single larger dimension.
CTF attempts to use the least amount of overdecomposition, since larger blocks typically
achieve higher matrix multiplication efficiency. The overdecomposition factor is then set to be
equal to the least common multiple (lcm) of the physical dimensions to which indices in the symmetric group are mapped. For instance if a tensor has a 3-index symmetry with the first two indices
mapped along processor grid dimensions p1 and p2 , we will have the three indices mapped as
m1 = (lcm(p1 , p2 )/p1 , 1)
m2 = (lcm(p1 , p2 )/p2 , 2)
m3 = (lcm(p1 , p2 ), 0).
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We note that the overall phase of these mappings is the same, so the symmetric fill structure of
the index group is preserved within each sub-tensor block. Further, we see that overdecomposition
allows a tensor to be distributed among any number of processors (in this case 6), whereas a
naive decomposition would have required a processor count of {1, 8, 27, . . .}, and would have very
limited capability for topology-aware mapping.
We do not use a dynamically scheduled overdecomposition approach such as that of the Charm++
runtime system [95]. Instead, our overdecomposition is set so that the dimensions of the cyclic decomposition are a multiple of the physical torus dimensions (by the factors v as above) and generate
a regular mapping. For dense tensors, our approach maintains perfect load-balance and achieves
high communication and task granularity by managing each overdecomposed sub-grid of blocks
explicitly within each processor. However, we are exploring the utility of dynamic scheduling in
allowing CTF to efficiently support sparse tensors.

10.2.3

Redistribution of Data

As we have seen with overdecomposition, the symmetries of a tensor place requirements on the
cyclic decomposition of the tensor. Further parallel decomposition requirements arise when the
tensor participates in a summation or contraction with other tensors, in order to properly match
up the index mappings among the tensors. Therefore, it is often necessary to change the mapping
of the tensor data between each contraction. In general, we want to efficiently transform the data
between any two given index to processor grid mappings.
Further, redistribution of data is necessary if the framework user wants to read or write parts of
the tensor. We enable a user to read/write to any set of global indices from any processor in a bulk
synchronous sparse read/write call. Additionally, CTF allows the user to extract any sub-block
from a tensor and define it as a new CTF tensor. CTF has three redistribution kernels of varying
generality and efficiency, all of which are used in the execution of coupled-cluster calculations. The
functionality of each kernel is summarized as follows (the kernels are listed in order of decreasing
generality and increasing execution speed)
• sparse redistribution – write or read a sparse set of data to or from a dense mapped CTF
tensor
• dense redistribution – shuffles the data of a dense tensor from one CTF mapping to any other
CTF mapping
• block redistribution – shuffling the assignment of the tensor blocks to processors without
changing the ordering of data within tensor blocks
Of these three kernels, the second is the most complex, the most optimized, and is used the most
intensively during CCSD/CCSDT calculations. The third kernel serves as a faster version of dense
redistribution. The sparse redistribution kernel currently serves for input and output of tensor data,
but in the future could also be used internally to execute sparse tensor contractions. We detail the
architecture of each kernel below.
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Sparse Redistribution
There are multiple reasons for CTF to support sparse data redistribution, including data input and
output, verification of the dense redistribution kernel, and support for sparse tensor storage. Our
algorithm for reading and writing sparse data operates on a set of key-value pairs to read/write. The
key is the global data index in the tensor. For a tensor of dimension d and edge lengths (l1 , . . . , ld ),
the value at the position described by the tuple (i1 , . . . , id ), 0 ≤ ik < lk : ∀k ∈ [1, d] is given by
!
k−1
d
Y
X
lm .
iglobal =
ik
k=1

m=1

The sparse algorithm is as follows:
1. sort the keys by global index
2. place the local key/value pairs into bins based on the indices’ block in the final distribution
3. collect the bins for each block into bins for each destination processor
4. exchange keys among processors via all-to-all communication
5. combine the received keys for each block and sort them by key (the data is in global order
within a block, but not across multiple blocks)
6. iterate over the local data of the target tensor, computing the key of each piece of data and
performing a read or write if the next sparse key is the same
7. if the operation is a read, send the requested values back to the processors which requested
them
This sparse read/write algorithm can be employed by a kernel which goes between two mappings
of a tensor by iterating over local data and turning it into sparse format (key-value pairs), then
calling a sparse write on a zero tensor in the new mapping. Further, by extracting only the values
present in the sparse block of a tensor and changing the offsets of the keys, we allow general
sub-block to sub-block redistribution.
This redistribution kernel is very general and fairly straightforward to implement and thread,
however, it clearly does redundant work and communication for a redistribution between two mappings due to the formation, sorting, and communication of the keys. If the amount of data stored
locally on each processor is n, this algorithm requires O(n log n) local work and memory traffic
for the sort. The next kernel we detail is specialized to perform this task in a more efficient manner.
Dense Redistribution
Between contractions, it is often the case that a CTF tensor must migrate from one mapping to
another. These mappings can be defined on processor grids of different dimension and can have
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different overall cyclic phases along each dimension. This change implies that the padding of
the data also changes, and it becomes necessary to move only the non-padded data. So, we must
iterate over the local data, ignoring the padding, and send each piece of data to its new destination
processor, then recover the data on the destination processor and write it back to the new local
blocks in the proper order.
Our dense redistribution kernel utilizes the global ordering of the tensor to avoid forming or
communicating keys with the index of data values. The kernel places the values into the send
buffers in global order, performs the all-to-all then retrieves them from the received buffers using
the knowledge that the data is in global order and thereby computing which processor sent each
value. The same code with swapped parameters is used to compute the destination processor from
the sender side, as well as to compute the sender processor from the destination side. The kernel
is threaded by partitioning the tensor data among threads according to global order. We ensure a
load-balanced decomposition of work between threads, by partitioning the global tensor in equal
chunks according to its symmetric-packed layout, and having each thread work on the local part of
this global partition, which is now balanced because the layout is cyclic. Another important optimization to the kernel, which significantly lowered the integer-arithmetic cost, was precomputing
the destination blocks along each dimension of the tensor. For instance, to redistribute an n-by-n
matrix A from a pr -by-pc grid to another distribution, we precompute two destination vectors v
and w of size n/pr and n/pc , respectively, on each processor, which allow us to quickly determine
the destination of local matrix element Aij via look ups to vi and wj .
The code necessary to implement this kernel is complex because it requires iterating over local
tensor blocks data in global order, which requires striding over blocks, making the index arithmetic
complex and the access pattern non-local. However, overall the algorithm performs much less
integer arithmetic than the sparse redistribution kernel, performing O(n) work and requiring O(n)
memory reads (although with potentially with less locality than sorting), if the local data size is n.
Further, the all-to-all communication required for this kernel does not need to communicate keys
along with the data like in the sparse redistribution kernel. In practice, we found the execution time
to be roughly 10X faster than the sparse kernel. Nevertheless, these dense redistributions consume
a noticeable fraction of the execution time of CTF during most CC calculations we have tested.
Block Redistribution
Often, it is necessary to perform a redistribution that interchanges the mapping assignments of
tensor dimensions. For instance, if we would like to symmetrize a tensor, we need to add the
tensor to itself with two indices transposed. We also perform a similar addition to ‘desymmetrize’
a tensor by defining a nonsymmetric tensor object and adding the original tensor object, which is in
packed storage to the unpacked nonsymmetric tensor object (although the data is still symmetric,
but now redundantly stored). In a distributed memory layout, this requires a distribution if either of
the two indices are mapped onto a processor grid dimension. If the tensor was in a mapping where
the two indices had the same cyclic phase (it had to if the indices were symmetric), it suffices to
redistribute the blocks of the tensor. With this use-case in mind, we wrote a specialized kernel that
goes from any pair of mappings with the same overall cyclic phases and therefore the same blocks.
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We implemented this type of block redistribution by placing asynchronous receive calls for
each block on each processor, sending all the blocks from each processor, and waiting for all
the exchanges to finish. Since blocks are stored contiguously they are already serialized, so this
kernel requires no local computational work and has a low memory-bandwidth cost. However,
this kernel still incurs the network communication cost of an all-to-all data exchange. This block
redistribution kernel is used whenever possible in place of the dense redistribution kernel.

10.3

Algorithms for Tensor Contraction

In the previous section we’ve established the mechanics of how CTF manages tensor data redistribution among mappings. This section will focus on detailing the algorithms CTF uses to
select mappings for contractions and to perform the tensor contraction computation. We start by
discussing what happens to tensor symmetries during a contraction and how symmetry may be
exploited. Then we detail how the intra-node contraction is performed and how the inter-node
communication is staged. Lastly, we detail how full contraction mappings are automatically selected based on performance models of redistribution and distributed contraction.

10.3.1

Tensor Folding

Any nonsymmetric tensor contraction of A ∈ RIa1 ×...×Ial and B ∈ RIb1 ×...×Ibm into C ∈ RIc1 ×...×Icn
is an assignment of indices to each dimension of the three tensors, such that every index is assigned
to two dimensions in different tensors. The total number of indices involved in the contraction is
therefore t = (l + m + n)/2. We can define the assignment of these indices to the three tensors, by
three index sets, {i1 , . . . , il }, {j1 , . . . , jm }, {k1 , . . . , kn } ⊂ {1, . . . , t} which correspond to three
projections of some index (tuple) r = {r1 , . . . , rt }:
pA (r) = {ri1 , . . . , ril },

pB (r) = {rj1 , . . . , rjm },

pC (r) = {rk1 , . . . , rkn }.

We can define the full index space via these projections as {I1 , . . . , It }, where
pA ({I1 , . . . , It }) = {Ia1 , . . . , Ial }
pB ({I1 , . . . , It }) = {Ib1 , . . . , Ibm }
pC ({I1 , . . . , It }) = {Ic1 , . . . , Icn }.
These projection mappings (indices) also completely define the element-wise contraction over this
complete index space {I1 , . . . , It },
∀r ∈ {1, . . . , I1 } × . . . × {1, . . . , It } : CpC (r) = CpC (r) + ApA (r) · BpB (r) .
For example, matrix multiplication (C = C + A · B) may be defined by mappings pA (r1 , r2 , r3 ) =
(r1 , r3 ), pB (r1 , r2 , r3 ) = (r3 , r2 ) and pC (r1 , r2 , r3 ) = (r1 , r2 ). These projections are provided to
the framework via the domain specific language in Section 3.1. The code is in fact somewhat more
general than the definition of contractions we analyze here, as it allows the same index to appear
in all three tensors (weigh operation) as well as only one of three tensors (reduction).
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Nonsymmetric tensor contractions reduce to matrix multiplication via index folding. Index
folding corresponds to transforming sets of indices into larger compound indices, and may necessitate transposition of indices. We define a folding of index set s = {i1 , . . . , in } into a single
compound index q as a one-to-one map


n
Y
f : {1, . . . , I1 } × . . . × {1, . . . , In } → 1, . . . ,
Ii ,
i=1

for instance with s = {i, j, k}, we have f (s) = i + I1 · (j − 1) + I1 · I2 · (k − 1). Given a two-way
partition function (π1 (s), π2 (s)), and two index set foldings f and g, we define a matrix folding
m(s) = (f (π1 (s)), g(π2 (s))) as a folding of a tensor’s indices into two disjoint compound indices.
Therefore, Ā = m(A) with elements Ām(s) = As .
Any contraction can be folded into matrix multiplication in the following manner, by defining
mappings fAB , fBC , and fAC and matrix foldings:
mA (iA ) = (fAC (iAC ), fAB (iAB )),
mB (iB ) = (fAB (iAB ), fBC (iBC )),
mC (iC ) = (fAC (iAC ), fBC (iBC )),
where iX = pX (iE ) for all X ∈ {A, B, C} and iXY = pX (iE ) ∩ pY (iE ) for all X, Y ∈ {A, B, C}.
Now the contraction may be computed as a matrix multiplication of Ā = mA (A) with B̄ = mB (B)
into C̄ = mC (C)
X
Āik · B̄kj
C̄ij = C̄ij +
k

Tensors can also have symmetry, we denote antisymmetric (skew-symmetric) index groups within
a fully symmetric order n tensor T as
T[i1 ,...,ij ,...,ik ,...,in ] = −T[i1 ,...,ik ,...,ij ,...,in ]
for any j, k ∈ [1, n] (the value is zero when j = k and is not stored). We also employ this
notation for partially-antisymmetric tensors that have multiple index groups in which the indices
are symmetric, e.g. for a partially-antisymmetric order n + m tensor W ,
W[i1 ,...,in ],[j1 ,...jm ] = −W[in ,i2 ,...,in−1 ,i1 ],[j1 ,...,jm ]
= −W[i1 ,...,in ],[jm ,j2 ,...,jm−1 ,j1 ] = W[in ,i2 ,...,in−1 ,i1 ],[jm ,j2 ,...,jm−1 ,j1 ] ,
where we can also permute any other pairs of indices (rather than the first with the last) within the
two antisymmetric index groups with the same effect on the sign of the value. For the purpose of
this analysis, we will only treat antisymmetric tensors; for symmetric tensors the non-zero diagonals require more special consideration. We denote a packed (folded) antisymmetric compound
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index as an onto map from a packed set of indices to a interval of size binomial in the tensor edge
length

 
I
n
ˆ
f (i1 , . . . , in ) : {1, . . . , I} → 1, . . . ,
.
n
So given a simple contraction of antisymmetric tensors, such as
X
C[i1 ...,ik−s ],[ik−s+1 ...,im ] =
A[i1 ...,ik−s ],[j1 ...,js ] · B[j1 ...,js ],[ik−s+1 ...,im ] ,
j1 ...,js

we can compute it in packed antisymmetric layout via matrix foldings:
mC ({i1 , . . . , im }) = (fˆ(i1 , . . . , ik−s ), ĝ(ik−s+1 , . . . , im )),
mA ({i1 , . . . , ik−s , j1 , . . . , js }) = (fˆ(i1 , . . . , ik−s ), ĥ(j1 , . . . , js )),
mB ({j1 , . . . , js , ik−s+1 , im }) = (ĥ(j1 , . . . , js ), ĝ(ik−s+1 , . . . , im )).
So that, for Ā = mA (A), we can rewrite the unfolded contraction and apply the foldings B̄ =
mB (B) and C̄ = mC (C),
∀{i1 . . . , ik−s } ∈ {1, . . . , I}k−s , {ik−s+1 . . . , im } ∈ {1, . . . , I}m−k+s ,
{j1 . . . , js } ∈ {1, . . . , I}s :
C̄mC ({i1 ,...,im }) = C̄mC ({i1 ,...,im }) + ĀmA ({i1 ,...,ik−s ,j1 ,...,js }) · B̄mB ({j1 ,...,js ,ik−s+1 ,im })
which yields the following folded form of the contraction

∀i ∈


1, . . . ,

I
k−s



(Is)



X
I
Āik · B̄kj .
, j ∈ 1, . . . ,
: C̄ij = s!
m−k+s
k=1

The above contraction is an example where all symmetries or antisymmetries are preserved. Any
preserved symmetries must be symmetries of each tensor within the whole contraction term. We
can consider a tensor Z corresponding to the uncontracted set of scalar multiplications whose
entries are 3-tuples associated with scalar multiplications and the entry of the output to which the
multiplicaiton is accumulated. For instance for a contraction expressed as
X
Ci1 ,...,is ,is+t+1 ,...is+t+v =
Ai1 ,...,is+v · Bis+1 ,...,is+t+v
is+1 ,...is+v

the entries of Z are defined as
Zi1 ,...,is+t+v = (Ai1 ,...,is+v , Bis+1 ,...,is+t+v , Ci1 ,...,is ,is+t+1 ,...is+t+v ).
If Z is symmetric (or antisymmetric) in a pair of indices, we say this symmetry (or antisymmetry)
is preserved in the contraction. Broken symmetries are symmetries which exist in one of A, B,
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or C, but not in Z (symmetries can exist in C and not in Z if the contraction is symmetrized or
antisymmetrized). For example, we can consider the contraction
X
C[ij]kl =
A[ij][pq] · Bpk[ql] ,
pq

the tensor Z would in this case be
Z[ij]klpq = (A[ij][pq] , Bpk[ql] , C[ij]kl] ).
The symmetry [ij] is preserved but the symmetries [pq] and [ql] are broken, since the three values
in the 3-tuple Z[ij]klpq are unchanged (or change sign if antisymmetric) when i is permuted with j,
but the value of B changes when p is permuted with q, and the value of A as well C change when
q is permuted with l. For each preserved symmetry in a contraction we can achieve a reduction in
floating point operations via folding. For broken symmetries we currently only exploit preservation
of storage, although Chapter 11 introduces a method for lowering the computation cost in the
case of broken symmetries via computing an alternative set of intermediate quantities. Within the
framework the broken symmetries are unpacked and the contraction computed as
X
Āfˆ(i,j),p,q · Bp,k,q,l
C̄fˆ(i,j),k,l =
p,q

or the broken symmetries can remain folded, in which case multiple permutations are required,
i
Xh
C̄fˆ(i,j),k,l =
Āfˆ(i,j),ĝ(p,q) · B̄p,k,ĥ(q,l) − Āfˆ(i,j),ĝ(p,q) · B̄p,k,ĥ(l,q)
p<q

i
Xh
Āfˆ(i,j),ĝ(q,p) · B̄p,k,ĥ(q,l) − Āfˆ(i,j),ĝ(q,p) · B̄p,k,ĥ(l,q)
−
q<p

Our framework makes dynamic decisions to unpack broken symmetries in tensors or to perform
the packed contraction permutations, based on the amount of memory available. Unpacking each
pair of indices is done via a tensor summation which requires either a local transpose of data of a
global transpose with inter-processor communication, which can usually be done via a block-wise
redistribution which was detailed in Section 10.2.3. It may be possible to efficiently reduce or
avoid the desymmetrization and symmetrization calls necessary to deal with broken symmetries
and we are currently exploring possible new algorithms that can achieve this. However, currently
unpacking leads to highest efficiency due to the ability to fold the unpacked indices into the matrix
multiplication call.

10.3.2

On-Node Contraction of Tensors

To prepare a folded form for the on-node contractions, we perform non-symmetric transposes of
each tensor block. In particular, we want to separate out all indices which take part in a broken
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symmetric group within the contraction and linearize the rest of the indices. If a symmetry group
is not broken, we can simply fold the symmetric indices into one bigger dimension linearizing
the packed layout. We perform an ordering transposition on the local tensor data to make dimensions which can be folded, as fastest increasing and the broken symmetric dimensions as slowest
increasing within the tensors. To do a sequential contraction, we can then iterate over the broken symmetric indices (or unpack the symmetry) and call matrix multiplication over the linearized
indices. For instance, the contraction from above,
X
C[ij]kl =
A[ij][pq] · Bpk[ql]
pq

would be done as a single matrix multiplication for each block, if the [pq] and [ql] symmetries are
unpacked. However, if all the broken symmetries are kept folded, the non-symmetric transpose
would make fastest increasing the folded index corresponding to fˆ(i, j), as well as the k index, so
that the sequential kernel could iterate over p, q, l and call a vector outer-product operation over
fˆ(i, j), k for each p, q, l. The underlying call is generally a matrix multiplication, though in this
case it reduces to an outer-product of two vectors, and in other cases could reduce to a vector
or scalar operation. No matter what the mapping of the tensor is, the non-symmetric transpose
required to fold the tensor blocks can be done locally within each block and requires no network
communication. Therefore, while the non-symmetric permutations present an overhead to the
sequential performance, their cost decreased comparatively as we perform strong or weak scaling.

10.3.3

Distributed Contraction of Tensors

In CTF, tensors are distributed in cyclic layouts over a virtual torus topology. The distributed
algorithm for tensor contractions used by CTF is a combination of replication, as done in 3D
and 2.5D algorithms [146] and a nested SUMMA [1, 163] algorithm (detailed in Chapter 4). If
the dimensions of two tensors with the same contraction index are mapped onto different torus
dimensions, a SUMMA algorithm is done on the plane defined by the two torus dimensions. For
each pair of indices mapped in this way, a nested level of SUMMA is done. The indices must be
mapped with the same cyclic phase so that the blocks match, adding an extra mapping restriction
which necessitates overdecomposition.
We employ three versions of SUMMA, each one communicates a different pair of the the three
tensors and keeps one tensor in place. The operand tensors are broadcast before each subcontraction, while the output tensor is reduced after each subcontraction. So, in one version of SUMMA
(the outer-product version) two broadcasts are done (one of each operand tensor block) and in the
other two of the three versions of SUMMA one reduction is done (instead of one of the broadcasts)
to accumulate partial sums to blocks of the output. If the processor dimensions onto which the pair
of indices corresponding to a SUMMA call are mapped are of different lengths, the indices must
be overdecomposed to the same cyclic phase, and our SUMMA implementation does as many
communication steps as the cyclic phase of the indices.
Blocking the computation on 3D grids (replicating over one dimension) allows for algorithms
which achieve better communication efficiency in the strong scaling limit. Strong scaling efficiency
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is necessary for higher order CC methods which require many different small contractions to be
computed rapidly. When a small contraction is computed on a large number of processors there is
typically much more memory is available than the amount necessary to store the tensor operands
and output. The additional memory can be exploited via replication of tensor data and reduction of
overall communication volume. We always replicate the smallest one of the three tensors involved
in the contraction to minimize the amount of memory and communication overhead of replication.

10.3.4

Topology-Aware Network Mapping

Each contraction can place unique restrictions on the mapping of the tensors. In particular, our
decomposition needs all symmetric tensor dimensions to be mapped with the same cyclic phase.
Further, we must satisfy special considerations for each contraction, that can be defined in terms
of indices (we will call them paired tensor dimensions) which are shared by a pair of tensors in the
contraction. These considerations are
1. dimensions which are paired must be mapped with the same phase
2. for the paired tensor dimensions which are mapped to different dimensions of the processor
grid (are mismatched)
a) the mappings of two pairs of mismatched dimensions cannot share dimensions of the
processor grid
b) the subspace formed by the mappings of the mismatched paired dimensions must span
all input data
The physical network topology is a d-dimensional toroidal partition specified by the d-tuple
(p1 , . . . , pd ). CTF considers all foldings of physical topology that preserve the global ordering
of the processors (e.g. p2 may be folded with p3 but not only with p4 ). If the physical network
topology is not specified as a torus, CTF factorizes the number of processes up to 8 factors and
treats the physical topology as an 8-dimensional processor grid and attempts to map to all lowerdimensional foldings of it. When there are more tensor indices than processor grid dimensions,
additional grid dimensions of length 1 are added.
For any given topology, CTF attempts to map all three possible pairs of tensors so that their
indices are mismatched on the processor grid and they are communicated in the contraction kernel.
The mapping of two tensors automatically defines the mapping of the third, though the overdecomposition factor must be adjusted to satisfy all symmetries and matching indices among tensors.
CTF also considers partial replication of tensors among the processor grid dimensions. Figure 10.2
shows an example of an overdecomposed mapping with a properly matched cyclic phase along all
tensor dimensions.
The search through mappings is done entirely in parallel among processors, then the best mapping is selected across all processors. The mapping logic is done without reading or moving any of
the tensor data and is generally composed of integer logic that executes in an insignificant amount
of time with respect to the contraction. We construct a ’ghost’ mapping for each valid topology
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Figure 10.2: Overdecomposition as used in CTF to perform
contractions. This diagram demonP
strates a mapping for a contraction of the form c[kl]i = j a[jkl] ·b[ij] . In this case, we have a 4-by-2
processor grid, and a 4-by-4-by-4 set of blocks.

and each ordering of tensors. The distributed contraction algorithm is constructed on each ghost
mapping, and its communication and memory overheads are evaluated. If the ghost mapping is
suboptimal it is thrown out without ever dictating data movement. Once a mapping is decided
upon, the tensors are redistributed. Currently, our performance cost models predominantly consider communication, with controls on the amount of overdecomposition and memory usage. We
are seeking to extend this cost model and to add infrastructure for training the parameters of our
performance models.

10.4

Application Performance

The implementation of CTF employs MPI [71] for interprocessor communication, BLAS for matrix multiplication and summation, as well as OpenMP for threading. All other functionalities
in CTF were developed from scratch and have no other dependencies. We used vendor provided
optimized on-node parallel BLAS implementations (IBM ESSL and Cray LibSci) on all architectures for benchmarking. While the interface is C++, much of the internals of CTF are in C-style
with C++ library support. Outside of special network topology considerations on BlueGene/Q,
CTF does not employ any optimizations which are specific to an architecture or an instruction set.
Performance profiling is done by hand and with TAU [142].

10.4.1

Architectures

Cyclops Tensor Framework targets massively parallel architectures and is designed to take advantage of network topologies and communication infrastructure that scale to millions of nodes.
Parallel scalability on commodity clusters should benefit significantly from the load balanced characteristics of the workload, while high-end supercomputers will additionally benefit from reduced
inter-processor communication which typically becomes a bottleneck only at very high degrees of
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parallelism. We collected performance results on two state-of-the-art supercomputer architectures,
IBM Blue Gene/Q and Cray XC30. We also tested sequential and multi-threaded performance on
a Xeon desktop.
The sequential and non-parallel multi-threaded performance of CTF is compared to NWChem
and MRCC. The platform is a commodity dual-socket quad-core Xeon E5620 system. On this
machine, we used the sequential and threaded routines of the Intel Math Kernel Library. This platform, as well as the problem sizes tested reflect a typical situation for workloads on a workstation
or small cluster, which is where the sequential performance of these codes is most important. Three
problem sizes are timed, spanning a variety of ratios of the number of virtual orbitals to occupied
orbitals.
The second experimental platform is ‘Edison’, a Cray XC30 supercomputer with two 12-core
Intel “Ivy Bridge" processors at 2.4GHz per node (19.2 Gflops per core and 460.8 Gflops per node).
Edison has a Cray Aries high-speed interconnect with Dragonfly topology (0.25µs to 3.7µs MPI
latency, 8 GB/sec MPI bandwidth). Each node has 64 GB of DDR3 1600 MHz memory (four 8
GB DIMMs per socket) and two shared 30 MB L3 caches (one per Ivy Bridge). Each core has its
own L1 and L2 caches, of size 64 KB and 256 KB.
The final platform we consider is the IBM Blue Gene/Q (BG/Q) architecture. We use the
installations at Argonne and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. On both installations,
IBM ESSL was used for BLAS routines. BG/Q has a number of novel features, including a 5D
torus interconnect and 16-core SMP processor with 4-way hardware multi-threading, transactional
memory and L2-mediated atomic operations [75], all of which serve to enable high performance
of the widely portable MPI/OpenMP programming model. The BG/Q cores run at 1.6 GHz and
the QPX vector unit supports 4-way fused multiply-add for a single-node theoretical peak of 204.8
GF/s. The BG/Q torus interconnect provides 2 GB/s of theoretical peak bandwidth per link in
each direction, with simultaneous communication along all 10 links achieving 35.4 GB/s for 1 MB
messages [35].

10.4.2

Results

We present the performance of a CCSD and CCSDT implementation contained within Aquarius and executed using Cyclops Tensor Framework. For each contraction, written in one line of
Aquarius code, CTF finds a topology-aware mapping of the tensors to the computer network and
performs the necessary set of contractions on the packed structured tensors.
Sequential CCSD Performance
The results of the sequential and multi-threaded comparison are summarized in Table 10.4.1. The
time per CCSD iteration is lowest for NWChem in all cases, and similarly highest for MRCC. The
excessive iteration times for MRCC when the nnvo ratio becomes small reflect the fact that MRCC
is largely memory-bound, as contractions are performed only with matrix-vector products. The
multi-threaded speedup of CTF is significantly better than NWChem, most likely due to the lack
of multi-threading of tensor transposition and other non-contraction operations in NWChem.
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Table 10.4.1: Sequential and non-parallel multi-threaded performance comparison of CTF,
NWChem, and MRCC. Entries are average time for one CCSD iteration, for the given number
of virtual (nv ) and occupied (no ) orbitals.

NWChem
CTF
MRCC
NWChem
CTF
MRCC

1 thread
1 thread
1 thread
8 threads
8 threads
8 threads

nv = 110
no = 5
6.80 sec
23.6 sec
31.0 sec
5.21 sec
9.12 sec
67.3 sec

nv = 94
no = 11
16.8 sec
32.5 sec
66.2 sec
8.60 sec
9.37 sec
64.3 sec

Strong scaling CCSD on Edison

nv = 71
no = 23
49.1 sec
59.8 sec
224. sec
18.1 sec
18.5 sec
86.6 sec

Strong scaling CCSDT on Edison

NWChem w20

1024

w15

NWChem w3
w2
Aquarius-CTF w4
w3
w2

1024

w10
w8
Aquarius-CTF w20

256

w15
w10

seconds

seconds

256

w8

64

64

16

16

4

4
1

2

4

8

16
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(a) CCSD
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32
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64
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256

(b) CCSDT

Figure 10.3: CCSD and CCSDT strong scaling of water clusters with cc-pVDZ basis set on Edison
(Cray XC30).

Strong Scaling
On the Cray XC30 machine, we compared the performance of our CCSD implementation with
that of NWChem. We benchmarked the two codes for a series of water systems – wn, where n is
the number of water monomers in the system. Water clusters give a flexible benchmark while also
representing an interesting chemical system for their role in describing bulk water properties. In
Figure 10.3(a), we compare the scaling of CCSD using CTF with the scaling of NWChem. Our
version of NWChem 6.3 used MPI-3 and was executed using one MPI process per core. The tile
size was 40 for CCSD and 20 for CCSDT. The CCSD performance achieved by CTF becomes
significantly higher than NWChem when the number of processors used for the calculation is
increased. CTF can both solve problems in shorter time than NWChem (strong scale) and solve
larger problems faster (weak scale). Figure 10.3(b) gives the CCSDT strong scaling comparison.
CCSDT for system sizes above 3 molecules did not work successfully with our NWChem build,
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but a large performance advantage for CTF is evident for the smaller systems.
Weak scaling on BlueGene/Q
60

Aquarius-CTF CCSD
Aquarius-CTF CCSDT

40
30
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512

Aquarius-CTF CCSD
Aquarius-CTF CCSDT

300
Gigaflops/node
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Weak scaling on Edison
350
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(a) IBM BlueGene/Q (Mira)

16384
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256
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1024

2048
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(b) Cray XC30 (Edison)

Figure 10.4: CCSD and CCSDT weak scaling on water clusters with cc-pVDZ basis set.

Weak Scaling
The parallel weak scaling efficiency of our CCSD and CCSDT implementation on Blue Gene/Q is
displayed in Figure 10.4(a) and on Cray XC30 is displayed in Figure 10.4(b). This weak scaling
data was collected by doing the largest CCSD and CCSDT run that would fit in memory on each
node count and normalizing the efficiency by the number of floating point operations performed by
CTF. Going from 512 to 16384 nodes (256K cores), the efficiency actually often increases, since
larger problems can be solved, which increases the ratio of computation over communication. For
CCSD, CTF maintains 30 GF/node on BG/Q, which is about one sixth of peak. On Edison, CCSD
surpasses 200 GF/node, which is over 50% of peak. The application was run with 4 MPI processes
per node and 16 threads per process on BG/Q and with 4 MPI processes per node and 6 threads
per process on Edison.
Table 10.4.2 lists profiling data for a CCSD iteration of CTF on 1024 nodes (16K cores) of
BG/Q and 256 nodes (6K cores) of Edison on 25 water molecules with a basis set size of 600
virtual orbitals. This problem took 228 seconds on 1024 nodes of BG/Q and 167 seconds on
256 nodes of Edison. The table reports the percentage of execution time of a CCSD iteration
spent in the main kernels in CTF. The table also lists the architectural bounds for each kernel,
demonstrating the components of the hardware being utilized by each computation. The time
inside matrix multiplication reflects the time spent working on tensor contractions sequentially on
each processor, while broadcasts represent the time spent communicating data for replication and
the nested SUMMA algorithm. The prefix sum, data packing, and all-to-all-v operations are all
part of tensor redistribution, which is a noticeable overall overhead. Tensor folding corresponds to
local transposition of each tensor block.
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Table 10.4.2: A performance breakdown of important kernels for a CCSD iteration done by CTF
on a system with no = 125 occupied orbitals and nv = 600 virtual orbitals on 256 nodes of Edison
(XC30) and 1024 nodes of Mira (BG/Q). Complexity is in terms of p processors and M memory
per processor.
kernel
matrix mult.
broadcasts
prefix sum
data packing
all-to-all-v
tensor folding
other

BG/Q
49%
24%
10%
4%
3%
6%
4%

XC30
35%
37%
4%
3%
10%
5%
6%

complexity
O(n4v n2o /p)√
O(n4v n2o /p M )
O(p)
O(n2v n2o /p)
O(n2v n2o /p)
O(n2v n2o /p)

architectural bounds
flops/mem bandwidth
multicast bandwidth
allreduce bandwidth
integer ops
bisection bandwidth
memory bandwidth

Table 10.4.3: A performance breakdown of important kernels for a CCSDT iteration done by CTF
on a system with 8 water molecules (no = 40 occupied orbitals) and a cc-pVDZ basis set (nv = 192
virtual orbitals) on 256 nodes of Edison (XC30) and 1024 nodes of Mira (BG/Q). Complexity is in
terms of p processors and M memory per processor.
kernel
matrix mult.
broadcasts
prefix sum
data packing
all-to-all-v
tensor folding
other

BG/Q
20%
16%
5%
9%
19%
26%
5%

XC30
16%
11%
3%
9%
20%
39%
2%

complexity
O(n5v n3o /p)√
O(n5v n3o /p M )
O(p)
O(n3v n3o /p)
O(n3v n3o /p)
O(n3v n3o /p)

architectural bounds
flops/mem bandwidth
multicast bandwidth
allreduce bandwidth
integer ops
bisection bandwidth
memory bandwidth

Table 10.4.2 yields the somewhat misleading initial observation that nearly half the execution is
spent in matrix multiplication on BG/Q, 14% more than the fraction spent in matrix multiplication
on Edison. In fact, we observe this difference for two reasons, because the BG/Q run uses four
times the number of processors causing there to be more redundant computation on padding in the
decomposition, and because the matrix multiplication library being employed on BG/Q achieves
a significantly lower fraction of peak than on Edison for the invoked problem sizes. Overall, the
computational efficiency of our CCSD implementation is more favorable on Edison than on BG/Q.
For CCSDT, Aquarius and CTF maintain a lower percentage of peak than for CCSD, but
achieves good parallel scalability. The lower fraction of peak is expected due to the CCSDT
increased relative cost and frequency of transpositions and summations with respect to CCSD. In
particular CCSD performs O(n3/2 ) computation with O(n) data while CCSDT performs O(n4/3 )
computation with O(n) data. The third-order excitation tensor T3 present only in CCSDT has 6
dimensions and its manipulation (packing, unpacking, transposing, and folding) becomes an overhead. We observe this trend in the CCSDT performance profile on Table 10.4.3, where tensor
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transposition and redistribution take up a larger fraction of the total time than in the CCSD computation considered in Table 10.4.2. The 8-water CCSDT problem in Table 10.4.3 took 15 minutes
on 1024 nodes of BG/Q and 21 minutes on 256 nodes of Edison. The strong scalability achievable
for this problem is significantly better on Edison, increasing the number of nodes by four, BG/Q
performs such a CCSDT iteration (using 4096 nodes) in 9 minutes while Edison computes it (using
1024 nodes) in 6 minutes.

10.5

Future Work

CTF provides an efficient distributed-memory approach to dense tensor contractions. The infrastructure presented in the chaptermay be extended conceptually and is being improved in practice
by more robust performance modelling and mapping logic. Another promising direction is the
addition of inter-contraction parallelism, allowing for smaller contractions to be scheduled concurrently. CTF already supports working on subsets of nodes and moving data between multiple
instances of the framework, providing the necessary infrastructure for a higher level scheduling
environment.
From a broader applications standpoint the addition of sparsity support to CTF is a particularly
attractive future direction. Working support for distributed memory tensor objects would allow for
the expression of a wide set of numerical schemes based on sparse matrices. Further tensors with
banded sparsity structure can be decomposed cyclically so as to preserve band structure in the same
way CTF preserves symmetry. Tensors with arbitrary sparsity can also be decomposed cyclically,
though the decomposition may need to perform load balancing in the mapping and execution logic.
Cyclops Tensor Framework will also be integrated with a higher-level tensor expression manipulation framework as well as CC code generation methods. We have shown a working implementation of CCSD and CCSDT on top of CTF, but aim to implement more complex methods.
In particular, we are targeting the CCSDTQ method, which employs tensors of dimension up to
8 and gets the highest accuracy of any desirable CC method (excitations past quadruples have a
negligible contribution).
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Chapter 11
Contracting Symmetric Tensors Using
Fewer Multiplications
How many scalar multiplications are necessary to multiply a n-by-n symmetric matrix by a vector?
Commonly, n2 scalar multiplications are performed, since the symmetrically equivalent entries of
the matrix are multiplied by different vector entries. This chapter considers a method for such
symmetric-matrix-by-vector multiplication that performs only n2 /2 scalar multiplications to leading order, but at the overhead of extra addition operations. In fact, we give an algorithm for any
fully-symmetrized contraction of n-dimensional symmetric tensors of order s + v and v + t (in this
chapter we refer to tensor dimension as the size of the range of each tensor index and the order as
the number of its indices), yielding a result of order s + t (with a total of ω = s + v + t indices)
that uses n+ω−1
≈ nω /ω! multiplications to leading order instead of the usual nω /(s! · t! · v!).
ω
This cost corresponds to exploiting symmetry in all ω indices involved in the contraction, while in
the standard method, only the symmetry in index groups which are preserved (three groups of s,
v, and t indices) in the contraction equation is exploited. Our alternative algorithm forms different
intermediate quantities, which have fully-symmetric structure, by accumulating some redundant
terms, which are then cancelled out via low-order computations.
The technique we introduce is reminiscent of Gauss’s trick, which reduces the number of scalar
multiplications from 4 to 3 for complex multiplication, but requires more additions. It is also similar to fast matrix multiplication algorithms such as Strassen’s [152] and more closely to simultaneous matrix multiplication A · B, C · D discussed by Victor Pan [123]. What all of these methods
have in common is the use of algebraic reorganizations of the stated problem which form intermediate quantities with a preferable computational structure. The symmetric tensor contraction
algorithms presented in this chapter similarly forms intermediate tensors which include mathematically redundant subterms in order to maintain symmetric structure in the overall computation.
The symmetric tensor contraction algorithm we derive lowers the number of multiplications
necessary significantly, but requires more additions per multiplication and more data movement
per computation performed. The algorithm is therefore most beneficial when each scalar multiplication costs more than an addition, which is the case when each tensor entry is a complex
number or a matrix/tensor. This tensor contraction algorithm also has several special cases rele-
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vant for numerical matrix computations, including some of the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines
(BLAS) [108]. In particular, symv, symm, syr2, and syr2k can be done with half the multiplications. Furthermore, in complex arithmetic, the Hermitian matrix BLAS routines hemm, her2k
and LAPACK routines such as hetrd can be done in 3/4 of the arithmetic operations overall.
However, these reformulated algorithms are unable to make use of matrix multiplication subroutines, although in certain cases, the new algorithms can achieve lower communication costs then
the standard methods. Also, since the algorithms require multiple additions for each multiplication, they are may not be able to fully exploit fused multiply-add units. Further, while numerically
stable, the reformulated algorithms may incur somewhat larger numerical error for certain inputs
and have slightly weaker error bounds.
The fast symmetric tensor contraction algorithm also generalizes to the antisymmetric case
(when the value of the tensor changes sign with interchange of its indices), which yields applications for tensor computations in quantum chemistry, especially coupled-cluster [16, 77], which is
where the largest potential speedups of our approach can be found. Computation of the commutator of symmetric matrices or anticommutator of antisymmetric matrices (Lie and Jordan rings over
respective symmetric matrix groups [164]), can be done using a factor of 6X fewer multiplications
and 1.5X fewer total operations than the standard method. Frequently in coupled-cluster and other
physical tensor computations, the operand tensors are only partially symmetric, in which case the
new algorithm can be nested over each symmetric subset of indices with each scalar multiplication at the lowest level becoming a multiplication of matrices or some other contraction over the
nonsymmetric subset of indices. In such partially symmetric cases, if the contraction over nonsymmetric indices (e.g. matrix multiplication) is more expensive than addition (e.g. matrix addition),
the fast algorithm’s reduction in the number of multiplications immediately yields the same reduction in the leading order operation count of the overall operation. We show that for three typical
coupled-cluster contractions taken from methods of three different orders, our algorithm achieves
2X, 4X, and 9X improvements in arithmetic and communication cost with respect to the traditional
approach.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows:
• Section 11.1 introduces our notation and the symmetric tensor contraction problem,
• Section 11.2 details the standard and new algorithm for symmetric tensor contractions and
gives special cases of the latter for vectors and matrices,
• Section 11.3 proves the correctness and stability of the fast tensor contraction algorithm and
derives its computation and communication costs,
• Section 11.4 illustrates how the algorithm can be adapted to antisymmetric and Hermitian
tensors
• Section 11.5 uses the antisymmetric adaptation to show how a few sample coupled-cluster
contractions can be significantly accelerated,
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• Section 11.6 presents some conclusions and future work on the topic of fast symmetric tensor
contraction algorithms.

11.1

Symmetric Tensor Contractions

Our notation in this chapter follows that of Chapter 10 (which is partially in line with Kolda and
Bader [101]), but with some additional constructs. We denote a d-tuple (tensor indices) as ihdi =
(i1 , . . . id ), with ihdijhf i = (i1 , . . . id , j1 , . . . jf ). We refer to the first g < d elements of ihdi as
ihgi. We employ one-sized tuples i1 = ih1i, ihdijm = (i1 , . . . id , jm ), as well as zero-sized tuples
jh0i = ∅, ihdijh0i = ihdi. Given an order d tensor A, we will refer to its elements using the
notation Aihdi = Ai1 ,...id . We refer to an index permutation π ∈ Πd as any bijection f between the
set S = [1, d] and itself, so π(ihdi) = jhdi if for all k ∈ [1, d], jf (k) = ik . Each tensor index tuple,
ihdi, has d! reorderings, to which we refer to as
Π(ihdi) = {jhdi : ∃π ∈ Πd , π(ihdi) = jhdi}.
We define the disjoint partition set χpq (khri) as the set of all tuples of size p and q, which are
disjoint subsets of khri and preserve the ordering of elements in khri, in other words if ki and kj
appear in the same tuple (partition) and i < j, then ki must appear before kj . We can define the set
χpq (khri) inductively,
• base case for r < p + q:
χpq (khri) = ∅,
for r = 0 and for p = q = 0:
χpq (khri) = {(∅, ∅)}.
• inductive case for χpq (khri):
p
p−1
– if p > 0 and q > 0, χq (khri) ={(ihr1 ikr , jhr2 i) : ∃(ihr1 i, jhr2 i) ∈ χq (khr − 1i)}
∪ {(ihr1 i, jhr2 ikr ) : ∃(ihr1 i, jhr2 i) ∈ χpq−1 (khr − 1i)}

∪ {(ihr1 i, jhr2 i)
– if p = 0,

χ0q (khri) ={(∅, jhq − 1ikr ) : ∃(∅, jhq − 1i) ∈ χ0q−1 (khr − 1i)}
∪ {(∅, jhqi)

– if q = 0,

: ∃(ihr1 i, jhr2 i) ∈ χpq (khr − 1i)}

: ∃(∅, jhqi)

∈ χ0q (khr − 1i)}

χp0 (khri) ={(ihp − 1ikr , ∅) : ∃(ihp − 1i, ∅) ∈ χp−1
0 (khr − 1i)}
p
∪ {(ihpi, ∅)
: ∃(ihpi, ∅)
∈ χ0 (khr − 1i)}

We denote all possible ordered subsets as χd (khd + f i) = {ihdi|∃(ihdi, jhf i) ∈ χdf (khd + f i)}.
When it is implicitly clear what partition is needed, we omit the superscript and subscript from χ
completely, for example ihdi ∈ χ(khd + f i) is equivalent to ihdi ∈ χd (khd + f i) and (ihdi, jhf i) ∈
χ(khd + f i) is equivalent to (ihdi, jhf i) ∈ χdf (khd + f i).
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We note that for any d, f ≥ 0, the union of all concatenations of all possible permutations of
the ordered subsets produced by χdf is equal to all possible permutations of the partitioned subset,
Π(khd + f i) = {i0 hdij 0 hf i : ∃(ihdi, jhf i) ∈ χ(khd + f i), i0 hdi ∈ Π(ihdi), j 0 hf i ∈ Π(jhf i)}.
Definition: For any s, t, v ≥ 0, we define a symmetrized contraction between tensors, C =
A B, where A is of order s + v with elements in Abelian group (RA , +), B is of order t + v
with elements in Abelian group (RB , +), into C is of order s + t with elements in Abelian group
(RC , +) (all with dimension/edge-length n), via a distributive (not necessarily associative) operator
“ · ” ∈ RA × RB → RC , as
X

X
1
·
C = A B ≡ ∀ihs + ti, Cihs+ti =
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
(s + t)!
jhsilhti∈Π(ihs+ti)

khvi

(11.1.1)
In the case of v = 0, the sum over khvi disappears (one multiplication is done instead of a
sum of them). Until Section 11.5, we will mostly focus on the case where R = RA = RB = RC ,
so all the tensor elements are in some (possibly nonassociative) ring [137] (R, +, ·). We will
also concentrate our analysis and proofs on cases where at least two of s, t, v are nonzero, since
otherwise one of the tensors is a scalar and the problem is trivial. The algorithms we present reduce
to an equivalent form and have the same cost for the cases when only one of s, t, v is nonzero. The
resulting tensor C computed via equation 11.1.1 is symmetric. For multiplication of a matrix A
with a vector b (s = 1, t = 0, v = 1), equation 11.1.1 becomes c = A · b. For the rank-two vector
outer product of vectors a and b (s = 1, t = 1, v = 0), it becomes C = 21 (a · bT + b · aT ) and for
the matrix multiplication of A and B (s = 1, t = 1, v = 1), it becomes C = 12 (A · B T + B · AT ).
Definition: When A and B are symmetric, we call a symmetrized contraction between A and
B, a fully-symmetric contraction. For such a contraction it is no longer necessary to compute
all possible orderings of the indices jhsi, lhti, since they all yield the same A and B values respectively. So, in this case we can rewrite equation 11.1.1 to sum only over the ordered partitions
χst (ihs + ti) and scale by a smaller prefactor,
X

X
1
C = A B = ∀ihs + ti, Cihs+ti = s+t ·
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
s

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

khvi

(11.1.2)
Equation 11.1.2 yields an equivalent result C as equation 11.1.1, when A and B are symmetric,
since
∀j 0 hsil0 hti ∈ Π(ihs + ti), ∃(jhsi, lhti) ∈ χ(ihs + ti) and ∃πs ∈ Πs , πt ∈ Πt ,
such that πs (jhsi)πt (lhti) = j 0 hsil0 hti.
Further, ∀khvi, Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi = Aj 0 hsikhvi · Bl0 htikhvi when
∃πs ∈ Πs , πt ∈ Πt , such that πs (jhsi)πt (lhti) = j 0 hsil0 hti.
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We denote ω = s + t + v and assume n  ω. We note that the symmetrized contraction
operator is commutative so long as the underlying scalar product is commutative, meaning that
A B = B A. However, is not associative, and in order to nest over different symmetric
sets of indices or a single index, we do not require “·" to be associative. We will return to and
elaborate on this when we consider partially-symmetric tensors in Section 11.5. As an example
of a symmetric contraction, in the case when s = t = v = 1 and scalar multiplication, “·", is
commutative, A and B are symmetric n-by-n matrices and C = 21 (A · B + B · A), in which “·"
means the usual matrix product. We consider more examples of this problem and algorithms for
them in Section 11.2.4.
We will revisit these definitions and adapt them to the case of antisymmetric tensors and Hermitian tensors, defining antisymmetrized contractions, and Hermitian contractions in Section 11.4.

11.2

Algorithms

We now discuss algorithms for evaluating equation 11.1.2. The first algorithm exploits the symmetry which is preserved in the contraction, as is commonly done. The main contribution of the
chapteris the second ‘fast’ symmetric tensor contraction algorithm, which manages to additionally
exploit permutational symmetry, which is not preserved in equation 11.1.2.

11.2.1

Nonsymmetric Tensor Contraction Algorithm

We first consider the cost of contracting nonsymmetric tensors A and B with all dimensions equal
to n, where A is of order s + v with elements in Abelian group (RA , +), B is of order t + v
with elements in Abelian group (RB , +), into C is of order s + t with elements in Abelian group
(RC , +).
Algorithm Υ(s,t,v) : For some permutation of the indices of A and B any contraction with a
distributive operator “ · ” : RA × RB → RC can be written as
X
∀ihs + ti, Cihsijhti =
Aihsikhvi · Bkhvijhti .
khvi

This contraction may be computed by a single matrix multiplication with matrices of dimensions
ns -by-nv and nv -by-nt . We call this nonsymmetric tensor contraction algorithm Υ(s,t,v) .
For any pair of operators % = (·, +), we associate the computational cost µ% with the distributive operator of the elements of A and B “·" (usually multiplication), and we the associate
computational cost ν%C with the Abelian group operator of the elements of C “+" (usually addition). We count the cost of Υ(s,t,v) as equal to the cost of multiplying matrices of dimensions
ns -by-nv and nv -by-nt into a matrix with dimensions ns -by-nt , which is
F Υ (n, s, t, v, %) = nω · (ν%C + µ% ),
where ω = s + t + v. Although, in practice, transposing the tensor indices from any given layout
into a distribution which allows direct application of matrix multiplication is non-trivial.
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Theorem 11.2.1. The communication cost of Υ(s,t,v) (A, B), given a sequential machine with a
cache of size M̂ , i.e. the number of words moved between cache and memory, under the assumption
that no operands start in cache and all outputs are written to memory and that all elements have
unit element size has the following bounds,
#
"
ω
2nω
2n
p + ns+t + ns+v + nt+v ≥ Ŵ Ψ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≥ max p , ns+t + ns+v + nt+v .
M̂
M̂
Proof. The upper bound on the cost may be attained by the classical algorithm
q that computes
matrix multiplication block-by-block with blocks of each matrix of dimension M̂ /3.
The lower bound is asymptotically the same as the classical result by Hong and Kung [90],
but includes constant factors rather than just an asymptotic bound. A lower bound with a constant
factor was also given by [12], but with a smaller constant prefactor. Our proof of the lower bound
with this constant factor is in Section 4.2.

11.2.2

Standard Symmetric Contraction Algorithm

The nonsymmetric algorithm may be used to compute equation 11.1.2, with only an additional step
of symmetrization of the result of the multiplication between A and B. However, the nonsymmetric
algorithm ignores symmetry in A and B, some of which may easily be exploited.
(s,t,v)
Algorithm Ψ
: Typically, such symmetric contractions are done by forming the partiallysymmetric intermediate tensor,
X
C̄jhsilhti =
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
(11.2.1)
khvi

C̄ is symmetric in the index groups jhsi and lhti. C may subsequently be obtained from C̄ by
symmetrization of the jhsi and lhti index groups,
Cihs+ti =

1

X


s+t
s

C̄jhsilhti .

(11.2.2)

(jhsi,lhti)⊂χ(ihs+ti)
(s,t,v)

We denote this ’standard’ algorithm as C = Ψ
(A, B).
The formation of the intermediate tensor C̄ may be reduced to a single matrix multiplication via
index folding. In particular, each of the three index groups lhti,
and khvi may be linearized
 jhsi,n+v−1
n+t−1
n+s−1
, respectively, and the
(folded) into a single larger index of sizes
,
, and
t
s
v
resulting matrices, Ā and B̄ can be multiplied nonsymmetrically. For example when s = t = v =
1, no folding is necessary and the matrices A and B are simply multiplied to obtain C̄ = A · B,
then each entry of C is obtained via symmetrization: Cij = 12 · (C̄ij + C̄ji ).
Contracting over a folded khvi index group requires a scaling by a factor of v! for all contribu n+t−1
tions to the output, except those on a diagonal e.g. with k1 = k2 . Therefore, each of n+s−1
s
t
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scalar multiplications, for a total of
v




n+s−1 n+t−1 n+v−1
= ns+t+v /(s!t!v!) + O(ns+t+v−1 )
s
t
v
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1
, be(s+t
s )
cause the scaling is not necessary in all applications and could differ in cost from the multiplication
of entries of A and B depending on the operator. Symmetrization of C̄ requires



s+t n+s+t−1
= ns+t /(s!t!) + O(ns+t−1 )
s
s+t

multiplications and the same number of additions. We do not count the cost of scaling by

additions. Assuming s, t, v ≥ 1, the cost of symmetrization of the result is low-order, and the cost
is dominated by forming the intermediate tensor, C̄.
(s,t,v)
(A, B)) has been common practice in quanExploiting preserved symmetry (performing Ψ
tum chemistry tensor contraction implementations for decades, for instance it is explicitly discussed in [77], although the technique was probably employed in earlier coupled-cluster and
Møller-Plesset perturbation-theory codes. The consideration and exploitation of such preserved
symmetry has also been automated for arbitrary-order tensors by the Tensor Contraction Engine
(TCE) [79] and Cyclops Tensor Framework (discussed in Chapter 10).
For any pair of operators % = (·, +), we associate the computational cost µ% with the distributive operator of the elements of A and B “·" (usually multiplication), and we the associate
computational cost ν%C with the Abelian group operator of the elements of C “+" (usually addi(s,t,v)
tion). The computational cost of the algorithm Ψ
(A, B) is then
F Ψ (n, s, t, v, %) =

ns+t
nω
· (ν% + µ% ) +
· ν% + O(nω−1 · (ν% + µ% )).
s!t!v!
s!t!
(s,t,v)

Theorem 11.2.2. The communication cost of Ψ
(A, B), given a sequential machine with a
cache of size M̂ , i.e. the number of words moved between cache and memory, under the assumption
that no operands start in cache and all outputs are written to memory and that all elements have
unit element size has the following bounds,
2nω
ns+t ns+v nt+v
p +
+
+
≥ Ŵ Ψ (n, s, t, v, M̂ )
s!t!
s!v!
t!v!
s!t!v! M̂
"
#

3/2
s!v!
t!v!
s!t!
2nω
ns+t
ns+v
nt+v
p ,
,
,
·
+
+
.
≥ max min
(s + v)! (t + v)! (s + t)!
(s
+
t)!
(s
+
v)!
(t
+
v)!
s!t!v! M̂
Proof. The bounds for the standard algorithm are similar to the naive algorithm, since both are
usually dominated by a matrix multiplication, although the standard algorithm requires smaller
matrices.
The upper bound on the cost may be attained by performing the multiplication via the classical algorithm that computes matrix multiplication block-by-block with blocks of each matrix of
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q
dimension M̂ /3 and accumulating all partial summations directly to their symmetrized destination in the packed represenation of the tensor C.
The lower bound is asymptotically the same as the classical result by Hong and Kung [90], but
includes constant factors and is decreased due to the additional symmetry of A, B, and C. A lower
bound with a constant factor was also given by [12], but with a smaller constant prefactor.
(s,t,v)
In the standard algorithm for symmetric tensor contractions, C = Ψ
(A, B) where C is of
order s + t, A of order s + v, and
B
of
order
t
+
v.
The
algorithm
treats
the
tensors as matrices


n+s−1
n+t−1
n+v−1
with dimensions
,
, and
, but these reduced matrix forms have fewer unique
s
t
v
entries than nonsymmetric matrices of the same dimension due to symmetry. The lower bound for
reading in the inputs from memory to cache and writing the output from cache to memory is
Ŵ Ψ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≥

ns+v
nt+v
ns+t
+
+
,
(s + t)! (s + v)! (t + v)!

which is lower than the corresponding lower bound for nonsymmetric matrix multiplication.
When these tensors all fit into cache, the above lower bound is attainable since the unique
entries of A, B can all be read into cache then contracted and symmetrized into C on the fly. This
cost is a factor of (s + t)!/(s!t!) smaller than the IO complexity of reading in a nonsymmetric
(folded) Ā of dimensions ns /s! and nt /t!, and similarly for the costs associated with B̄ and C̄.
When the tensors do not fit in cache, the symmetry is more difficult to exploit in a general fashion
so our algorithm (upper bound) does not attempt to. However, it is at least possible to lower the
communication cost by exploiting symmetry in one tensor if the other two tensors are vectors. For
instance in multiplying a symmetric-matrix by a vector, we could pick out blocks from the lower
triangle of the matrix, and multiply them by the two sets of vector entries, which the block and
its symmetric reflection are multiplied by, contributing to two sets of vector entries in the output.
However, this does not generalize easily to the s, t, v ≥ 1 case, where reading in extra subsets of
B and C counteracts with the cache reuse achieved by reading in a larger subset of B and C.
We do not attempt to prove that schedules cannot achieve extra reuse when s, t, v ≥ 1, and
instead simply prove a looser lower bound that yields a similar fractional symmetric prefactor for
any s, t, v,
Ψ

Ŵ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≥ max



t!v!
s!t!
s!v!
,
,
(s + v)! (t + v)! (s + t)!

3/2

2ns+t+v
p .
·
s!t!v! M̂

So, whether this lower bound is attainable for s, t, v ≥ 1 or whether a tighter bound may be proven
remains an open question.
We obtain this lower bound by reducing from schedules for the standard symmetric tensor
contraction algorithm to schedules for nonsymmetric
matrix

 multiplication (with an appropriate
(s+v)! (t+v)! (s+t)!
prefactor). In particular, for r = max s!v! , t!v! , s!t! , we show that any schedule for the
standard symmetric contraction algorithm with cost Ŵ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) yields a schedule for matrix
multiplication of arbitrary nonsymmetric matrices Â and B̂ which uses r · M̂ cache memory and
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¯
attains the cost Ŵ (ns /s!, nt /t!, nv /v!, r· M̂ ) ≤ r· Ŵ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ), where W̄ is the communication
cost of nonsymmetric multiplication, for which we have a lower bound via Theorem 4.2.1.
Consider any schedule for the standard symmetric contraction algorithm, which computes C̄ =
Ā· B̄, where Ā and B̄ are matrices corresponding to folded forms of A and B respectively, and C̄ is
subsequently accumulated (symmetrized) to form C. Such a schedule may employ multiplications
of entries of the operands Aij ∈ Ā, which are equivalent to some other Akl ∈ Ā, Aij = Akl ,
due to being symmetric in A (the folding ignores some symmetries), and the same for B. We
represent the schedule as an interleaved sequence S of ‘read’, ‘write’, ‘compute’, ‘copy’, and
‘discard’ operations. We define cache storage set Ml to be the elements stored in cache after the
ith operation in the sequence S and let M0 = ∅, since we assume the cache is empty at the start.
The size of the cache storage set ∀l ∈ [1, |S|], should not exceed the cache capacity |Ml | ≤ M̂ .
Any operations in sequence sl ∈ S must be one the following,
• read of an element of A from memory into cache, sl = (a, read), where a ∈ A and a ∈
/ Ml−1 ,
but subsequently a ∈ Ml ,
• read of an element of B from memory into cache, sl = (b, read), where b ∈ B and b ∈
/ Ml−1 ,
but subsequently b ∈ Ml ,
• computation of the form c̄ = a · b (corresponding to multiplication Āik · B̄kj into the entry
C̄ij ), sl = (c̄, a, b, compute), where a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and a, b ∈ Ml−1 , while c̄ ∈
/ Ml−1 , but
subsequently, c̄ ∈ Ml (multiple partial sums of C̄ij may not be in cache concurrently),
• computation of the form c̄ = c̄ + a · b (corresponding to multiplication Āik · B̄kj and its
accumulation into the entry C̄ij ), sl = (c̄, a, b, compute), where a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and a, b, c̄ ∈
Ml−1 ,
• computation of the form c = c + c̄ (corresponding to symmetrization of C̄ into C) sl =
(c, c̄, compute), where c, c̄ ∈ Ml−1 and subsequently c̄ ∈
/ Ml ,
• copy of the form c = c̄ (corresponding to symmetrization of C̄ into C or a simple set when
symmetrization of C̄ is not necessary, namely when C̄ is a vector) sl = (c, c̄, copy), where
c̄ ∈ Ml−1 and subsequently c ∈ Ml and c̄ ∈
/ Ml ,
• discard of values of A from cache, sl = (a, discard), where a ∈ A and a ∈ Ml−1 , but
subsequently a ∈
/ Ml ,
• discard of values of B from cache, sl = (b, discard), where b ∈ B and b ∈ Ml−1 , but
subsequently b ∈
/ Ml ,
• write/accumulate from cache to memory, sl = (c, write), where c ∈ C and c ∈ Ml−1 but
subsequently c ∈
/ Ml .



n+t−1 n+v−1
Each of the n+s−1
multiplications necessary for the standard
algorithm
cor-
s
t
v

 n+s−1must
 n+t−1
n+s−1 n+t−1 n+v−1
respond to a ‘compute’ operation in the schedule. Each of
+ s
s
t
v
t
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additions must correspond to a ‘compute’ operation or an accumulate (‘write’) operation in the
schedule. All computed entries of C (results of compute operations), must also be written or accumulated to the output, and output entries may not be overwritten. The ‘copy’ operations are free
as they do not correspond to any computation, but are simply a relabeling. We note that while the
standard symmetric contraction algorithm must implicitly compute the multiplications necessary
to form the C̄ intermediate, under our model this schedule forces accumulation to memory of the
intermediates and multiplications directly to the output C itself (since the entries of C̄ must be
eventually accumulated there anyway). We measure the communication cost of the schedule as the
number of ‘read’ and ‘write’ operations in S, therefore accumulating directly to C is always more
sensible than accumulating to some other intermediate. The formulation of this schedule is strict
in the sense that it precludes recomputation of contributions to C as well as any other operations
that don’t contribute directly to algorithmic progress.
We now define a new schedule Ŝ from S, with cache store M̂l after operation sl ∈ Ŝ, which
computes matrix multiplication
two arbitrary
(nonsymmetric) matrices Ĉ = Â · B̂, where
 of n+v−1

 the
n+s−1
n+v−1
n+t−1
dimensions of Â are
by
and the dimensions of B̂ are
by
. The
s
v
v
t
new schedule Ŝ mimics S by reading and discarding all symmetrically equivalent entries in A and
B, while computing and writing multiplications which contribute to an entry of C̄ to the same
destination in Ĉ. We say that a pair of entries in Āij , Ākl ∈ A are symmetrically equivalent if
they are folded from entries Āij = Aihs+vi , Ākl = Ajhs+vi and there exists a permutation π such
that ihs + vi = π(jhs + vi). There are sets of size up to (s + v)! of symmetrically equivalent
entries A, but only (s + v)!/(s!v!) in Ā, since the folded matrix Ā does not include entries that
are symmetrically equivalent in permutation within jhsi and within lhvi for any entry Ajhsilhvi .
Similarly, for B, the folded matrix B̄ contains sets of size up to (t + v)!/(t!v!) of entries which
are symmetrically equivalent due to the symmetry in B. Formally, for the ith operation sl for
l = [1, |S|], we append the following operations to Ŝ (or ignore it if its not one of the below):
• if sl = (a, read), where a ∈ A, we add up to (s + v)!/(s!v!) read operations of all entries
of Â to Ŝ which have the same indices as those which are symmetrically equivalent to a in
the matrix Ā (there may be fewer than (s + v)!/(s!v!) if the entry is on some diagonal in A),
thus for all ‘compute’ operations for which a can be an operand in S, we have loaded the
corresponding entries in Â,
• if sl = (b, read), where b ∈ B, we add up to (t + v)!/(t!v!) read operations of all entries
of B̂ to Ŝ which have the same indices as those which are symmetrically equivalent to b in
the matrix B̄, thus for all ‘compute’ operations for which b can be an operand in S, we have
loaded the corresponding entries in B̂,
• if sl = (c̄, a, b, compute) of the form c̄ = a · b or of the form c̄ = c̄ + a · b and corresponds
to multiplication Āik · B̄kj , we add a compute operation ĉ = ĉ + Âik · B̂kj to Ŝ where ĉ is a
partial sum to be accumulated into Ĉij , if there is already an existing ĉ partial sum of Ĉij is
in M̂l−1 and add operation ĉ = Âik · B̂kj to Ŝ if no partial sum of Ĉij was in M̂l−1 ,
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• if sl = (a, discard), where a ∈ A, we add up to (s + v)!/(s!v!) discard operations of all
entries of Â to Ŝ which have the same indices as those which are symmetrically equivalent
to a in the matrix Ā,
• if sl = (b, discard), where b ∈ B, we add up to (t+v)!/(t!v!) discard operations of all entries
of B̂ to Ŝ which have the same indices as those which are symmetrically equivalent to b in
the matrix B̄,
• if sl = (c, write), where c ∈ C, we add up to (s + t)!/(s!t!) write or accumulate operations
all contributions to Ĉ in Ml−1 which have the same indices as those which are symmetrically
equivalent to the entry to which c contributes in Ĉ (which discards these partial sums from
Ml ).
 n+v−1 n+t−1
The resulting schedule Ŝ computes the correct answer Ĉ, as it performs the n+s−1
s
v
t
multiplications needed, as those must also be done to compute C̄ by the standard symmetric contraction algorithm schedule. Further, it always has the needed operands to compute the multiplications, since whenever an entry a ∈ Ā or b ∈ B̄ resides in S, all entries to which are symmetrically
equivalent to a or b via the symmetry of A and B (for which a or b may act as operands in place of)
are loaded from Â or B̂ by Ŝ and kept in memory until a or b is discarded by S. While the standard
symmetric contraction schedule accumulates the partial sums of C̄ to partial sums of C, prior to
writing them to memory, the schedule Ŝ accumulates all the partial sums of Ĉ to memory whenever a partial sum of C with a symmetrically equivalent entry is written by S. All contributions
to Ĉ, will be written or accumulated to memory (accumulated if another contribution has already
been written to this entry), since they correspond to a partial sum of C̄ of the same index, which
must be accumulated or copied into an entry of C, which must subsequently be written, and for
each operation that writes an entry of C to memory, Ŝ writes to memory all entries of Ĉ, that have
the same index as any partial sum that could have been accumulated into this partial
sum of C. 

(s+v)! (t+v)! (s+t)!
Further, the cache size necessary to compute Ŝ is no more than r·M̂ = max s!v! , t!v! , s!t! ·
M̂ , since for each entry of A present in cache at any given point in S, at most (s + v)!/(s!v!) entries of Â are present in Ŝ, as up to this number of symmetrically equivalent entries are read and
discarded, whenever the corresponding of A is read or discarded. A similar argument for entries
of B̂ yields the factor of (t+v)!
. For partial sums of ĉ ∈ Ĉ, we notice that whenever some partial
t!v!
sum is in Ŝ there must either by a partial sum of c̄ ∈ C̄ with the same index as ĉ or a partial sum
of c ∈ C to which c̄ was copied or accumulated into and which corresponds to an entry in C to
which ĉ is symmetrized into. Since there at most (s + t)!/(s!t!) entries (and partial sums of unique
index) in C̄ that are symmetrized into the same entry of C and these are accumulated to memory
(and therefore discarded), whenever the entry of C is accumulated, there can be no more than
(s + t)!/(s!t!) different partial sums present in Ŝ for each partial sum present in S. The number of
reads and writes in Ŝ is by a similar argument no greater than a factor of r of those in S. Therefore,
we’ve created a valid schedule for matrix multiplication of arbitrary matrices with cost no more
¯
than Ŵ (ns /s!, nt /t!, nv /v!, r · M̂ ) ≤ r · Ŵ Ψ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ). Now, since, we have a lower bound for
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nonsymmetric matrix multiplication, we can use Theorem 4.2.1 to assert that,
1 ¯
Ŵ Ψ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≥ · Ŵ (ns /s!, nt /t!, nv /v!, r · M̂ )
r
1
2ns+t+v
p
≥ ·
r s!t!v! r · M̂
2ns+t+v
p
r3/2 s!t!v! M̂

3/2
s!v!
t!v!
s!t!
2ns+t+v
p .
= min
,
,
·
(s + v)! (t + v)! (s + t)!
s!t!v! M̂
Combining the above lower bound, with the trivial lower bound from reading the inputs and outputs, we obtain the desired,
"
3/2

t!v!
s!t!
2ns+t+v
s!v!
p ,
,
,
Ŵ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≥ max min
(s + v)! (t + v)! (s + t)!
s!t!v! M̂
#
s+t
s+v
t+v
n
n
n
+
+
.
(s + t)! (s + v)! (t + v)!
=

1

·

We note that a similar reduction may be used to show that the multiplication
of nonsymmetric
√
¯
2
matrices whose entries may overlap (e.g. A · A) has cost no less than 4 of Ŵ (n, m, k, M̂ ) (where
it is assumed the entries A and B are disjoint/independent).

11.2.3

The Fast Symmetric Contraction Algorithm

Our main result is an algorithm that performs any such contraction using only nω /ω! multiplications to leading order, which is a factor of (s+t+v)!
fewer than the standard method. However, the
s!t!v!
algorithm performs more additions per multiplication than the standard method.
(s,t,v)
Algorithm Φ
: The new algorithm is based on the idea of computing a fully symmetric intermediate tensor Ẑ of order ω, with elements
 corresponding to the result of a scalar multiplication.
unique entries, which are ∀ihωi,
Due to its symmetry this tensor has n+ω−1
ω

 

X
X
Ẑihωi =
Ajhs+vi ·
Blht+vi .
(11.2.3)
jhs+vi∈χ(ihωi)

lht+vi∈χ(ihωi)

This tensor need not, and should not be stored explicitly due to the associated memory overhead.
Instead, each unique multiplication corresponding to one of the unique entries of Ẑ, should be
ω
entries of its ‘contracted form’, an order s + t fully symmetric tensor Z,
accumulated to s+t
whose elements ∀ihs + ti are
X
Zihs+ti =
Ẑihs+tikhvi .
(11.2.4)
khvi
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The tensor Z contains all the terms needed for the output C, but also some extra terms. Fortunately,
all of these extra terms may be computed with low-order cost. We form two other fully symmetric
tensors of order s + t: V and W , which contain all of these unwanted terms and are subsequently
used to cancel them out. To form the tensor V efficiently, we compute contracted forms of A and
B, A(p) and B (q) , ∀p, q ∈ [1, v]. The elementwise equations for these tensors are
X
(p)
∀p ∈ [1, v], ∀ihs + v − pi, Aihs+v−pi =
Aihs+v−pikhpi ,
khpi

∀q ∈ [1, v], ∀iht + v − qi,

(q)
Biht+v−qi

=

X

Biht+v−qikhqi .

khqi

Now, we define the elements of V in terms of the above intermediates (also with A(0) = A and
B (0) = B), ∀ihs + ti,
Vihs+ti =

v−1  
X
v
r=0

X
khri

r

v−r
X




v−r
·
p

v−p−r



v−p−r
·
· nv−p−q−r ·
q
p=max(0,v−t−r)
q=max(0,v−s−r)

 


X
X
(p)
(q)
Ajhs+v−p−rikhri
·
Blht+v−q−rikhri .
X

jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

(11.2.5)
The tensor W employs a different set of intermediates U (r) , ∀r ∈ [1, min(s, t)], which are of order
s + t − r. These intermediates have r indices, which are shared between A and B and are not
contracted over. The equations for forming the elements of these tensors are
∀r ∈ [1, min(s, t)], ∀ihs + t − 2ri,
X
(r)
Umhriihs+t−2ri =
(jhs−ri,lht−ri)∈χ(ihs+t−2ri)

X


Amhrijhs−rikhvi · Bmhrilht−rikhvi ,

(11.2.6)

khvi

Each U (r) tensor is symmetric in the mhri index group and separately in the ihs + t − 2ri index
group. Using these tensors, we can now form our last intermediate, W , ∀ihs + ti,
min(s,t) 

Wihs+ti =

X

X

r=1

(mhri,hhs+t−2ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)

(r)
Umhrihhs+t−2ri


(11.2.7)

As shown in the proof of correctness in Section 11.3.1, the V and W tensors contain all the terms
which separate Z from the C we seek to compute (equation 11.1.2). So, we form the final output of
the algorithm Ĉ (shown in Section 11.3.1 to be algebraically equivalent to C) via the summation,
∀ihs + ti,


1
(11.2.8)
Ĉihs+ti = s+t · Zihs+ti − Vihs+ti − Wihs+ti .
s
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(s,t,v)

We designate this algorithm as a function Ĉ = Φ
(A, B). The memory footprint necessary for
(s,t,v)
this algorithm is to leading order the same as that of the standard algorithm (Ĉ = Ψ
(A, B)),
both are dominated by the space necessary to store the input and output tensors. Intermediates,
such as C̄ in the standard algorithm, and Z, V , and W in the fast algorithm, may be accumulated
directly to the output (C and Ĉ, respectively), and therefore require no extra storage. Similarly, for
each element of U (r) , it is possible to compute all elements of W to which it contributes and discard
it. However, a low-order amount of extra storage may be required for A(p) and B (q) since elements
of W depend on different combinations of entries of these two intermediates. However, in practice
implementations of the standard algorithm frequently compute C̄ explicitly for simplicity, and it
seems unlikely that the storage necessary for A(p) , B (q) would be problematic. Further, the only
time Ω(n) combinations of A(p) and B (q) need to be multiplied together is when p, q ≥ 1, in which
case it should be possible to recompute one of the two redundantly on the fly, without raising the
leading order cost, if a constant amount of auxiliary storage is really a requirement.
The next section gives some basic but important special cases of this algorithm for s, t, v ∈
{0, 1}. Following these examples, we return to analysis of the general form, proving correctness
in Section 11.3.1, numerical stability in Section 11.3.2, and analyzing the computational and communication costs in Section 11.3.3.

11.2.4

Examples (Special Cases)

To give an intuitive interpretation of the general algorithm, as well as to cover some basic applications, we now give a few special cases of it. We consider multiplication of symmetric matrix
with a vector (s = 1, v = 1, t = 0), the symmetric rank-2 outer product (s = 1, v = 0, t = 1),
and the symmetrized multiplication of symmetric matrices, which is known as Jordan ring matrix
multiplication (s = v = t = 1). As before we will consider all vector/matrix/tensor entries to be
elements of a possibly nonassociative ring over the set R with operations % = (+, ·) the costs of
which are ν% , µ% respectively.
Multiplication of a Symmetric Matrix by a Vector
Consider two vectors of n elements b and c as well as an n-by-n symmetric matrix A. We seek to
compute
X
∀i, ci =
Aik · bk ,
k

which is just equation 11.1.2 with s = 1, v = 1, t = 0. The cost of the traditional algorithm
(1,0,1)
Ψ
(equation 11.2.1), Ψ
(A, b) which simply treats A as nonsymmetric is Fsymv
(%, n) = µ% · n2 +
(1,0,1)
ν% · n2 . Our new algorithm for this problem, Φ
(A, b) computes c as follows,
∀i, j,
∀i,

Ẑij = Aij · (bi + bj ),
X
X
(1)
Zi =
Ẑik ,
Ai =
Aik ,
k

k

(1)

Vi = Ai · bi ,

ci = Zi − Vi .
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Since (bi + bj ) and subsequently Ẑij are symmetric in i, j, Zi can be computed in n2 /2 multiplications to leading order, for a total cost of




5 2 3
1 2 3
Φ
n + n + ν% ·
n + n .
Fsymv (%, n) = µ% ·
2
2
2
2
Now, if we consider multiplication of A by K vectors (equivalently by an n-by-K matrix), the cost
of computing A(1) is amortized over the K matrix-vector multiplications, yielding the overall cost,




1
3
3
3
Φ
2
2
2
Fsymm (%, n, K) = µ% ·
Kn + Kn + ν% ·
Kn + n + Kn .
2
2
2
2
Φ
Ψ
The fast algorithm for the symm problem is useful whenever Fsymm
(%, n, K) < K · Fsymv
(%, n),
which is the case whenever µ% > ν% and n, K  1. That condition is true for the cases where
the scalars are complex, where µ% ≥ 3 · ν% (assuming multiplication of two real numbers costs at
least as much as addition). There are two use-cases for the complex-problem, one where the A
is complex and symmetric, e.g. the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix, for which case the
described algorithm applies without modification (outside of the real addition and multiplications
becoming complex additions and multiplications), and the second, more common case where A
is a Hermitian matrix. The latter case corresponds to the BLAS routine hemm, and our algorithm
may be adapted to handle it as described in Section 11.4.3. In both cases, the fast algorithm yields
at least a 4/3 reduction in cost.
The fast algorithm is also easily adaptable to the case when A is a sparse symmetric matrix
with nnz non-zeros. Instead of the usual nnz multiplications and nnz additions, the fast algorithm
requires 21 nnz multiplications and 52 nnz additions to leading order (or 23 nnz leading order additions
when computation of A(1) may be amortized).
However, we note that for certain choices of A and b the fast algorithm incurs more error (see
Section 11.3.4).

Symmetrized Vector Outer Product
We now consider a rank-2 outer product of vectors a and b of length n to form an n-by-n symmetric
matrix C, computing ∀i, j,
1
Cij = (ai · bj + aj · bi ).
2
Solving this problem corresponds to equation 11.1.2 with s = 1, v = 0, and t = 1. For floating
(1,1,0)
point real numbers this corresponds to BLAS routine syr2. The standard method Ψ
comΨ
putes the unique part of C using n2 scalar multiplications and n2 scalar additions, so Fsyr2
(%, n) =
(1,1,0)
Ψ
Fsymv
(%, n). Our new algorithm for this problem, Φ
(a, b) computes C as follows,
∀i, j,

Zij = Ẑij = (ai +aj )·(bi +bj ),

(1)

Ui

= ai ·bi ,

(1)

(1)

Wij = Ui +Uj ,

1
Cij = (Zij −Wij ).
2
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The number of multiplications needed for the new algorithm is the same as in the previous case of
a symmetric
matrix multiplied by a vector, since Ẑ is again symmetric and be computed via the

n+1
multiplications necessary to form its unique elements. However, the number of additions is
2
slightly less than the symv case,


1 2 3
Φ
Fsyr2 (%, n) = µ% ·
n + n + ν% · (2n2 + 2n).
2
2
Now we consider the case of a rank-2K outer product where instead of vectors a and b, we have
n-by-K matrices A and B, which corresponds to the BLAS routine syr2K. In this case, we can
compute W with low-order cost, yielding a reduction in the number of additions needed. The
resulting new algorithm has the same leading order cost as symm,




3
3
5
1
2
2
2
Φ
Kn + Kn + ν% ·
Kn + n + Kn + n .
Fsyr2K = (%, n, K) = µ% ·
2
2
2
2
Φ
Ψ
Φ
Ψ
Furthermore, to leading order, Fsyr2K
has the same relation to Fsyr2K
as Fsymm
had to Fsymm
.
∗
This algorithm may be adapted to the case of the Hermitian outer product a · b + a · b∗ , where
∗ denotes the Hermitian adjoint (conjugate) of the vector. The adaptation of the fast algorithm to
this operation, which also corresponds to BLAS routine her2, is described in a general fashion
in Section 11.4.3 and performs the same number of multiplication and addition operations (of
Φ
. The extension to her2K has the same number of complex operations
complex numbers) as Fsyr2
Φ
as Fsyr2K and is therefore 4/3 cheaper in leading order cost than the standard algorithm for her2K.
So, since we now know how to compute hemm and her2K in 3/4 of the operations to leading
order, we can compute the reduction to tridiagonal form for the Hermitian eigensolve (LAPACK
routine hetrd), which can be formulated so that the cost is dominated by these two subroutines,
in 3/4 of the usual number of operations to leading order.

Jordan Ring Matrix Multiplication
As a last example, we consider the case of 11.1.2 where s = t = v = 1, where all terms of the
(1,1,1)
Φ
(A, B) take part. Given symmetric matrices A, B of dimension n, we compute, ∀i, j,


1 X
Aik · Bjk + Ajk · Bik .
Cij = ·
2 k
This problem is again a special case of equation 11.1.2, this time with s, v, t = 1. The traditional
(1,1,1)
algorithm (equation 11.2.1), Ψ
(A, B) simply multiplies A and B as nonsymmetric matrices
and symmetrizes the product, for a total cost of
Ψ
Fsyrmm
(%, n) = µ% · n3 + ν% · n3 + O((µ% + ν% ) · n2 ).
(1,1,1)

Φ
(A, B) computes C by doing only n3 /6 leading order multiplications required to compute
the third order symmetric tensor Ẑ, ∀i, j, k,
Ẑijk = (Aij + Aik + Ajk ) · (Bij + Bik + Bjk ).
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Subsequently, the rest of the work can be done in a low-order number of multiplications as follows,
∀i, j,
X
X
X
(1)
(1)
Zij =
Zijk ,
Ai =
Aik ,
Bi =
Bik ,
k

Vij = n · Aij · Bij +
X
Ul =
Alk · Blk ,
k

k
(1)
Ai

+

(1) 
Aj

· Bij + Aij ·

Wij = Ui + Uj ,

k
(1)
Bi

(1) 

+ Bj

,

1
Cij = (Zij − Vij − Wij ).
2

Due to the symmetry in computation of Zij , and the fact that all other terms are low-order, the cost
of this reformulation is
7
1
Φ
Fsyrmm
(%, n) = µ% · n3 + ν% · n3 + O((µ% + ν% ) · n2 ),
6
6
so this form requires a factor of 6 fewer multiplications and a factor of 3/2 fewer total operaΨ
tions than Fsyrmm
to leading order. However, we note that for certain choices of A and B the fast
algorithm incurs more error (see Section 11.3.4).
A special case of Jordan ring matrix multiplication is squaring a symmetric matrix (B = A
and a prefactor of 1/2). For this case, a typical approach might only exploit the symmetry of the
output (only computing the unique n+1
entries of the output), performing of n3 /2 multiplications
2
(1,1,1)
and additions to leading order, while the fast algorithm, A2 = Φ
(A, A), would need n3 /6
multiplications and 5n3 /6 additions to leading order (since the 2n3 /6 additions for B may now be
avoided). While the total number of operations is the same, a factor of three fewer multiplications
are needed by the fast algorithm.

11.2.5

Nesting Algorithms
(s,t,v)

(s,t,v)

, and Φ
all perform conThe three general algorithms defined in this section, Υ(s,t,v) , Ψ
tractions where multiplication is any distributive (not necessarily associative) operator “ · ” :
RA × RB → RC . Further the three algorithms themselves are distributive operators mapping
from the set of s + v-order tensors (RA ) and the set of v + t-order tensors (RB ) onto the set of
s + t-order tensors (RC ). The only requirements of RA , RB , and RC is that they are an Abelian
group over addition (+), which the set of tensors of any given order satisfies. Therefore, we may
nest the application of any of the three algorithms by applying it to tensors of tensors and letting
“·" be another tensor contraction.
Further, we may define any tensor of order larger than one as a nest of multiple tensors of
lower order, for instance we may refer to a matrix as a vector of vectors. However, such nested
forms lose the notion of symmetry if we break up an index group, for instance by referring to
a symmetric matrix as a vector of vectors. However, the nested form makes a lot of sense for
partially-symmetric tensors, e.g. a fourth order tensor with two disjoint symmetric groups of two
indices, may be referred to as a symmetric matrix of symmetric matrices, a representation which
reflects the full symmetry of the fourth order tensor.
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We write the nested application of algorithms as concatenated calls to the nested algorithms,
with the leftmost being at the root level of recursion and the rightmost algorithm executing the
actual scalar multiplications needed to compute the contraction. For instance we might nest the
symmetric tensor contraction algorithm as
(s1 ,t1 ,v1 )

C=Ψ

(s2 ,t2 ,v2 )

Ψ

Υ(s3 ,t3 ,v3 ) (A, B),

and similarly the fast symmetric tensor contraction algorithm as
(s1 ,t1 ,v1 )

C=Φ

(s2 ,t2 ,v2 )

Φ

Υ(s3 ,t3 ,v3 ) (A, B).

P
These expressions signify that the nested algorithm would contract AP
of order 3i=1 si + vi and
symmetric in two sets of indices of size s1 + v1 and s2 + v2 , B ofP
order 3i=1 ti + vi and symmetric
in two sets of indices of size t1 + v1 and t2 + v2 , and C of order 3i=1 si + ti , symmetrized among
index groups s1 + t1 and s2 + t2 . Any partially-symmetric contraction can be decomposed in such
a nested fashion, although in some cases symmetric groups of indices need to be split up among
nested levels and effectively ignored. Such nested forms will be especially useful for the coupled(s,t,v)
cluster contractions discussed in Section 11.5. Further, the fact that we can nest Φ
on top
0
0
0
(s,t,v)
(s ,t ,v )
, will allow the application of the fast algorithm, Φ
to scenarios where addition is
of Υ
0 0 0
(s0 ,t0 ,v 0 )
much cheaper than multiplications, such as when s , t , v ≥ 1 for Υ
.

11.3

Analysis

We now return to analyzing the new algorithm, Φ(A, B) in its general form. We give a proof of
correctness, numerical stability, and quantify the cost of the algorithm in terms of the number of
operations and the amount of communication necessary.

11.3.1

Proof of Correctness
(s,t,v)

Theorem 11.3.1. If, given A and B, Ĉ = Φ
(A, B) is computed in exact arithmetic then it is
equivalent to C = Ĉ where C = A B is given by equation 11.1.2.
Proof. To show algebraic equivalence of the formulation in equations 11.2.3–11.2.8 to equation 11.1.2 we show that V and W (equations 11.2.5 and 11.2.7) cancel the extra terms included
in Z (equation
11.2.4),
 s+t+v
 leaving exactly the terms needed by equation 11.1.2. There are a total of
s+t+v
v
n · s+v · t+v products Ajhs+vi · Blht+vi appearing in the expansion of equation 11.2.4. We
partition these subterms constituting Z according to which khvi indices (based on subscript m of
km rather than the value that km takes on) show up in the jhs + vi indices of the A operand and
the lht + vi indices of the B operand:
• xhai ∈ χ(khvi), the a ≤ v sized subset of khvi chosen by jhs + vi ∈ χ(ihs + tikhvi) to
appear in the A operand,
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• yhbi ∈ χ(khvi), the b ≤ v sized subset of khvi chosen by lht + vi ∈ χ(ihs + tikhvi) to
appear in the B operand.
Now we consider all possible cases of overlap of the indices appearing in xhai and yhbi,
• let dhri ∈ χ(khvi), for r ≤ min(a, b) ≤ v be the subset of khvi that appears both in xhai
and yhbi,
• let ehpi ∈ χ(khvi), for p ≤ a − r be the subset of khvi that appears exclusively in xhai (and
not in yhbi),
• let f hqi ∈ χ(khvi), for q ≤ b − r ≤ v − p − r be the subset of khvi that appears exclusively
in yhbi (and not in xhai),
• let ghv − q − p − ri ∈ χ(khvi) be the remaining subset of khvi, which appear in neither
xhai nor yhbi.
We now partition Z according to the above partitions of khvi, ∀ihs + ti,
Zihs+ti =

v
X X
khvi

r=0

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi)

X

X

p=max(0,v−t−r) (ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri)

"

X

v−r−p

v−r
X

X

(f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)

q=max(0,v−s−r)



X

Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi

jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)


·

#

X

Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi

.

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

We note the fact that the index variables in khvi are indistinguishable (i.e. they are dummy integration variables), which implies that for a given r, p, q no matter how the khvi is partitioned amongst
dhri, ehpi, f hqi, and ghv − r − p − qi, the result is the same. This allows us to replace khvi and
its partitions with new sets of variables and multiply by prefactors corresponding to the number of
selections possible for each partition, ∀ihs+ti ,
Zihs+ti

v   X
X
v
=
r
r=0
dhri

X

v−r
X



v−r X
p
p=max(0,v−t−r)
ehpi
 
Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi ·

jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

v−r−p

X
q=max(0,v−s−r)

X



X
v−r−p X
q
f hqi ghv−r−p−qi

Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi .

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

Since B is independent of ehpi and A is independent of f hqi, we can use distributivity to bring
these summations inside the parentheses. Further, since both A and B are independent of the
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indices ghv − r − p − qi, we can replace this summation with a prefactor of nv−r−p−q (the size of
the range of ghv − r − p − qi), ∀ihs+ti ,
"




v−r−p
v  
v−r
X
X
X
X
v
v−r
v−r−p
Zihs+ti =
nv−r−p−q
r
p
q
r=0
dhri
p=max(0,v−t−r)
q=max(0,v−s−r)





#
X
X
X
X
Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi
·
Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi
.
jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

ehpi

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

f hqi

Renaming the index sets and isolating r = v, p = 0, q = 0, allows us to extract the V term
(equation 11.2.5), ∀ihs + ti,
"




v−p−r
v−1  
v−r
X
X
X
X
v
v−r
v−p−r
Zihs+ti =
·
·
· nv−p−q−r
r
p
q
r=0
p=max(0,v−t−r)
q=max(0,v−s−r)
khri





#
X
X
X
X
Ajhs+v−p−rimhpikhri
·
Blht+v−q−rimhqikhri
jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

mhpi

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)


+

X

 
X


khvi

X

Ajhsikhvi  · 

jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)

Blhtikhvi  ,

lhti∈χ(ihs+ti)


Zihs+ti = Vihs+ti +

mhqi



X

 
X


khvi

jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)

Ajhsikhvi  · 


X

Blhtikhvi 

lhti∈χ(ihs+ti)

We have now isolated the subterms where both A and B are contracted over the desired full set
of khvi indices into the latter term in the equation above. However, this latter term still contains
subterms where the same outer (or noncontracted) indices appear in both A and B, which we want
to discard, since equation 11.1.2 contains only disjoint partitions of the ihs + ti index set among A
and B. We obtain W (equation 11.2.7) via enumerating all such remaining unneeded terms by the
number of outer indices r ∈ [1, min(s, t)] which appear in both operands A and B, then summing
over the disjoint partitions of the remaining s − t − 2r indices into s − r indices which appear
exclusively in term A and t − r indices which appear exclusively in term B. This leaves r indices
which appear in neither A nor B, which is the reason that the term V can be computed in low order
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via U (equation 11.2.6). So now, ∀ihs + ti, we have,


X
X

Zihs+ti = Vihs+ti +
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi  +
(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)
min(s,t)

"

X

X

r=1

(mhri,hhs+t−2ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)

khvi



X

X
(jhs−ri,lht−ri)∈χ(hhs+t−2ri)

#
Amhrijhs−rikhvi · Bmhrilht−rikhvi

khvi



s+t
= Vihs+ti +
· Cihs+ti + Wihs+ti
s
Plugging the result into equation 11.2.8, we see that C = Ĉ.

11.3.2

Numerical Stability Analysis

n
We derive error bounds in terms of γn = 1−n
, where  is the machine precision. We assume
the error made in scalar additions, subtractions, and multiplications to be bounded equivalently
|f l (a · b) − a · b| ≤ |a · b| ·  and |f l (a ± b) − (a ± b)| ≤ |a ± b| · . The forward error bound for the
standard symmetric contraction algorithm (equations 11.1.2) arises directly from matrix multiplication where nv /v!+ O(nv−1 ) scalar intermediates contribute to each entry of the output, with an
extra factor of s+t
incurred from the symmetrization of the partially-symmetric intermediate C̄
s
(the result of the matrix multiplication). We use the ||X||max norm, which is the largest magnitude
element in X, and therefore the bound for C̄ grows by the same factor as the error, yielding the
overall error bound,




nv s + t
(s,t,v)
+ O(nv−1 ).
||f l Ψ
(A, B) − C||max ≤ γm · m · ||A||max · ||B||max where m =
v!
s

To bound the error of the fast algorithm, we start with a lemma, which simplifies the error
analysis of multiple intermediate tensors.
Lemma 11.3.2. Consider a computation of a scalar from l-by-m matrix A and k-by-g matrix B of
the form,
 X

m X
l
k
X
c=
Aig ·
Bjg ,
g=1

i=1

j=1

where ||A||max ≤ α and ||B||max ≤ β. The floating point error of c is bound by
|f l (c) − c| ≤ γm+l+k · m · l · k · α · β + O(2 ).
P
Proof. The magnitude of the exact value ag = li=1 Aig is at most l · α, so the floating point error
P
incurred is bounded by γl · l · α. Similarly, for bg = kj=1 Bjg the floating point error is at most
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γk · k · β. Therefore, we can obtain a bound on the floating point error for c via
!
m
X
|f l (c) − c| = f l
(ag + δgA · l · α) · (bg + δgB · k · β) − c ,
g=1

where |δgA | ≤ γl and |δgB | ≤ γk ,
|f l (c) − c| ≤ γm · m · (l · α) · (k · β) + m · (γl · l · α) · (k · β) + m · (l · α) · (γk · k · β) + O(2 )
≤ γm+l+k · m · l · k · α · β + O(2 )

The following theorem bounds the forward error of the computation done by the fast symmetric
tensor contraction algorithm. The bound for the fast algorithm is higher than for the standard
algorithm, due to errors accumulated in the computation
of the intermediate terms. In the theorem

and derivation we employ the convention that nn0 = 0 for any n0 > n.


(s,t,v)
Theorem 11.3.3. The f l Φ
(A, B) tensor computed via equations 11.2.3–11.2.8 in floating
point arithmetic satisfies the following error bound with respect to C = A B the exact solution
to equation 11.1.2,




f l Ĉihs+ti − Cihs+ti ≤ (γ3m · z̄ + γv̂·m · v̂ · v̄ + γŵ·m · ŵ) · m · ||A||max · ||B||max
where z̄ =

ω
t



·

ω
s


, v̂ =

s+t
s



, v̄ =

s+t
s+v



+

s+t
t+v



, ŵ = 2s+t ·

s+t
s


, and m =

n+v−1
v



+ O(nv−1 ).

Proof. We bound the error of the algorithm using the following variables to denote the maximum
magnitude values in A and B, α = ||A||max and β = ||B||max . We first bound the error incurred
by any entry
 of Z (equation 11.2.4), where each left operand of each scalar
 multiplication requires
ω
ω
kZ = t additions of A entriesand each right operand requires lZ = s of B entries. Each entry
of Z is a sum of mZ = n+v−1
such multiplications, which allows us to apply Lemma 11.3.2 to
v
obtain a bound the error on entries of Z as, ∀ihs + ti,

f l Zihs+ti − Zihs+ti ≤ γmZ +lZ +kZ · mZ · lZ · kZ · α · β + O(2 ).
 
We set z̄ = kZ · lZ = ωt · ωs and m = mZ . We further simplify the expression via kZ + lZ + m ≤
3m, which assumes m ≥ kZ and m ≥ lZ , since it is expected that n  ω, obtaining ∀ihs + ti,

f l Zihs+ti − Zihs+ti ≤ γ3m · z̄ · m · α · β + O(2 ).
We now bound the error contribution of V by first considering the error for
 a given p, q, r. For
s+t
n+p−1
each scalar multiplication, the left operand is a sum of kV = s+v−p−r
entries of A (where
p
(p)
we’ve included the sum necessary to compute the needed entry of A ), and the right operand is a
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s+t
n+q−1
sum of lV = t+v−q−r
entries of B (where we’ve included the sum necessary to compute
q
(q)
the needed entry of B ).The contribution of the particular choice of p, q, r to a given entry of V
is a sum of mV = n+r−1
such multiplications. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 11.3.2 to bound
r
the error of such a contribution cp,q,r as
|f l (cp,q,r ) − cp,q,r | ≤ γmV +kV +lV · mV · kV · lV · α · β + O(2 ).
We now note that since r ≤ v −1, mV cannot exceed O(nv−1 ). Similarly, kV = O(nv−1 ) whenever
p < v and lV = O(nv−1 ) whenever q < v. Since p + q + r ≤ v, we are left with only two
possible contributions which contribute to the leading order error, O(γnv · nv · α · β), namely
n+v−1
cv,0,0 and c0,v,0 . For cv,0,0 , (for which it must be the case that v ≤ s), kV = s+t
s
v
, while
s+t
s+t
lV = t+v
, and mV = 1. For c0,v,0 , (for which it must be the case that v ≤ t), kV = s+v
, while


s+t n+v−1
lV = s
, and mV = 1. We can therefore, bound the total error on any entry of V as,
v
∀ihs + ti,

f l Vihs+ti − Vihs+ti ≤ γv̂·m · v̂ · v̄ · m · α · β + O(γv̂·m/n · m · α · β),




s+t
s+t
n+v−1
where v̂ = s+t
,
v̄
=
+
,
and
as
before
m
=
.
s
s+v
t+v
v
Finally, we bound the error of the entries of W . We start with an error bound on the entries of
U (r) which is ∀r ∈ [1, min(s, t)], ∀ihs + t − 2ri,


(r)
(r)
f l Umhriihs+t−2ri − Umhriihs+t−2ri ≤ γû·m · û · m · α · β,


n+v−1
where û = s+t−2r
and
m
=
. We bound the error on elements of W in terms of the error
s−r
v
(r)
of U ,

f l Wihs+ti − Wihs+ti ≤γŵ·m · ŵ · m · α · β






P
s+t s+t−r s+t−2r
n+v−1
g g−h
where ŵ = min(s,t)
and
m
=
.
Applying
the
identity
=
r=1
r
r
s−r
v
h
k


g g−k
repeatedly to ŵ, we simplify the expression to
k
h
min(s,t) 

ŵ =

X
r=1

  


s+t s
t
s+t
s+t
≤2 ·
,
s
r r
s

P
because min(s,t)
· r counts the number of subsets of s + t objects with equal numbers taken
r=1
r
from the s and from the t, which is fewer than the total number of subsets 2s+t .
We can now combine the error bounds from
(substituting α = ||A||max and
 Z,v V , and Wv−1
n+v−1
β = ||B||
= n /v! + O(n )) to obtain an error bound on
v
 max back in and
 approximating

s

(s,t,v)


t

Ĉ = f l Φ
(A, B) ,


f l Ĉihs+ti − Cihs+ti ≤ (γ3m · z̄ + γv̂·m · v̂ · v̄ + γŵ·m · ŵ) · m · ||A||max · ||B||max
 

 s+t


s+t
s+t
n+v−1
s+t
where z̄ = ωt · ωs , v̂ = s+t
,
v̄
=
+
,
ŵ
=
2
·
,
and
m
=
+ O(nv−1 ).
s
s+v
t+v
s
v
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Overall, these stability bounds show that the fast algorithm is numerically stable, as they are
only larger than the standard algorithm by factors related to s, t, v, which are small constants. This
observation is verified by our numerical tests, although for certain specially-picked tensors, the fast
algorithm does incur more error than the standard algorithm (see Section 11.3.4).

11.3.3

Execution Cost Analysis

We begin by quantifying the number of arithmetic operations necessary for the new algorithm.
(s,t,v)

Theorem 11.3.4. The floating point cost of algorithm Ĉ = Φ
(A, B) is, in the case of v > 0,
in terms of the cost of multiplication of elements of A and B, µ% , and in terms of the cost of
additions of elements of A, ν%A , the cost of additions of elements of B, ν%B , and the cost of additions
of elements of C, ν%C ,

 
 
 

ω
ω
ω
nω
A
B
C
Φ
· µ% +
· ν% +
· ν% +
· ν%
F (n, s, t, v, %) =
ω!
t
s
v
ns+v
nt+v
ns+t
+
· ν%A +
· ν%B +
· ν%C + O(nω−1 · (µ% + ν%A + ν%B + ν%C )).
(s + v)!
(t + v)!
(s + t)!
and in the case of v = 0 and s, t > 0,

 
 
 

ω
ω
ω
nω
A
B
C
Φ
· µ% +
· ν% +
· ν% +
· ν%
F (n, s, t, v, %) ≤
t
s
v
ω!


1 2(s + t) ns+t
· ν C + O(nω−1 · (µ% + ν%A + ν%B + ν%C )).
+
2 s + t (s + t)! %
Proof.
The number of multiplications necessary to compute Z via equation 11.2.4 is nω /ω! to leading
order. Naively, nv multiplications are necessary for each of ns+t elements of Z, for a total of nω .
However, we can exploit the fact that the tensor of multiplications in equation 11.2.3 is the same
no matter in which of w! orders the indices ihωi appear. In particular,
we can show that the tensor

n+ω−1
Ẑ of order ω is fully symmetric and therefore has only
unique entries. Since A and B are
ω
both fully symmetric, we can show that each operand stays the same under permutation of any pair
of indices ip and iq in the ihωi index group. The terms in the summation forming each operand
(we consider A but the same holds for B) fall into three cases:
• Both indices ip and iq in the pair appear in the term, in which case the term stays the same
since the tensor is symmetric.
• One of two indices appear in some term, without loss of generality let ip appear and not
iq , after permutation we can write this term as Ajhs+v−1iip where jhs + v − 1i ∈ ihωi and
jhs + v − 1i does not include ip or iq . Now, we can assert there is another term in the
summation of the form Ajhs+v−1iiq , since χ(ihωi) yields all possible ordered subsets of ihωi,
which must include an ordered index set containing the distinct indices jhs + v − 1iiq .
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• If neither of the two iq and ip indices appear, the term stays the same trivially.
The number of multiplications necessary to compute each one of V and
U is O(nω−1 ) and

ω
therefore low-order. Each multiplication in Ẑ requires the addition of s+v
= ωt elements of


ω
A and t+v
= ωs elements of B. These summations may in some cases be amortized by reuse
of partial sums to compute different elements of Ẑ, which is an optimization
 we
ignore. Further
ω
ω
each element unique multiplication (element of Ẑ) is accumulated to s+t = v elements of Z.


The accumulation of the v+ω−1
entries of Ẑ, whose ωv permutations, of the form Ẑihs+tikhvi
ω
are added into Zihs+ti need to be multiplied by a scalar factor of r, where r is the number of
possible unique order permutations of the index set

Pl khvi. When khvi contains l ≤ v vdifferent
values with multiplicities m1 , m2 , . . . ml , where i=1 mi = v, the scalar r = m1 ,m2 ,...ml is
Q
a multinomial, which means that r = v!/ li=1 mi !. This scalar factor is needed since for all
unique k 0 hvi, the entries Ẑihs+tik0 hvi where khvi = π(k 0 hvi) for some permutation π are part of
the sum (equation 11.2.4) which contribute to Zihs+ti , and all of these entries are the same due
to the symmetry of Ẑ. One way to compute only the unique entries of Ẑ and accumulate these
accordingly to Z is to only compute those in normal order, i.e. Ẑihωi for all ihωi = (i1 , i2 , . . . iω )
such that i1 ≤ i2 ≤ . . . iω We demonstrate this in Algorithm 11.3.1.
Algorithm 11.3.1 Z ← Normal-ordered-Z-computation(A, B, n)
1:
2:
3:
4:

% f or all ihs + ti in normal order...
for i1 = 1 to n do
for i2 = i1 to n do
..
.
5:
6:
for is+t = is+t−1 to n do
7:
Zihs+ti := 0

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

% f or all ihωi in normal order...
for i1 = 1 to n do
for i2 = i1 to n do
...
for iω = iω−1
P to n do
aop = jhs+vi∈χ(ihωi) Ajhs+vi
P
bop = lht+vi∈χ(ihωi) Blht+vi
Ẑihωi = aop · bop
for all (jhs + ti,Qkhvi) ∈ χ(ihωi) do
Let r = v!/ li=1 mi ! where khvi contains l ≤ v sets of identical entries of size
mi for i = [1, l]
Zjhs+ti := Zjhs+ti + r · Ẑihωi
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Using Algorithm 11.3.1 (which does not exploit amortized summations), the cost of the additions needed to compute Z is no more than
 
 
 

ω
ω
nω
ω
A
B
C
·
· ν% +
· ν% +
· ν% .
ω!
t
s
v
The additions necessary to compute V , U , and W then accumulate then to C are low order with
respect to those associated with Z, whenever s, t, v > 0. However, when v = 0, V does not need to
be computed, but the number of additions necessary to compute W is not low order. When v = 0,
U (r) is of order s + t − r (and so is its computation cost), which is less than the order of the overall
computation O(ns+t ), however, when it is accumulated
 s+t−rinto
 W , which is of order s + t, the number
s+t
of additions necessary per element of W is r · r , which is the number of permutations in
the sum in equation 11.2.7. Over all r the number of additions necessary to compute W from each
U (r) is

 min(s,t)
X s + t s + t − r n + s + t − 1 min(s,t)
X s + t2
n+s+t−1
·
·
≤
·
s+t
r
r
s+t
r
r=1

r=1

1 n + s + t − 1 2(s + t)
≤
,
2
s+t
s+t
where the upper bound is not particularly tight, especially when s and t are different. All of the
above additions for W incur a cost of ν%C . When s = 0 or t = 0, we do not need to compute W ,
but the number of additions needed to compute A(1) (in the case of t = 0) and B (1) (in the case
of s = 0) is not lower order. To leading the costs of these additions are ν%A · ns+v /(s + v)! and
ν%B · nt+v /(t + v)! in the two respective cases. All these costs are included in the equation for F Φ
in the theorem.
We proceed to quantify the communication cost of the algorithm by specifying a lower and
upper bound on the cost of a communication-optimal schedule.
(s,t,v)

Theorem 11.3.5. The minimum communication cost of Φ

(A, B) given a cache of size M̂ is
!



s+v
t+v
s+t
n
n
n+ω−1
n
max
/(2M̂ )ω/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t) · M̂ ,
+
+
(s + t)! (s + v)! (t + v)!
ω
 ω


ω
ω 1/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
ω
n
·
+
+
s
t
v
≤ Ŵ Φ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≤
+ O(ns+t + ns+v + nt+v + nω−1 ),
−1+ω/
max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
ω! · M̂

assuming that all elements of A, B, and C are of unit size.
Proof.
Upper bound: An upper bound on the communication cost of the algorithm may be obtained
by providing a suitable execution schedule. Consider the following schedule, parameterized by b,
which will be picked so that b  n, and where we assume b divides into n (otherwise the algorithm
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can be executed for a problem of size n+(n mod b) padded with zeros, with no greater asymptotic
cost since b  n). We define a tensor Ã whose elements are blocks of A of order s + v and with
dimension b. Each dimension of the tensor Ã itself is n/b. Its elements are defined as follows
∀Ihs + vi ∈ [0, n/b − 1]s+v ,
ÃIhs+vi = {Aihs+vi | ∀ ihs + vi = (b · Ihs + vi + îhs + vi), îhs + vi ∈ [1, b]s+v }
Similarly, we define blocked versions of B and Ẑ (where Ẑ is as before the tensor of multiplications
needed to compute Z) as
∀Iht + vi ∈ [0, n/b − 1]t+v ,
B̃ Iht+vi ={Biht+vi | ∀ iht + vi = (b · Iht + vi + îht + vi),îht + vi ∈ [1, b]t+v },
∀Ihωi ∈ [0, n/b − 1]ω ,
Z̃ Ihωi ={Ẑihωi | ∀ ihωi

îhωi ∈ [1, b]ω }.

= (b · Ihωi + îhωi),

We can now reference the elements of the tensors A, B, and Ẑ by the block to which they belong
along with the offset inside the block, as ∀ihωi ∈ [1, n]ω , ∃Ihωi ∈ [0, n/b − 1]ω , îhωi ∈ [1, b]ω ,
such that ihωi = b · Ihωi + îhωi, so
Ihωi

Ẑihωi = Ẑb·Ihωi+îhωi = Z̃îhωi .
Now, we express the multiplications necessary to compute Ẑ according to the blocks of A and B
whose input they require starting with equation 11.2.3, ∀ihωi = b · Ihωi + îhωi,

 

X
X
Ẑihωi =
Ajhs+vi ·
Blht+vi
jhs+vi∈χ(ihωi)

=

Ihωi
Z̃îhωi


=

lht+vi∈χ(ihωi)

X
(b·Jhs+vi+ĵhs+vi)∈χ(b·Ihωi+îhωi)

Jhs+vi
Ãĵhs+vi

 
·

X

Lht+vi
B̃l̂ht+vi


,

(b·Lht+vi+l̂ht+vi)∈χ(b·Ihωi+îhωi)

(11.3.1)
where in the partitioning (b·Jhs + vi+ ĵhs + vi) ∈ χ(b·Ihωi+ îhωi), each value in Jhs + vi takes
on a value of Ihωi of the same index (position in the tuple) as the position of the value of îhs + vi
which is taken on by ĵhs + vi. The same applies to (b·Lht + vi+ ˆlht + vi) ∈ χ(b·Ihωi+ îhωi). So
for a given block (given value of Ihωi), the number of blocks of A and B which contain elements
Ihωi
that are necessary to compute Z̃îhωi for all îhωi, is equal to the number of unique values Jhs + vi
and Lhs + vi can take on. Since the partition function acts independently on these block indices
(Jhs + vi and Lhs + vi are subsets of Ihωi) and the inner-block indices (ĵhs + vi and ˆlhs + vi
are subsets of îhωi), the values which Jhs + vi can take on are given by the set χs+v (Ihωi), while
the values which Lht + vi can take on are given by the set χt+v (Ihωi). These sets have sizes
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ω
ω
= ωt and t+v
= ωs , respectively. Therefore, to compute all elements of a block Ẑ Ihωi
s+v
for any Ihωi, the size of the inputs needed (the number of reads from memory needed) is
 
 
ω
ω
s+v
Ŵin =
·b
+
· bt+v ,
t
s
since the size of each block of A (element of Ã) is bs+v while the size of each block of B (element
of B̃) is bt+v .
Z and subsequently C is computed from Ẑ via equation 11.2.4. We transform equation 11.2.4
(with Z replaced by Q for notational convenience) into a blocked version by expressing it in terms
of the elements of Z̃ and Q̃, where the block-tensor Q̃ is defined as
∀Ihs + ti ∈ [0, n/b − 1]s+t ,
Q̃Ihs+ti = {Qihs+ti | ∀ ihs + ti = (b · Ihs + ti + îhs + ti), îhs + ti ∈ [1, b]s+t }.
Equation 11.2.4 becomes ∀ihs + ti = b · Ihs + ti + îhs + ti,
X
Qihs+ti =
Ẑihs+tikhvi
khvi
Ihs+ti

= Q̃îhs+ti =

X

Ihs+tiKhvi

Ẑîhs+tik̂hvi .

(11.3.2)

b·Khvi+k̂hvi

We now show that by exploiting symmetry in Ẑ only a fraction of the blocks (elements of Z̃) actually need to be computed, with each one being accumulated into ωv blocks of Q (elements of
Q̃) corresponding to the blocks Q̃Ihs+ti given by the partitions (Ihs + ti, Khvi) ∈ χ(Jhωi). The
symmetry of Ẑ was formally demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 11.3.4. It follows that the
elements of block Z̃ Ihωi are the same (but differently ordered) as those of Z̃ Jhωi whenever Ihωi
and Jhωi are equivalent after some permutation of the block indices Jhωi = π(Ihωi). This is
Ihωi
true since for any element of the first block, Z̃îhωi = Ẑb·Ihωi+îhωi , there is an equivalent element
Jhωi

π(Ihωi)

Z̃π(îhωi) = Z̃π(îhωi) = Ẑπ(b·Ihωi+îhωi) , due to the fact that Ẑ is symmetric (symmetry means that
for any permutation of indices π 0 , Ẑihωi = Ẑπ0 (ihωi) ). Now, since Q = Z is symmetric, it similarly follows that the elements of each block Q̃Ihs+ti are the same as of any block Q̃Jhs+ti when
Ihs + ti and Jhs + ti are equivalent after permutation. Therefore, it suffices to compute only
blocks Q̃Ihs+ti where Ihs + ti is in normal order (I1 ≤ I2 ≤ . . . Is+t ). Further, these blocks of
Q can be computed from only the blocks of Z̃ Jhωi for which Jhωi is in normal order. In particular, whenever our schedule computes each normal-ordered block, Z̃ Jhωi , it accumulates the block
to all normal-ordered blocks of Q to which certain permutations of the indices Jhωi contributes.
These permutations correspond to partitions of the indexset Jhωi into Ihs + ti and Khvi, which
are given by the set χvs+t (Jhωi), the size of which is ωv . So, for each block of Ẑ the schedule
computes, it accumulates to memory (which we allow to be done with a unit memory transfer cost)
 
ω
Ŵout =
· bs+t ,
v
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elements of Q, since each block of Q is of size bs+t .
Algorithm 11.3.2 Q̃ ← symmetric-schedule(Ã, B̃, s, t, v)
1: for all Ihs + ti ∈ [0, n/b − 1]ω , such that I1 ≤ I2 ≤ . . . Is+t do
2:
Initialize block Q̃Ihs+ti to zero
3: for all Jhωi ∈ [0, n/b − 1]ω , such that J1 ≤ J2 ≤ . . . Jω do
4:
Load into cache all blocks ÃIhs+vi for all Ihs + vi ∈ χ(Jhωi)
5:
Load into cache all blocks B̃ Iht+vi for all Iht + vi ∈ χ(Jhωi)
6:
Compute all elements in block Z̃ Jhωi via equation 11.3.1
7:
for all (Ihs + ti, Khvi) ∈ χ(Jhωi) do
8:
Reorder the elements of Z̃ Jhωi to obtain the block Z̃ Ihs+tiKhvi
9:
Let r be the number of unique possible orderings of the set of values in Khvi
10:
for all îhs + ti ∈ [1, b]s+t do
P
Ihs+ti
Ihs+ti
Ihs+tiKhvi
11:
Accumulate Q̃îhs+ti := Q̃îhs+ti + r · k̂hvi Z̃îhs+tik̂hvi
We formulate the above description into Algorithm 11.3.2. We argue that at termination the
normal-ordered blocks of Q (elements of Q̃) which Algorithm 11.3.2 computes are equivalent to
Ihs+ti
equation 11.3.2. Each element, Q̃îhs+ti is a sum of nv elements of Ẑ, which belong to elements of
(n/b)v blocks, Z̃ Ihs+tiKhvi , for the (n/b)v values that Khvi can take on. We can observe that the
0
Ihs+ti
contributions to Q̃îhs+ti of Z̃ Ihs+tiKhvi and Z̃ Ihs+tiK hvi for any permutationally equivalent K 0 hvi =
π(Khvi) are the same due to the symmetry in Ẑ, since
X Ihs+tiK 0 hvi X
Ẑb·Ihs+tiK 0 hvi+îhs+tik̂hvi
Z̃îhs+tik̂hvi =
k̂hvi

k̂hvi

=

X

Ẑ(b·Ihs+ti+îhs+ti)(K 0 hvi+k̂hvi)

k̂hvi

=

X

Ẑ(b·Ihs+ti+îhs+ti)π(K 0 hvi+k̂hvi)

π(k̂hvi)

=

X

=

X

Ẑ(b·Ihs+ti+îhs+ti)(Khvi+l̂hvi)

l̂hvi
Ihs+tiKhvi

Z̃îhs+til̂hvi

l̂hvi

This equivalence justifies the multiplication by a factor of r in Algorithm 11.3.2 which is the
number of unique possible orderings of Khvi, since by the argument above the contributions of all
these blocks for each element of Q is the same. This factor is different depending on how many
values in the index set Khvi are the same (diagonals need to be multiplied by different factors, as
(s,t,v)
is also done in the standard algorithm, Ψ
(A, B), when v > 1). When Khvi contains l ≤ v
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different values with multiplicities m1 , m2 , . . . ml , i=1 mi = v, r is a multinomial, which means
Q
that r = v!/ li=1 mi !.
We can then argue that all (n/b)v blocks which contribute to each element of Q in equation 11.3.2 are accounted for, since for each index to Z̃ in equation 11.3.2, Ihs + tiKhvi, we
know that
• Ihs + ti will be in normal-order since we only compute blocks of Q whose indices are in
normal order,
0

• there exists a block Z̃ Ihs+tiK hvi where K 0 hvi = π(Khvi) for some permutation π such that
K 0 hvi is in normal order and whose contribution is the same as that of Z̃ Ihs+tiKhvi due to the
symmetry argument given above, and there are r such blocks which share the same normal
order after permutation (distinct possible orderings of Khvi),
• there exists a block Z̃ Jhωi where Jhωi is in normal order and permutationally equivalent to
Ihs + tiK 0 hvi (∃π, such that π(Ihs + tiK 0 hvi) = Jhωi),
• Algorithm 11.3.2 computes block Z̃ Jhωi since it computes all blocks of Ẑ with a normalordered index,
• Algorithm 11.3.2 adds the correct elements of the block Z̃ Jhωi to all elements in Q̃Ihs+ti
since (Ihs + ti, K 0 hvi) ∈ χ(Jhωi) with the desired prefactor of r accounting for all distinct
possible orderings of K 0 hvi.
We can quantify the communication cost of Algorithm 11.3.2 by multiplying the number of
blocks of Ẑ it computes by the size of the inputs Ŵin needed to compute the block and adding this
to the size of the outputs Ŵout to which the result of the block is accumulated. Only the blocks
of Ẑ which
 have normal-ordered indices are computed, and the total number of such blocks is
n/b+ω−1
. Assuming accumulation to memory and reads from memory have unit cost and that the
ω
inputs and outputs all fit into cache, we then obtain the following expression for the communication
cost of Algorithm 11.3.2,


n/b + ω − 1
ŴZ (n, s, t, v, b) =
(Ŵin + Ŵout )
ω
" 
#
 
 
ω
ω
ω
nω
=
· bs+v +
· bt+v +
· bs+t + O(nω−1 )
ω! · bω
t
s
v
The amount of cache used by the algorithm throughout the computation of each block of Ẑ is
 
 
 
ω
ω
ω
s+v
t+v
Ŵin + Ŵout =
·b
+
·b +
· bs+t ,
t
s
v
which we need to be less than the size of the cache M̂ . Therefore, we pick b to be
     !1/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
ω
ω
ω
+
+
b = M̂ /
s
t
v
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Substituting this b into ŴZ (n, s, t, v, b), we obtain the following upper bound on the communication cost of Algorithm 11.3.2
 

1/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
nω · ωs + ωt + ωv
ŴZ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≤
· M̂ + O(nω−1 )
ω! · M̂ ω/(max(s+v,v+t,s+t))
 

1/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
nω · ωs + ωt + ωv
+ O(nω−1 )
=
ω! · M̂ −1+ω/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
We now consider the communication costs associated with computing the other intermediates,
A(r) , B (r) , V , U (r) , and W . As we noted in the proof of Theorem 11.3.4 the number of operations
required to compute these is O(nω−1 ) whenever s, v, t > 0, so the communication cost in this case
is also bound by O(nω−1 ). When v = 0, computing W is no longer a low-order cost, but we can
bound it by O(ns+t ) (since this is a bound on the number of operations needed to compute W ),
which also bounds the cost of writing the results into the output C. In the cases when either s = 0
or t = 0, the computation of B (1) and A(1) , respectively, become leading order terms. We can,
however, also bound these costs by the size of the inputs O(ns+v + nt+v ). Combining these bounds
with the bound for Algorithm 11.3.2, which computes Z = Q, yields the following upper bound
on the communication cost of the fast tensor contraction algorithm:
 ω


ω
ω 1/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
ω
n
·
+
+
s
t
v
+ O(ns+t + ns+v + nt+v + nω−1 ).
Ŵ Φ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) =
ω! · M̂ −1+ω/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
(s,t,v)

Lower bound: Now we prove the communication lower bound on algorithm Φ
(A, B). We
apply the lower bound technique from [37], which relies on the Hölder inequality [84] and its
generalization [22]. Similar lower-bound-motivated generalizations of these inequalities were also
provided by Tiskin [156]. Specifically, we employ Theorem 6.6 from Section 6.3 of [37], which
applies to programs which are loop nests where in the innermost loop arrays are accessed based on
subsets of the
is exactly this type of program,
with ω nested loops
 loop indices. Algorithm ω11.3.1


ω
ω
and with t accesses to the A array, s accesses
to

 the B array, and v accesses to the Z array
in the innermost loop. Each of these ωt + ωs + ωv accesses is a projection or homomorphism in
the language of [37], which is a mapping from the index set ihωi to a subset thereof. We enumerate
these homomorphisms for accesses to A by enumerating the set χs+v (ihωi), with φA
j (ihωi) being

ω
the jth member of the set for j ∈ [1, t ]. We similarly enumerate the access to B by
 enumerating
ω
the set χt+v (ihωi), with φB
(ihωi)
being
the
jth
member
of
the
set
for
j
∈
[1,
]. Lastly, we
j
s
s+t
B
enumerate the accesses (accumulates) to Z by enumerating the set χ (ihωi), with φj (ihωi) being

the jth member of the set for j ∈ [1, ωv ]. Now, we ignore two of the three of these sets of
projections (ignoring some dependencies still allows us to obtain a valid lower bound in this case),
namely we pick r = min(s, v, t), then if r = t we take the projections from A, otherwise if r = s
we take the projections from B, and if r < s, t, so r = v, we take the projections from Z. We end
up with projections φj (ihωi), which enumerate the set χω−r (ihωi) for j ∈ [1, ωr ].
We would like
 to use the implication of Theorem 3.2 of [37], which states that if the projections
φj for j ∈ [1, ωr ] satisfy a certain constraint for parameters sj ∈ [0, 1], then given any set of index
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tuples (loop iterations) E = {ihωi ∈ [1, n]ω },

|E| ≤

(ωr)
Y

|φj (E)|sj

(11.3.3)

j=1

So, the exponents sj bound the amount of iterations which may be computed with a given set
of inputs or outputs based on the projection of the iteration set onto the inputs or outputs. The
constraint which binds the choice of sj is significantly simplified from Theorem 3.2 of [37] by
Theorem 6.6 of [37], which applies for our program. In our case, the constraint is (taking the form
from the proof of the theorem),

∀k ∈ [1, ω],

(ωr)
X

sj · ∆jk ≥ 1,

(11.3.4)

j=1


where ∆ is an ωr -by-ω matrix, with ∆jk = 1 if ik ∈ φj (ihωi) and ∆jk = 0 otherwise. In our case,
∆ has ω − r ones per row, since each φj takes a distinct subset of ω − r indices. Further, since
each index appears in the same number of subsets (elements of the set χω−r (ihωi)), the number of
ones per column in ∆ is balanced and therefore equal to the number of ones per row multiplied by
the number of rows and divided by the number of columns,
(ωr)
X
j=1

∆jk

 


ω
ω−1
= (ω − r) ·
/ω =
.
r
r−1



ω
So, we can satisfy the constraint in equation 11.3.4 by selecting sj = 1/ ω−1
for
all
j
∈
[1,
].
r−1
r

n+ω−1
Now, for any schedule (ordering) of the
iterations of Algorithm 11.3.1, we subdivide
ω

the iterations into subsets Ei for i ∈ [1, f ] where f = d n+ω−1
/(2M̂ )ω/(ω−r) e and the first f − 1
ω
sets are of size (2M̂ )ω/(ω−r) while the last remainder subset of size





n+ω−1
n+ω−1
ω/(ω−r)
ω/(ω−r)
− (2M̂ )
·
/(2M̂ )
≤ (2M̂ )ω/(ω−r) ,
|Ef | =
ω
ω
which may be zero. Now, for each Ei we have the bound from equation 11.3.3,

|Ei | ≤

(ωr)
Y

|φj (Ei )|sj

j=1

≤

(ωr)
Y
j=1

ω−1

|φj (Ei )|1/( r−1 ) .
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If we are considering projections onto Z (when r = v < s, t), then the size of each φj (Ei )
would be bound by the cache size M̂ (partial sums kept in cache at the end of segment) added
to the number of writes/accumulates done to memory Ŵi during segment i for i < f , since we
assume no recomputation, meaning all partial sums computed in the last chunk have to be written
to memory during the last chunk. However, if we are considering projections onto A or B, the size
of each φj (Ei ) would be bound by the cache size M̂ (operands from the previous segment) added
to the number of reads from memory Ŵi done during chunk i for all i > 1 and exclusively Ŵi
for i = 1, since we assume the cache begins empty. We note that in these latter cases (operand
projections), we can consider the schedule ordering in reverse so that the remainder chunk be the
last chunk in reverse order (first chunk actually executed), the bounds on φj (Ei ) become the same
as in the case when we are considering projections of the partial sums to Z. So, without loss of
generality, we assume the bounds φj (Ei ) ≤ M̂ + Ŵi for all i < f and φj (Ef ) ≤ Ŵf . We now
P
seek to obtain a lower bound on communication cost by obtaining a lower bound on fi=1 Ŵi . We
ignore the remainder chunk and obtain a bound for each i ∈ [1, f − 1],
|Ei | ≤

(ωr)
Y

ω−1

|φj (Ei )|1/( r−1 ) ,

j=1
ω
ω−1
(2M̂ )ω/(ω−r) ≤ (M̂ + Ŵi )( r )/( r−1 )

= (M̂ + Ŵi )ω/(ω−r)
2M̂ ≤ M̂ + Ŵi ,
Ŵi ≥ M̂
We can then obtain a lower bound on the communication cost for Algorithm 11.3.1, by summing
over the f − 1 iterations of full chunks,



n+ω−1
Φ
ω/(ω−r)
Ŵ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≥ (f − 1) · M̂ =
/(2M̂ )
· M̂
ω



n+ω−1
ω/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
=
/(2M̂ )
· M̂ .
ω
We augment this lower bound, by combining it with a lower bound that is based purely on the size
of A and B, each of whose entries must be read into cache at least once and C, whose entries must
be written to memory at least once, obtaining,



n+ω−1
Φ
ω/ max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
Ŵ (n, s, t, v, M̂ ) ≥ max
/(2M̂ )
· M̂ ,
ω
!
ns+v
nt+v
ns+t
+
+
.
(s + t)! (s + v)! (t + v)!
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We observe that communication cost of the fast algorithm achieves asymptotically less reuse
than the standard algorithm when s, t, v > 0 and s, t, v are unequal, because in these cases the
exponent on M̂ corresponding to the cache reuse obtained for each element by the fast algorithm
is −1 + ω/ max(s + v, t + v, s + t) < 1/2 (the standard algorithm gets M̂ 1/2 reuse in these case).
In the cases when one of s, t, v is zero, reading in one of the input tensors or writing the output tensor becomes the asymptotically dominant cost for both algorithms. When s = t = v > 0,
(s,t,v)
Ψ
(A, B) achieves the same asymptotic reuse factor of M̂ 1/2 and performs less communication
by a constant factor due to performing a factor of ω!/(s!t!v!) less operations, albeit the benefit in
communication does not achieve this full constant factor reduction (there is an ω! in the denominator, but additional, smaller constant factors in the numerator) since it requires more communication
per computation. However, in many of the key applications of the algorithm, where each scalar
multiplication done by the fast algorithm is an asymptotically more expensive operation than each
scalar addition (e.g. a matrix multiplication), the reduction in the number of multiplications induces a reduction in communication cost by the same factor, since the underlying scalar operation
(e.g. matrix multiplication) may achieve a factor of M̂ 1/2 reuse itself. The communication cost
analysis done in this section does not correctly capture the cost in such cases, since it assumes
scalars are of unit size that is much smaller than the cache size.
The extension of these communication results to the parallel case is straight-forward since
the computation of each scalar multiplication in the algorithm may be done in parallel, as with
matrix multiplication. We state a memory-independent parallel communication lower bound in
Theorem 11.3.6, whose proof demonstrates that the dependency graph of Φ(s,t,v) (computed as Algorithm 11.3.1) is structurally an (ω, max(s + v, v + t, s + t))-lattice hypergraph by the definition
in Chapter 3.
Theorem 11.3.6. The minimum communication cost of a load-balanced parallelization of the fast
(s,t,v)
algorithm Φ
(A, B) on a homogeneous machine with p processors each with local memory M
is
 max(s+v,v+t,s+t) 
n
Φ
W (n, s, t, v, p) = Ω max(s+v,v+t,s+t)/ω .
p
Proof. Consider any dependency graph GΦ = (VΦ , EΦ ) that computes Algorithm 11.3.1. It must
compute all multiplications Ẑihωi for all ordered ihωi. Each Ẑihωi is a dependent on all Ajhs+vi
where jhs + vi ∈ ihωi and on all Blht+vi where lht + vi ∈ ihωi, and contributes to the sum
forming (is a dependency of) Zjhs+ti (Cjhs+ti ) for all jhs + ti ∈ ihωi. We can therefore define
a parent (ω, max(s + v, v + t, s + t))-lattice hypergraph of breadth n (as defined in Section 3.3)
HΦ = (VΦH , EΦH ) where the vertices contain all entries Ẑihωi ∈ VΦH with i1 < · · · < iω . Each
hyperedge ejhmax(s+v,v+t,s+t)i ∈ EΦH corresponds to the highest order projection (if s + v largest
then A, otherwise if v + t largest then B, and otherwise if s + t is largest then C) and contains ejhmax(s+v,v+t,s+t)i = {Ẑihωi ∈ VΦH : jhmax(s + v, v + t, s + t)i ⊂ ihωi}. These hyperedges are edge disjoint connected partitions, since each corresponds either to all dependents of
an operand tensor entry or to all dependencies of an output entry Zjhs+ti , which must be combined via some reduction tree (the intermediate sums in the reduction tree are ignored in a par-
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ent hypergraph as in Chapter 5). Since we assume the computation is load balanced and VΦH
contains Θ(nω ) vertices, some processor must compute no more than b|VΦH |/4c vertices and at
least b|VΦH |/pc. By Theorem 3.3.1, the minimum p1 - 41 -balanced hyperedge cut of HΦ is of size
p (HΦ ) = Ω(nmax(s+v,v+t,s+t) /pmax(s+v,v+t,s+t)/ω ). Further by Theorem 3.3.2, since HΦ is a parent
ω
hypergraph of any dependency graph GΦ and has degree at most max(s+v,v+t,s+t)
the minimum
1 1
- -balanced vertex separator of any GΦ is of size at least
p 4
χp,4 (GΦ )(n, s, t, v) = Ω(nmax(s+v,v+t,s+t) /pmax(s+v,v+t,s+t)/ω ).
Since any communicated set is a p1 - 14 -balanced vertex separator of GΦ (by definition in Section 2.1.1), the lower bound on separator size is also a lower bound on communication cost for
any load-balanced execution of Φ(s,t,v) ,
 max(s+v,v+t,s+t) 
n
Φ
W (n, s, t, v, p) = Ω max(s+v,v+t,s+t)/ω .
p

11.3.4

Numerical Tests

(a) Multiplication of a symmetric matrix by a vector

(b) Symmetrized multiplication of symmetric matrices

Figure 11.1: Numerical stability tests stressing the potential error arising from the intermediates
formed by the fast algorithm.
We identify two scenarios in which the fast symmetric tensor contraction algorithm incurs
higher numerical floating point error than the standard algorithm. In the first case, we test the
algorithms for multiplying a symmetric matrix by a vector (Section 11.2.4). We tested two cases,
an A matrix with values in the range [−.5, .5] and a random A matrix with values in the range
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[0, 1]. In both cases, we pick entries of vector b to be in the range [−.5, .5]. We quantify the relative
difference between the standard and the fast symmetric algorithm and the analytically obtained
exact solution. In particular we compute
||f l (c) − c||2
,
||A||2 · ||b||2
where f l (c) is the answer numerically computed by Ψ(A, b) and Φ(A, b). In the first case, the
error was roughly proportional to that of running two versions of the standard algorithm with sums
performed in different order, suggesting that the symmetric algorithm does not incur a noticeable
amount of extra error. However, in the latter case (A strictly positive), the error for the symmetric
algorithm is larger and growing with matrix dimension. This error arises
P from the fact that entries
of the V intermediate are dependent on partial sums of A (Vi = ( j Aij ) · bi ), which are large
due to the fact that A is positive. Since, V is designed to cancel terms in Z, an error is incurred
due to cancellation, as the magnitude of the result is small with respect to the magnitude of V .
Figure 11.1(a) displays an adaptation of this test, with A picked to be positive, but non-random, in
particular Aij = (2i + j − 2 mod n)·.3+.001 and b picked to be alternating, in particular bi = .1
for i ∈ {2, 4, . . .} and bi = −.1 for i ∈ {1, 3, . . .}. These non-random values were picked to obtain
an exact result as a basis of comparison, as in this case, c = A · b, has entries ci = −.015 · n for all
i.
The second scenario in which the fast symmetric algorithm incurs more error is specially designed to make the magnitude of the U intermediate large with respect to the answer. Figure 11.1(b)
demonstrates this scenario for the Jordan ring matrix multiplication algorithm (Section 11.2.4). We
first observed a difference in relative error between the two algorithms for random matrices when
B = A (the difference was negligible when A and B are picked randomly independently). In
order to compare with respect to an exact solution, we set A = B = Q = (I − 2uuT ), where
Q is a Householder transformation computed from a random vector. Since Q is symmetric and
orthogonal A · B + B · A = Q · Q + Q · Q = 2I. Thus we again compare the numerically computed
solution to the analytically obtained exact solution, calculating the relative error as
||f l (C) − C||2
.
||C||2
(1,1,1)

We see that the fast algorithm, Φ
(A, A) incurs somewhat more error than the standard algo(1,1,1)
rithm, Ψ
(A, A), because of the cancellation
P error incurred due to the U intermediate being
large. This intermediate is large because Ul = k Alk · Blk is a sum of squares when B = A.
These numerical tests demonstrate that the fast algorithm has different numerical properties
from the standard algorithm and can incur more error when the cancelled terms are large. However,
these tests were artificially picked to maximize the error, and typically the difference of the error
between the two algorithms is negligible. Further, the error incurred by the fast algorithm is not
especially large in absolute magnitude even in these specially picked cases. Overall, these tests
lead us to conclude that the fast algorithm should be used with some caution and awareness of its
numerical characteristics, but is likely fit for deployment in a general numerical library.
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Antisymmetric and Hermitian Adaptations

We now consider the case when the operands and/or the output are antisymmetric. The value of
an antisymmetric tensor element changes sign if a pair of its indices are permuted e.g. Ai...j...k... =
−Ai...k...j... . This implies that given a tuple of indices ihdi and a reordered set of the same indices
jhdi the value of Aihdi = (−1)δ(ihdi,jhdi) Ajhdi , where δ(ihdi, jhdi) is the number of pairwise permutations of indices necessary to transform jhdi back into ihdi. In other words if the number of
permutations is odd, there is a change of sign and if the number of permutations is even, the sign
stays the same and the elements are equivalent. It does not matter whether δ corresponds to the
fewest number of pairwise permutations necessary to transform ihdi into jhdi or to the length of
any sequence of pairwise permutations, which transforms between the two indices, since only the
parity matters.
We will need to perform summations over index partitions where terms have different signs
depending on the particular partitioning of the index set. We will write such antisymmetric summations as
X
\

f (jhsi, lhti) ≡

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

X

(−1)δ(jhsilhti,ihs+ti) f (jhsi, lhti),

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

where δ(jhsilhti, ihs + ti) is the number of pairwise index permutations needed to transform
jhsilhti into ihs + ti (based on index label not index value), and f (jhsi, lhti) is an arbitrary function. We will define the summation over index subsets accordingly,
X
\

f (jhsi) ≡

jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)

X
\

f (jhsi).

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

We will first consider contractions that are symmetrized and so contracted via equation 11.1.1
but involve antisymmetric operands. For certain values of s, t, v, such contractions yield a zero
result. We will then introduce an antisymmetrized version of equation 11.1.1 and consider contractions of both symmetric and antisymmetric tensors, again for certain s, t, v the contractions
yield a zero result. Depending on the values of s, t, v and choices of which operands are symmetric/antisymmetric, as well as where the contraction is symmetrized and antisymmetrized, the
contractions discussed will either
• have a zero result,
• have a nonzero result and be computable via the standard symmetric contraction algorithm
but not the fast algorithm,
• have a nonzero result and be computable via either the standard or the fast symmetric contraction algorithm.
We will then move on to the Hermitian tensors, which may be represented as a pair of tensors:
one real symmetric tensor and one pure imaginary antisymmetric tensor. We will also introduce
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Hermitian contractions which are the analogue of symmetrized and antisymmetrized contractions.
It will be possible to compute Hermitian contractions for all values of s, t, v via both the standard
and fast symmetric contraction algorithms. The Hermitian algorithms will be primarily performed
via the use of symmetrized and antisymmetrized contractions of symmetric and antisymmetric
tensors. Table 11.4.1 summarizes the results of this section in terms of whether each antisymmetric/symmetric contraction is zero, computable by standard algorithm, computable fast algorithm,
and whether it to what term (real or imaginary or none) it contributions in the case of Hermitian
contractions.
Table 11.4.1: Status of different cases of (s, t, v) for symmetrized ( ) and antisymmetrized (⊗)
contractions for symmetric (SY) and antisymmetric (AS) operands. The ‘Hermitian’ column lists
whether the particular contraction contributes to the real or imaginary or no term of the output
tensor in a Hermitian contraction. Zero entries mean the contraction always evaluates to zero.
Presence of Ψ or Φ means that Ψ or Φ may be used as the contraction algorithm.
SY SY
SY AS
AS SY
AS AS
SY ⊗ SY
SY ⊗ AS
AS ⊗ SY
AS ⊗ AS

11.4.1

Hermitian
real
none
none
real
none
imaginary
imaginary
none

s>1

t>1

v>1

Ψ, Φ
Ψ
0
0
0
0
Ψ, Φ
Ψ

Ψ, Φ
0
Ψ
0
0
Ψ, Φ
0
Ψ

Ψ, Φ
0
0
Ψ, Φ
Ψ
0
0
Ψ

Symmetrized Contractions of Antisymmetric Tensors

In this section, we consider all valid cases of contraction between antisymmetric or symmetric
operands that are symmetrized into a symmetric output tensor. Our main application, the coupledcluster method, does not perform symmetrized contractions. However, one important use-case
covered by this section is squaring an antisymmetric matrix, which results in a symmetric matrix.
Different cases are valid for different values for s, t, v and the fast algorithm works for a subset of
the valid contractions.
Symmetrized Contraction of an Antisymmetric Tensor with a Symmetric Tensor
We first consider the case with (s, t, v) = (1, t, 1) where A is an antisymmetric matrix and B is a
(1,t,1)
symmetric tensor of order t+1. The standard algorithm Ψ
works for (s, t, v) = (1, t, 1) for any
matrix A, because Ajh1ikh1i is trivially symmetric under all permutations of the single index jh1i
(1,t,1)
and of the single index kh1i. The fast algorithm Φ
(A, B) does not handle the antisymmetry of
(1,t,1)
a matrix A since when t > 0, the algorithm Φ
(A, B) would be symmetrizing an antisymmetric
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matrix A, which gives the needed entries within Z the incorrect relative signs. When t = 0, there
is no symmetrization done, and this case is equivalent to the antisymmetrized contraction of an
antisymmetric tensor with a symmetric tensor, which we discuss in Section 11.4.2.
If we consider contraction of an antisymmetric tensor A of order s + v > 2 with a symmetric
tensor B, then either s > 1 or v > 1. When s > 1, an antisymmetric pair of indices in A is
symmetrized to compute C, which yields the trivial result C = 0. Otherwise, when v > 1, a pair
of antisymmetric indices in A is contracted with a pair of symmetric indices in B, again yielding a
trivial result, C = 0.
Symmetrized Contraction of Antisymmetric Tensors
We first consider the contraction of two antisymmetric tensors A and B via equation 11.1.2 into
a vector or a symmetric matrix. This type of contraction is invalid if a pair of indices from A
or B also appears in C, since this would force two indices in C to be antisymmetric. Therefore,
we consider only the cases when s, t ≤ 1, namely when C is a vector or a symmetric matrix.
The case when only one of s, t is equal to 1 (the output is a vector) is most relevant to quantumchemistry theory, while the case when s = t = 1 (the output is a symmetric matrix) is not common
in quantum-chemistry theory. However, a good motivation for the latter case is that when s =
t = v = 1, so A is an antisymmetric matrix, and when B = A, this contraction corresponds
to squaring an antisymmetric matrix, the result of which, C = 21 (A · AT + AT · A) = −A2 , is
symmetric (as in the case of the symmetric matrix square discussed at the end of Section 11.2.4, a
factor of 3 fewer multiplications is needed for the fast algorithm, but the same number of additions
and multiplications in total).
(s,t,v)
The standard algorithm, Ψ
(A, B) works
 effectively without modification, by folding A
and B into matrices with dimensions k and nv , where k ∈ {1, n} depending on whether s = 1
or s = 0 for A and depending on whether t = 1 or t = 0 for B. If s = t = 1, the result C̄ is
symmetrized as before, ∀i, j, Cij = C̄ij + C̄ji .
(s,t,v)
We adapt the fast algorithm Φ
(A, B) to handle symmetrized contraction of antisymmetric
tensors with s, t ≤ 1 and arbitrary v as follows, ∀ihωi,

 

X
X
\
\
Ẑihωi =
Ajhs+vi ·
Blht+vi .
(11.4.1)
jhs+vi∈χ(ihωi)

lht+vi∈χ(ihωi)

P
P
The summation over Ẑ (analogous to equation 11.2.4) is performed with c in place of
and is
multiplied by a sign prefactor,
 

X
X
X
\
\
st+sv+tv
Zihs+ti = (−1)
Ajhs+vi ·
Blht+vi . (11.4.2)
khvi

jhs+vi∈χ(ihs+tikhvi)

lht+vi∈χ(ihs+tikhvi)

Looking at the definition of V (equation 11.2.5), we note that s ≥ p or r ≥ v − s − t (otherwise
the sum over q has null range), and further that if s, t ≤ 1, then p, q ≤ 1. So, in this case we need
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to compute only A(1) and B (1) (A(0) = A and B (0) = B),
X
(1)
∀ihs + v − 1i, Aihs+v−1i =
Aihs+v−1i,k ,
k

∀iht + v − 1i,

(1)
Biht+v−1i

=

X

Biht+v−1i,k .

k

Now, we can compute V as, ∀ihs + ti,
v−1
X

Vihs+ti =

r=max(0,v−s−t)
st+(p+q)v+pq

(−1)

X
khri

v−r
X

v−p−r



v−p−r
· nv−p−q−r ·
q
q=max(0,v−s−r)
p=max(0,v−t−r)



X
X
\
\
(p)
(q)
Ajhs+v−p−rikhri ·
Blht+v−q−rikhri .

 
v
·
r




v−r
·
p

X

jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

(11.4.3)
The tensor W will only exist when s = t = 1, in which case we can compute,
X

(1)
∀m, Um =
Am,khvi · Bm,khvi ,
khvi

∀ih2i, Wih2i = −

X

(1)
Um
.

m∈χ(ih2i)

The result C is just the sum of these intermediates again as in equation 11.2.8.
We now prove that the above method is correct following the proof of correctness for the purely
symmetric fast algorithm (Theorem 11.3.1) except this time propagating signs from the inner terms.
We partition the index set khvi as described in that proof to obtain the following partition of Z,
taking the sign of each operand from equation 11.4.2, ∀ihs + ti,
st+sv+tv

Zihs+ti =(−1)

v
X X
khvi

r=0

v−r
X

X

X

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi) p=max(0,v−t−r) (ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri)

v−r−p

"

X

X

q=max(0,v−s−r) (f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)



X

(−1)

δ(jhs+v−p−ridhriehpiwhti, ihs+tikhvi)


Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi

(jhs+v−p−ri,hht−v+p+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)


·

X

#
(−1)δ(lht+v−q−ridhrif hqivhsi, ihs+tikhvi) Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi ,

(lht+v−q−ri,h0 hs−v+q+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)

where whti are the t indices of ihs + tikhvi not appearing in the A operand, namely the ordered
index set f hqighv − r − p − qihht − v + p + ri, and vhsi are the s indices not appearing in the B
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operand, namely the ordered index set ehpighv − r − p − qih0 hs − v + q + ri. Noting that s, t ≤
1, which implies that the ordering of the (size at most one) index set does not matter, we can set
whti = f hqighv − r − p − qihht − v + p + ri
and vhsi = ehpighv − r − p − qih0 hs − v + q + ri. Now we manipulate the sign permutation
factor on A by rotating the index set hht − v + p + ri (of size at most one), v permutations to the
left, yielding,
(−1)δ(jhs+v−p−ridhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qihht−v+p+ri, ihs+tikhvi)
=(−1)(t−v+p+r)v (−1)δ(jhs+v−p−rihht−v+p+ridhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qi, ihs+tikhvi)
=(−1)(t−v+p+r)v (−1)δ(jhs+v−p−rihht−v+p+ri, ihs+ti) (−1)δ(dhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qi, khvi) .
Performing the same manipulation on the sign factor of B, yields,
0

(−1)δ(lht+v−q−ridhrif hqiehpighv−r−p−qih hs−v+q+ri, ihs+tikhvi)
0

=(−1)(s−v+q+r)v (−1)δ(lht+v−q−rih hs−v+q+ridhrif hqiehpighv−r−p−qi, ihs+tikhvi)
0

=(−1)(s−v+q+r)v (−1)δ(lht+v−q−rih hs−v+q+ri, ihs+ti) (−1)δ(dhrif hqiehpighv−r−p−qi, khvi) .
The order of f hpi and ehpi may be swapped with a prefactor of (−1)pq , so that the last terms in the
above sign factors for A and B become the same, yielding, ∀ihs + ti,
Zihs+ti = (−1)st+sv+tv
v
X X
khvi

r=0

X

v−r
X

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi)

p=max(0,v−t−r)

v−r−p

X

X

(ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri) q=max(0,v−s−r)

"
X

(−1)(t−v+p+r)v (−1)(s−v+q+r)v (−1)pq (−1)2δ(dhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qi, khvi)

(f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)



X

δ(jhs+v−p−rihht−v+p+ri, ihs+ti)

(−1)


Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi

(jhs+v−p−ri,hht−v+p+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)


·

X

(−1)

δ(lht+v−q−rih0 hs−v+q+ri,

ihs+ti)

#
Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi

,

(lht+v−q−ri,h0 hs−v+q+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)
0

Now, we absorb the factors of (−1)δ(jhs+v−p−rihht−v+p+ri, ihs+ti) and (−1)δ(lht+v−q−rih hs−v+q+ri, ihs+ti)
P P
to transform the summations from
to c, as well as combine the four exponents of −1 which
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were factored out of the innermost summation,
Zihs+ti = (−1)st+sv+tv
v
XX
X
khvi r=0

v−r
X

X

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi) p=max(0,v−t−r) (ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri)

v−r−p

"

X

X

(−1)(s+t−2v+p+q+2r)v+pq

q=max(0,v−s−r) (f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)





X
\

Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi

(jhs+v−p−ri,hht−v+p+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)



#

X
\

·

Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi

.

(lht+v−q−ri,h0 hs−v+q+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)

Now we combine the factors of (−1)st+sv+tv and (−1)(s+t−2v+p+q+2r)v+pq , obtaining
Zihs+ti =

v
X X
khvi

r=0

v−r−p

v−r
X

X

X

X

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi) p=max(0,v−t−r) (ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri) q=max(0,v−s−r)

"
X

(−1)st+(p+q)v+pq

(f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)



 
Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi ·

X
\

jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

X
\

#
Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi

.

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

By the same argument as in the symmetric correctness proof (Theorem 11.3.1), we assert that for a
particular choice of p, q, r the khvi indices are indistinguishable, which allows us to replace sums
with scalar prefactors. We again also isolate the r = v term, yielding
 




v−p−r
v−1
v−r
X
X
X
v
v−r
v−p−r
· nv−p−q−r ·
Zihs+ti =
·
·
r
p
q
r=max(0,v−s−t)
p=max(0,v−t−r)
q=max(0,v−s−r)
 

X
X
X
\
\
(p)
(q)
st+(p+q)v+pq
(−1)
Ajhs+v−p−rikhri ·
Blht+v−q−rikhri
khri

jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)


+ (−1)st

X

khvi

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

 
X
\

Ajhsikhvi  · 

jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)


X
\

Blhtikhvi  .

lhti∈χ(ihs+ti)

The first of these two terms is just V , and plugging this in we obtain

 
X
X
X
 \ Ajhsikhvi  ·  \
Zihs+ti = Vihs+ti + (−1)st
khvi

jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)

lhti∈χ(ihs+ti)


Blhtikhvi  .
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Again following the correctness proof for the symmetric case (Theorem 11.3.1), we subdivide the
latter term into subterms where jhsi and lhti are disjoint and when they have overlap. Since in this
case s, t ≤ 1, we only need to consider the r = 1 case (which only exists when s = t = 1 since
r = min(s, t), which we signify by multiplying the term by st),
∀ihs + ti, Zihs+ti = Vihs+ti
X
+ (−1)st

!
X

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

"
+ st · (−1)st

X

(−1)δ(jhsilhti, ihs+ti) Ajhsikhvi · (−1)δ(lhtijhsi, ihs+ti) Blhtikhvi

khvi

X

(m,h)∈χ(ih2i)

(−1)δ(mh, ih2i) Amkhvi · (−1)δ(mh, ih2i) Bmkhvi

#

khvi

Absorbing the permutation factors into the antisymmetric tensors’ indices we obtain ∀ihs + ti,
!
X
X
Zihs+ti = Vihs+ti +
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi
(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

"
− st ·

X
m∈χ(ih2i)

X

khvi

#
Amkhvi · Bmkhvi

khvi



s+t
= Vihs+ti +
· Cihs+ti + Wihs+ti ,
s
which concludes the correctness proof.
(s,t,v)
We now argue that the cost of this algorithm, Φ
(A, B) for antisymmetric A and B is no
(s,t,v)
0
0
0
greater than the cost of Φ
(A , B ) for symmetric A and B 0 with the same dimensions. Since
the sign factors do not affect the number of operations, it suffices to show that Ẑ is antisymmetric,
and can therefore be computed in nω /ω! operations to leading order. Since A and B are both fully
antisymmetric, we can show that each operand of Ẑ in equation 11.4.1 is antisymmetric under
permutation of any pair of indices ip and iq in the ihωi index group, which implies that entries of Ẑ
are symmetric under any permutations of ip and iq since the signs from the operands cancel. The
terms in the summation forming each operand (we consider A but the same holds for B) fall into
two cases (note that the third case, in Section 11.3.3 no longer occurs since we assume s, t ≤ 1).
In the first case, both indices ip and iq will appear in the term, in which case the term is
antisymmetric since the tensor is antisymmetric.
In the second case, if t = 1, only one of two indices may appear in some term, without loss of
generality let ip appear and not iq , the indices of the term are some permutation of jhs + v − 1iip
where jhs + v − 1i ∈ ihωi and jhs + v − 1i does not include ip or iq . Now, we can assert
there is another term in the summation whose indices are some permutation of jhs + v − 1iiq ,
since χ(ihωi) yields all possible ordered subsets of ihωi, which must include an ordered index
set containing the distinct indices jhs + v − 1iiq . We now argue that the signs of these two
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terms are different. Let the ordered indices of the first term (which include ip ) be lhs + vi and
the ordered indices of the second term be mhs + vi. Recalling that t = 1 (so ω = s + v +
P
1), the signs of these terms assigned to them by the sum (c) are decided by the parities of
δ(lhs + viihpi, ihs + v + 1i) = (−1)s+v−p and δ(mhs + viihqi, ihs + v + 1i) = (−1)s+v−q ,
so the signs are the same if p, q are both even or both odd. Now since A is antisymmetric, and
assuming without loss of generality that p > q, we can permute its indices to write the value
of the term as Alhs+vi = (−1)s+v−q−1 Ajhs+v−1iiq (since jhs + v − 1i does not contain ip ) and
Amhs+vi = (−1)s+v−p Ajhs+v−1iip (since q < p and so jhs + v − 1i contains all indices ik in ihωi
with k > p). Therefore, if we permute ip with iq the two values of the terms take on an opposite
sign only if p and q are both even or both odd. Therefore, in all cases, either the value or the
P
sign assigned by the summation (c) to the terms is different or the values of the terms (based
on which order the indices appear in the operand) take on opposite signs when ip is permuted
with iq , and since the pairing is unique, the overall operand is antisymmetric. As an example, for
s = v = t = 1, the antisymmetric left operand is (Aij − Aik + Ajk ), if we permute i with j, Aik is
swapped with Ajk which have had different signs assigned to them by the summation. However, if
we swap i with k, Aij takes on the opposite sign, Akj = −Ajk , and Ajk takes on the opposite sign
Aji = −Aij .

11.4.2

Antisymmetrized Contractions of Antisymmetric Tensors

Definition: We define an antisymmetrized contraction between tensors A and B by analogue to
equation 11.1.1,
X

X
1
\
·
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
C = A ⊗ B ≡ ∀ihs + ti, Cihs+ti =
(s + t)!
jhsilhti∈Π(ihs+ti)

khvi

(11.4.4)
The result of an antisymmetrized contraction is an antisymmetric tensor C.
Antisymmetrized Contraction of Symmetric Tensors
We first consider the case where A and B are both symmetric. The standard algorithm can do
such contractions for s = t = 1 and arbitrary v, since the intermediate is a nonsymmetric matrix,
which can be symmetrized. Equation 11.1.1 evaluates to C = 0 for either s > 1 or t > 1
since a symmetry would be ‘preserved’ between a symmetric tensor and antisymmetric tensor, so
(s,t,v)
adding the permutations in Π(ihs + ti) would cancel each other out. The fast algorithm Ψ
cannot handle the s = t = 1 case of the antisymmetrized product of two symmetric tensors, since
the tensor Z is symmetric and contains the wrong relative signs of the needed (antisymmetrized)
entries.
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Antisymmetrized Contraction of Antisymmetric Tensors
The case when both operands A and B are antisymmetric and the result is antisymmetrized is
well-defined for any s, t, v ≥ 1. Equation 11.1.2 takes the following form for this case
X

X
1
\
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
(11.4.5)
Cihs+ti = s+t ·
s

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

khvi

(s,t,v)

Algorithm Ψ⊗
: The standard algorithm works essentially without modification from the
symmetric case, forthis antisymmetric
case. A partially antisymmetric intermediate C̄ is formed


n
n
with dimensions s by t via a matrix multiplication that sums over a dimension of length nv .
The result is then antisymmetrized, ∀ihs + ti
Cihs+ti =

1

·

s+t
s

X
\

C̄jhsilhti .

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

We call this standard algorithm for antisymmetrized contractions
(s,t,v)

C = A ⊗ B = Ψ⊗

(A, B).

This antisymmetric case is in a sense even simpler than the symmetric case, since the diagonals
are zero and can be ignored, while in the symmetric case they have to be handled with care (scaled
by different factors).
(s,t,v)
(A, B) cannot be adapted to handling such contractions, because
The fast algorithm, Ψ
P
when s = t = 1, if we try to antisymmetrize the operands of Ẑ (equation 11.2.3 with uses of
P
replaced by c), the resulting matrix would be symmetric, and we want to compute an antisymmetrized rather than a symmetrized product. Further, when either s or t is at least two, at least
one of the operands is no longer antisymmetric, since it will contain terms in the sum that have
some pair of indices i, j appear in the tensor (and therefore be antisymmetric), and terms where
both i and j are not present, which are effectively symmetric in this pair of indices. Therefore, the
resulting Z would be neither symmetric nor antisymmetric.
However, such antisymmetric contractions with s, t, v ≥ 1 do not occur in coupled-cluster theory or any other quantum chemistry applications we are aware of. This curious fact can be shown
diagrammatically or noted as a consequence of raised and lowered index notation (discussed in
detail in Section 11.5.1), as only indices of a single orientation may be antisymmetric, while only
indices of different orientation may be contracted together. So, all contractions which arise in
our quantum chemistry applications have one of s = 0 or t = 0 or v = 0. Those antisymmetric contractions where two of s, t, v are at least two (and the other zero) are also incompatible
with the fast symmetric contraction algorithm, for the same reason as discussed above. However,
while a few such cases are present in the high-order CCSDTQ [102] method, the predominant
number of tensor contraction cases in coupled-cluster theory have s, t, v be some permutation
of (0, 1, k) for some k ≥ 1. In these cases, one of the A, B, and C tensors is a vector and
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the other two tensors are of order k and k + 1. These cases may be executed using the fast algorithm as we detail in the next two sections. We first consider the cases where A and B are
antisymmetric tensors of order k and k + 1 and C is a vector or a symmetric matrix (so when
(s, t, v) ∈ {(0, 1, k), (1, 0, k), (1, 1, k)}), then consider the case where C and either A or B are
antisymmetric tensors of order k and k + 1, while one of the operands is a vector or a symmetric
matrix (so when (s, t, v) ∈ {(k, 0, 1), (0, k, 1), (1, k, 0), (k, 1, 0)}). The fast tensor contraction algorithm works for all of these cases, since none of the antisymmetric tensors has fewer than ω − 1
indices allowing Ẑ to be formed with appropriate symmetry or antisymmetry.
Antisymmetrized Contraction of an Antisymmetric Tensor with a Symmetric Matrix or a
Vector
In the previous section, we considered a contraction of two antisymmetric operands into a vector
or a symmetric matrix. In this section, we consider the contraction of a single antisymmetric
operand with another operand that is either a symmetric matrix or a vector into an output that is an
antisymmetric tensor. We consider only the case where A is antisymmetric and B is a symmetric
matrix or vector, as the fact that the multiplication operator is commutative permutes the roles of
the operands (switch A and B) in any contraction where A is a symmetric matrix or vector and B is
antisymmetric. We limit the consideration to symmetric matrices B rather than symmetric tensors
of higher order, since if B has order three or more, it must either share two indices with C or share
two indices with A. In the first case, the contraction evaluates to zero since C is antisymmetric in
these indices while B is symmetric in these indices. In the latter case, the contraction evaluates to
zero, since all entries of the output must sum over a pair of indices which are antisymmetric in A
and symmetric in B, e.g.
X
X
X
X
Aij · Bij =
Aji · Bji =
−Aij · Bji = −
Aij · Bij = 0.
ij

ji

ij

ij

So, throughout this section we consider only t, v ≤ 1.
Equation 11.1.2 for the contraction of antisymmetric A with vector or symmetric matrix B
takes the same antisymmetrized form ∀ihs + ti
X

X
1
\
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
Cihs+ti = s+t ·
s
(s,t,v)

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

khvi

The standard algorithm Ψ⊗ (A, B) forms a partially antisymmetric intermediate C̄, which has
s antisymmetric indices inherited from A and t ≤ 1 non-symmetric indices from B, then antisymmetrizes the result. The cost of the standard algorithm is to leading order the same as before.
(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
Algorithm Φ⊗
: The fast algorithm Φ
(A, B) may be adapted to handle this case by
forming an antisymmetric Ẑ tensor, which is a point-wise product of an antisymmetric tensor of
operands of A and a symmetric tensor of operands of B. We call this adapted algorithm C =
(s,t,v)
A ⊗ B = Φ⊗ (A, B) and define it for arbitrary s and t, v ≤ 1, but assert that it also works for
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arbitrary t and s, v ≤ 1, by symmetry of operands. The equation is

 

X
X
\
Ẑihωi =
Ajhs+vi ·
Blht+vi .
jhs+vi∈χ(ihωi)

(11.4.6)

lht+vi∈χ(ihωi)

P
P
The summation over Ẑ (analogous to equation 11.2.4) is performed with c in place of
and is
multiplied by a sign prefactor,
 

X
X
X
\
tv
Ajhs+vi ·
Blht+vi .
(11.4.7)
Zihs+ti = (−1)
khvi

jhs+vi∈χ(ihs+tikhvi)

lht+vi∈χ(ihs+tikhvi)

In defining V (equation 11.2.5), we note that we have restricted the case to v ≤ 1, which considerably simplifies the expression. If v = 0, V does not need to be computed at all (is zero), and when
v = 1 we compute A(1) and B (1) ,
X
(1)
Aihs+v−1i,k ,
∀ihs + v − 1i, Aihs+v−1i =
k

∀iht + v − 1i,

(1)
Biht+v−1i

=

X

Biht+v−1i,k .

k

Now, if v = 1, we can compute V as (multiplying by v to signify it is nonzero only if v = 1),
∀ihs + ti,
"
1−p
1
X
X
Vihs+ti = v · (−1)p−1
nv−p−q ·
p=max(0,v−t) q=max(0,v−s)



X
\

(p)
Ajhs+1−pi
jhs+1−pi∈χ(ihs+ti)

 
·

X

(q)
Blht+1−qi

#
.

lht+1−qi∈χ(ihs+ti)

The tensor W is also simplified, since we consider only t ≤ 1, and W exists only when s, t > 0.
So it suffices to consider only t = 1 (we multiply by t for this reason) and compute, ∀ihs − 1i,
X
(1)
Umihs−1i =
Amihs−1ikhvi · Bmkhvi ,
khvi

Wihs+1i = t ·

X
\

X
\

(1)

Umhhs−1i .

(m,hhs−1i)∈χ(ghsi)(ghsi,l)∈χ(ihs+1i)

The result C is just the sum of these intermediates again as in equation 11.2.8.
We now prove that the above method is correct following the proof of correctness for the
purely symmetric fast algorithm (Theorem 11.3.1) except this time propagating signs from the A
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antisymmetric summation. We partition the index set khvi as described in that proof to obtain the
following partition of Z, taking the sign of each operand from equation 11.4.7, ∀ihs + ti,
tv

Zihs+ti =(−1)

v
X X
r=0

khvi

v−r
X

X

X

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi) p=max(0,v−t−r) (ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri)

v−r−p

"

X

X

q=max(0,v−s−r) (f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)



X

δ(jhs+v−p−ridhriehpiwhti, ihs+tikhvi)

(−1)


Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi

(jhs+v−p−ri,hht−v+p+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)


·

#

X

Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi

,

lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

where whti are the t indices of ihs + tikhvi not appearing in the A operand, namely the ordered index set f hqighv − r − p − qihht − v − p − ri. Noting that t ≤ 1, which implies that the ordering
of the (size at most one) index set does not matter, we can set
whti = f hqighv − r − p − qihht − v + p + ri.
Now we manipulate the sign permutation factor on A by rotating the index set hht − v + p + ri
(of size at most one), v permutations to the left, yielding,
(−1)δ(jhs+v−p−ridhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qihht−v+p+ri, ihs+tikhvi)
=(−1)(t−v+p+r)v (−1)δ(jhs+v−p−rihht−v+p+ri, ihs+ti) (−1)δ(dhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qi, khvi) .
Plugging this in and factoring out (−1)(t−v+p+r)v (−1)δ(dhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qi,khvi) we obtain ∀ihs + ti,
tv

Zihs+ti =(−1)

v
X X
khvi

r=0

v−r−p

v−r
X

X

X

X

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi) p=max(0,v−t−r) (ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri) q=max(0,v−s−r)

"
X

(t−v+p+r)v

(−1)

δ(dhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qi,khvi)

(−1)

(f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)



X

δ(jhs+v−p−rihht−v+p+ri, ihs+ti)

(−1)

(jhs+v−p−ri,hht−v+p+ri)∈χ(ihs+ti)


·

X
lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

#
Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi


Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi
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Now, we absorb the factors of (−1)δ(jhs+v−p−rihht−v+p+ri, ihs+ti) and to transform the summation
P P
over A operands from
to c,
tv

=(−1)

v
X X
r=0

khvi

v−r−p

X

v−r
X

(dhri,uhv−ri)∈χ(khvi)

p=max(0,v−t−r)

X

X

(ehpi,whv−r−pi)∈χ(uhv−ri) q=max(0,v−s−r)

"
X

(−1)(t−v+p+r)v (−1)δ(dhriehpif hqighv−r−p−qi, khvi)

(f hqi,ghv−r−p−qi)∈χ(whv−r−pi)



 
Ajhs+v−p−ridhriehpi ·

X
\

jhs+v−p−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

#
Blht+v−q−ridhrif hqi .

X
lht+v−q−ri∈χ(ihs+ti)

We now separate the r = v term, which is the only term when v = 0, and the r = 0 term which is
auxiliary only when v = 1, as we signify by multiplying the term by v, yielding ∀ihs + ti,
"
 
#
X
X
X
\
tv
tv
Z ihs+ti = (−1)
(−1)
Ajhsikhvi ·
Blhtikhvi
khvi

+ v · (−1)
X

t

jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)

X

1
X

k

p=max(0,1−t)

(−1)t−1+p

1−p
X

X

(ehpi,whv−pi)∈χ(k) q=max(0,1−s)

"

f hqi∈χ(whv−pi)

lhti∈χ(ihs+ti)

X
\

 
Ajhs+v−piehpi ·

jhs+v−pi∈χ(ihs+ti)

X

#
Blht+v−qif hqi

lht+v−qi∈χ(ihs+ti)

By the same argument as in the symmetric correctness proof (Theorem 11.3.1), we assert that for a
particular choice of p, q, r the khvi indices are indistinguishable, which allows us to replace sums
with scalar prefactors. We again also isolate the r = v term, yielding
 

X  \
X
X
Zihs+ti =
Ajhsikhvi ·
Blhtikhvi
khvi

jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)

lhti∈χ(ihs+ti)
1−p

1
X

+ v · (−1)p+1

X

nv−p−q ·

p=max(0,1−t) q=max(0,1−s)



X
\

(p)
Ajhs+v−pi
jhs+v−pi∈χ(ihs+ti)

=

X 
khvi

X
\
jhsi∈χ(ihs+ti)

 
·

 
Ajhsikhvi ·

X

(q)
Blht+v−qi



lht+v−qi∈χ(ihs+ti)

X


Blhtikhvi + Vihs+ti .

lhti∈χ(ihs+ti)

Now, we’ve isolated V and proceed to separate C from W in the first term, where C again corresponds to the cases when jhsi is disjoint from lhti and W captures all cases of overlap between
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the two. Since, t ≤ 1, they can overlap only in one index and only when t = 1, we label this
index m and multiply the term by a factor of t to signify that it disappears for t = 0. We also need
to carefully handle the missing index (labeled l) that does not appear in neither operand in the W
term, as it affects the sign,
X
X
Z ihs+ti = Vihs+ti +
(−1)δ(jhsilhti, ihs+ti) Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi
khvi

+t·

X
khvi

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

X

X

(−1)δ(mhhs−1il, ihs+1i) Amhhs−1ikhvi · Bmhhs−1ikhvi

(m,hhs−1i)∈χ(ghsi) (ghsi,l)∈χ(ihs+ti)

"
=Vihs+ti + Cihs+ti + t ·

X
khvi

X

X

(m,hhs−1i)∈χ(ghsi) (ghsi,l)∈χ(ihs+ti)

#
(−1)δ(mhhs−1i, ghsi) (−1)δ(ghsil, ihs+1i) Amhhs−1ikhvi · Bmhhs−1ikhvi
=Vihs+ti + Cihs+ti + t ·

X
\

X
\

(1)

Umhhs−1i ,

(m,hhs−1i)∈χ(ghsi)(ghsi,l)∈χ(ihs+1i)



s+t
=Vihs+ti +
· Cihs+ti + Wihs+ti
s

Since s+t
C = Z − V − W , this demonstrates correctness of this antisymmetric adaptation
s
(s,t,v)
Φ⊗ (A, B). The algorithm has the same leading order costs as in the case of symmetric tensors,
since it computes the same intermediates only with different signs and since the intermediates
have the same number of non-zeros. The antisymmetry of Z holds by applying the antisymmetric
argument from Section 11.4.1 to the A operand and the symmetric argument from Section 11.3.3
to the B operand, as the point-wise product of an antisymmetric and a symmetric tensor preserves
the sign and is therefore antisymmetric.

11.4.3

Hermitian Adaptation

We define a complex tensor of order d as A = Re(A) + i · Im(A), where Re(A) (real part)
and Im(A) (complex part) are tensors with elements in Abelian group (RA , +). Given another
complex tensor B = Re(B) + i · Im(B) with elements in (RB , +), Abelian
√ group (RC , +), and a
distributive operator, “ · ” ∈ RA × RB → RC , the imaginary unit i = −1 defines the operator
(which following convention we overload) “ · ” ∈ (RA × RA ) × (RB × RB ) → (RC × RC ),
specifically for any a = a1 + i · a2 ∈ (RA × RA ), b = b1 + i · b2 ∈ (RB × RB ), a · b yields
c ∈ (RC × RC ), where
c = c1 + i · c2 = a · b = (a1 · b1 − a2 · b2 ) + i · (a1 · b2 + a2 · b1 ).
We denote the conjugate of an element of any complex tensor, Aihvi = Re(A)ihvi + i · Im(A)ihvi ,
as A∗ihvi = Re(A)ihvi − i · Im(A)ihvi .
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An order d complex tensor is Hermitian if Re(A) is a symmetric tensor and Im(A) is an
antisymmetric tensor. This implies that for any odd permutation ihdi = π(jhdi) (so with odd
∗
δ(ihdi, jhdi)), Hihdi = Hjhdi
, and for any even permutation ihdi = π 0 (khdi) (so with even
δ(ihdi, jhdi)), Hihdi = Hkhdi .
We say a complex tensor H̄ is partially-Hermitian, if Re(H̄) and Im(H̄) are partially-symmetric
and partially-antisymmetric, respectively, in the same index sets. We combine the symmetrized
and antisymmetrized summation notation over tuple partitions to yield a notation for a sum which
yields a Hermitian tensor result H when applied to any non-Hermitian order d tensor H̄,
∗
X

Hihdi =

H̄ihdi ≡

jhdi∈Π(ihdi)

X

Re(H̄)jhdi +

X
d
jhdi∈Π(ihdi)

Im(H̄)jhdi

jhdi∈Π(ihdi)

We also define a sum which yields a Hermitian tensor H when applied to a partially-Hermitian
tensor order s + t H̄ (Hermitian in index groups jhsi and lhti),
∗
X

Hihs+ti =

X

H̄jhsilhti ≡

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

X
\

Re(H̄)jhsilhti +

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

Im(H̄)jhsilhti .

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

Definition: Using the above summation notation, we now define a Hermitian contraction by
analogue of equation 11.1.1 and of equation 11.4.4. For complex tensors A and B,
X

∗
X
1
·
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
C = A × B ≡ ∀ihs + ti, Cihs+ti =
(s + t)!
jhsilhti∈Π(ihs+ti)

khvi

(11.4.8)
The resulting complex tensor C is Hermitian.
Hermitian Contractions with Zero Terms
When A and B are Hermitian and when v > 1, the result of the Hermitian contraction has
Im(C) = Re(A) ⊗ Im(B) + Im(A) ⊗ Re(B) = 0
since ∀ihs + ti,
Im(C)ihs+ti

1
=
·
(s + t)!

X
\

X

jhsi,lhti∈Π(ihs+ti)

Re(A)jhsikhvi · Im(B)lhtikhvi

khvi

+

X


Im(A)jhsikhvi · Re(B)lhtikhvi ,

khvi

so each element is a sum over a v > 1 set of indices of two products of a symmetric and an antisymmetric operands. Each of the two products is anti-symmetric in the khvi index set, so summing
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over this set yields a zero result. Therefore, when v > 1, it suffices to compute Re(C), which may
be done by computing
Re(C) = Re(A)

Re(B) − Im(A)

Im(B).

The latter term, Im(A) Im(B) is only nonzero when s, t ≤ 1. This is because
is the
symmetrized contraction, and if s, t ≥ 1, at least one anti-symmetric index pair is preserved in
Im(A) Im(B), which means the term goes to zero once fully symmetrized via equation 11.4.8.
(s,t,v)
For the cases of v > 1, it is possible to use the standard algorithm Ψ
(Re(A), Re(B)) −
(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
Ψ
(Im(A), Im(B)) or to use the fast algorithm Φ
(Re(A), Re(B))−Φ
(Im(A), Im(B)),
in both cases not computing the imaginary part contraction if either s, t > 1. It does not make sense
(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
to construct an explicit version of Ψ×
and Φ×
for the case with v > 1, since the imaginary
and real parts act disjointly of each other.
P
When v ≤ 1 and both s, t > 1, we again have Im(C) = 0, since cjhsi,lhti∈Π(ihs+ti) leads
to a sum over a product of a symmetric pair of indices with an antisymmetric pair of indices in
both contributions to Im(C), which are then both zero. When t ≤ 1 and s > 1 as well as when
s ≤ 1 and t > 1, one of the two terms contributing to Im(C) is zero and the other needs to be
computed, in both cases Im(A) Im(B) = 0. For instance, when t, v ≤ 1 and s > 1, we have
Re(A) ⊗ Im(B) = 0, but need to compute Im(A) ⊗ Re(B) (an antisymmetrized product of an
antisymmetric tensor with a vector or matrix). In all cases, we can employ both the standard and
the fast algorithm to compute the two needed contractions, the first being fully symmetric,
Re(C) = Re(A)

Re(B) = Ψ

(s,t,v)

(Re(A), Re(B)) = Φ

(s,t,v)

(Re(A), Re(B)),

and the second being a contraction of an antisymmetric tensor and a symmetric matrix or vector
when t ≤ 1,
(s,t,v)

Im(C) = Im(A) ⊗ Re(B) = Ψ⊗

(s,t,v)

(Im(A), Re(B)) = Φ⊗

(Im(A), Re(B)),

or when s ≤ 1,
(s,t,v)

Im(C) = Re(A) ⊗ Im(B) = Ψ⊗

(s,t,v)

(Re(A), Im(B)) = Φ⊗

(Re(A), Im(B)),

which can both be done via the fast algorithm adaptation algorithm in Section 11.4.2.
Hermitian Contractions without Zero Terms
As we demonstrated in the previous subsection, pieces of the Hermitian contraction contributing
to both the imaginary and real parts evaluate to zero in all cases except when all s, t, v ≤ 1. We
now focus in on these cases.
Definition: When A and B are Hermitian, equation 11.4.8 can for s, t, v ∈ {0, 1} be computed
via the analogue of equation 11.1.2 and equation 11.4.5, which we call a Hermitian contraction,
X

∗
X
1
Ajhsikhvi · Blhtikhvi .
C = A × B ≡ ∀ihs + ti, Cihs+ti = s+t ·
s

(jhsi,lhti)∈χ(ihs+ti)

khvi

(11.4.9)
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For s, t, v ∈ {0, 1} we expect each of the two contributions to both the real and imaginary parts
of C to be nonzero. We could compute C = A × B by four applications of either the standard or
the fast algorithm,
C =A × B
(s,t,v)

(s,t,v)

(s,t,v)

(s,t,v)

(Re(A), Re(B)) − Ψ
(Im(A), Im(B))


(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
+ i Ψ⊗ (Re(A), Im(B)) + Ψ⊗ (Im(A), Re(B))

=Ψ

=Φ

(Re(A), Re(B)) − Φ

(Im(A), Im(B))


(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
+ i Φ⊗ (Re(A), Im(B)) + Φ⊗ (Im(A), Re(B)) .
(s,t,v)

(s,t,v)

We can also explicitly define complex algorithms Ψ×
and Φ×
for these cases. However,
(s,t,v)
we would gain nothing out of Ψ× , since it does an addition for each multiplication, and since
each complex multiplication costs six real multiplications and each complex addition costs two
real additions, the cost would go up by a factor of four, which is the same as the cost as two in(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
vocations of both Ψ
and Ψ⊗
on reals as done above. However, an explicit fast algorithm,
(s,t,v)
would be expected to yield an improvement due to the fact that it performs more additions
Φ×
than multiplications, and complex additions are a third of the cost of complex multiplications. We
could achieve much of this savings by amortizing the cost of computing the operands to Ẑ (equation 11.2.3) as well as the operands to other intermediates, since each operand will appear in one
(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
(s,t,v)
call to Φ
and another call to Φ⊗ . For instance the left operand to Ẑ, Φ
(Re(A), Re(B))
(s,t,v)
is the same as in Φ⊗ (Re(A), Im(B)). Further, we also want to amortize the cost of the accumulation of Ẑ to Z by adding together the real and imaginary parts of Ẑ a priori, for instance
(s,t,v)
(Im(A), Im(B)) from that computed by
we can immediately subtract the Ẑ computed by Φ
(s,t,v)
Φ
(Re(A), Re(B)).
In the case when s = t = v = 1, the computation of Z dominates, and the number of additions
needed to leading order to compute all four Ẑ are: n3 /3 for operands formed from Re(A), n3 /3
for operands formed from Im(A), and 2n/ 3 more from Z similarly, for a total of 4n3 /3 additions
to compute the operands. To compute Z from Ẑ, we could add together the resulting Ẑ for the
imaginary and real parts with total cost n3 /3 then accumulate the results with cost 2n3 /3, for a
total of 4n3 /3 + n3 /3 + 2n3 /3 = 7n3 /3, which is twice as few adds as the naive applications of
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
Φ
Φ
and Φ⊗
(4X times the number of additions in Fsyrmm
from Section 11.2.4).
The other cases we need to consider are s, t, v ∈ {(1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0)}, the latter two
of which (matrix times vector multiplication and vector times matrix) are effectively identical by
(1,0,1)
symmetry of operands. The (s, t, v) = (1, 0, 1) case for a symmetric matrix, Φ
was given in
(1,0,1)
Section 11.2.4. We give the Hermitian matrix case Φ
below (the problem is defined the same
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way),
∀i, j,
∀i,

Ẑij = Aij · (b∗i + bj ),
X
X
(1)
Zi =
Ẑik , Ai =
Aik ,
k

(1)

Vi = Ai · b∗i ,

ci = Zi − Vi .

k

The algorithm’s correctness is evident by inspection, and it suffices to argue that Ẑ is Hermitian.
We have ∀i, j,
Ẑij∗ = A∗ij · (b∗i + bj )∗ = Aji · (bi + b∗j ) = Ẑji .
The costs for this case are therefore the same as in Section 11.2.4, but with a different µ% and µ% .
The last case we need to consider is s, t, v = (1, 1, 0), namely the Hermitian rank-2 outer
product. Where for two complex vectors a and b, we want to compute
1
Cij = (ai · b∗j + a∗j · bi ).
2
By analogy to Section 11.2.4 Φ1,1,0
is
×
(1)

∀i, j, Zij = Ẑij = (ai + a∗j ) · (bi + b∗j ), Ui

1
(1)
(1)
= ai · bi , Wij = Ui + (Uj )∗ , Cij = (Zij − Wij ).
2

Correctness comes from the fact that
(1)

Wij = Ui

(1)

+ (Uj )∗ = ai · bi + (aj · bj )∗ = ai · bi + a∗j · b∗j ,

which is exactly the part of Ẑ that differentiates it from C. Ẑ is Hermitian due to the fact that ∀i, j,
Ẑij∗ = [(ai + a∗j ) · (bi + b∗j )]∗ = (a∗i + aj ) · (b∗i + bj ) = Ẑji .
Therefore, the costs are the same as in Section 11.2.4, except with different µ% and ν% . As noted in
that section, the fast that the multiplications cost more in the Hermitian case, allows the routines
(1,1,0)
(1,0,1)
(0,1,1)
with 3/4 of the operations
hemm, her2K, and hetrd to be done via Φ× , Φ× , and Φ×
of the standard methods.

11.5

Applications

In this section, we consider tensor contractions which arise in quantum chemistry calculations. In
this context, the tensors are most often antisymmetric (skew-symmetric), because they represent
interactions of electrons, which like all fermions follow the Pauli exclusion principle, meaning the
(electronic) wave-function is antisymmetric with respect to particle interchange.
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Coupled-Cluster Contractions

We now consider some antisymmetric coupled-cluster [16] contractions. We employ some notation which is standard in this field to express the contractions in familiar form for quantum chemist
readers. For instance, we will use raised index notation, which is used for book-keeping of index
symmetry and meaning in physics calculations. Some rules we will follow include contracting
raised indices of one tensor with lowered indices in another, and expressing antisymmetric index groups amongst indices belonging within the sets {a, b, c, d} (occupied orbitals) or {i, j, k, l}
(virtual orbitals) and all indices in the group appearing as lowered or raised within the tensor. Additionally, we will consider different spin-cases, with spin-α indices labeled normally as {a, b, c, d},
¯ {ī, j̄, k̄, ¯l, m̄}. Indices with dif{i, j, k, l, m}, and spin-β indices labeled with bars as {ā, b̄, c̄, d},
ferent spin are not antisymmetric unlike indices of the same spin and type.
We start with a contraction from the CCSD method, where the fourth order tensor T2 (with
elements referred to as e.g. Tijab for the pure spin-α case) is contracted with a fourth-order twoelectron integral tensor V into an fourth-order intermediate Z (this is a contraction of leading order
cost within CCSD),
X
Tijab · Vbc̄j k̄ ,
Zic̄ak̄ =
bj

where the T2 ‘amplitude’ tensor is antisymmetric in a, b and i, j (the fact that this symmetry is
present and no other symmetries are present in the contraction could actually be inferred directly
from the notation rules we described). We will use nested contraction algorithms as described in
Section 11.2.5 to express algorithms for this problem. For simplicity, we will ignore the antisymmetry i, j and exploit only a, b (although both partial symmetries could be exploited recursively as
done in the next contractions). This tensor represents two-electron excitations, and we will refer
to it as T2 . The antisymmetry in T2 is not preserved in the contraction, so the cost of the standard
algorithm nested with a nonsymmetric contraction,
(0,1,1)

Ψ⊗

Υ(2,1,1) (T2 , V ) = Υ(2,2,2) (T2 , V )
(0,1,1)

would be 2n6 operations. We can apply the algorithm Φ⊗ (A, B) to reduce this operation count
by a factor of two, by defining vectors v̄ and z̄, the elements of which are order 3 tensors, and
antisymmetric matrix T¯2 , each element of which is itself an antisymmetric matrix. We can then
assign
∀a, b, i, j, (T̄ ab )ij = Tijab ,
as well as
∀j, c̄, b, k, (v̄b )jc̄k̄ = Vbc̄j k̄ ,
(0,1,1)
and similarly for z̄. Now we can apply Φ⊗ (v̄, T¯2 ) with s = 0, v = 1, t = 1, where each
element-wise multiplication is a contraction over the remaining four indices, which we refer to as
the nested contraction
(0,1,1)
Φ⊗ Υ(2,1,1) (T2 , V ).
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Since the number of element-wise multiplications is decreased by a factor of ω = 2 and the additions of elements of z̄, v̄, and T¯2 cost n3 , n3 , and n+1
, respectively, while the element-wise appli2
(0,1,1)
4
cation of “·" costs O(n ), the overall operation count for the contraction via Φ⊗ Υ(2,1,1) (T2 , V )
is n6 rather than 2n6 .
In the higher-order CCSDT [121] method, another amplitude tensor of order 6 is computed,
abc
(in the pure spin-α case). The T3
which we call T3 . We refer to the elements of T3 as Tijk
tensor is antisymmetric in two index groups of up to three indices (depending on spin), namely
the a, b, c indices and i, j, k indices. One contraction between T2 and a fourth-order intermediate
W contributing to T3 , which appears both in the CCSDT method, and its perturbatively performed
subset CCSD(T) [133] (it is leading order in the latter method) is
X
X X
l̄b
Tiac̄
Tijabc̄
=
k̄
l̄ · Wj k̄ .
(a,b)∈χ(a,b) (i,j)∈χ(i,j)

l̄

The T3 output tensor is antisymmetric in i, j and in a, b in this contraction. Since these symmetries
are not preserved in the contraction, it would cost 2n7 operations if computed via the standard
algorithm,
(1,1,0) (1,1,0)
T3 = Ψ⊗ Ψ⊗ Υ(1,1,1) (T2 , W ).
Instead, we can use two nested levels of the fast algorithm as
(1,1,0)

T3 = Φ⊗

(1,1,0)

Φ⊗

Υ(1,1,1) (T2 , W ),

X

((T a )i )c̄l̄ · ((V b )j )l̄k̄ .

which performs the contraction as follows,
((T ab )ij )c̄k̄ =

l̄

The fast symmetric contraction algorithm is applied over the a, b indices with s = 1, t = 1, v = 0,
then over the i, j indices with s = 1, t = 1, v = 0, then (for each scalar multiplication in the
fast algorithm) over the nonsymmetric c̄, k̄, ¯l indices. This amounts to performing a nonsymmetric
matrix multiplication at the bottom level, and the factor of two reduction in multiplications in each
of the two levels of the fast symmetric algorithm, results in a 4X reduction in overall operation
count needed for the contraction.
Lastly, we analyze a contraction from the CCSDTQ [102] method, which additionally appears
in the CCSDT(Q) [18] perturbatively performed subset of CCSDTQ, and is in the leading order
in the CCSDT(Q). The contraction we analyze is similar in form to the CCSDT one above, except it contributes to the T4 amplitude tensor which is computed in CCSDTQ and is a result of a
contraction between T2 and a sixth order intermediate X,
X
X
X ¯
abcd¯
m̄bc
Tijk
Tiam̄d · Xjk
l̄ =
l̄ .
(a,(b,c))∈χ(a,b,c) (i,(j,k))∈χ(i,j,k) m̄

In this contraction, there are again two antisymmetric groups, but this time of size 3, a, b, c and
i, j, k. Further, the antisymmetries between b and c and between j and k are preserved since X and
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T are antisymmetric in these index groups. Therefore, the standard contraction algorithm,
(2,1,0)

T4 = Ψ⊗

(1,2,0)

Ψ⊗

Υ(1,1,1) (T2 , X),

would save a factor of four from symmetry, yielding n9 /2 operations to leading order. As done
for the CCSDT contraction, we can again use two nested levels of the fast symmetric algorithm
and perform a nonsymmetric matrix multiplication at the third, bottom level. We can express this
nesting as
(2,1,0) (1,2,0)
T4 = Φ⊗ Φ⊗ Υ(1,1,1) (T2 , X),
where the fast algorithm effectively computes
X
¯
¯
((T abc )ijk )dl̄ =
((T a )i )dm̄ · ((X bc )jk )m̄
l̄ .
m̄

The fast algorithm is applied with s = 1, t = 2, v = 0 over the a, b, c indices, each scalar multiplication therein becoming another symmetric contraction with s = 1, t = 2, v = 0 over the i, j, k
indices and each scalar multiplication at this second level being a nonsymmetric contraction over
¯ m̄, ¯l. Since the number of scalar multiplications is reduced by a factor of (s + v + t)! = 3! = 6
d,
at each level, the overall cost is reduced by 36 (n9 /18 operations), which is 9X faster than the
standard method.

11.6

Conclusions

We conclude that the new fast symmetric tensor contraction algorithm is of interest for consideration in proving the performance of the complex BLAS and LAPACK routines, but more importantly has significant potential for accelerating coupled-cluster methods and possibly other quantum chemistry computations. The cost quantification, numerical error analysis, and adaptation to
antisymmetric and Hermitian cases demonstrate that the technique is robust. While we implemented test cases of the fast symmetric algorithm and its adaptations on top of Cyclops Tensor
Framework (see Chapter 10), we have not tested the performance of the algorithm, which needs
to be evaluated in a variety of contexts (for instance both as a sequential optimization to complex
BLAS routines as well as nested use inside coupled-cluster contractions). We also leave it as future work to consider the best ways of applying the new algorithm to the full set of coupled-cluster
equations for various methods, as well as implementation thereof.
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Chapter 12
Future Work
In this last chapter we discuss future directions for the work presented in all previous chapters;
some of these directions were already mentioned in the conclusion sections of those chapters.
Generally, we have used asymptotic analysis of communication costs in a number of sections and
did not consider overlap between communication and computation, which are natural directions
for improvement of the work. While we carefully modelled collective communication on torus
networks, extensions of the models to other network topologies remain future work.
Our communication lower bound techniques should extend in a general way to iterative methods (Krylov subspace methods or semiring-based graph algorithms) on more general classes of
graphs than those we considered in Chapter 7. In particular, we expect that algorithms on graphs
with hierarchical community structure [66] should yield exponential dependency bubble expansion. Further, while we demonstrated the applicability of the lower bounds to Gaussian elimination, we did not explicitly derive the lower bounds for algorithms for QR and the symmetric
eigenvalue problem. We gave algorithms that achieved costs, which match those of Gaussian elimination, and as these problems are generally harder, we expect that the lower bounds should apply
to these two problems and other dense matrix factorizations. The difficulty in extending the bounds
to QR lays in the variety of approaches to QR factorization (Givens rotations and Householder as
well as blocked versions of these), which all yield different algorithmic dependency graphs. With
some assumptions such as forward progress, which were made in [12] to obtain bandwidth lower
bounds for QR, we conjecture that the concept of parent hypergraphs and path-expanders given in
Chapter 3 are extensible to these algorithms.
The adaptation and evaluation of the 2.5D symmetric eigensolver algorithms to algorithms for
the singular value decomposition problem also remains future work. Further, for QR factorization,
we did not give an implementation of the proposed 2.5D algorithm, so this remains an interesting direction for future work. Similarly for the symmetric eigenvalue problem, we did not give
an implementation of the 2.5D successive band reduction algorithm (Algorithm 7.3.1), which is
expected to be useful due to its good theoretical memory bandwidth and interprocessor bandwidth
communication efficiency. However, since the algorithms requires more reduction stages, and
therefore more work, realizing a practical benefit may be challenging on current architectures (on
future architectures we expect communication to be even more expensive relative to computation).
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Eigenvector computation by back transformation was also not considered in this thesis and remains
an important direction for future work on the symmetric eigenvalue decomposition problem.
We also did not give any implementation of Algorithm 8.4.1 for computation of Krylov subspace methods. In principle, this algorithm should be quite beneficial for certain problem sizes
(when the whole problem does not fit into the caches of all processors, but is also not too much
larger than the sum of these cache sizes). Another remaining question is whether the memorybandwidth efficient algorithm can be adapted and employed in methods that depend on the entire
Krylov basis rather than just the last vector.
While we implemented and benchmarked the recursive all-pairs shortest-paths algorithm in
Chapter 9, we did so for dense graphs, while sparse graphs are the more important problem
(although the path matrix is still dense for a connected path graph). However, even for dense
graphs, there remain interesting direction for future work in the analysis and implementation of
the path-doubling algorithm presented by Tiskin [157]. This algorithm is more synchronization
efficient than the recursive Floyd-Warshall-based algorithm we analyzed. Tiskin’s adaptation of
path-doubling also does no extra computation asymptotically and seems to be promising from a
practical perspective. A theoretical question is whether this path-doubling technique can also speed
up shortest-path computations on sparse graphs.
Much future work also remains in the tensor work described in Chapters 10 and 11. For Cyclops Tensor Framework, some of the most important future directions are support for sparse tensors, improvement of performance models and performance prediction, as well as implementation
of other coupled-cluster and benchmarking of methods such as CCSDTQ. The framework also
does not support the fast symmetric contraction algorithms, which are presented in Chapter 11,
for which no high performance implementations exist (although we tested prototypes of the algorithm for correctness). The development of applications on top of the fast symmetric contraction
algorithm (particularly coupled-cluster methods) also remains a promising piece of future work.
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